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Dear Ms. Haney:

In accordance with 10 CFR 76, the United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC) hereby
submits the 2014 Annual Update to the certification documents for the PGDP. The annual
update is required by 10 CFR 76.68(b). The 2014 Annual Update consists of Revisions 139
(May 28, 2013), 140 [partial] (September 20, 2013), 141 (October 28, 2013), 142 (December 18,
2013), and 143 (April 1, 2014) to USEC-01, Application for United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission Certification, Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant. This Annual Update includes the
following changes:

* Revision 139 incorporates Technical Safety Requirements (TSR) changes that were
previously submitted for your review in accordance with 10 CFR 76.45 and approved in your
letter dated May 28, 2013, as Amendment 12 to Certificate of Compliance GDP-1. Revision
139 also incorporates associated changes to the Safety Analysis Report (SAR) that have been
reviewed in accordance with 10 CFR 76.68 and have been determined to not require prior
NRC approval. Revision 139 was effective May 28, 2013.

* Revision 140 (partial) incorporates changes to the Safety Analysis Report (SAR) and a TSR
Basis Statement that have been reviewed in accordance with 10 CFR 76.68 and have been
determined to not require prior NRC approval. These changes are associated with changes
made to the Emergency Plan, the Fundamental Nuclear Materials Control Plan, and the
Gaseous Diffusion Plant Security Program. Those program/plan changes, which were also
Revision 140 to those documents, were forwarded to you by letter GDP 13-0017 on
September 25, 2013. Revision 140 was effective September 20, 2013.

" Revision 141 partially incorporates changes to the Technical Safety Requirements (TSR) that
were previously submitted for your review in accordance with 10 CFR 76.45 and approved in
your letter dated September 27, 2013, as Amendment 13 to Certificate of Compliance GDP-
1. Since many of the TSR changes of Amendment 13 are contingent upon facilities being
de-leased and returned to DOE regulatory oversight, only some of the TSR changes
authorized as Amendment 13 (those to Section 3.0 of the TSRs) were incorporated by
Revision 141. Revision 141 was effective October 28, 2013.
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" Revision 142 incorporates changes to the Decommissioning Funding Program (DFP) and the
Depleted Uranium Management Plan (DU-Plan) that resulted from the annual review of
funding levels required by Condition 13 to the PGDP Certificate of Compliance (GDP-1).
These changes were transmitted to by letter GDP 13-0021 on December 19, 2013. Revision
142 was effective on December 18, 2013.

" Revision 143 incorporates other changes to the Safety Analysis Report (SAR) made since the
2103 annual update, and to the Emergency Plan made since the changes forwarded to you by
letter GDP 13-0017 on September 25, 2013. These changes have been reviewed in
accordance with 10 CFR 76.68 and have been determined to not require prior NRC approval.
Revision 143 also incorporates Technical Safety Requirements (TSR) changes that were
previously submitted for your review in accordance with 10 CFR 76.45 and approved in your
letter dated March 27, 2014 as Amendment 14 to Certificate of Compliance GDP-1. Revision
143 was effective April 1, 2014.

These changes are contained in Enclosures 2 through 6, respectively. Revision bars are provided
in the right-hand margin of the changed pages in those attachments to identify changes.

Should you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact me at (301) 564-3250.
There are no new commitments contained in this submittal.

Sincerely,

Steven A. Toelle
Director, Regulatory Affairs

Enclosures: I. Oath and Affirmation
2. USEC-01, Application for United States Nuclear
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OATH AND AFFIRMATION

I, Steven A. Toelle, swear and affirm that I am the Director, Regulatory Affairs of the
United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC), that I am authorized by USEC to sign and file
with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Revisions 139 through 143 to USEC-01, Application
for United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission Certification, Paducah Gaseous Diffusion
Plant, as described in USEC Letter GDP 14-0008, that I am familiar with the contents thereof,
and that the statements made and matters set forth therein are true and correct to the best of my
knowledge, information, and belief.

Steven A. Toelle

On this 1st day of April, 2014, the person signing above personally appeared before me, is
known by me to be the person whose name is subscribed to within the instrument, and
acknowledged that he executed the same for the purposes therein contained.

In witness hereof, I hereunto set my hand and official seal.

I

CELENDA ANNE STANFORD VARGAS

Notary Public

Prince Geooge's County
Maryland

My Commission Expires Jan 11. 2018

'CelendaA..Vg No Pbi

State of Maryland, omery County
My commission expires January 11, 2018
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b. Source-Term Analysis

The scenario description specified that the initial conditions for the facility evacuation scenario
are assumed to be the normal operations carried out within the facilities. Since a specific failure
condition that could result in a failure of the UF6 primary system was not defined in the scenario
description, a specific source-term analysis was not performed for the facility evacuation event.
However, the source-term for anticipated events that could result in a UF6 release within the evacuated
facility would be either equivalent to or bounded by other anticipated events (i.e., Sections 4.3.2.2.1
through 4.3.2.2.5, and Section 4.3.2.2.17). Refer to these sections for further discussions of the source-
term associated with the specific initiating event.

C. Consequence Analysis

As indicated in the source-term analysis, the consequences of anticipated events that could result
in a UF6 release within the evacuated facility would be either equivalent to or bounded by other
anticipated events (i.e., Sections 4.3.2.2.1 through 4.3.2.2.5, and Section 4.3.2.2.17). Refer to those
sections for further discussions of the consequences associated with the specific initiating event.

d. Comparison With Guidelines

Each process and associated controls are summarized below to describe how primary system
pressure and temperature are controlled within EG 3 as applicable. No operator actions were identified
to meet EG 6 other than those actions required by other scenarios involving a UF6 release within the
facility.

Feed, Toil Transfer and Sampling Facilities - During the cylinder handling modes (Mode 1
for feed and Mode la and lb for toll transfer and sampling) of operation, the only identified concern is
the movement of cylinders within the facility. If evacuation of the facility is required during the
movement of cylinders, the design of the transport devices must ensure that no damage is incurred when
an operator evacuates the area. Therefore, the following two controls were identified to accomplish this
action:

The UF6 cylinder handling cranes shall be designed so that when controls are released the cranes
automatically stop except for small compensatory movements associated with activation of the
mechanical braking mechanisms (e.g., evacuation of the building).
Rail stops are provided to prevent cylinder transport cart movement beyond stops at the levelator
and on the east end of the loading docks in the toll transfer and sampling facility.

During all other facility operations, the only concern that could result in a loss of primary system
integrity is that excessive temperatures during heating operations in the autoclave could result in a
primary system pressure increase and potentially a subsequent release of UF6. Control is provided by the
autoclave steam pressure control system or autoclave temperature control system. In addition to these
active systems, the passive features of the UF 6 cylinders, pigtails, primary system piping outside the
autoclave, and the autoclave shell and associated isolation valves would also be required.

The feed facilities are equipped with automatic detection and alarm in the facility OMR and
associated "000" ACR for lines outside the autoclave (UF 6 release detection system). In addition, all
autoclaves can be isolated remotely from the applicable ACR with the autoclave manual isolation system.
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These systems provide protection for line failures outside the autoclave. In addition, cylinders feeding to
the cascade will continue to feed until empty, removing the need for any operator action. Therefore,
continued operation of the feed process would be acceptable. If the ACR is not staffed when the
associated operating feed facility requires evacuation, the feed facility operators will shut down the feed
process using the autoclave manual isolation system while evacuating the facility.

The toll transfer and sampling facility is equipped with automatic detection and isolation systems
for lines outside the autoclave (UF 6 release detection system zones 1 and 4). These systems provide
protection for line failures outside the autoclave. Another potential concern is the inadvertent movement
of a cylinder during the modes of operation in which the cylinder is connected to a transfer position. The
cylinder transport carts are designed and administratively controlled so that the cylinder cannot be moved
while the pigtail is connected to the cylinder. Therefore, continued operation of the toll transfer process
would be acceptable.

Withdrawal Facilities - Evacuation of the withdrawal facilities was evaluated and it was
determined to be a special event that was categorized in the AE frequency range because of the various
types of events associated with plant operations that could result in a required evacuation of the
withdrawal facilities. During the Cylinder Preparation or Removal mode of operation, the only identified
concern is the movement of cylinders within the facility. If evacuation of the facility is required during
the movement of cylinders, then the design of the transport devices must ensure that no damage is
incurred when an operator evacuates the area. Therefore, the following preventative controls were
identified to accomplish this action and to ensure that EGs 1 and 2 are met for this event:

The UF6 cylinder handling cranes shall be designed so that when controls are released the cranes
automatically stop except for small compensatory movements associated with activation of the
mechanical braking mechanisms, and

Rail stops are provided to prevent cylinder transport cart movement beyond stops at the head of
the cylinder scales to maintain the primary system integrity of the liquid process piping located at
the head of the cylinder scales.

In withdrawal mode operations involving the compression loop operation, the additional
concerns with the evacuation scenario are events that could result in a failure of the UF6 primary system.
Process building cranes used in the withdrawal building are designed to prevent dropping the load

should the controls be released for any reason. This will assist in meeting EGs 1 and 2 during an
evacuation event by minimizing the potential for a process building cranes dropping a load that could
cause a breach in the UF6 primary system that would result in a UF 6 release. A failure of the high-speed
centrifugal compressors in C-315 could cause a temperature excursion that produces a UF6/hot metal
reaction that results in a UF6 release (see Section 4.3.2.2.1). However, administrative controls are in
place to prevent operation of the C-315 high-speed centrifugal compressors until further analysis has
been performed to identify appropriate preventive and/or mitigative controls. The Normetex pump can
generate pressures sufficient to cause a failure of the UF 6 primary system (see Section 4.3.2.2.17).
Therefore, the UF6 release detection system - Normetex pump is required as a mitigative control to
automatically shutdown the Normetex pump in the event of a UF6 release to ensure EGs 1 and 2 are met.
The withdrawal stations are equipped with automatic detection and isolation systems (the UF 6 release

detection and isolation system - low voltage ("new") system at the
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are located in the CCF. The plant power system is monitored and controlled through a communication
network with the power suppliers. Typical operational activities that are monitored and controlled from
the CCF include determining and establishing optimal plant power level, executing or altering the
maintenance work plan if necessary, and maintaining necessary manpower level to support plant
operations.

Staffing levels for the shifts are not fixed but are based on the expected or planned activity for the
shift period. Staffing levels take into account the routine monitoring of plant equipment including
operator rounds, expected operational activity level, facility size, and Technical Safety Requirement
(TSR) specified staffing requirements. When special activities are included in the work plans, the
staffing will be increased as required to perform the planned activity. The required minimum staffing
level for Paducah is approximately 30 as detailed in Section 3 of the TSRs. This is a fraction of the
normal average shift staffing of approximately 80 persons.

Each shift organization is composed of a PSS; a cascade coordinator (CC) who directs overall
cascade activities; shift engineer; first-line managers for the cascade buildings, UF6 handling facilities,
security, fire services, maintenance and power operations and utility operations; health physics
technicians; Security Shift Commander; Fire Services Shift Commander; and operators, instrument
mechanics, Security Police officers, and firefighters. Less than this normal shift staffing is permitted for
short periods with the concurrence of the PSS to allow for call-ins or other compensatory actions.

The PSS provides a direct chain of command from the Operations Manager, Shift Operations
Manager, Plant Manager and General Manager to the shift operating staff and serves as the senior shift
manager in directing activities and personnel. The operations line organization is accountable to the PSS
for reporting plant status.

The CC provides managerial oversight, operations coordination, and assures adequate staffing for
all cascade operations on a 24-hour basis. This person approves, directs, and integrates all significant
cascade operational activities under the oversight of the PSS.

The remaining members of the shift organization provide the needed functions for round-the-clock
operations. First-line managers provide management for, coordination of, and assurance for proper
execution of assigned tasks. The shift engineer provides engineering support for technical issues
involving operations. Health physics technicians provide support for 24-hour shift operations. The first-
line manager for Security supervises the activities necessary to ensure the protection of plant facilities,
government property, and classified information. The first-line manger for fire services supervises shift
fire services work activities and responds to plant emergency events.
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There are diverse systems for operational communications. Commercial telephones, an internal
plant telephone system, radio network, a plant public address (PA) system, emergency signals, and a
pager system are available to provide necessary communications in operating the plant. The CCF is the
focal point for all emergency reporting and initiating of all emergency responses. A special emergency
telephone network is available in the CCF. Fire alarm and sprinkler indicator systems, criticality alarm
panel, seismic alarms as well as numerous operational alarms are monitored in the CCF. As described in
the Emergency Plan, the PSS will initiate off-site notifications and plant personnel call-ins when
required.

In accordance with the corrective action program, plant personnel are required to report abnormal
events or conditions that may have the potential to harm the safety, health, or security of on-site
personnel, the general public, or the environment. Plant personnel are also required to immediately
report conditions which may require emergency response. The PSS reviews potentially reportable or
inoperable safety system equipment reports and determines proper disposition.

6.5.2 Cascade Operations Organization and Administration

The cascade is the UF6 enrichment portion of the plant. The cascade is composed of six major
process buildings which houses two parallel enrichment cascades that share common product and tails
withdrawal facilities. There are auxiliary facilities such as the recirculating water pump houses which
are also under the direct control of cascade operations.

The Operations Manager is responsible for overall operations. This includes operation of cascade
equipment, planning for power usage, control of feeds, product and tails material including sampling,
operating plant utilities, radiological decontamination, equipment cleaning, uranium precipitation, and
operation of plant laundry. The Operations Manager is supported by managers in the following groups:
Shift Operations, Cascade, Chemical, Utilities, Power, and UF6 Handling. These group managers have
subordinate managers assigned to functional areas to provide oversight of the day shift operations.

The optimum cascade arrangement for specific power levels, cascade configuration, product and
tails assay levels, and feed availabilities is determined by the technical staff. Recommendations for these
operating conditions are made by the technical staff to appropriate Operations Management and
implemented by the operations staff in conjunction with the shift organization. The shift organization
follow daily instructions and work plans developed and communicated by Operations Management.

The Utilities Manager, in conjunction with key building managers, provides the plant with sanitary
water, chilled water, steam, air, nitrogen, and sewer services. These must be supplied on a continuous
basis to meet the cascade requirements. Any outage is coordinated with customers to assure proper
planning to provide temporary services as necessary.

6.5-4
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SECTION 3.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
Table 3.2.2-1 Minimum Staffing Requirementsa

Facility Function Mode/Operation Staffing Work Area Definition
Requirements

C-300 All 2 PSS on the plant site with designee in C-300.
Cascade Coordinator on plant site.

C-360b lb, 3, 4, 5 1 In the facility or immediately surrounding grounds to
include the guard station ana the local cy-lifider yard.

2A, 6 1 In the facility or immediately surrounding grounds to
include the guard station and the local cy inder yard.

7 1 One person in the Laboratory.

la 2 In the facility or immediately surrounding grounds to
include the guard station and the local cylinder yard.

C-333-Ab 1, 2, 3 1 One person in the operating facility, or immediately
surrounding grounds including the local cylinder
yard.

C-337-Ab 4, 5, 7, 8 1 One person in the facility or immediately
surrounding grounds including the I2a cylinder
yard. This person must be in the OMR or autoclave
crane bay if the associated ACR is not manned.

C-310 Product withdrawal 2c At least one person in the ACR. One person in the
1 2, 3, 4 facility or inimediatel surrounding grounds
Cascade including the local cylinder yard.

1,3

C-315 1, 2, 3, 4 2c Two persons in the facility or immediately
surrounding grounds including the local cylinder
yard.

C-331/C-335 Cascade 1, 2 2f At least one person in the ACRL

F/S 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Cascade IV 1 One person in building

Cascade 1, 2 3f At least one person in the ACR.
C-333/C-337 F/S 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Cascade IV 1 One person in building

Health Physics At all times 1 Onsite.

Power Operations Cascade 1, 2 when stage 1 Onsite.
motors are energized

Fire Services At all times _ _d Onsited.

Security Services At all times 4 Onsite.

a. Staffing may be less than the minimum requirement listed for a period of a time not to exceed four hours in order to
accommodate unexpected absence of on-duty shift members provided immediate action is taken to restore the shift manning
requirements to within the minimum requirements. The C-33 1, C-333 C-335, and C-337 ACRs shall be manned when required
by operating mode. The ACRs for C-310, C-315, C-333-A, and C-337-A shall be manned when required by operating mode.
Manning not required during emergency conditions requiring building/area evacuation.
b. Manning requirement is zero if, I) all C-333-A or C-337-A autoclaves are in MODE 6 (Not In Use, or 2) all C-360
autoclaves are inMode 2B (out of service) or MODE 8 (Not In Use) and the Transfer Station is in MODE 8 (N ot in Use).
c. When withdrawal process equipment is brought below atmospheric pressure, or to a UF 6 negative in the NOT IN USE (Mode
4) operating, mode then the staffing requirements for the appropnate withdrawal facility do not apply.
). in accoraance with footnote "a", Fire Services personnel making an unexpected run to deliver an individual to a local hospital

are allowed to be offsite and are considered to be on duty and available.
e. The facility is not enriching UF 6 (no stage/booster motors running) and only operations involved with: 1) maintaining a
fluorinating environment or dry gas blainket in accordance with TSR 2. .4.4 or 2) operating a P&E pump and associated valves,
headers and surge drums.
f, Staffing requirements is zero for limited operations involving equipment, headers and surge drums containing UF 6 if: 1) UI 6
in piping/equipment is below atmospheric pressure; 2) all cascade enrichment cells including booster stations are in Cascade
Mode 3, and 3) P&E pumps are not energized.

I

3.0-4
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1. INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE FACILITY

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10, Part 76.35(a) requires that USEC submit, as part of its
application for a certificate of compliance, a Safety Analysis Report (SAR) containing the information
specified within that section. This SAR contains the information required by Section 76.35(a).

1.2 SITE LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

The Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant (PGDP) is located at 3706'49" N. latitude and 88048'43'" W.
longitude measured at the center of the plant, on a 3423-acre tract in McCracken County, Kentucky. The
site is generally in a rural area and was previously part of the Kentucky Ordnance Works. Approximately
2079 acres of the site are leased to the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife. Resources. The largest
cities within a 50-mile radius are Paducah, Kentucky, located approximately 12 air miles to the east and
Cape Girardeau, Missouri, located approximately 40 air miles to the west. Portions of 28 counties are
located within a 50-mile radius of the plant, 11 of which are in Kentucky, 4 in Missouri, 10 in Illinois,
and 3 in Tennessee.

PGDP occupies approximately 650 acres within the Controlled Access Area. Highway U.S. 60 is the
closest major highway and intersects the plant access road 3 miles south of the plant. Interstate Highway
24 is to the east of the plant and intersects U.S. 60 near the present city limits of Paducah.. The north, east, and west boundaries of the plant are defined by the Kentucky Wildlife Management
Game Reserve. Adjoining the reserve on the north is the Tennessee Valley Authority's Shawnee Steam
Plant which is located on the Ohio River.

1.3 FACILITIES LEASED BY USEC

Exhibit A to the Lease [Lease Agreement between the United States Department of Energy (DOE)
and the United States Enrichment Corporation, dated as of July 1, 1993 (as amended), hereafter referred
to as The Lease] identifies the facilities leased by USEC for PGDP (See also Chapter 2).

1.4 PURPOSE OF OPERATION AND OPERATING PARAMETERS

The enrichment cascade has been shut down in preparation for de-lease and return to DOE authority
and regulation. UF6 cylinder transfer/consolidation operations in the feed, withdrawal and toll transfer
and sampling facilities may continue for a short time after the enrichment cascade facilities are shut
down. In addition, the C-3 10 purge cascade may continue to run to support potential future DOE
operations. Specific details of the shutdown enrichment plant and support facilities has been included in
the appropriate sections of the Application.

PGDP enriches uranium using the gaseous diffusion process. A description of this process is found
in Chapter 3.

PGDP is designed to operate at a capacity of 11.3 million separative work units (SWU) annually at
its rated power level of 3040 MW. PGDP may produce uranium enriched up to 5.5 percent 235U by
weight.
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1.5 POSSESSION LIMITS

The possession limits for NRC regulated source material, byproduct material, and SNM are shown in
Table 1-3.

1.6 AUTHORIZED USES

The authorized uses for each class of NRC regulated material are shown in Table 1-4 (See 10 CFR
76.35(a)(2)). The authorized operations are described in Chapter 3.

1.7 ITEMS ADDRESSED BY COMPLIANCE PLAN

Section deleted

1.8 EXEMPTIONS

The following exemptions to NRC regulations have been identified in this Application:

Section Exemption

5.3.1.7 Caution signs for Radioactive Material Areas (RMAs), Airborne Radioactivity
Areas (ARAs), Radiation Areas (RAs), and High Radiation Areas (HRAs) are
maintained as required by 10 CFR 20.1901, 20.1902, 20.1903, 20.1904, and
20.1905 with the following exceptions:

1. Containers located in Radiological Areas within the USEC leased area
are exempt from container labeling requirements of 10 CFR 20.1904, as
it is deemed impractical to label each and every container. In such areas,
one sign stating that every container may contain radioactive material
will be posted. By procedure, when containers are to be removed from
contaminated or potentially contaminated areas, a survey is performed to
ensure that contamination is not spread around plant site.

1-2
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3.1.2.3 Configuration

The gaseous diffusion process requires equipment configured to meet process as well as practical considerations.
The barrier material is constructed in tubes, which are arranged in a tube bundle and installed in a converter. The gas
compressor discharges into the converter where a portion of the process gas diffuses though the barrier tube wall and
passes on to the next compressor as the "A" stream, which is slightly enriched in the 235U isotope. The gas that does not
diffuse through the barrier material leaves the converter as the "B" stream, which is slightly depleted in the 235U isotope.
The configuration of a motor, compressor, converter, "B" stream control valve, associated piping, and controls is called a
stage.

A configuration of several stages in series is called a cell. A cell usually contains 8 to 10 stages, a coolant system to
remove the heat of compression and block valves to isolate the cell from the rest of the cascade. A cell is the smallest
section of the cascade that can be isolated from the rest of the cascade.

3.1.2.4 Efficiency

The gaseous diffusion process for uranium isotope enrichment by its very nature has an extremely low overall
thermodynamic efficiency. The reason for this poor efficiency lies in the fact that the individual diffusion stages are not
thermodynamically reversible; that is, energy must be externally added and dissipated at each stage and is not readily
recoverable for reuse. The electrical energy supplied to the compressor motor is used to increase the gas pressure for feed
to the barrier, but the energy also appears as heat of compression that must be removed. As the compressed gas diffuses
through the barrier, it expands without performing useful mechanical work and must be recompressed for feed to the next
stage. The large amounts of power supplied to a single diffusion stage, therefore, perform only the small change in isotope
concentration.

3.1.3 Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant

__ The PGDP enrichment operations have been shut down. A description of the condition of the enrichment facilities
equipment and the activities associated with these facilities is provided in SAR 3.3. UF6 cylinder transfer/consolidation
operations in the feed, toll transfer and sampling, and withdrawal facilities may continue for a short time after the
enrichment cascade facilities are shut down. A description of the UF 6 Handling and Storage equipment that will support
UF 6 cylinder transfer/consolidation operations is provided in SAR Sections 3.2, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7. Following the
completion of UF 6 cylinder transfer/consolidation operations, UF 6 operations at PGDP will be limited to solid UF 6
cylinder movement and shipping. During the winter months to supplement building heat, process motors (uncoupled from
compressors) and/or local space heaters may be utilized for enrichment cascade building heat. In addition, the C-310
purge cascade may continue to run to support potential future DOE operations. PGDP support infrastructure including
maintenance facilities, laboratory facility, chemical facilities, plant utilities, waste management, communications/alarms,
and administrative facilities (as described in SAR Sections 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, 3.12, 3.13, 3.14, and 3.15) will be reduced
to minimum necessary to support the needs of the plant. These sections of the SAR will remain as they existed at time of
shutdown. The PGDP TSRs, including required Limiting Conditions of Operations, Actions and Surveillances, will
remain in effect after shutdown as required-by TSR applicability requirements until the plant is de-leased and returned to
DOE regulatory oversight.

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant (PGDP) is operated by the United States Enrichment Corporation and enriches
uranium in the 235U isotope using the gaseous diffusion process. The UF6 feed to the cascade may range in assay from
partially depleted material up to and including the plant assay limit. PGDP is authorized to produce product up to a
nominal 5 wt % 235U. The accident analyses presented in Chapter 4 have been evaluated for an enrichment assay of 5.5 wt
%•

2 3 5
U.

The UF6 feed for PGDP is received by truck or rail at C-360, Toll Transfer and Sampling Building, C-333A, Feed
Vaporization Facility or C-337A, Feed Vaporization Facility, or C-400, Cleaning Building and Appurtenant Structures.
The feed can be received in 2.5-, 10ý, and1 4ton-cylinders with the UFjinthe solid state.--The received feed cylindersare
unloaded, inspected, weighed, and cold pressure checked prior to heating. A statistically determined number of the feed
cylinders are liquefied in a steam-heated containment-type autoclave in C-360 for sampling to ensure conformance with
feed material specifications and for uranium accountability. The cylinders of UF6 are then removed from the autoclaves
and permitted to resolidify by ambient cooling in an interim storage area. Upon receipt of acceptable analytical results, the

S feed cylinders are approved for feeding into the cascade at C-333-A,
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Feed Vaporization Facility, or C-337-A, Feed Vaporization Facility. The cascade feed vaporization
involves heating the feed cylinders in a steam-heated containment-type autoclave to convert the solidified
UF6 to liquid with a relatively high vapor pressure. The pressurized vapor is drawn off and controlled by
valves and flow-measuring devices to maintain distribution of UF6 gas through heated piping to
appropriate points in the enrichment cascade.

A second source of feed for PGDP comes from UF 6 tails material withdrawn from the gaseous
diffusion cascades with 235U assay above the current tails limit. This material, is transported from the tails
storage area to the feed vaporization facility in C-333-A or possibly to the feed vaporization facility in
C-337-A. The cylinders are weighed, inspected visually, pressure checked, and placed in steam-heated
containment-type autoclaves for vaporization and feeding to the cascade. When emptied, these cylinders
may be transported to the tails withdrawal facility for filling with depleted tails material for long-term
storage.

The PGDP enrichment facility consists of about 1800 operating stages arranged in two parallel
cascades. The cascade buildings are designated as C-331 Process Building, C-333 Process Building,
C-335 Process Building, C-337 Process Building, and C-310 Purge and Product Building, and C-315, the
Surge and Waste Building. The number of stages typically required to span from 0.711% to the product
assay varies with the desired product assay. For example, to span from 0.711% to 5.0% assay would
require approximately 1000 stages between the feed and product point. These stages are called the
enricher. Furthermore, the overall economic trade-off between cost of natural uranium feed material and
cost of diffusion plant operation and -equipment requires that additional diffusion-stages be-used --to
substantially strip the 235U isotope from the normal feed material so that the tails removed from the plant
will normally contain only about 0.2 to 0.4 wt % 235U. This stripping requirement adds additional stages.
These stages are called the stripper. The total requirement of 1,200 to 1,800 stages is made up from an
appropriate number of cells, which may contain different numbers of stages per cell (see Figure 3.1-2).

A number of factors influence the cascade shape. A cascade with very efficient barrier will be
shorter than one with less efficient barrier. A cascade producing a high product rate must have higher
flow rates between stages than one producing a lower product rate. Stages in the middle of a cascade
must have higher flow rates than those near the ends of the cascade if the power is to be used efficiently.
The schematic representation of an efficient cascade is usually drawn with a diamond shape to illustrate
that the flow rates are largest near the middle and smallest at the ends (see Figure 3.1-2).

UF 6 product in the gaseous state is normally removed from the enrichment cascade through heated
piping to C-3 10 and C-3 10-A, Product Withdrawal Building, where it is further compressed to a pressure
of approximately 30 psia and cooled for condensation to the liquid phase. Accumulators are located in
the line to act as a surge volume for the liquid UF6. Liquid UF 6 is then drained into product cylinders in
C-3 10. The compression and liquefaction steps are performed in C-3 10 and C-3 10-A, and the cylinder
filling operations are performed in C-310. The filled cylinders are transported outside the building on an
air-powered scale cart, lifted by a 20-ton bridge crane, and moved to a cool-down area adjacent to the
building. After the UF6 has solidified, gaseous contaminants are removed by venting through chemical
traps. Cylinders containing solidified UF6 are transported to C-360 or stored on site pending future use.
A representative quantity of cylinders are sent to C-360 where they are sampled. Of those cylinders sent
to C-360, some may be sampled and/or transferred to 2 Y2- or 10-ton cylinders and shipped to a customer.

3.1-8
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3.2 UF 6 FEED FACILITIES

As discussed in SAR Section 3.1.3, the PGDP enrichment operations have been shut down. UF6 cylinder
transfer/consolidation operations may continue in the feed, toll transfer and sampling, and withdrawal facilities for a
short time after the enrichment cascade facilities are shut down. In addition, the C-3 10 purge cascade may continue
to run to support potential future DOE operations. Following the completion of UF6 cylinder transfer/consolidation
operations, UF6 operations in the feed, toll transfer and sampling, and withdrawal facilities will be shut down and the
only UF6 operations at PGDP will be limited to sblid UF6 cylinder movement and shipping. The remainder of the
SAR Section 3.2 provides a description of the feed facilities operations certified at the time of the shutdown of
uranium enrichment operations at PGDP.

The feed vaporization systems at PGDP are located in the C-337-A Feed Vaporization Facility and the C-333-
A Feed Vaporization Facility. Feed material for the PGDP diffusion cascade is manufactured from mined uranium,
or partially depleted or enriched UF6 withdrawn from gaseous diffusion plants.

3.2.1 Description

Feed material at PGDP is in cylinders that contain UF6 in the solid state. In order to transfer this material to the
diffusion cascade, the cylinder must be heated to transform the solid UF6 to a gaseous state. The UF6 gas flows from
the cylinder through a connecting UF6 cylinder pigtail to UF 6 feed headers that deliver the gaseous feed material to
the appropriate assay points in the diffusion cascade. UF6 cylinders can be vaporized in the feed facilities for direct
withdrawal without enrichment and are handled the same as any other feed cylinder.

The types of activities that take place in the feed facilities are described below.

3.2.1.1 Preheating

Material is not introduced into the enrichment cascade unless assurance is obtained that it meets feed
composition and weight specifications. An external inspection is performed on each cylinder to detect any physical
damage that may be present. If serious damage is detected, the cylinder is not heated until corrective actions have
been completed and verified by a certified inspector.

Feed cylinders are placed in containment-type autoclaves in C-337-A or in C-333-A. If the feed cylinder is a
large cylinder (2 Y2 ton or larger), the cylinder is placed horizontally in the autoclave with the cylinder valve at the
twelve o'clock position. If the feed cylinder is a small cylinder (12B or smaller), the cylinder is placed vertically in
the autoclave with the cylinder valve at the top. The cylinder valve is connected to a manifold with a UF 6 cylinder
pigtail (see Section 3.2.4 for a discussion of UF6 cylinder pigtail fabrication and testing). The cylinder valve and
UF 6 cylinder pigtail are checked for clarity. If valve clarity is not established, the cylinder will not be heated and is
removed from the autoclave. If thecylinder valve and pigtail pass the clarity check, the cylinder pressure is noted
and recorded. An indicated pressure less than or equal to 10 psia indicates that the cylinder does not contain
significant amounts of impurities and is acceptable for feed. A cylinder pressure of above 10 psia indicates
noncondensibles or impurities in the cylinder. With supervisory approval, the cylinder can be cold burped in order
to lower the pressure to below 10 psia.

Fill limits for UF6 cylinders are established to allow adequate room for UF6 expansion upon heating. For
cylinders other than tails cylinders, the limits are calculated based on 2500 F maximum UF 6 temperature, certified
minimum internal volume for the cylinder model and a minimum cylinder ullage of 5%. If it is discovered that a
cylinder exceeds these fill limits, the TSRs may still allow heating the cylinder as long as the required 5% ullage is
maintained. Cylinders are designated as Category A if calculations show that at least 5% ullage can be maintained
during heating-based on the. actual cylinder volume .(rather than. the. minimum volume for the cylinder model) and
assuming a maximum UF 6 temperature of 2350 F. Cylinders are designated as Category B if the required 5% ullage
can be maintained based on the actual cylinder volume and a lower temperature value of 2300 F assumed for
maximum UF6 temperature. For Category B cylinders, autoclave steam pressure is adjusted to ensure that the
assumed maximum UF6 temperature is not exceeded during cylinder heatup. For cylinders filled
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with high purity tails, fill limits for in-plant tails storage and for Category A and B designations are
calculated similarly to those described above except that fill limits for in-plant tails storage are based on
2350 F maximum UF6 temperature rather than 250' F and fill limits for heating as Category A or B are
based on maintaining 3% ullage during heating rather than 5%. TSRs also allow heating of certain
480M cylinders which do not have certified volumes, provided that the volume of the cylinder, based on
measured dimensions, either exceeds the minimum volume of the cylinder type and the weight of
material in the cylinder is less than 26,000 pounds, or the calculated volume with the actual weight of
UF6 in the cylinder meets minimum ullage requirements. Such a cylinder has been verified to contain
greater than 7% ullage when heated to 235' F. The additional ullage is provided to compensate for the
fact that the actual cylinder volume is based on measured dimensions rather than a certified volume.

Category C cylinders are damaged or overfilled cylinders, which are fed by either the controlled
feeding or the cold feeding mode. For the controlled feeding mode, temperature and pressure controls
(i.e., a maximum cylinder wall temperature of 142.9°F [61.61C] and maximum cylinder pressure of 22
psia [152 kPa]) are used such that the UF6 will remain below the UF 6 triple point even under credible
accident conditions. Cylinders must pass the cold pressure check to be fed using the controlled feeding
mode. In the cold feeding mode, cylinders are only subjected to the heat provided by the ambient
temperature of the building atmosphere. No steam is applied during the cold feeding mode.

3.2.1.2 Heating

Autoclave temperature is controlled by using a cascade control scheme within-a feedback loop
controller. Information from the autoclave pressure and temperature instruments is used to control the
temperature. The steam pressure is limited to a maximum of 8 psig, which corresponds to a saturated
steam temperature of 235'F. The temperature may be adjusted to accommodate the type cylinder being
heated but will never exceed 235'F. The pressure within a cylinder in an autoclave is an indication of the
purity of the contained UF6 and the rate of pressure increase indicates the clarity of the cylinder valve or
UF6 cylinder pigtail connection. A timed start-up system provides the warning mechanism to protect
against a plugged valve or UF6 cylinder pigtail. If the cylinder pressure fails to reach a set pressure within
a specified time frame, the steam supply isolation valves and the thermovent line block valve are closed
and alarms are sounded. Cylinders that have been heated and have had the cycle interrupted must be
allowed to cool a minimum of three days for a 12B or 2½-ton cylinder or five days for a 10-ton or 14-ton
cylinder prior to movement to ensure solidification of the UF 6.

The amount of standing water in the autoclave would be quite high during the initial moments of
heating a cylinder since the autoclave control scheme calls for an autoclave temperature of 220'F with a
maximum pressure of 4 psig. The thermal inertia of the cold cylinder causes condensate to form on the
surface of the cylinder (rarely to the extent that the Water Inventory Control System is actuated,
however). At this stage of heating, the actual water inventory is of little, if any, safety concern since the
cylinder's contents are at well below atmospheric pressure.

As the cylinder warms, its pressure increases, but the level of standing condensate decreases
accordingly since the cylinder no longer requires as much energy input, and thus a lower steam demand
is required. At the time when water level is of its highest safety concern (cylinder contents liquefied,
mobile and pressurized), the water level is actually at its lowest since the only steam demand necessary is
to make up for ambient heat losses.
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3.3 UF6 ENRICHMENT FACILITIES

As discussed in SAR Section 3.1.3, the PGDP enrichment operations have been shut down. A description
of the condition of the enrichment equipment and the activities associated with it is provided in SAR Section
3.3.1.2, PGDP Cascade. The remainder of the SAR Section 3.3 provides a description of the enrichment
operations certified at the time of the shutdown of uranium enrichment operations at PGDP.

The primary purpose of the enrichment facilities at PGDP is to produce uranium enriched in 235U assay
and to strip uranium partially depleted in 235U content to an economically feasible assay. The PGDP
enrichment facility consists of about 1,800 stages arranged in two parallel cascades for products up to 2.75 .wt
% 235U. For higher assay products, up to 5.5 wt % 235U, the stages are arranged more in series than in parallel
configuration. The cascade buildings are designated as follows: C-331, Process Building; C-333, Process
Building; C-335, Process Building; C-337, Process Building; and C-310, Purge and Product Building. The
C-315, Surge and Waste Building, is not a cascade building and does not contain any operating stages.

3.3.1 Facility Description

3.3.1.1 Cascade Shape

The term "cascade shape" typically refers to the process gas flow configuration among the various cells
and units. Several factors influence the. cascade shape.. A cascade producing at a high product rate must have
higher interstage flow rates between stages than one producing at a lower product rate. To use power
efficiently, the stages in the middle (or near the feed point) must have higher total flow rates than.those at the
ends. Thus, the cascade shape is typically illustrated as a diamond configuration, with larger flow rates near
the center of the cascade and lower flow rates near the withdrawal points (see Figure 3.1-2). The cascade isO tapered by appropriate sequencing of the different equipment sizes and by adjusting or varying the pressures
across each size of equipment.

As discussed in Section 3.1, the degree of isotopic enrichment in an efficiently operating diffusion
cascade is a separation factor of about 1.002 per stage. Consequently, between 500 and 1000 stages are
required between the feed point and product withdrawal point to enrich uranium from normal feed at 0.71 wto 35o 23

to a product rangin~g from 0.95 to 2.75 wt % U (about 1,000 stages are needed to produce 5.5 wt %235 Wto 235

U to obtain 5.0 wt o U final product). These stages are called the enricher. 'An additional 400 to 700
stages are used to strip the 235U isotope from normal feed to a tails withdrawal assay of 0.2 to 0.4 wt % 235U
(see Figure 3.3-1). These stages are called the stripper.

The flow taper required for efficient use of power can be achieved either by holding constant the stage
equipment volume and gradually changing the pressure level from stage to stage or by holding pressure
constant and gradually changing the equipment geometry. In practice, both means of tapering are used. The
middle part of the cascade, where, the feed is introduced, contains the largest, highest pressure cells which
results in the maximum interstage flow rate near the feed point. The flow taper is achieved in successive cells
of the same equipment size by gradually reducing the pressure from cell to cell. At some point in the cascade,
several hundred stages away from the feed point, the pressure will have been reduced to such a low level that it
becomes more economical at that point to change the equipment to a smaller size and to raise the pressure to
compensate for the smaller equipment. If the equipment size were reduced by a factor of two, for example, the
pressure would be increased by a similar factor. Throughout the smaller equipment, the pressure would again
be tapered down toward the cascade ends to achieve efficient power usage. For cascades producing
commercial reactor-grade enriched uranium for light water reactors, only about two, or possibly three,
equipment sizes are needed, depending on the economics. Longer cascades designed to produce more highly
enriched product might be designed with four or five equipment sizes. A schematic diagram of a cascade
tapered with two equipment sizes
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would appear as in Figure 3.3-1. The width of the blocks shown in the diagram is proportional to
the interstage mass flow rate, which can be adjusted by changing pressure and/or equipment size.
The length of the blocks shown might represent five cells with ten stages per cell. The electrical
components that provide power to the stage compressors must also be tapered in accordance with
the flow taper in the UF6 system. The capacity of the coolant condensers and the recirculating
cooling water (RCW) flow rates must also conform to the UF 6 flow taper.

The foregoing illustration of a cascade flow taper and overall shape applies to a very much
simplified separation task involving only one feed stream, one product stream, and one tails
stream. The actual makeup of feed and withdrawal streams for the cascade is somewhat more
complex. The total product withdrawal can be made up of two streams at different assays, and
the feed can be made up of two or three streams of different assays. At every point in the
cascade where there is a feed or an intermediate withdrawal, the flow taper required for the most
efficient power utilization must take into account the sudden change in cascade flow conditions
at those points. A different taper would be required for other feed and withdrawal conditions.
The number of cells in operation may vary as the product assay changes. In actual practice, cells
are started up or shut down, and the cascade is retapered routinely to -maintain high efficiency
when the product assay is changed.

In the event that product withdrawal capacity is lost, the cascade can be put into "recycle".
Operation in this manner will cause the assay in the top cells in C-3 10 to increase. As actions are
taken to control the assay at the top of the cascade, the assay in the other portions of the upper
cascade will increase. Eventually, the assay in the various portions of the cascade will increase
to the approved limits. Some means of controlling the assay in the cascade is required. This
may be done by diverting product from the top of the cascade to surge drums, diversion of the
product stream to a lower point in the cascade to mix assays, lowering the top assay, or diverting
a lower assay stream such as the Bottom Overlap or feed material to the top of the cascade to
downblend the assay. Bottom Overlap (BOL) carries the enriched stream from the lower or
bottom cascade, and Top Overlap (TOL) carries the depleted stream from the upper or top
cascade, utilizing booster stations between the two parallel cascades to allow transfer of material
from one side to the other in order to maximize efficiency (see Figure 3.3-2). During blending
operations, the cascade assay is monitored by analyzing samples of the gas stream to ensure
compliance with assay limits.

A similar situation will occur in the event that tails withdrawal capability is lost. In this
instance, the assay of the cascade will tend to decrease with time and thus there is no hazard of
an unacceptable increase in assay and no need to intentionally mix assays.

3.3.1.2 PGDP Cascade

The enrichment cascade and supporting equipment in the C-331, C-333, C-335, and C-337
facilities have been shutdown. UF6 cylinder transfer/consolidation operations may continue in
the toll transfer and sampling (C-360), feed (C-333-A and C-337-A) and withdrawal facilities
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(C-310 and C-315) for a short time after the enrichment cascade facilities are shut down.
Following the completion of UF6 cylinder transfer/consolidation operations, liquid UF6
operations in the feed, toll transfer and sampling, and withdrawal facilities will be shut down and
the only UF 6 operations at PGDP will be limited to solid UF6 cylinder movement and shipping.
In addition, the C-310 purge cascade may continue to run to support potential future DOE
operations. Operation of the C-3 10 purge cascade will not include operation of the condensing
and withdrawal loops (no liquid UF6). Enrichment cells will be evacuated of UF 6. Only residual
quantities of UF6 will remain in the enrichment cascade equipment and piping. UF6 headers in
the cascade process buildings may contain UF 6 during UF 6 cylinder transfer/consolidation
operations. In addition, auxiliary equipment (i.e., P&E pumps, surge drums, headers etc.) will
contain UF6 during UF6 cylinder transfer/consolidation operations and potential continued
operation of the C-3 10 purge cascade.

The majority of shutdown cells are isolated from the recirculating cooling water (RCW)
system. The R- 114 coolant is either stored in the cell coolant system, in the coolant storage
tanks or is stored in railcars. Lube oil is drained and isolated from cascade enrichment cells.
The unit lube oil systems are shutdown, as allowed by continuing operations. Some unit lube oil
systems may continue to run to support auxiliary equipment (e.g. P&E pumps) operations during
UF6 cylinder transfer/consolidation operations and potential continued operation of the C-3 10
purge cascade.

In the winter months, process motors (uncoupled from compressors) and/or local space
heaters may be utilized to provide supplemental heat in the C-331, C-333, C-335, and C-337
facilities.

The criticality accident alarm system (CAAS) and high pressure fire protection system
(HPFWS) remain operable and the applicable TSRs remain in effect. The TSRs for the building
enrichment equipment operation remain in effect for the applicable operating mode. Any
deposits are controlled as required by the TSRs and NCSE/As.

The PGDP enrichment cascade is arranged in two parallel cascades, one side (the lower
cascade) consisting of C-331 and C-333 and the other side (the upper cascade) consisting of C-
335 and C-337, as depicted in Figure 3.3-2. This figure shows a typical configuration for a
maximum plant power load of 3,040 MW and a product assay of 5.0 wt % 235U. The exact tie-in
points of the overlaps may change, depending upon available power, desired product, or tails
assay, etc., but are matched to an appropriate assay point to avoid mixing losses. The enrichment
cascade is arranged in this parallel configuration to maximize efficiency and throughput while at
the same time limiting product assay within established limits. Each stage is connected to the
next upper and lower stage throughout the cascade. Bypass piping
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3.3.5.11.8.3 Air Control

Air control is the control of the direction of exhaust air and the source of supply air for the building.
The majority of building supply air comes from the filter rooms through air filters. The source of air to
the filter rooms is dependent, on the temperature in the building and is controlled by a. pneumatic
thermostatic control system or is controlled manually. When the building temperature drops below the
thermostatic setting, the building supply and roof exhaust dampers will shut, effectively recirculating the
warm cell floor air back to the ground floor. When the building temperature rises above the thermostatic
setting, the building supply and roof exhaust dampers will open, allowing the warm cell floor air to move
outside. Exterior filter room dampers are covered as needed to regulate interior building temperatures.

The C-3 10-A ground floor area is heated by steam and outside air intake. Air is exhausted through
exhausters through the outside wall. The second floor area is heated by steam. Emergency exhausters are
located in the roof.

The product withdrawal, stations in C-3 10 are equipped with exhaust hoods, an exhaust fan, and a
high efficiency particulate absorption (HEPA) type filter. The air exhausted through those hoods is
discharged to the atmosphere at roof level. The exhaust fan and the building ventilation fans are capable
of being shut off manually from a remote location.

3.3.5.11.9 C-315 Building Ventilation System

* The tails withdrawal facility is located in the three-story portion of C-3 i 5. Outside air is drawn into
the building, filtered, warmed when necessary, distributed through the building, and either exhausted
through'roof vents or partially recirculated by components of the building ventilation system.

The function of the ventilation system in the surge tank rooms is to purge the rooms of a
contaminated atmosphere in the event of a release. In this case, air is drawn in through outside dampers
mounted in the walls just below the ceiling of the room. The air is then exhausted by an exhaust fan
through roof vents by means of ductwork leading from the vents to air intakes near the floor.

The function of the ventilation system for the tails cylinder filling and sampling stations is primarily
one of:heat removal. In case of an emergency condition, each' station has its own individual hood and a
common exhaust fan which operates continuously. The air exhausted through these hoods is discharged
to the atmosphere at roof level. For cold temperature operation, a supply fan draws air into the building
through the outside dampers. It is filtered, steam-heated, and discharged into a manifold duct which
carries the air to the room outlet grilles. When the outside temperature is high, the air is exhausted
through exhaust dampers mounted in the outside wall. During intermediate seasons a portion of the air
may be recirculated and the remainder exhausted.

The tails withdrawal stations are equipped with exhaust hoods, an exhaust fan, and a HEPA-type "
filter. The supply and exhaust fans are capable of being shut off manually from a remote location. A
negative air machine with associated duct work services the C-315 sampling cabinet.

3.3.5.12 Fire Protection System

The Fire Protection System consists of automatic sprinkler systems in each of the six process
buildings, C-310, C-315, C-331, C-333, C-335, and C-337. The sprinkler systems provide interior
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protection of the process buildings. These systems, which are wet-pipe type, are the same as found
throughout industry and consist of water-filled piping with standard sprinkler heads installed in the pipes.
The alarm valve within each system and all replacement components as required by NFPA 13,
"Installation of Sprinkler Systems," are Underwriters Laboratories listed and/or Factory Mutual approved.
The temperature ratings of the sprinkler heads vary according to the maximum expected temperature of
the area in which the heads are installed. The ratings range from 160'F to 286'F in the process buildings.
The highest rated heads are installed at the ceiling level on the cell floor in the C-331, C-333, C-335, and
C-337 buildings.

There are wet-pipe systems installed throughout the six process buildings except for inside cell
housings and surge drum rooms. The size of most buildings necessitates that more than one system be
used in each building. The vast majority of systems are installed in areas not subject to freezing.
However, those in areas subject to freezing .(e.g., filter rooms) have an antifreeze solution maintained in
the piping from the riser to the sprinkler heads.

Water is supplied to the plant buildings' fire suppression systems either by the High Pressure Fire
Water System (HPFWS) or the Sanitary and Fire Water System (SFWS). The HPFWS is a grid system
and supplies the sprinkler systems in the C-310, C-315, C-331, C-333, C-335, and C-337 process
buildings, the C-3 10-A Product Withdrawal Building, the C-360, Toll Transfer and Sampling Building,
the C-620 Air Compressor Room, the C-631-03 Pump House (Firewater), and the RCW blend pump
houses. It also supplies the water spray systems in the RCW cooling towers. The HPFWS and the wet-
pipe Sprinkler Systems-in the six proce-S-s biuildings are important-to safety as described in Section 3.15.
Further descriptions of the HPFWS are located in Section 3.9. The SFWS is also a grid system and
supplies fire suppression systems in other plant buildings. The SFWS is discussed in Section 3.9., The
suppression systems supplied by both the HPFWS and SFWS have water flow sensing devices that are
continuously monitored by the site fire alarm system.

The Fire Protection Program is described in Section 5.4.

3.3.5.13 Special Gas Treatment

When new equipment is installed or the cascade has been opened to atmosphere, a treatment
comprised of a mixture of F2 and N2 or a mixture of F2, N2 and CIF 3 may be used to condition previously
untreated surfaces as well as remove moisture before exposing the equipment to UF 6. Deposits of U0 2F2
and other compounds may also be removed from equipment by exposure to these gases.

F2 and CIF 3 gases react violently with organic and oxidizable materials and with most metals at
elevated temperatures. Procedural controls are exercised over the introduction of these gases into the
cascade to minimize the risk of an explosive reaction within the cascade.

3.3.6 Purge Cascade

3.3.6.1 System Description

The top cells in the PGDP cascade are called the purge cascade. The purge cascade is located in the
C-310, Purge and Product Building with a portion of the product withdrawal equipment located in the
C-3 10-A, Product Withdrawal Building (see Section 3.3.2 for a description of these buildings). The
ventilation system is described in Section 3.3.5. The UF 6 process system up to the point of withdrawal
will be discussed herein.
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3.4 UF 6 PRODUCT WITHDRAWAL FACILITY

As discussed in SAR Section 3.1.3, the PGDP enrichment operations have been shut down. UF 6 cylinder
transfer/consolidation operations may continue in the feed, toll transfer and sampling, and withdrawal facilities for a
short time after the enrichment cascade facilities are shut down. Following the completion of UF6 cylinder
transfer/consolidation operations, UF 6 operations in the feed, toll transfer and sampling, and withdrawal facilities
will be shut down and the only UF 6 operations at PGDP will be limited to solid UF6 cylinder movement and
shipping. In addition, the C-310 purge cascade may continue to run to support potential future DOE operations.
The remainder of the SAR Section 3.4 provides a description of the product withdrawal operations certified at the
time of the shutdown of the uranium enrichment operations at PGDP.

The product withdrawal systems for PGDP are housed in the C-3 10, Purge. and Product Building and the C-
310-A, Product Withdrawal Building, which is attached to and located immediately north of C-3 10. The Product
Withdrawal Facility Structure is important to safety and is discussed in Section 3.3. The facilities in these buildings
provide for two separate withdrawal loops. These two loops can be cross-connected to withdraw a single assay or
separated for dual assay operation. When a second assay is withdrawn, the lower assay is referred to as Side
Withdrawal. Either system using any combination of the three Normetex pumps can be used to withdraw material
of any assay up to 5.5 wt % 235U to obtain 5.0 wt % 235U in the cylinder. When the Tails Withdrawal Facility is
unavailable, tails withdrawal may be performed at C-3 10. Figure 3.4-1 depicts the process UF 6 flow in the product
withdrawal facility. The side product withdrawal system may also be used to temporarily store liquid UF 6 in the
accumulator before filling cylinders.

Normetex pumps in C-310 compress the UF6 from the cascade. The liquefaction and accumulation is. performed in C-310-A. The cylinder filling, sampling, and burping operations are conducted in C-310. Each
facility has local operating controls. The area control room (ACR) in C-3 10 provides additional instrumentation for
monitoring the withdrawal process. Fine control of the assay level of the product being withdrawn is accomplished
by monitoring the withdrawal stream with mass spectrometers and/or by analyzing UF6 gas stream samples
periodically collected during cylinder filling operations.

UF6 from the cascade is compressed, cooled to condense it, and the liquefied UF6 flows by gravity into
cylinders. Each cylinder being filled is mounted on a scale thatmonitors the cylinder weight. The filled cylinder is
disconnected and moved outside the building for cooling and solidification of the UF6 product. Non-condensable
gases remaining in the cylinder are removed by connecting the cylinder to the "burp" station at C-310 or at the
product withdrawal station. Gases evacuated from the cylinder are either (1) routed back to the cascade or (2) passed
through sodium fluoride traps to remove almost all UF6 before discharging the remaining gases to the atmosphere
through the C-3 10 stack.

Not all the gaseous material supplied to the condenser is liquefied. A portion of the UF 6 flow and that part of
the non-condensable gases not entrapped in the liquid UF6 are returned to the cascade via the condenser vent. These
gases are normally returned near the stage of the cascade from which they are withdrawn. However, they may be
returned to other portions of the cascade or vented to surge drums in one of the other process buildings.

The following sections discuss components or systems associated with the product withdrawal system.
Included are structures, systems, and components (SSCs) important to safety which are discussed in more detail.

3.4.1 -UF 6-Withdrawal-Primary System--

The UF6 Withdrawal Primary System (i.e., valves, equipment containing UF6, and piping) is considered the
primary means of confinement for UF 6 and includes both a UF6 gas system and a UF 6 liquid system. The gaseous
UF6 system provides a confinement boundary for UF6. The liquid UF6 system provides a pressure boundary and a

A transfer of UF6 in the liquid state. The system is important to safety as described in Section 3.15.
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Condensers, accumulators, manifolds, sampling stations, and associated piping and valves are
enclosed in heated housings and/or are heated independently. They are maintained at a temperature
necessary to prevent UF 6 solidification. The components of the UF6 Withdrawal Primary System are
discussed in the following sections.

3.4.1.1 Normetex Pumps

The product withdrawal Normetex pumps are low-speed positive-displacement pumps used to
compress the process gas (PG) without the use of dynamic seals between the PG and atmosphere. Three
Normetex pumps are installed on the C-3 10 cell floor.

The Normetex pump uses a fixed and a moving spiral vane. The moving vane has an eccentric
motion causing "pockets" between the vanes to open and close to compress the gas and move it from the
inlet to the discharge of the pump. This design permits compression of UF6 without the use of dynamic
seals between the process and atmosphere. There are two motors associated with the Normetex pump that
are used to drive the spiral vane. These motors are referred to as the vacuum pump motors.

The UF6 enters the pump through fine mesh inlet gas filters designed to prevent any foreign material
entry that might increase the wear of the vanes. A suction control valve regulates the amount of flow
through the pump by controlling the suction pressure. The pump discharge is then routed to one or more
of the three UF 6 condensers. A buffered expansion joint is installed between the pump and the discharge
block valve on the outlet line.

The pump is lubricated and -ooled b)y oil. An oil heater aiid oil cooleFare used-as necessary to
maintain the desired oil temperature. The upper oil temperature limit prevents expansion of the vanes to
prevent rubbing, while the lower oil temperature prevents formation of solid or liquid UF 6. A heat
exchanger equipped recycle line, between the discharge and suction lines, aids to maintain lower pump
operating temperatures when product withdrawal rates are low.

The product withdrawal facilities are equipped with a high discharge pressure shutdown system
(HDPSS). This system minimizes the likelihood of a breach in the UF6 Primary System due to a blockage
in the discharge line. Each of the Normetex pumps in C-3 10 have their own HPDSS. In event of high
discharge pressure, the vacuum pump is shutdown.

The product withdrawal facility Normetex pumps are equipped with a high oil temperature trip. In
the event of high oil temperature in the Normetex pump oil supply system, the oil pump and vacuum
pump motors are shut down and the Normetex pump is isolated from the discharge header.

The product withdrawal facility east and west Normetex pumps are equipped with a high inlet
pressure shutdown system. In the event of PG high inlet pressure in the Normetex pump suction lines, the
vacuum pump is shutdown and is isolated from the discharge header.

The Normetex pump motors and oil pump drive motor are provided with overload protection. When
the pumping mechanism of the Normetex pump becomes clogged the pump motors are isolated from the
power source. This action trips the vacuum pump motors and further damage to the system is prevented.
The oil pump motors also trip on motor overload.

A simplified flow diagram for the product withdrawal facility showing the location of the Normetex
pumps in the process flow is provided as Figure 3.4-1.

The Normetex pump has safety systems designed to mitigate a UF 6 release or a criticality due to
failures in the systems. Figure 3.4-2 shows a typical Normetex Pump and its safety systems. These
safety systems are discussed below and in Section 3.4.2.1.1.1.
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3.4.1.2 Piping, Valves, Expansion Joints and Accumulators

3.4.1.2.1 Piping

The piping and other elements of the compression/liquefaction process are used to transfer the UF6 vapor or
liquid into receiving cylinders. All of the piping is permanently installed passive primary containment systems.

3.4.1.2.2 Valves

Most valves in the UF 6 Primary System are critical only as a pressure boundary to control UF6 from being
released. Selected valves are relied on to close and isolate systems in the event a system failure occurs.

3.4.1.2.3 Expansion Joints

Expansion joints are located between PG piping and fixed equipment in the withdrawal Normetex pump
portions of the system to allow for thermal expansion of the piping and for small differences in pipe alignment.

3.4.1.2.4 Accumulators

Accumulators are located in the liquid withdrawal line to provide staging of liquid UF6 during withdrawal
interruptions. Each withdrawal loop has its own accumulator, separated from other withdrawal loops as necessary to
prevent mixing of materials of different assays between the withdrawal loops.

Two UF6 liquid accumulators serve the product withdrawal system. The product accumulator is a nickel-lined
steel tank used in the top product withdrawal system. The side accumulator is a monel tank. The accumulators are
located on the second floor below the condensers. They provide surge volume by "floating" on the drain line.
Equipment that "floats" is not piped into the main flow but is connected such that liquid UF6 can freely fill or be
emptied from the accumulator as the need arises. When supporting liquid UF6 sampling operations, the accumulator
is allowed to fill to a desired level, it is isolated, allowed to homogenize and then gravity drained into cylinders at
the desired withdrawal station and sample containers in the associated liquid UF6 sampling station. The side
accumulator can also be piped into the main flow by way of a top connection so that the accumulator can be filled
more efficiently before draining into the cylinder. In addition, the accumulators can be used to receive the contents
of cylinders via vapor transfer from a feed autoclave. The liquid UF 6 in the accumulator is then used for filling
cylinders. A vent line with a control valve is provided to permit the return of non-condensables to the cascade and
to control pressure. Overpressure protection is provided by a rupture disc located on each accumulator vapor vent
line, exhausting back to the cascade.

3.4.1.2.5 UF 6 Cylinder Pigtails

The UF6 cylinder pigtails, which are classified as important to safety, comprise a pigtail assembly and gaskets.
The pigtail assembly is fabricated of metal tubing equipped with fittings on either end that allow the pigtail to be
attached to a manifold at one end and the cylinder at the other end. After fabrication, UF6 cylinder pigtails are
heated for stress-relief. Gaskets are used between the sealing surfaces of the pigtail assembly and the cylinder and
equipment to which it is connected. UF6 cylinder pigtails that are used outside of heated enclosures have heat tape
applied to the pigtail assembly in order to prevent UF 6 freezeout during its use.

A specific pigtail design is employed for each UF 6 operation. UF 6 cylinder pigtails, used at C-3 10 withdrawal
positions 3, 4, and 5 are important to safety and are described in Section 3.15.
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All UF6 cylinder pigtails are subjected to acceptance inspection and testing prior to certification for
use. Included in this testing are hydrostatic tests after fabrication. Prior to connecting a certified UF6
pigtail, it is visually inspected for defects, and a new pigtail gasket is installed on each disconnected end
fitting. Visual inspection of UF 6 cylinder pigtails in C-3 10 is limited due to the presence of heat tracing.
All new cylinder pigtail connections are vacuum checked and leak rate tested per applicable procedure
prior to admitting UF 6 to the affected connection.

3.4.1.3 Coolant and Condensing Systems

Coolant is used in the condensers at the product withdrawal facilities to lower the temperature of the
UF6. Heat is removed from the coolant by the recirculating cooling water (RCW) system. The coolant
acts as a heat transfer medium, carrying heat from PG to the RCW. A heat transfer medium must be used
to keep water from the PG as water reacts chemically with UF6. During normal operations this is
accomplished by maintaining the coolant pressure above the PG pressure and the RCW pressure to
prevent water from entering the coolant system and then into the PG. This pressure differential prevents
UF6 and RCW from mixing should a system failure occur.

3.4.1.3.1 UF 6 Condensers

The UF6 condensers are horizontal tanks with U-tubes, in a tube bundle, and double-tube pass UF6
flow. UF6 flows through a bank of tubes, shaped in a "U" design, making two passes through the
condenser before exiting the vessel. UF6 condensation takes place on the tube side with coolant
circulated on the shell side. They are designed to condense the UF6 from gas to liquid prior to
withdrawal. The coolant is cooled with RCW in a coolant condenser similar to the UF6 condensers.
Gases not liquefied are returned to the cascade via the condenser vent. Overpressure protection is
provided by a rupture disc located on each condenser UF6 vapor inlet line, exhausting back to the cascade.

The product withdrawal system uses three UF 6 condensers. The UF 6 condenser has a maximum
allowable working pressure (MAWP) rating of 400 psig on the shell side and 75 psig on the tube side.
The shell is manufactured with steel and the "U"-type tubes in the tube bundle are manufactured from
Monel to resist corrosion.

3.4.1.3.2 Coolant Overpressure Control System

The product withdrawal facility coolant condensers are equipped with coolant overpressure
protection. In the event of an overpressure condition in the coolant, the system is utilized to lower the
coolant system pressure, protecting the UF6 Primary System. This system is important to safety as
described in Section 3.15. Figure 3.4-1 shows the Coolant Overpressure Control System.

The Coolant Overpressure Control System is designed to relieve coolant pressure when the pressure
reaches a maximum safe design limit. The system activates prior to rupturing the coolant system, thus
protecting the UF6 Primary System piping and equipment. Each coolant condenser is provided with a
rupture disk that is set to protect the UF6 condenser by preventing coolant pressures from exceeding 110%
of the MAWP. The rupture discs can be isolated from the system by closing a manual block valve.
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3.4.1.4 Sample System

The sampling system is connected to the liquid withdrawal line between the cylinder pigtail isolation
valve and the double block valves. The sampling system provides the capability of capturing a sample of
the product stream before the UF6 enters a cylinder. The system is connected to the withdrawal
positions, providing the capability of sampling either of the withdrawal loops. Purging and evacuation
connections provide the capability of evacuating the system for subsequent sampling operations.

The sampling system is composed of three integrated components: an electrical control panel, a
glove box and a heated enclosure. The primary component of the system is the heated housing containing
a sample pipette, UF6 piping for liquid and gaseous flow paths, nitrogen piping for system purging, block
valves, and a sample manifold. The sample pipette is a vessel constructed with a viewing port (sight
glass) for determining the chamber internal liquid level. When the sample pipette is filled to a
predetermined level, the sample pipette is then isolated and evacuated to sample containers. Sample
containers may be emptied by aligning the sampling station to a low pressure source.

3.4.1.5 Materials of Construction

The components associated with the product withdrawal systems, except cylinders, are fabricated of
corrosion-resistant materials, such as nickel alloys, nickel-plated steel, copper, or aluminum. Most joints
in the withdrawal systems are welded. All components exposed to PG are constructed of materials that
are corrosion resistant, capable of operating in high temperature conditions, and are compatible with PG.. UF 6 cylinder pigtails are used as required flexible connections. UF6 condensers are constructed with U-
tubes using all welded construction. Surfaces normally in contact with gaseous UF6 or liquid UF6 are
constructed with approved materials. The UF 6 condensers are built to American Society for Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) standards. Accumulators are constructed of material that-will withstand pressures
higher than will be encountered in service. The accumulators are built to ASME standards and inspected
to National Board Inspection Code (NBIC).

3.4.2 Monitoring and Protection Systems

3.4.2.1 Outleakage Detection

The Withdrawal Facility High-Voltage UF6 Release Detection Systems and the Withdrawal Facility
Low-Voltage UF6 Release Detection Systems monitor the C-3 10/C-3 10-A product withdrawal facility for
UF6 releases. These detection systems are discussed further below.

3.4.2.1.1 Withdrawal Facility High-Voltage UF6 Release Detection Systems

The condenser, accumulator, selected piping heated housings, areas around the heated housings,
buffer system, Normetex pumps, and withdrawal area (Stations 3 and 4) are monitored by the Withdrawal
Facility High-Voltage UF 6 Release Detection Systems. Alarms from detector components alert
withdrawal facility personnel to take appropriate action in the event of a UF6 release. The UF6 Release
Detection System - Normetex Pump uses a high-voltage detection system to monitor for the release of
UF6 from the pumps and piping and is important to safety as described in Section 3.4.2.1.1.1. The UF 6
Release Detection System - High-Voltage ("old") System for UF 6 Condensers, Accumulators, and Piping
Heated Housings monitors for a UF6 release and is important to safety as described in Section 3.4.2.1.1.2.
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High-voltage detector heads and circuits operate in a similar manner in each system and are
discussed below.

The UF6 release detectors are connected to circuits that monitor detector status, provide a means to
test the detectors, and process output signals from the detectors to produce the appropriate alarm
indications.

The sensing element of the detector head consists of two ionization chambers in which air is made
conductive by the use of an alpha emitter: 1) the sensing chamber, which is open to atmosphere and will
sense the presence of 'smoke' or PG, and 2) the reference chamber, which is virtually sealed from the
atmosphere and acts like a constant current source. UF6 'smoke' released inhibits the normal ionization
current developed in the detector head. The reduction in ionization current causes the activation of an
alarm.

Detector actuation results in an audible alarm in the ACR and the illumination of a UF6 detection
alarm light in the ACR. An operator must investigate the signal conditioner at the local panel to
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The scale pit has an alarm to notify the operator and other personnel in the area if a water level is
detected in the scale pit. Scales and scale carts are discussed further in Section 3.7.

3.4.3 Operation

3.4.3.1 Cylinder Filling Stations

There are three cylinder filling stations or withdrawal positions in normal use in C-3 10. Each has a
cylinder cradle arrangement mounted on a cart, which is moved into position on a scale at the filling
station. A removable pipe or "pigtail" connects the filling station to the cylinder valve. Withdrawal UF6
cylinder pigtails are exposed to ambient conditions and are thus susceptible to freeze-out (UF 6 solidifying
in the pigtail due to a temperature decrease). For this reason, withdrawal UF6 cylinder pigtails are
wrapped with electrical heat tracing covered with insulating tape to reduce the likelihood of freeze-out.
Each cylinder filling station has an exhaust hood connected to a common exhaust duct, high-efficiency
particulate air (HEPA) filter, and fan, which is then exhausted to atmosphere. This mitigates minor
releases that might arise from withdrawal operations. If the system is inoperable, portable vacuum
cleaners with HEPA filters are used to mitigate the effects of small releases. UF6 detectors are located
above each fill station and are discussed in Sections 3.4.2.1.1 and 3.4.2.1.2.

Prior to connection, the pigtail is visually inspected for defects and a new pigtail gasket is installed.
When an empty cylinder is installed for filling, the pigtail connection is attached to the cylinder valve and
the UF 6 fill line is vacuum checked and: then pressure checked with N2 or air to test for leaks. Filling is
started by opening the yalve in the UF6 drain line to allow flow from the condenser and accumulator.
When a cylinder has been filled with liquid UF6, the drain line valve is closed, the cylinder valve is closed
using the cylinder valve closer motor, and the pigtail line is evacuated to remove the majority of the
residual UF 6. Before the pigtail is disconnected from the filled cylinder, it is pressurized or "purged"
using N2 or dry air and is then evacuated to a low pressure. This purge and evacuation cycle is repeated
several times (based on the purge and evacuation pressures) to remove most of the residual UF6.

While the liquid UF 6 is being drained from a condenser or accumulator into the cylinder, the weight
of the material withdrawn can be read from the operational scale to determine when the weight is
approaching the cylinder target weight. The cylinder target weight is set at or below the cylinder fill
limit. If the target weight or the cylinder fill limit should be exceeded, the excess material may be
removed by valving the cylinder to the evacuation header at the withdrawal position.

3.4.3.2 Burping Station

After the liquid UF6 in the cylinder has solidified and cooled to ambient temperature (i.e., completed
its prescribed cool-down period), the cylinder is normally moved to the burping station. The cylinder is
then connected via a pigtail to a manifold, which contains two exhaust lines. One is for cylinder pigtail
purge gases, which are exhausted to the cascade, and the other is routed to a trapping system. Coolant or
other non-condensable gases that might remain in the cooled cylinder are mostly removed through the
trapping system. The pressure in the cylinder is reduced as necessary to remove these non-condensable
gases. The gases evacuated from the cylinder are passed through sodium fluoride (NaF) traps to absorb

,N•, UF6 that might be pulled from the cylinder. The exhaust from these traps is then
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released to the atmosphere. The UF 6 is desorbed from the NaF traps by heating the traps and passing a
sweeping purge through the traps. When the NaF traps are unavailable or multiple cylinders must be
burped, the non-condensable gases may be evacuated to the cascade. The cylinders are pressure checked
before shipping.

3.4.3.3 Sampling Station

A sample of the UF6 product stream can be taken at any time the facility is capable of withdrawing product.
There is one sample station for positions #3 and #4 and one sampling station for position #5. During sampling, the
inlet valve to the pipette in the sample cabinet is opened and the pipette is allowed to fill to a visible level on the
viewing-level window. After closing the inlet valve, the sample is transferred to sample containers. The operation
may be repeated to obtain duplicate samples. When all sampling has been completed, the sampling pipette and
sampling piping are purged and evacuated of UF 6. Sample containers may be emptied by aligning the sampling
station to a low-pressure source. The containers are connected to the sample cabinet manifold and the evacuation is
completed by aligning the manifold to a UF6 evacuation source.

3.4.4 Liquid Cylinder Handling

The movement of cylinders containing liquid UF6 in C-3 10 is minimized to reduce the potential of
damage to the cylinder. This could result in a loss of containment and the release of UF6.

The cylinder handling equipment in the product withdrawal facility includes scales, scale carts, and
cranes. The movement of liquid filled cylinders is restricted to removal from the filling station to the
cool-down yard. After being filled, cylinders are moved to the cool-down yard, where they remain for the
required cool-down period per administrative controls. Limited movement of cylinders may be conducted
within the cool-down yard before completion of the cool-down period if the precautions for handling
liquid filled cylinders are followed (i.e., moving cylinders as low to the ground as practical, using the
overhead crane for cylinder movements, etc.).

Upon completion of the cool-down period, cylinders are handled as described in Section 3.7. The
UF6 cylinders are important to safety as discussed in Section 3.15 and are discussed further in Section 3.7.
Liquid UF6 cylinder handling equipment is important to safety as discussed in Section 3.15.

3.4.4.1 Cranes

Two overhead bridge cranes transport empty or solid cylinders from the storage area to the scale
carts, liquid filled or solid UF6 cylinders from the scale carts to the storage area, and solid UF6 cylinders
to and from the burping station. The scale carts transport the empty cylinders to the withdrawal station
and the filled cylinders from the withdrawal stations. Both bridge cranes for this facility operate on the
same crane rail system and should not be loaded at the same time. Administrative controls are used to
ensure both cranes are not used at the same time.
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3.5 UF6 TAILS WITHDRAWAL FACILITY

As discussed in SAR Section 3.1.3, the PGDP enrichment operations have been shut down. UF6 cylinder
transfer/consolidation operations may continue in the feed, toll transfer and sampling, and withdrawal facilities for a
short time after the enrichment cascade facilities are shut down. Following the completion of UF 6 cylinder
transfer/consolidation operations, UF6 operations in the feed, toll transfer and sampling, and withdrawal facilities
will be shut down and the only UF 6 operations at PGDP will be limited to solid UF 6 cylinder movement and
shipping. In addition, the C-310 purge cascade may continue to run to support potential future DOE operations.
The remainder of the SAR Section 3.5 provides a description of the tails withdrawal operations certified at the time
of the shutdown of uranium enrichment operations at PGDP.

Withdrawal of UF6 tails, normally 0.2% to 0.47% 2
135U, from the enrichment cascade is accomplished with a

compression and liquefaction system. The tails withdrawal facility is housed in the C-315 Surge and Waste
Building. A temporary storage yard for tails cylinders is served by semi-gantry cranes. The Tail Withdrawal
Facility Structure is important to safety and is discussed in Section 3.3.

The two primary purposes of C-315 are to provide a cascade surge volume consisting of two Hortonspheres
(normally, one on-stream and one off-stream) and to compress and condense the tails UF6 to permit withdrawal
through the withdrawal system (see Figure 3.5-1). The surge volume of the Hortonspheres helps control cascade
inventory fluctuations.

These two functions are accomplished by routing the "B"-stream from the bottom of the cascade in the C-331
Process Building (via one or both of two low-speed compressors if necessary) to the on-stream Hortonsphere as well
as using the suction of the Normetex pumps or high-speed compressors. At lower withdrawal rates, a low-speed
compressor may not be required. One or more of the three Normetex pumps operate in parallel and discharge to the
UF6 condensing system. Two high-speed compressors in C-315 that are maintained in standby can be used in lieu of
the Normetex pumps. The flow through the Normetex pumps is normally controlled by each pumps suction control
valve. The process gas is returned from the on-stream Hortonsphere via control valves to the bottom of the cascade
in C-331 as the "A"-stream. Since the on-stream Hortonsphere floats on the discharge of the low-speed
compressors, it provides a surge volume for changes in tails withdrawal as well as flows to and from the cascade.
When the high-speed compressors are used, the Hortonspheres do not float on the low-speed compressor discharge
but are still on line. Compressor shaft seals are equipped with special sealing and buffering systems to prevent
leakage.

The UF6 from either the Normetex pumps or high-speed compressors is piped to a condenser, where the gas is
cooled to form UF6 liquid. The liquid UF 6 flows by gravity into a tails storage cylinder at one of the four cylinder
filling positions. Accumulators are located in the liquid withdrawal line to provide staging of liquid UF6 during
withdrawal interruptions. The accumulators float on the discharge of the UF 6 condenser. Durinig filling, the
cylinders rest on scale carts positioned over scales at each station. The scales provide a weight readout and an
adjustable audible alarm to alert the operator when that fill limit has almost been reached. Before filling a cylinder,
an accountability weight is established so that, in the event of an overfill, evacuation of the excess UF 6 can be
performed with the cylinder in the drain position. After a cylinder has been filled with tails material, it is carefully
transported outside by the use of the air-operated scale cart. It is then lifted by a crane and carefully transported to
the temporary storage area for tails cylinders where it remains until its contents have cooled and solidified (five-day
cooldown period for 10- or 14-ton cylinders).

An additional function of C-315 supports transfer of UF6 directly from a vaporizer in a feed facility to the
withdrawal equipment in C-315. Assays of material transferred by this method must be less than 1.0 wt.% 235U.
This type of transfer operation-.is typically performed .to move material from....one type. cylinder to another._type
cylinder. A sampling station is used to capture a sample of the liquid UF 6 that can be sent to any of the withdrawal
stations.

The following sections discuss components or systems associated with the tails withdrawal system. Included
are structures, systems, and components (SSCs) important to safety which are discussed in more detail.
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3.5.1 UF 6 Withdrawal Primary System

The UF6 Withdrawal Primary System (i.e., valves, equipment containing UF6, and piping) is
considered the primary means of confinement for UF6 and includes both a UF6 gas system and a UF6
liquid system. The gaseous UF6 system provides a confinement boundary for UF6. The liquid UF6
system provides a pressure boundary and a transfer of UF6 in the liquid state. The system is important to
safety as described in Section 3.15.

Compressors, aftercoolers, condensers, accumulators, manifolds, sampling station, and associated
piping and valves are enclosed in heated housings and/or are heated independently. They are maintained
at a temperature necessary to prevent UF6 solidification. The components of the UF 6 Withdrawal Primary
System are discussed in the following sections.

3.5.1.1 Normetex Pumps

Normetex pumps are used to compress the gaseous UJF 6 withdrawal stream for liquefaction. Three
Normetex pumps are installed on the second floor of C-315. The Normetex pumps are operated with one
or more running in parallel, taking a suction from the header supplied by the low-speed compressors or
from the B stream from C-331 and discharging to one or more UF6 condensers, which are also operated in
parallel. Additionally, the No. 3 Normetex pump has alternate suction and discharge valves that enable
comnpression from a separate source. Tliiscould allow withdrawal at a second-assay value. However, a
second assay is not normally withdrawn in C-315. This alternate piping allows the pump to be used as an
evacuation pump for operations such as evacuating the off-stream Hortonsphere.

The Normetex pump uses a fixed and a moving spiral vane. The moving vane has an eccentric
motion causing "pockets". between the vanes to open and close to compress the gas and move it from the
inlet to the discharge of the pump. This design permits compression of UF6 without the use of dynamic
seals between the process and atmosphere. There are two motors associated with the Normetex pump that
are used to drive the spiral vane. These motors are referred to as the vacuum pump motors.

The UF6 enters the pump through fine mesh inlet gas filters designed to prevent any foreign material
entry that might increase the wear of the vanes. A suction control valve regulates the amount of flow
through the pump by controlling the suction pressure. The pump discharge is then routed to one or more
of the three UF6 condensers. A buffered expansion joint is installed between the pump and the discharge
block valve on the outlet line.

The pump is lubricated and cooled by oil. An oil heater and oil cooler are used as necessary to
maintain the desired oil temperature. The upper oil temperature limit prevents expansion of the vanes to
prevent rubbing, while the lower oil temperature prevents formation of solid or liquid UF 6.

A simplified flow diagram for the tails withdrawal facility showing the location of the Normetex
pumps in the process flow is provided as Figure 3.5-1. Figure 3.5-2 shows a typical Normetex pump and
its UF6 Detection system. This safety system is discussed in Section 3.5.2.1.1.1.
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3.5.1.2 Low and High Speed Compressors

There are two low-speed and two high-speed centrifugal compressors in C-315. The low-speed
centrifugal units are operated by electric motors and discharge through a process gas (PG) aftercooler to a
common header for the on-line Hortonsphere and the suction of the Normetex pumps or the high-speed
compressors. The high-speed centrifugal units are operated by electric motors through speed increasers.
An administrative control is in place to prevent operation of the C-315 high-speed centrifugal
compressors until further analysis has been performed to identify appropriate preventive and/or mitigative
controls. During high-speed operations, the discharge from the high-speed compressors is sent to the
condensers and/or to the Hortonspheres. The low-speed compressors use a common recycle line, recycle
valve, and the necessary Iinstrumentation to recycle UF 6 when the need arises. They also are
interconnected by piping and valves to provide the needed versatility should it become necessary to
remove an individual compressor from service. Similarly, the high-speed compressors have common
systems and are piped for versatility. These compressors and drive motors are lubricated by a
recirculating lube oil system. This lube oil system is comprised of duplicate pumps that transfer the oil
from the drain tank to the elevated gravity supply tank. The compressor motors are equipped with sensors
to trip the motors if the current through the motors is excessive.

3.5.1.2-.1 Motor Load Indicators

Motor Load Indicators are used in the tails withdrawal facility to monitor the high-speed compressor
motors during withdrawal station operations. In the event of a motor overload, the indicators are used toO inform the operator so that appropriate actions can be taken. This system is important to safety as
described in Section 3.15.

The Motor Load Indicators are used in normal operations to monitor the power levels of withdrawal
motors. Each compressor motor has its own ammeter in the C-315 and C-331 Area Control Room (ACR)
which indicates large changes in the motor loads or surging of the compressors or compressor motors.
The ampere loading on the motors that drive the compressors can be indication of pending problems or
failures. In addition, load alarms indicate nominal increases and decreases. in amp load for operational
purposes; however, these alarms are not required by the Motor Load Indicators to meet their safety
function.

3.5.1.2.2 Compressor Motor Manual Trip System

The tails withdrawal facility is equipped with a manual compressor motor trip. The Compressor
Motor Manual Trip System provides the capability to rapidly deenergize the withdrawal high-speed
centrifugal compressor motors in C-315. In the event of a withdrawal system failure, the manual trip
system is utilized to aid in the prevention and mitigation of releases during cascade operations by:
(1) maintaining primary system temperature/pressure below allowable values, (2) eliminating heat and/or
friction, and (3) minimizing the amount of UF6 released in postulated accidents. This system is important
to safety as described in Section 3.15.

Compressor Motor Manual Trip provides the capability to remotely trip compressors as required to
reduce the primary system pressure. The trip circuit consists of one switch for each compressor. When
initiated, a trip coil in the switchgear will trip the associated circuit breaker to the compressor, thus
removing power. Compressor motor trip can be activated from either the C-315 ACR or the C-331 ACR
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(high-speed compressors only). Primary control of the C-315 high-speed compressors resides in the
C-331 ACR.

The trip circuit is powered by 125 VDC control power. The DC power is used to energize the trip
coil of the motor circuit breaker. The energized coil initiates a breaker trip, disconnecting motive power
to the xvithdrawdil motors. The Compressor Motor Manual Trip System interfaces with the DC Power
System in order to shut down the compressors on demand as described in Section 3.9. The 125 VDC
power is a support system, which is important to safety as described in Section 3.15.

Manual trip can be accomplished from the C-300, although this capability is not used except during
emergency situations.

3.5.1.3 Piping, Valves, Expansion Joints and Accumulators

3.5.1.3.1 Piping

The piping and other elements of the compression/liquefaction process are used to transfer the UF6
vapor or liquid into receiving cylinders. All of the piping is permanently installed. passive primary
containment systems.

3.5.1.3.2 Valves......

Most valves in the UF6 Primary System are critical only as a pressure boundary to control UF6 from
being released. Selected valves are relied on to close and isolate systems in the event a system failure
occurs.

3.5.1.3.3 Expansion Joints

Expansion joints are located between PG piping and fixed equipment in the withdrawal compressor
portions of the system and on some long pipe runs to allow for thermal expansion of the piping and for
small differences in pipe alignment.

3.5.1.3.4 Accumulators

Two nickel-lined steel accumulators are located downstream from the condensers in the tails
withdrawal system. They are fed by gravity flow of liquid tails material from the condensers into the
accumulators and into the tails storage cylinders. Each accumulator can be used for storage of the
liquefied tails material while a cylinder is valved off, being changed, or for other withdrawal
interruptions. The accumulators float on the line ready for immediate use if required (during cylinder
changes, etc.). When supporting liquid UF 6 sampling operations, the accumulator is allowed to fill to a
desired level, it is isolated, allowed to homogenize and then gravity drained into cylinders at the desired
withdrawal station and sample containers in the associated liquid UF6 sampling station. Pressure in each
accumulator is maintained by venting the vessel through the same vent control valve as on the
corresponding condenser. Overpressure protection is provided by a rupture disc located on each
accumulator UF6 vapor vent line; exhausting to the hortonspheres, the "A" line suction, or a vent surge
drum.
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3.5.1.3.5 Surge Tanks

Surge tanks include the vent surge drum and Hortonspheres. The vent surge drum operates under a
vacuum and collects gases that have not condensed in the UF6 condenser or from the accumulator or are
generated during withdrawal station venting or purge line operations. Hortonspheres are used only in the
C-315 to help control cascade fluctuations and to handle surges within tails withdrawal. The off-stream
Hortonsphere is used as a local evacuation source.

3.5.1.3.6 UF 6 Cylinder Pigtails

The UF6 cylinder pigtails comprise a pigtail assembly and gaskets. The pigtail assembly is
fabricated of metal tubing equipped with fittings on either end that allow the pigtail to be attached to a
manifold at one end and the cylinder at the other end. After fabrication, UF6 cylinder pigtails are heated
for stress-relief. Gaskets are used between the sealing surfaces of the pigtail assembly and the cylinder
and equipment to which it is connected. UF6 cylinder pigtails that are used outside of heated enclosures
have heat tape applied to the pigtail assembly in order to prevent UF6 freezeout during its use.

A specific pigtail design is employed for each UF 6 operation. UF 6 cylinder pigtails that are used at
C-3 15 are important to safety as described in Section 3.15.

All UF6 cylinder pigtails are subjected to acceptance inspection and testing prior to certification for. use. Included in this testing are hydrostatic tests after fabrication. Prior to connecting a certified UF 6
pigtail, it is visually inspected for defects, and a new pigtail gasket is installed on each disconnected end
fitting. Visual inspection of UF6 cylinder pigtails in C-315 is limited due to the presence of heat tracing.
All new cylinder pigtail connections are vacuum checked and leak rate tested per applicable procedure
prior to admitting UF6 to the affected connection.

3.5.1.4 Coolant and Condensing Systems

Coolant is used in the condensers and aftercoolers at the tails withdrawal facility to lower the
temperature of the UF6. Heat is removed from the coolant by the recirculating cooling water (RCW)
system. The coolant acts as a heat transfer medium, carrying heat from PG to the RCW. A heat transfer
medium must be used to keep water from the PG as water reacts chemically with UF6. During normal
operations this is accomplished by maintaining the coolant pressure above the PG pressure and the RCW
pressure to prevent water from entering the coolant system and then into the PG. The pressure differential
prevents UF6 and RCW from mixing should a system failure occur.

The following sections discuss components of the coolant and condensing system as well as the
safety system necessary to control overpressure in the coolant.

3.5.1.4.1 U1F 6 Aftercoolers

An aftercooler, associated with and located just downstream from each low-speed compressor, is
used to cool the compressed gas stream from the low-speed compressor to avoid overheating the
second-stage compressor. The UF 6 aftercoolers consist of finned tubes mounted inside a metal shell.

,•,k Coolant is circulated on the tube side of the aftercooler. The aftercoolers are designed to remove the heat
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of compression by using a closed loop type coolant system. The coolant for the aftercoolers is supplied
from the coolant systems for the condensers in C-315. This system is similar to that for the cascade.
Liquid coolant boils in the UF6 aftercooler and the coolant vapor is piped to a water-cooled heat
exchanger where it condenses and flows by gravity back to the aftercooler.

3.5.1.4.2 UF 6 Condensers

Three UF6 condensers in the tails withdrawal facility are used as required for the withdrawal rate.
During routine operation, one or two (in parallel) condensers may be operated while the third is on
standby. At high withdrawal rates, all three condensers may be used. These condensers are used to
condense the compressed UF 6, prior to withdrawal, by cooling. The UF6 condensers are horizontal tanks
with monel U-tubes, in a tube bundle, and double-tube pass UF6 flow. UF6 flows through a bank of tubes,
shaped in a "U" design, making two passes through the condenser before exiting the vessel. UF6
condensation takes place on the tube side with coolant circulated on the shell side. The UF6 condenser
has a maximum allowable working pressure (MAWP) rating of 400 psig on the shell side and 50 psig on
the tube side. There is a separate coolant system for each condenser. The coolant systems also are used
to supply cooling for the aftercoolers for the low-speed compressors. A vent control valve for each
condenser helps maintain the proper condensing pressure by venting gases that have not condensed to the
Hortonsphere, the "A"-line suction, or a vent surge drum. This vent surge drum is held at a vacuum by
either valving it to the off-stream Hortonsphere or back to the cascade A-line in C-331. Overpressure
protection is provided by a rupture disc located on each condenser UF6 vapor inlet line, exhfausting to the
hortonspheres.

3.5.1.4.3 Coolant Overpressure Control System

The tails withdrawal facilities are equipped with coolant overpressure protection. In the event of an
overpressure condition in the coolant, the system is utilized to lower the coolant system pressure,
protecting the UF6 primary system. This system is important to safety as described in Section 3.15.
Figure 3.5-1 shows the Coolant Overpressure Control System.

The Coolant Overpressure Control System is designed to relieve coolant pressure when the pressure
reaches a maximum safe design limit. The system activates prior to rupturing the coolant system, thus
protecting the UF6 Primary System piping and equipment. Each coolant condenser is provided with a
rupture disk that is set to protect the UF 6 condenser by preventing pressures from exceeding 110% of the
MAWP. Since in C-315 the two compression-loop aftercoolers are extensions of the two condensers, the
condenser rupture discs also protect the aftercoolers. The rupture discs can be isolated from the system
by closing a manual block valve.

3.5.1.5 Sampling System

The sampling system is connected to the liquid withdrawal line on all 4 positions between the
cylinder pigtail isolation valve and the double block valves. The sampling station is located between
withdrawal positions 3 and 4, but the sampling system provides the capability of capturing a sample of
the liquid UF 6 stream sent to any of the withdrawal stations. Purging and evacuation connections provide
the capability of evacuating the system for subsequent sampling operations.
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The sampling system is composed of three integrated components: an electrical control panel, a
glove box and a heated enclosure. The primary component of the system is the heated housing containing
a sample pipette, UF6 piping for liquid and gaseous flow paths, piping for system purging, block valves,
and a sample manifold. The sample pipette is a vessel constructed with viewing ports (sight glasses) for
determining the chamber internal liquid level. When the sample pipette is filled to a predetermined level,
the sample pipette is then isolated and evacuated to sample containers. Sample containers may be
emptied by aligning the sampling station to a low pressure source.

3.5.1.6 Materials of Construction

The components associated with the tails withdrawal systems, except cylinders, are fabricated of
corrosion-resistant materials, such as nickel alloys, nickel-plated steel, copper, or aluminum. Most joints
in the withdrawal systems are welded. All components exposed to PG are constructed of materials that
are corrosion resistant, capable of operating in high temperature conditions, and are compatible with PG.
UF6 cylinder pigtails are used as required flexible connections. UF6 condensers are constructed with U-
tubes using all welded construction.
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3.5.2.1.1.2 UF 6 Release Detection System - High-Voltage ("old") System for UF 6 Condensers,
Accumulators, and Piping Heated Housings

The tails withdrawal facility is equipped with a UF 6 Release Detection System for the
condenser/accumulator area consisting of high-voltage detector heads located at the ceiling in the
condenser area, in the waste condenser housing, ceiling of the 2 nd floor, in heated housings, accumulator
housing and the vent surge drum housing. Should a release be detected, an audible alarm and alarm light
is received in the ACR. This system is important to safety as discussed in Section 3.15.

On activation of an alarm, the operator must determine which detector has alarmed and initiate the
appropriate actions. The detector heads are tested to determine detector operability.

The nominal 120 VAC power necessary to operate the UF6 Release Detection
System - High-Voltage ("old") System for UF6 Condensers, Accumulators, and Piping Heated Housings
is fed from local distribution panels. Supplied 120 VAC power is then used for internal conversion to 200
VDC, which is required for detector heads to operate. The 120 VAC power system provides the power
source for the detector circuits and is, therefore, required for the detector systems to perform their safety
function. The 120 VAC and 200 VDC power are support systems, which are important to safety as
described in Section 3.15.

O 3.5.2.1.2 Withdrawal Facility Low-Voltage UF6 Release Detection Systems

The tails withdrawal facility is monitored by the Withdrawal Facility Low-Voltage UF 6 Release
Detection Systems. Detector system components in the withdrawal room are part of the UF 6 Release
Detection System - Low-Voltage ("new") System at the Withdrawal Stations and The UF6 Release
Detection System - Low-Voltage System at the Withdrawal Room Ceiling. When activated, the
Low-Voltage ("new") System at the Withdrawal Stations isolates the withdrawal station and is important
to safety as discussed in Section 3.5.2.1.2.1. The Low-Voltage System at the Withdrawal Room Ceiling,
important to safety as discussed in Section 3.5.2.1.2.2, will only close the liquid drain block valves for all
withdrawal positions in the withdrawal room and initiates an alarm in the ACR. The UF 6 Release
Detection System - High-Speed Centrifugal Pumps is also part .of the Withdrawal Facility Low-Voltage
UF 6 Release Detection System. It activates alarms upon detection of a UF6 release and is important to
safety as discussed in Section 3.5.2.1.2.3. Low-voltage detector heads and circuits operate in a similar
manner in each system and are discussed below.

The detectors are connected to control units that monitor detector status, provide a means to test the
detectors, and process output signals from the detectors to produce the appropriate acti' ns. The detectors
function by means of a solid state switching circuit and dual ionization chambers: 4) one chamber to
detect UF 6 reaction products with moisture in the air, and 2) one chamber that serv s as a reference to
help stabilize the detector's sensitivity for changes in ambient temperature, humidity, and pressure. In the
detection chamber, ambient air in the gap between two charged electrodes is ionized by an alpha-emitting
source. As the concentration of particles in the air increases, the resistance across the detection chamber
increases, which causes a voltage increase. When the voltage reaches a characteristic point, the detector
produces an output signal.
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The system control units consist of a power supply for converting 120 VAC plant power to 24 VDC
for the detector circuit, supervisory circuits for monitoring the status of multiple detector zones, and an
audible alarm signal circuit. Trouble alarms are activated on the control panel in the event that the
voltage drop across a supervised circuit changes, indicating a malfunction or discontinuity. The control
panel also contains relays to activate output devices. An output signal from a detector energizes an alarm
circuit relay that latches in the "on" position until manually reset.

3.5.2.1.2.1 UF 6 Release Detection System - Low-Voltage ("new") System at the Withdrawal Stations

The tails withdrawal facility is equipped with a UF6 release detection and isolation system for the
withdrawal positions and consists of a low-voltage detector located above each withdrawal drain position.
In the event of a pigtail failure, or a liquid sampling station failure, the system is utilized to isolate the
withdrawal position, including the sample station, to minimize the amount of UF6 released. This system
is important to safety as described in Section 3.15. Figure 3.5-3 shows a typical UF 6 Release Detection
System - Low-Voltage ("new") System at the Withdrawal Stations.

Activation of a low-voltage detector above any drain position pigtail will initiate isolation of that
withdrawal position causing the following actions to occur: (1) close the two liquid drain block valves
located between the accumulators and the withdrawal pigtail; (2) close the withdrawal cylinder valve;
(3) initiate alarms in the withdrawal area and in the ACR; and (4) open the evacuation block valves to
evacuate the manifold area. Actions 3 and 4 are not important to safety but are accomplished as part of
the UF6 Release Detection System - Low-Voltage ("new") System at the Withdrawal Stations activation.

If the automatic UF6 Release Detection System - Low-Voltage ("new") System at the Withdrawal
Stations fails to activate due to a failure in the system, liquid drain block valves can be closed with
controls located outside the withdrawal room, in the ACR, or in the C-300. The pushbutton located
immediately outside the withdrawal area, and the controls in C-300, closes the liquid drain block valves
and cylinder valve at all withdrawal positions. Controls for each position in the ACR close the liquid
drain block valves and cylinder valve at that position. The ACR also has the capability to close only the
liquid drain block valves at all positions.

The UF6 line isolation valves associated with the UF6 Release Detection System - Low-Voltage
("new") System at the Withdrawal Stations include air-operated liquid drain block valves (spring
actuated/fail closed), cylinder valve (with an air-operated/motor driven closure assembly), and
miscellaneous valves associated with the building air/nitrogen systems that support withdrawal isolation.
The liquid drain block valves are diaphragm-actuated valves that require air to open and springs to close
and are fail-safe. The air-control solenoid for the cylinder valve closure assembly is deenergized during
activation of the isolation system. Air is then supplied to the cylinder valve closure motor, which closes
the cylinder valve, isolating the UF6 cylinder from the withdrawal position. A backup nitrogen system,
provided for the cylinder valve closure assembly, activates upon failure of the plant air system. The
evacuation block valves are not part of the UF 6 Release Detection System - Low-Voltage ("new") System
at the Withdrawal Stations safety boundary but they provide some mitigation to minimize the
consequences of a failure in the withdrawal pigtail, or the liquid sampling station. The air-operated
valves associated with the evacuation line open, allowing UF 6 to be evacuated from the pigtail and the
sampling station to the evacuation header during automatic activation of the isolation system.
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3.5.2.3 Scales and Scale Carts

Each empty cylinder is placed on a scale cart equipped with cradles to accommodate the cylinder
being moved to a scale and positioned for filling. The scale carts are air-operated and brake on loss of air.
The scale carts are important to safety as discussed in Section 3.15. The scale cart air supply is equipped
with a key-operated interlock switch which blocks the air supply to the scale cart without the interlock
key. Administrative controls require the air supply interlock key ring to be placed on the pigtail when the
pigtail is connected to a cylinder to prevent movement during filling. Additionally, even with the key in
the lock, a system consisting of a pressure sensor on the drain line prevents Scale Cart motion unless the
pigtail is close to atmospheric pressure. The Cylinder Scale Cart Movement Prevention System is
important to safety as discussed in Section 3.15.

The tails withdrawal scales perform operational and accountability functions. The operational
function is a convenience to fill cylinders to a target weight. At a predetermined weight, an alarm sounds
and a valve in the associated UF6 drain line automatically closes. Filling the cylinder to its specified fill
limit is completed using local controls. The accountability function provides the NMC&A weight for the
filled cylinder. The NMC&A weight is used to verify cylinders are not filled above established fill limits.
The accountability function is checked with a test cylinder prior to placing a cylinder in the withdrawal
process, or at a specified surveillance frequency. The scales are important to safety as discussed in
Section 3.15.

Scales and scale carts are discussed in Section 3.7.

3.5.3 Operation

3.5.3.1 Cylinder Filling Stations

There are four cylinder filling stations or withdrawal positions in normal use in the tails withdrawal
system. Each has a cylinder cradle arrangement mounted on a cart, which is moved into position on a
scale at the filling station. A removable pipe or "pigtail" connects the filling station to the cylinder valve.
Withdrawal UF6 cylinder pigtails are exposed to ambient conditions and are thus susceptible to freeze-out
(UF 6 solidifying in the pigtail due to a temperature decrease). For this reason, withdrawal UF 6 cylinder
pigtails are wrapped with electrical heat tracing covered with insulating tape to reduce the likelihood of
freeze-out. Each cylinder filling station has an exhaust hood connected to a common exhaust duct
high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter. and fan, which is .then exhausted to atmosphere. This
mitigates the accumulation of any residual gases that might arise from withdrawal operations. If the
system is inoperable, portable vacuum cleaners with. HEPA filters are used to mitigate the effects of a
small release. UF 6 detectors are located above each fill station and are discussed in Sections 3.5.2.1.1 and
3.5.2.1.2. A negative air machine with associated duct work services the C-315 sampling cabinet.

Prior to connection, the pigtail is visually inspected for defects and a new pigtail gasket is installed.
When an empty cylinder-is installed for filling, the-pigtail connection is-attached to the cylinder valve and
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the UF6 fill line is vacuum checked and pressure checked with air to test for leaks. Filling is started by
opening the valve in the UF6 drain line to allow flow from the condenser and accumulator. When a
cylinder has been filled with liquid UF6, the drain line valve is closed, the cylinder valve is closed using
the cylinder valVe closer motor, and the pigtail line is evacuated to remove the majority of the residual
UF6. Before the pigtail is disconnected from the filled cylinder, it is pressurized or "purged" using dry air
and then evacuated to a low pressure. This purge and evacuation cycle is repeated several times (based
on the purge and evacuation pressures) to remove most of the residual UF6.

While the liquid UF6 is being drained from a condenser or accumulator into the cylinder, the weight
of the material withdrawn can be read from the operational scale to determine when the weight is
approaching the cylinder target weight. The cylinder target weight is set at or below the cylinder fill
limit. If the target weight or the cylinder fill limit should be exceeded, the excess material may be
removed by valving the cylinder to the evacuation header at the withdrawal position.

3.5.3.2 Sampling Station

A sample of the U1F6 stream can be taken at any time the facility is capable of withdrawing UF 6.
There is one sampling station located between withdrawal positions 3 and 4. This station is capable of
capturing a sample of the liquid UF6 stream sent to any of the withdrawal stations. During sampling, the
inlet valve to the pipette in the sample cabinet is opened and the pipette is allowed to fill to a visible level
on the viewing-level windows. After closing the inlet valve, the sample is transferred to sample
containers. The operation may be repeated to obtain duplicate samples. When all sampling has been
completed, the sampling pipette and sampling piping are purged and evacuated of UF6. Sample
containers may be emptied by aligning the sampling station to a low-pressure source. The containers are
connected to the sample cabinet manifold and the evacuation is completed by aligning the manifold to a
UF6 evacuation source.

3.5.4 Liquid Cylinder Handling

The movement of cylinders containing liquid UF6 in the tails withdrawal facility is minimized to
reduce the potential of damage to the cylinder resulting in a loss of containment and a release of UF6.

The cylinder handling equipment in the tails withdrawal facility includes scales, scale carts, and
cranes. The movement of liquid filled cylinders is restricted to removal from the filling station to the
cool-down yard. Liquid UF6 cylinders remain in the cool-down yard for the required cool-down period
per administrative controls. Limited movement of cylinders may be conducted within the cool-down yard
before completion of the cool-down period if the precautions for handling liquid filled cylinders are
followed (e.g., moving cylinders as low to the ground as practical, using equipment approved for liquid
cylinder movements, etc.).

Upon completion of the cool-down period, cylinders are handled as described in Section 3.7. The
UF 6 cylinders are important to safety as described in Section 3.15. Liquid UF6 cylinder handling
equipment is important to safety as discussed in Section 3.15.
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3.5.4.1 Cranes

Semi-gantry cranes transport empty cylinders from the storage area to the scale carts for the
withdrawal operation, liquid filled UF6 cylinders from the scale carts to the storage areas, and solid UF 6
cylinders to transport. The semi-gantry cranes for this facility operate on the same crane rail system and
should not be loaded at the same time. Administrative controls are used to ensure both cranes are not
used at the same time.

Liquid cylinder movement from the scale cart to the cylinder cool-down area shall be minimized and
the height the liquid cylinder is lifted above the work area and/or ground is limited by administrative
controls to the lowest practical height to facilitate movement.

Cylinder haulers can also be utilized to load empty and solid UF6 cylinders onto the scale carts.
Cranes, lifting fixtures, and rigging are discussed in Section 3.7. Cranes are important to safety as
discussed in Section 3.15.
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3.6 TOLL TRANSFER AND SAMPLING BUILDING

As discussed in SAR Section 3.1.3, the PGDP enrichment operations have been shut down. UF 6 cylinder
transfer/consolidation operations may continue in the feed, toll transfer and sampling, and withdrawal facilities for a
short time after the enrichment cascade facilities are shut down. In addition, the C-3 10 purge cascade may continue
to run to support potential future DOE operations. Following the completion of U1F6 cylinder transfer/consolidation
operations, UF 6 operations in the feed, toll transfer and sampling, and withdrawal facilities will be shut down and the
only UF6 operations at PGDP will be limited to solid UF 6 cylinder movement and shipping. The remainder of the
SAR Section 3.6 provides a description of the toll transfer and sampling operations certified at the time of the
shutdown of uranium enrichment operations at PGDP.

The C-360 Toll Transfer and Sampling Building provides systems for receiving, sampling, transferring, and
shipping cylinders containing UF 6. This facility provides all operations necessary for the fulfillment of enrichment
service contracts with private industry.

3.6.1 Description

Material is not introduced into the enrichment cascade unless assurance is obtained that it meets feed
composition and weight specifications. UF6 cylinders are weighed upon receipt, either at C-360 or on another
operable accountability scale that has been calibrated to an adequate range and tolerance for the item being weighed.
When required by the Fundamental Nuclear Materials Control Plan, UF6 cylinders are liquid sampled at C-360.

The types of activities that take place in C-360 are described below.

. 3.6.1.1 Preheating

Prior to heating, an external inspection is performed on each cylinder to detect any physical damage that may
be present. If serious damage is detected, the cylinder is not heated until corrective actions have been taken and
verified by a certified inspector.

A cold pressure check is made on each cylinder containing solidified UF6 prior to heating. The pressure within
the cylinder is an indication of the purity of the UF6 in the cylinder. Since UF6 that meets feed grade specifications is
at a pressure less than atmospheric' at anmbient temperature, higher pressure readings indicate the presence of
noncondensible gases such as air or volatile contaminants that could cause overpressure of the cylinder when heated.
If the cylinder pressure is greater than 10 psia, the customer is requested to provide instructions to either return the

cylinder or remove the noncondensibles by cold burping the cylinder at PGDP. A cylinder containing liquid UF6
that has been processed through the transfer or sampling operations (e.g., through the technetium traps) can be
immediately loaded into an autoclave for additional transfer or sampling operations.

The cylinder is positioned in one of the four containment-type autoclaves in C-360 with the cylinder valve at
the 12 o'clock position. The cylinder is connected to a manifold by means of a UF 6 cylinder pigtail fabricated from
copper tubing which has passed a hydrostatic test to 400 psig. UF 6 cylinder pigtails and the tests conducted on them
are described in Section 3.6.5. The cylinder valve and pigtail are checked for clarity. If clarity is not established, the
cylinder will not be heated and is removed from the autoclave. After testing of all UF 6 cylinder pigtail connections
has been completed, the UF6 cylinder valve is opened, the emergency cylinder valve closer is attached, the autoclave
shell is closed, and a hydraulically operated rotating ring seals the movable shell of the autoclave to the fixed head.

3.6.1.2 Heating

A steam control valve admits steam into the autoclave, and a thermovent valve bleeds atmospheric air from the
shell. Autoclave temperature is controlled by utilizing a cascade control scheme within a feedback loop controller.
Information from the autoclave pressure and temperature instruments is used
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to maintain a constant temperature. Under normal conditions with the cylinder at a temperature of 2351F
(the temperature of saturated steam at 8 psig), the pressure of the UF 6 within the cylinder is about 82
psia.

The valve on a cylinder to be heated is opened to a system that contains a low pressure alarm
system, a high pressure alarm, and rupture discs that under high pressure conditions relieve to the
high-pressure relief drums. If the system pressure fails to reach a set pressure within a specified time
frame, the low pressure alarm is actuated to indicate a plugged or closed cylinder valve, pigtail, or
header, and closes the autoclave steam inlet valves. Excessive system pressures, which could result from
impurities or hydraulic surges, would actuate the high pressure alarm.

The autoclave control scheme calls for an autoclave temperature of 220°F with a maximum pressure
of 5 psig. Thermal inertia causes condensate to form on the inside autoclave surfaces and on the outside
cylinder surfaces. During normal operation, the autoclave drain valves are open to provide a condensate
drain path when steam is being applied to the autoclave environment, preventing accumulation of
condensate in the drain. The autoclave water inventory control system limits the amount of water present
inside the autoclave during normal operation to ensure initial conditions assumed in the accident analysis
are preserved.

3.6.1.3 Sampling

When the heating cycle is completed, the cylinder valve is closed and steam is evacuated from the
autoclave to near atmospheric pressure by jetting the autoclave through a steam venturi. The UF 6
cylinder pigtail is purged and evacuated, the autoclave is opened, the pigtail is disconnected and the
cylinder is rotated to the 3 or 9 o'clock position to permit liquid sampling. The pigtail is reconnected and
pressure tested and the cylinder valve is opened before closing the autoclave shell. The steam block
valve may be opened to maintain temperature during sampling.

During sampling, the inlet valve to the pipette in the sample cabinet is opened and the pipette is
allowed to fill to a visible level on the viewing-level window. The pipette sample evacuation valve is
opened and the entire sampling system is flushed with liquid UF 6 to the evacuation drums. The
evacuation valve is closed and the pipette is valved to an evacuation source and evacuated to ensure all
UF 6 is removed from the pipette and sampling manifold. All system valves are closed and the pipette
inlet valve is opened to fill the pipette with liquid UF6 until the liquid level reaches an appropriate level
in the sample chamber. After closing the inlet valve, the sample is transferred to a sample container and
the operation may be repeated to obtain duplicate samples. Following sampling, the UF 6 cylinder pigtail
is purged and removed from the UF6 cylinder. The UF 6 cylinder is then rotated to return the cylinder
valve to the 12 o'clock position.
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3.7 UF6 CYLINDERS, STORAGE YARDS, AND HANDLING EQUIPMENT

As discussed in SAR Section 3.1.3, the PGDP enrichment operations have been shut down. UF 6 cylinder
transfer/consolidation operations may continue in the feed, toll transfer and sampling, and withdrawal facilities for a short
time after the enrichment cascade facilities are shut down. In addition, the C-310 purge cascade may continue to run to
support potential future DOE operations. Following the completion of UF 6 cylinder transfer/consolidation operations,
liquid/vapor UF6 operations in C-3 10, C-315, C-333-A, C-337-A, and C-360 will be shut down and the only operations at
PGDP will be limited to solid UF6 cylinder movement and shipping. Solid UF6 cylinder movement to/from/within cylinder
yards and shipping operations at C-360-A will continue. The portions of SAR Section 3.7 associated with the shutdown
facilities will remain and provides a description of the UF6 cylinder, storage yards and UF6 handling equipment operations
certified at the time of the shutdown of uranium enrichment operations at PGDP.

UF 6 is received, collected, handled, transported, and stored in cylinders when it is not in the gaseous diffusion
enrichment process. This section covers the following facilities:

I. C-333-A, Feed Vaporization Facility

2. C-337-A, Feed Vaporization Facility

3. C-310, Purge and Product Building

4. C-315, Surge and Waste Building

5. C-360 and C-360-A, Toll Transfer and Sampling Facility

6. UF 6 Cylinder Yards and C-745-R1 Cylinder Changeout Building

Cylinders are used for various operations on-site (e.g., tails storage) and off-site (e.g., ship product off-site).
Specialized handling equipment (e.g., cranes, cylinder haulers, overpacks, etc.) is used to handle and transport cylinders.

3.7.1 UF6 Cylinders

UF 6 is packaged, stored, and transported in containers referred to as "cylinders" or "UF 6 cylinders." The cylinders
are also used for movement or handling during processing and manufacturing operations outside of the enrichment
process stream. The UF6 cylinders are important to safety as described in Section 3.15. The safety function of the UF 6
cylinder is to provide primary containment to prevent the release of UF6 to the atmosphere. The 500 pound and less size
cylinders are important to safety but do not have the capacity to contain sufficient material to result in significant health
effects off-site.

The cylinders are American Society of Mechanical Engineering (ASME) Section VIII code vessels specially
designed and manufactured for use in handling UF 6 in a solid, liquid, or gas phase outside the gaseous diffusion
enrichment process. There are many cylinder types that can be used based on assay and handling/storage requirements of
the enriched UF6 material in the cylinder. The commonly used UF6 cylinders are shown in Table 3.7-1. All cylinders
have a specially designed valve for filling or withdrawing UF6 from the cylinder. This valve and cylinder plug are part of
the important to safety cylinder boundary. Valve protectors are used on the cylinder valves as required and are also part of
the cylinder boundary. The terms, heavy wall and thin wall, are used to distinguish between the 48" cylinder wall
thickness based on a design pressure of 200 psig and 100 psig respectively. The 30B (21/2 ton) and 48X (10 ton heavy
wall) cylinders are approved for shipment of enriched UF 6 at < 5.0 wt % 2 35

U and < 4.5 wt % 235U, respectively. The thin
wall cylinders are used for storage of UF 6 at < 1.0 wt % 235U.

The packaging and transport of UF 6 is subject to regulation by government agencies having jurisdiction over
packaging and transport. Cylinders used to transport UF 6 material on public transportation routes must be approved by the
US Department of Transportation (DOT). The US nuclear
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industry (government and private) through the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) issued
ANSI N14.1 in 1971, "Packaging of Uranium Hexaflouride for Transport." The following should be
noted relative to how the ANSI standard applies to cylinders manufactured prior to the issue of the
standard, the use of existing pre-ANSI manufactured cylinders, and cylinders manufactured to different
revisions of the ANSI standard:

1. Cylinders currently in service and not in accordance with ANSI N14.1 are acceptable for continued
use, provided they are inspected, tested, and maintained so as to comply with the intent of the
standard and are used within their original design limitations.

2. ANSI N14.1 does not take precedence over applicable Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC),
DOE, DOT, or other governmental regulations.

Cylinders containing UF6 come from both out-of-plant sources and in-plant sources. The cylinders
may contain UF 6 in a liquid or solid state. Cylinders are used in various UF 6 feed vaporization,
withdrawal, toll transfer and sampling, and storage facilities. A cylinder containing solid UF6 can be
transported along any plant-site street with approved cylinder handling devices.

Out-of-plant sources of cylinders containing UF6 arrive by railcar or truck. They are normally
received at C-360, but may also be received in C-400, C-333-A, C-337-A or C-745-V. The types of UF6
received and their processing modes are:

1. Cylinders of normal (natural) assay (nominal 0.7 % 235U) material are received, weighed, and
statistically sampled. Then the cylinders are moved to a storage yard to await feeding into the
enrichment process at C-333-A or C-337-A. After the UF6 is fed into the enrichment process, the
empty cylinder containing a small amount of UF 6 (heel) is moved back to the storage yard for a
cooling period to allow decay of radioactive daughter products. If the cylinder is customer-owned, it
is then normally returned to C-360 for shipment back to the customer.

2. Cylinders of depleted material received from another enrichment facility are inspected, weighed,
statistically sampled (only required for cylinders containing greater than 500 grams '33U), and stored
for eventual feeding at C-333A or C-337A.

3. Cylinders of enriched material are received, inspected, weighed and stored for future blending,
refeed, and/or order filling. Samples of the material are analyzed.

4. Heeled cylinders (normal, depleted, or enriched) containing less than 500 grams 235U are received
using shipper's weights. Cylinders within their certification period re-enter their respective
production cycles or are stored for later use. Cylinders outside their respective certification period
are washed and re-certified prior to re-use. Cylinder re-certifications are accomplished at the plant or
at a suitable vendor.

In-plant sources of cylinders containing UF6 may be enriched product, tails, or normal material as
follows:

1. Enriched product material is withdrawn at C-3 10 into cylinders and cooled down for shipment off-
site or for refeed.

2. Tails material produced by the plant is withdrawn into cylinders at C-315, cooled, and moved to the
long term storage yards.

3. Normal material may be used in the vaporizers to provide feed to the plant.
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3.13 MAINTENANCE

Enrichment Plant Maintenance supports Operations by providing planning, estimating, scheduling
and safe and reliable performance of preventive, predictive, and corrective maintenance and support
services on plant facilities and equipment. Maintenance units are described in Sections 6.1 and 6.4.

The machine shops fabricate, modify, and repair plant process and auxiliary equipment. Machine,
welding, and metal working facilities and services are provided to meet the needs of plant operation. The
welding facility includes an x-ray machine to aid in weld inspections. Expert services are provided for
sheet metal, cranes and elevators, repairs to valves, pumps and compressors, high-efficiency particulate
filter maintenance, and heating, ventilation and air conditioning.

The electrical and instrument shops provide motor repair, electrical relay work and testing, radiation
instrument calibration, pneumatic instrumentation work, fabricating electrical equipment and systems,
maintaining telephone and alarm systems, and calibrating measurement and testing equipment (M&TE)
and other instrumentation.

Facility maintenance ensures upkeep and facility improvements to the plant site including painting,
capital upgrades, roads and grounds, mobile equipment management and repairs, custodial services,
asbestos abatement, carpentry, material erection, UF6 cylinder handling, locksmithing, and heavy
equipment operation.

The materials management program includes general materials receiving, warehousing, shipping,
trafficking, and control to support enrichment operations and plant-site related activities. Inventories are
maintained to assure timely availability of parts, tools, equipment, and general inventory to meet plant
needs. GDP Procurement and Materials controls the low bay area of C-720 related with
shipping/receiving and stores.

Additional maintenance program information can be found in Section 6.4.

3.13.1 Maintenance Facilities

The primary maintenance facility is C-720. This building is divided into a low-bay stores area, a
high-bay maintenance area, and a mezzanine level with offices and work areas for administrative support
personnel, and is serviced by north and south truck alleys. The stores area provides storage room for
material and supplies necessary to maintain operations that are not specifically provided elsewhere. The
maintenance area has space for shops to fabricate and repair equipment used in the enrichment process.
Several different types ofjib and overhead cranes support maintenance activities in the C-720 shops.

Another major maintenance facility is the C-724-A, Carpenter Shop Annex and C-724-B, Carpenter
Shop. This building houses the carpenter shop, and sign and paint shops.

The C-750, Garage and Appurtenant Structures is also an important maintenance facility at PGDP. It
is a typical fully equipped garage facility providing areas to service and maintain plant automotive and
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heavy equipment. Hazardous materials associated with the garage are typical industrial materials.
Equipment with fixed contamination may also be handled at this facility.

Buildings C-720, Maintenance and Stores Building and Appurtenant Structures, C-720-A,
Compressor Shop Addition, C-720-B, Machine Shop Addition, C-720-C, Converter Shop Addition, and
C-720-K, Instrument Shop Addition are important to safety and are required to maintain structural
integrity during evaluation basis natural phenomenon events (earthquake, high winds, and flooding). The
boundary definitions for these buildings are described in Table 3.15-2.

3.13.2 Maintenance Activities

3.13.2.1 Normetex Pump Maintenance

Normetex pumps are periodically removed from service and transported to C-720 for maintenance.
The maintenance of the Normetex pumps involves replacement of the pump parts, an overhaul of the
pump bearings and shaft, an evacuation test, and an operational test. Since parts may be contaminated,
they are disposed of accordingly.

3.13.2.2 Section Deleted

0

3.13.2.3 Process Motor Repair

Process motor repairs are performed in C-720. The process motor repair area is designed to repair
electrical motors and, occasionally, transformers from various areas of the plant.

Due to the limited knowledge regarding the amount of uranium on the motors, all incoming motors
are surveyed before arrival in C-720. Motor disassembly takes place in this area. Minor servicing of the
motor includes brake work and bearings replacement. Major work includes more thorough disassembly
of the motor, such as separation of the stator and rotor.

3.13.2.4 C-720 General Machining

As process equipment in the cascade fails or for other reasons needs repair or routine maintenance, it
is moved to C-720 for general machining and repair. This equipment may be contaminated with enriched
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3.15.3.7.2 High Pressure Datum System

3.15.3.7.2.1. Safety Function

The high pressure datum system provides precise control of cascade pressure and provides the
pressure information necessary to calculate the inventory of the cascade when necessary.

3.15.3.7.2.2. Section Deleted

3.15.3.7.2.3. Section Deleted

3.15.3.7.2.4. System Classification

Although the high pressure datum system does not meet the Q or AQ classification criteria
specified in Section 4.2.2, this system is consevatively classified as AQ.

3.15.3.7.2.5. Boundary

The AQ boundaries for the high datum pressure system are defined in Table 3.15-2.

3.15.3.8 Freezer/Sublimers R-114 High-Pressure Relief System

3.15.3.8.1 Safety Function

The freezer/sublimers R-1 14 high-pressure relief system in the F/S process provide pressure
relief to prevent overpressurizing the interfacing UF6 primary system. This system is included in the
Section since the TSRs require that the associated manual block valve be sealed open, except for
maintenance, to assure the rupture disks are exposed to system pressure.

3.15.3.8.2 System Classification

Although the freezer/sublimers R-1 14 high-pressure relief system does not meet the Q or AQ
classification criteria specified in Section 4.2.2, the freezer/sublimers R-1 14 high-pressure relief system
is conservatively classified as AQ.

3.15.3.8.3 Boundary

The AQ boundaries of the freezer/sublimers R-114 high-pressure relief system are defined in
Table 3.15-2.
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3.15.4 Withdrawal Facilities

3.15.4.1 UF6 Release Detection and Isolation System - Low Voltage ("New") System at the
Withdrawal Stations

3.15.4.1.1 Safety Function

The UF6 release detection and isolation system - low voltage ("new") system at the withdrawal
stations shall be capable of isolating the withdrawal station, including the sampling stations, to prevent
exceeding the radiological/nonradiological EGs for the EBE category.

3.15.4.1.2 Functional Requirements

The UF6 release detection and isolation system - low voltage ("new") system at the withdrawal
stations includes (1) automatic UF 6 detection and isolation and (2) manual isolation. The system shall be
designed in accordance with the following functional requirements to ensure the capability to accomplish
the required safety functions:

The system shall be capable of accomplishing the required safety function independent of the
plant air supply.
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* The system shall be capable of accomplishing the required safety function independent of the normal
AC power supply to the facility.

* The automatic detection and isolation portion of the system shall be capable of detecting UF6 and
isolating the withdrawal position pigtail at both ends.

* The automatic detection and isolation portion of the system shall close the cylinder valve and isolate
the withdrawal header for the station within 30 seconds after actuation of the ionization detectors.

* The manual isolation portion of the system shall be capable of isolating the liquid source and shall be
accessible outside the withdrawal room.

3.15.4.1.3 System Evaluation

The UF6 release detection and isolation system - low voltage ("new") system at the withdrawal
stations was evaluated to assess its ability to accomplish its required safety function. In addition, a qualitative
fault tree analysis was performed to determine the system's capability to accomplish its safety function. The
results of these evaluations are provided in this section.

Safety function analysis. The safety function required of this system is to limit the release of UF6
and its reaction products to less than the radiological/nonradiological EGs for an EBE. A review of the
withdrawal facility operations determined that the bounding event for this system is pigtail failure at
withdrawal position, described in Section 4.3.2.2.11. In order for the UF6 release detection and isolation
system - low voltage ("new") system at the withdrawal stations to accomplish its safety function, the system
must detect a UF6 release at the withdrawal position, including the sampling station, and close the isolation
valves before the release exceeds these guidelines. The sampling systems in the withdrawal facilities are
connected to the liquid withdrawal header between the cylinder pigtail isolation valve and the double block
valves. In addition, manual isolation must be capable of isolating the withdrawal station.

The hazard and accident analyses assumed that a significant UF 6 release at a withdrawal position
would be detected by the withdrawal position detectors within 15 seconds and the liquid source is
automatically isolated (i.e., the liquid block valves and the cylinder valve close, isolating the pigtail from the
accumulator and the cylinder) within 30 seconds after initiation to close. This event was evaluated in Section
4.3.2.2.11 and the consequences were determined to be below the applicable EGs.

It is assumed in the event of a UF 6 release on one position that the detector heads on the other
withdrawal positions would activate. Therefore the nitrogen backup system must have the capability to close
all positions with air valved to the air motor. While the accident analysis only requires the liquid block,
emergency liquid block and cylinder valve to close on the position with the release, the air/nitrogen system is
designed andhas been tested to close multiple positions.

The manual isolation capability for the system is provided to permit operational flexibility for
conditions where the automatic detection capability of the system is out of service. Under this operating
condition, a continual surveillance is established to ensure the affected areas are monitored for potential UF 6
releases. If a release is detected, then surveillance personnel will notify the control room operators to activate
the isolation system as they evacuate the area affected by the release in accordance with the plant's see and flee
policy. Once notified, operators can then use switches/pushbuttons located in the ACR to manually activate
the isolation system. It is expected that the isolation system can be manually activated within the same 15-
second time frame nominally assumed for automatic activation of the isolation system.

Based on this analysis, the UF6 release detection and isolation system - low voltage ("new") system at
the withdrawal stations will prevent exceeding the radiological and nonradiological EGs for the most limiting
UF 6 primary system integrity failure at a withdrawal position provided the system automatically closes the
isolation valves within 45 seconds after the release occurs. Events where the cylinder valve can not be closed
due to the event are addressed in Section 4.3.2.2.11.
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4.0 HAZARD AND ACCIDENT ANALYSIS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes the hazard and accident analysis performed for the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant
(PGDP).

The enrichment cascade has been shut down in preparation for de-lease and return to DOE authority and
regulation. UF6 cylinder transfer/consolidation operations in the feed, withdrawal, and toll transfer and sampling
facilities may continue for a short time after the enrichment cascade facilities are shut down. In addition, the C-310
purge cascade may continue to run to support potential future DOE operations. As noted in several locations of SAR
Chapter 4, the shutdown of enrichment operations will reduce the probability and consequences of accidents in the
hazard and accident analysis.

The hazard analysis methodology consists of the identification and evaluation of facility hazards. Hazard
identification is a comprehensive assessment of process-related, natural phenomena and external hazards that may
result in onsite or offsite consequences of interest if an accident occurs. Hazard evaluation generates the largely
qualitative consequence ,and likelihood estimates -used to characterize hazards in the context of. potential accidents.
This method provides a'thorough, predominantly qualitative evaluation of the spectrum of risks to thepublic, onsite
personnel, and the environment resulting from potential accidents involving the identified hazards. The results of the
hazard analysis include the, identification of a reasonable spectrum of initiating events for evaluation in the accident. analysis.

The initiating events that are chosen for evaluation in the accident analysis are defined as ,limiting initiating
events. Limiting, initiating events are those initiating events that can result in the most severe accident in a given
frequency category (see Section 4.2.5.3). All limiting initiating events are compared with Evaluation Guidelines
(EGs) to identify and assess the adequacy of existing SSCs.

Selection criteria are applied to the results of the hazard and accident analyses to derive the Technical Safety
Requirements (TSRs).'

The hazard and accident analysis uses a graded approach to determine the level of analysis applied to each
identified hazard. This approach requires that the level of analysis and documentation for each facility be
commensurate with the following:

* The magnitude of the hazards being addressed.

* The stage or stages of the facility life cycle.

" The complexity of the facility and/or systems being relied on to maintain an acceptable level of risk.

In general, because grading is a function of both hazard potential and complexity, a graded approach dictates an
assessment of complex, higher-hazard facilities that is more thoroughly documented than assessments of simple,
lower-hazard facilities. If a hazard poses a more significant threat for the facility (i.e., health consequences), a more
detailed analysis is performed. Note that

'Certain TSR Limiting Conditions for Operations were not derived from the hazard and accident analysis
and may not satisfy the TSR selection criteria described in Section 4.3.2. These "legacy" TSRs are a carryover from
previous OSR/TSR documents (i.e., prior to SARUP).
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standard industrial hazards for which national consensus codes and/or standards [e.g., Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) regulations] exist are not in the scope of this SAR except where these hazards
are identified as initiators or contributors to accidents in the facility.

Grading was also applied at each of the four major steps of the analysis process:

* Hazard identification and screening.

" Hazard classification.

" Hazard analysis.

* Accident analysis and development of safety controls.

Hazard identification and screening was used to review facility hazards to determine whether any safety
analysis was required. This was accomplished by comparing the hazards with a screening value as described
in Section 4.2.4. If the identified hazards remained below the screening values, the results were documented,
and no additional analysis was required for the facility. The second step of the process involved classifying the
facility in accordance with DOE-STD-1027-92 (Reference 1). The third step required analysis of the hazards
associated with the facility. One of the elements of the graded approach for hazard analysis is a function of
selecting techniques for-hazard evaluation depending on the complexity of the process and the significance of
the hazard. The techniques used for hazard evaluation can range from simple checklists or "What If" analyses
to systematic parameter examinations. The technique selected need not be more sophisticated or detailed than
is necessary to provide a comprehensive examination of the hazards associated with the facility operations. For
example, a simple storage operation may be adequately evaluated by a preliminary hazard analysis or a
structured "What If' analysis. The final step of the overall process involved taking the most significant hazards
within the facility, determining specific accident scenarios, identifying safety controls that can minimize the
frequency of the event, and identifying safety controls that can be used to mitigate the consequences should the
event occur.

The hazard analysis methodology and results, presented in Section 4.2, include the hazard identification,
classification, and evaluation tasks, including limiting initiating event selection. Section 4.3 describes the
accident analysis methodology and results for each of the limiting initiating events identified in Section 4.2.
The discussion summarizes the accident scenario development, source-term analysis, and consequence
analysis, provides a comparison with guidelines, and summarizes SSCs and TSR controls.
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4.2 HAZARD ANALYSIS

The hazard analysis was performed for a full capacity uranium enrichment operation. As noted earlier in Chapter

3, enrichment operations in the Cascade Process Buildings (C-331, C-333, C-335, C-337) have been shut down in

preparation for de-lease and return to DOE authority and regulation. UF6 cylinder transfer/consolidation operations in the

feed, withdrawal and toll transfer and sampling facilities may continue for a short time after the enrichment cascade
facilities are shut down. In addition, the C-310 purge cascade may continue to run to support potential future DOE

operations. The information presented in this section for these facilities is valid when corresponding process are in

operation and UF 6 is being enriched in the cascade processes and UF6 is being fed, withdrawn, transferred or sampled in
the UF6 handling facility processes. Following limited UF6 cylinder transfer/consolidation in the feed, toll transfer and

sampling, and withdrawal facilities, limited cylinder movement is anticipated in and between storage yards and shipping
to/from the toll transfer and sampling facility annex, C-360-A. See SAR Section 4.2.6.

This section describes the hazard analysis methodology and results. The overall methodology integrated the

hazard analysis, accident analysis, system classification, and TSR selection to ensure consistency throughout the analysis
process. The methodology description also addresses the generic parts of the analysis and the specific portions that relate

to hazard analysis.

Section 4.2.1 provides a discussion of the Evaluation Guidelines established for the hazard and accident analysis.
The Evaluation Guidelines are used to identify and assess the adequacy of existing structures, systems, and components

(SSCs). Section 4.2.2 establishes SSC classification criteria. These criteria are applied to the results of the hazard and

accident analyses to establish the level of quality to be applied to SSCs based on their relative importance to safety.
Section 4.2.3 identifies the selection criteria for deriving the Technical Safety Requirements (TSRs). Section 4.2.4
provides a discussion of the screening thresholds established as part of the hazard analysis. Sections 4.2.5 and 4.2.6

present the hazard analysis methodology and hazard analysis results, respectively.

4.2.1 Evaluation Guidelines

A key element of the analysis methodology is the establishment of Evaluation Guidelines (EGs) to ensure a

consistent and systematic approach in all steps of the analysis process. The overall objective of establishing EGs is to

limit consequences to smaller values for initiating events of higher frequency. This approach provides a logical response

to different levels of risk by providing greater protection as the potential consequences increase. To accomplish this

objective, plant Operating Conditions (OCs) and consequence guidelines for each plant operating condition were

established. Together, this information forms the EGs for the hazard and accident analysis process.

It is important to note that because PGDP is an existing, operating facility, these Evaluation Guidelines may not

be achievable for all accident sequences. Design conditions were not applied to PGDP specifically for the protection of

the public. This analysis has identified and addressed those situations.

4.2.1.1 Initiating Event Frequency Categories

Consistent with the objective of providing protection commensurate with risk (i.e., potential consequences over
the full range of plant Operating Conditions),. initiating event frequency categories were first defined. 10 CFR 76.85

requires an assessment of accidents be performed by reviewing the full range of operation using an expected release rate
resulting from anticipated operational occurrences and accidents. This statement implies three basic frequency categories

or Operating Conditions that have been established for the accident analysis as shown in Table 4.2-1: Normal Operation,

Anticipated Events (AEs), and Evaluation Basis Events (EBEs). The bases for these categories are provided as follows:

Normal Operation (OC-1)
The Normal Operation frequency category is based on normal operations that are planned for plant facilities. Normal

operation of the facility was evaluated to determine initial conditions assumed
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in the accident analysis as well as any normal operational safety programs (e.g., radiation protection) and

administrative controls used to prevent an initiating event.

Anticipated Events (OC-2)

The Anticipated Event frequency category addresses deviations from normal operation that are
anticipated to occur during the life of the facility. This category ranges from normal operation to those
that have an initiating event frequency of greater than or equal to 10-2 per year or consistent with an event
expected to occur in the life of a new facility. The AE frequency category was established with a 102 per
year lower bound to provide a conservative margin based on the qualitative definition. Based on the
relatively short remaining life of the plant, this category provides a conservative binning of initiating
events estimated to occur more frequently than 10-2 per year.

Evaluation Basis Events (OC-3)

This category addresses the remaining initiating events that are considered credible.

4.2.1.2 Evaluation Guidelines

Evaluation7 Guidelines (EGs 1 through 6) were established for each initiating event frequency
category to ensure operational requirements are met during all plant conditions. The EGs used in the
GDP accident analysis methodology were adapted from the commercial reactor industry (Reference 1)
and are provided in Table 4.2-2. Limiting initiating events (see Section 4.2.5.3) are compared with the
Evaluation Guidelines to identify and assess the adequacy of existing SSCs. The basis for each of the
EGs is as follows:

Evaluation Guideline 1 (EG 1)

The purpose of EG 1 is to establish radiological dose guidelines for members of the offsite public
and onsite personnel.

The following radiological dose guidelines were established for the offsite public:

For Normal Operation (OC-1), 10 CFR 20.1301 identifies dose limits for individual
members of the public.

For Anticipated Events (OC-2), the value of 5 rem TEDE/event was established for the
offsite public based on onsite requirements for adult occupational dose limits defined in
10 CFR 20.1201(a)(1)(i). This limit was conservatively applied to the offsite public for
Anticipated Events.

For Evaluation Basis Events (OC-3), the value of 25 rem TEDE/event was established
based on 10 CFR 100 and the Statements of Consideration for the 10 CFR 76 final rule which
references this value in Part C of the "Summary of Requirements and Analysis of Public
Comments" (Federal Register, Vol. 59, No. 184, 9/23/94, page 48954).
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hazard states, operating modes, and initiating events that may result in accidents with consequences of interest. The
hazard matrix provides the foundation for detailed analysis to determine the TSRs, system classifications, and
accident analyses. Each specific combination required analysis to determine whether protective action is required to
prevent exceeding an Evaluation Guideline. An example of one combination taken from Table 4.2-5 follows:

* Process parameter of interest-pressure increase.

* Initiating event-steam control valve fails to open.

* Operating modes--open/out of service, containment, autoclave closed, and heating/feeding/ heeling.

0 Hazard state for each mode-all states for each operating mode.

The matrix combinations were evaluated to determine the minimum set of controls that could prevent
exceeding the Evaluation Guidelines should the event occur. The combination that results in the most severe
consequences (i.e., bounds all other initiating events by consequence) is identified as the limiting initiating event for
that combination.

Each combination of initiating event, hazard state, and operating mode was reviewed as described for the
operational analysis task (Section 4.3.1.1). Defining the limiting initiating events for a facility required
consideration of the integrated response of the facility to each initiating event without any mitigative action. If the
initiating event could result in a parameter change with unmitigated consequences that exceed any Evaluation
Guideline for the applicable frequency category, the initiating event was a candidate for a limiting initiating event.
The definition of a limiting initiating event described above was used to finalize the set of limiting initiating events.
The resulting set of limiting initiating events was subjected to the detailed accident analysis described in Section
4.3.2. Initiating events that exceed the PSOA thresholds and are not limiting initiating events are documented in the
analysis for the facility with justification provided for them-being bounded by the limiting events along with the
controls necessary to support meeting the Evaluation Guidelines.

4.2.6 Hazard Analysis Results

As noted earlier in this section, the enrichment cascade facilities have been shut down by USEC followed
shortly by the shutdown of the feed, toll transfer and sampling, and withdrawal facilities in preparation for de-lease
and return to DOE authority and regulation. Clarifying information has been added to this section regarding the
status of these facilities and operations after shut down.

This section presents the results of the hazard analysis. Most of the results are given in summary form.
Details of the analyses are provided in the PrHA reports for the respective facilities.

One of the key elements of the hazard analysis was to identify historical events that resulted in accidents of
interest. Table 4.2-6 identifies historical release events from 1961 through 1993 at all three GDP sites. Historical
release events as well as discussions with operational personnel were a key input to all of the hazard analyses.

A comprehensive listing of all facilities that were included in the hazard analysis is presented in Table 4.2-
7. The table shows the level of analysis that was applied to each facility based on the graded approach. It indicates
whether a facility required a PHS, PrHA, and/or PSOA review. The hazard categorization based on DOE-STD-1027-
92 is also presented. Facilities that were screened out by the PHS did not receive any additional review and are not
addressed in the following sections. Facilities that exceeded PHS thresholds but did not exceed PrHA thresholds are
documented by an analysis statement (Table 4.2-8). The analysis statement serves as the safety analysis for these
facilities, and they are not
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analyzed any further in the hazard evaluation. All facilities that exceeded PrHA thresholds are reviewed
in detail in the hazard evaluation.

4.2.6.1 Hazard Identification

The hazard identification task involved reviewing the facilities listed in Table 4.2-7 and
comparing them against the PHS threshold values in Table 4.2-3. The facilities identified by a "Yes" in
the "PHS screen in?" column, exceeded the PHS screening threshold. Facilities that exceeded the PHS
threshold but did not exceed the PrHA thresholds in Table 4.2-3 were documented by analysis statement.
The remaining facilities, identified by a "Yes" in the "PrHA required?" column of Table 4.2-7, contained
hazards that exceeded the PrHA thresholds and were examined in the PrHA review.

Table 4.2-9 presents the facilities and their associated processes that contain hazards that
exceeded the PrHA threshold values. The facilities are grouped together by process and by the types of
hazards identified for those facilities. The Cascade Facilities Group includes facilities involved with the
main cascade process and supporting systems. The principal hazards identified for these processes are
uranium hexafluoride (UF6), fluorine (F2), chlorine trifluoride (CIF3), and light cascade gases (e.g.,
combinations of coolant, CIF 3, F2). Some waste storage areas may also be located in the process
buildings in addition to the cascade processes. The UF6 Handling and Storage Facilities Group includes
facilities involved with the autoclave, withdrawal, and cylinder handling and storage operations. The
principal hazard here is UF6. The Toxic Gas Storage and Distribution Group involves processes that
store and/or distribute F2, chlorine (Cl2), or CIF3. The Miscellaneous Waste Storage and Handling
Facilities Group includes facilities involved with radioactive waste (radwaste) and uranium-bearing
compounds. These facilities may also contain mixed wastes, Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
of 1976 (RCRA) waste, and Toxic Substances Control Act of 1976 (TSCA) waste. The Miscellaneous
Support Facilities Group includes facilities that do not fall into the other groups. Hazardous chemicals in
this group include nitric acid, sulfuric acid, hydrochloric acid, and hydrofluoric acid. Note that other
types of industrial hazards may be present in these facilities, but they do not exceed the PrHA threshold
values in Table 4.2-3 and are therefore not considered in this analysis except as potential initiators.

4.2.6.2 Hazard Categorization

Hazard categorization in accordance with DOE-STD-1027-92 was performed during the PHS
(i.e., hazard identification) portion of the hazard analysis. The facility hazard categories are indicated in
Table 4.2-7. The breakdown of facilities by hazard categorization is presented in Table 4.2-10.

4.2.6.3 Hazard Evaluation

The detailed results of the hazard evaluation for the hazards identified in Table 4.2-9 are
documented in the PrHA reports for the respective facilities. A summary of the results is presented in the
following subsections for facility groupings listed in the table. The evaluation of processes that present a
potential nuclear criticality safety hazard is provided in Section 5.2, Appendix A.
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Source terms for these release scenarios were calculated. Dispersion analyses were performed to

estimate the duration of an unmitigated release necessary to exceed EGs. The resulting release durations
from the threshold analysis are summarized in Table 4.2-12.

4.2.6.3.3 Preventive/Mitigative Controls

The PrHA also identified the facility controls (procedural and equipment) that can be used to
prevent and/or mitigate the initiating events or minimize the consequences of the resulting accidents. The
only safety classification that could be made as a result of the PrHA is AQ. The remaining classifications
are based on the results of the accident analysis described in Section 4.3. Detailed technical bases for the
safety classifications are presented in Section 3.15. In addition to process-specific controls, programs and
plans are identified in the PrHA and play an important role in providing worker safety for many of the
events evaluated. These programs and plans are described in SAR Chapters 5 and 6 and Volume 3 of the
Application.

4.2.6.3.4 Accident Selection

Accidents selected for the accident analysis are defined by the set of limiting initiating events
determined in the hazard evaluation. The limiting initiating events were selected from the events that
exceed the PSOA threshold as indicated in Table 4.2-11. The process for selecting the limiting initiating
events is described in Section 4.2.5.3.

Operating modes. A review of operations identified normal operating modes for the various
processes that had events exceeding the PSOA threshold. These operating modes, described in the TSRs,
are used to address potential operations for the defined processes and to develop the limiting initiating
events. The modes are not mutually exclusive; operations within a facility may simultaneously involve
more than one mode. For example, when one cell is in above atmospheric pressure operating mode,
another cell may be in below atmospheric pressure operating mode.

Hazard states. The analysis of normal operation and initiating events must include evaluation of
each mode of operation in combination with the hazard states that may be present during that mode.
Hazard states for all hazards were identified as solid, liquid, and gas. Where one hazard state is present
with another (e.g., gaseous UF6 is always present with both liquid and solid UF6), only one of the hazard
states is associated with the analysis, but both conditions are considered in establishing the
consequences.

Operating mode-initiating event-hazard state matrix. The consequences of unmitigated
initiating events were compared with the PSOA screening thresholds to determine whether an event is
carried forward to the PSOA. The comparison of the consequences with the PSOA screening thresholds
(Table 4.2-3) is provided in the PrHA reports. The evaluation resulted in the set of initiating events
indicated in Table 4.2-11.

Limiting initiating events. The set of the initiating events in Table 4.2-11 that were carried
forward to the PSOA were evaluated to determine which of these events place the most demand on an
essential mitigative system in each initiating event frequency category. Table 4.2-11 indicates the
limiting
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initiating events that are evaluated in detail in Section 4.3.2. The evaluation resulted in a set of limiting
events, denoted by a "Yes" under "Limiting event?" in Table 4.2-11.

Detailed descriptions of the accident scenarios associated with these limiting initiating events are
presented in Section 4.3.2. Sections 4.2.6.4 through 4.2.6.8 present an overall summary and
characterization of the hazard evaluation results for the facility groupings given in Table 4.2-9.

4.2.6.4 Cascade Facilities Group

The PGDP enrichment operations have been shut down by USEC. The C-3 10 purge cascade may
continue to run with limited UF6 and no liquid UP6 withdrawal operations. Operation of the C3 10 purge
cascade will not include operation of the condensing and withdrawal loops (no liquid UF 6 after
completion of UF6 cylinder transfer/consolidation operations). The status of the building and equipment
after enrichment cascade shut down and completion of UF6 cylinder transfer/consolidation operations
discussed below. The cascade enrichment equipment is being maintained in a shutdown condition. A
description of the condition of the enrichment equipment and the activities associated with it is provided
in the introduction to SAR Section 3.3. The remainder of the SAR Section 3.3 provides a description of
the enrichment operations certified at the time of the shutdown of the uranium enrichment operations at
PGDP.

The risk of accident described in this accident analysis of the enrichment cascade operations is
lower for the shutdown condition. The accident scenarios postulating the release of toxic materials from
cascade enrichment equipment have lower probability and lower consequences than stated since the
remaining inventory of UF6 is much less than the analyzed condition. Enrichment equipment will be
evacuated of UF6. Only residual quantities of UF6 will remain in the enrichment cascade equipment and
piping. The purge cascade may continue running to support potential future DOE operations.
Continuing C-3 10 purge cascade operation has limited applicability to any of the accident scenarios for
the cascade facilities group since the total UF6 inventory in the purge cascade piping and equipment
remains below the threshold for evaluation. There are two scenarios identified in the SAR accident
analysis that are applicable to the purge cascade as limiting events and were included in the accident
analysis; criticality and evacuation of cascade process building. Neither scenario is impacted by
continuing operation of the C-3 10 purge cascade. UF 6 headers in the cascade process buildings may
contain UF6 during UF6 cylinder transfer/consolidation operations. In addition, auxiliary equipment (i.e.,
P&E pumps, surge drums, headers etc.) will contain UF6 during UF6 cylinder transfer/consolidation
operations and potential continued operation of the C-310 purge cascade. The cascade shutdown
conditions have been evaluated by NCS and determined to not result in an increased risk of criticality.
The risk from a fire is also lower due to removal of the lube oil from the shutdown process equipment,
the shutdown of the compressors and the reduction in energized electrical equipment. While the use of
additional space heaters or running process motors uncoupled may introduce some potential fire risk,
there is little combustible loading associated with heaters themselves or the running process motors and
the overall risk of fire is much lower than is the case for an operating enrichment cascade. The risk of an
exothermic reaction or explosion is also greatly reduced due to the reduction in the amount of operating
equipment, coolant and oxidant that could be present. The following discussion summarizes the results
of the original hazard evaluations for UF6 in these facilities.
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The Cascade Facilities Group consists of the process buildings (C-331, C-333, C-335, C-337,
C-310, and C-315) and the associated tie lines (C-310-331, C-310-410, C-315-331, C-331-333,
C-331-335, C-331-410, and C-335-337). The principal hazards identified for this group are UF6 and its
reaction products, toxic gases (CIF 3 and F2), light cascade gases (e.g., combinations of coolant, CIF 3, F2 ),
and miscellaneous waste storage areas. The miscellaneous waste storage areas are addressed in the group
for waste storage (Section 4.2.6.7). Because these are complex facilities that contain a significant hazard,
the principle hazard evaluation performed for the cascade facilities involved a more detailed analysis
method. This hazard evaluation combined an operational review, the What If method, and the PSOA
approach to evaluate potential initiating events and consequences. A separate hazard evaluation was
performed for the cascade facilities to focus on shutdown scenarios. This hazard evaluation combined a
failure modes and effects analysis and event tree sequence analysis to identify potential accident
sequences and consequences. The following discussion summarizes the results of these hazard
evaluations for UF6 in these facilities.

4.2.6.4.1 Process Definitions

The enrichment and purge cascades include the cascade auxiliary equipment (e.g., booster
systems, surge systems, coolant systems, seal systems, seal exhaust systems, wet air evacuation systems,
datum systems) that supports the operation of the cascades. In addition to the cascades, the enrichment
and purge cascade facilities also include the following processes that provide support for the operation of
the main cascades:

Freezer/Sublimer (F/S) Process.

5.5 wt.% UF6/R-1 14 Separation Process.

Toxic Gas Distribution Process.

The F/S Process consists of F/S vessels and associated support equipment. These vessels are
installed in various locations within C-333 and C-337 to allow excess UF6 inventory to be rapidly
removed from the cascade by freezing it in storage vessels and then returning it to the cascade by
sublimation when required. Cascade inventory adjustments may periodically be required to accommodate
changes in the available power. F/Ss are strategically located where they can be independently or jointly
operated to remove excess UF6 inventory, to conduct emergency power drops, or to adjust the power load
to -maximize production.

The 5.5 wt.% UF6/R-1 14 Separation Process in C-335 removes UF 6 from process gas that has
been contaminated with coolant. The gas is evacuated from the cascade to the surge drums. The UF6 is
then
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exceed the PSOA threshold except for criticality. Therefore, the analyses were very similar to that for the
Enrichment Cascade Process where pressures remain below atmosphere.

4.2.6.4.4.3 Freezer/Sublimers

Table 4.2-11 identifies all of the events associated with the Freezer/Sublimer (F/S) Process that
were considered in the hazard analyses. Seven were identified as having the potential to exceed the
PSOA threshold, and all seven events were limiting events (Table 4.2-11). The controls identified as
being AQ are described in Section 3.15. These controls were identified as playing an important role in
minimizing the potential exposure for on-site personnel, but none were identified as being required to
protect the off-site public (Section 4.3.2). During the freeze mode of operation, the primary concerns are
to prevent overfilling and then applying heat to the vessel with excess UF6 (overfilling could result in
failure of the primary system due to heating during a subsequent sublime mode). Expansion of UF6 from
a solid to gas in the sublime mode could result in stress failure of the coolant tubes. This event was
evaluated in the hazard analysis and was determined to cause only local effects. The remaining controls
identified for this process are adequately addressed by the programs and plans described in SAR
Chapters 5 and 6 and Volume 3 of the Application.

4.2.6.4.4.4 5.5 Wt.% UF6/R-114 Separation

Table 4.2-11 identifies all of the events associated with the 5.5 wt.% UF6/R- 114 Separation
Process that were considered in the hazard analyses. Only two of these events (criticality and evacuation)
were identified as having the potential to exceed the PSOA threshold (Table 4.2-11). The controls
identified as being AQ are described in Section 3.15. These controls were identified as playing an
important role in minimizing the potential exposure for on-site personnel, but none were identified as
being required to protect the off-site public (Section 4.3.2). The primary administrative control identified
for this process is to limit operating pressures to below atmospheric pressure to minimize releases of UF6
should a failure in the primary system occur. The remaining controls identified for this process are
adequately addressed by the programs and plans described in SAR Chapters 5 and 6 and Volume 3 of the
Application.

4.2.6.4.4.5 Toxic Gas Distribution

Table 4.2-11 identifies all of the events associated with the Toxic Gas Distribution Process that
were considered in the hazard analyses. Only one of these events (evacuation) was identified as having
the potential to exceed the PSOA threshold (Table 4.2-11). The controls identified as being AQ are
described in Section 3.15. These controls were identified as playing an important role in minimizing the
potential exposure for on-site personnel, but none were identified as being required to protect the off-site
public (Section 4.3.2). The remaining controls identified for this process are adequately addressed by the
programs and plans described in SAR Chapters 5 and 6 and Volume 3 of the Application.
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4.2.6.5 UF 6 Handling and Storage Facilities Group

The C-333-A and C-337-A autoclave facilities, the C-310 (as discussed in SAR Section 4.2.6.4, the C-310 purge
cascade may continue to run to support potential future DOE operations) and C-315 withdrawal facilities, and the C-360
toll transfer and sampling facility will be shut down following limited UF 6 cylinder transfer/consolidation operations.
USEC will utilize the cylinder storage yards associated with these facilities to store solid UF 6 cylinders. Once the UF6
cylinder transfer/consolidation operations is complete, only residual quantities of UF 6 will remain in the equipment and
piping of the UF 6 handling and storage facilities. Following completion of the UF6 cylinder transfer/consolidation
operations, only solid UF 6 cylinder movement and shipping will occur in these facilities. This includes solid UF6 cylinder
movement to/from/within cylinder yards and shipping operations at C-360-A. Without liquid UF 6 processing operations
in these facilities, the potential risk of releases and subsequent on-site and off-site consequences are greatly reduced.

The UF6 Handling and Storage Facilities Group consists of the feed vaporization buildings (C-333-A and C-337-
A), the toll transfer and sampling facility and annex (C-360, 360-A), the withdrawal facilities (located in C-310 and C-
315), and the cylinder storage yards (C-745-A, -B, -BI, -E, -H, -R, -Q, -U, and -V), and the cylinder changeout building
located in the C-745-R yard. The principal hazard identified for this group is UF 6 and its reaction products. Because these
are complex facilities that contain a significant hazard, the principle hazard evaluation performed for the liquid UF6

facilities (i.e., C-333-A, C-337-A, withdrawal, C-360) involved a more detailed analysis method. This hazard evaluation
combined an operational review, the What If method, and the PSOA approach to evaluate potential initiating events and
consequences. A separate hazard evaluation was performed for the withdrawal facilities to focus on shutdown scenarios.
This hazard evaluation combined a failure modes and effects analysis and event tree sequence analysis to identify potential
accident sequences and consequences. The following discussion summarizes the results of these hazard evaluations for
UF6 in these facilities.

4.2.6.5.1 Process Definitions

The UF6 Handling and Storage Facilities Group consists of liquid UF 6 handling facilities and large UF6 cylinder
storage and handling operations. These operations consist of equipment such as autoclaves, cranes, UF6 compression
equipment, condensers, piping, and other support equipment.

The C-360 toll transfer and sampling facility provides systems for the receiving, sampling, transferring, and

shipping of cylinders containing UF6. This facility provides all operations necessary for the fulfillment of enrichment
service contracts with private industry. Toll product is withdrawn from the enrichment cascade into cylinders. Before the
material can be shipped, it must be sampled on a statistical basis and/or transferred into cylinders approved for transport
over highways and railways. Special shipping packages are used to protect the full product cylinders during shipment. In
addition, feed material is received at this facility and must be determined on a statistical basis to meet feed composition
and weight specifications. The C-360-A annex facility provides an area for handling and staging solid or empty 30B
cylinders upon receipt or prior to shipping.

The feed facilities are used to supply UF6 to the cascade. The C-333-A feed vaporization facility has eight feed-
only autoclaves arranged in pairs. The C-337-A feed vaporization facility has 10 feed-only autoclaves arranged in pairs.
Each facility has two overhead cranes that are used to transfer cylinders to and from the autoclaves.

The withdrawal facilities are used for withdrawing UF6 from the cascade into cylinders. UF6 is withdrawn from
the cascade using the Normetex pumps. After being compressed, the UF 6 passes through the condensers and collects in the
accumulators or drains into cylinders at the withdrawal stations. After the cylinders have been filled, an air-operated scale
cart is used to move the cylinders from the withdrawal stations to a cooldown area. Cylinders remain at this facility until
the UF 6 inside the cylinders solidifies. The cylinders are allowed to solidify on the scale cart, or they are moved by an
overhead crane to a cooldown area.

The cylinder storage yards are open facilities for storing various sizes of cylinders mostly containing depleted
UF6. Also, in the C-745-R yard, a cylinder changout building provides a covered area for handling and staging empty/solid
cylinders and overpacks upon receipt, prior to shipping, or during periods of inclement weather.
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requirements is discussed in Section 3.15. Operating limits for the essential controls are presented in the TSRs.

4.3.2.1 Cascade Facilities

As noted earlier in Chapter 4, the shutdown of enrichment operations has reduced the probability and
consequences of accidents described in this section. The total UF 6 inventory in the enrichment cascade buildings has
been significantly reduced after shut down of the enrichment process. After the shutdown of cascade enrichment
equipment, but during UF6 transfer/consolidation, operations may use feed and vacuum piping, storage drums, and
P&E pumps. The piping and equipment will remain below atmospheric pressure during UF6 cylinder
transfer/consolidation operations. The protection of onsite worker from releases of toxic materials continues to be
principally accomplished by evacuation according to site "see and flee" policy.

Table 4.2-11 documents the results of the hazard analysis for each of the cascade facility processes. In
addition to the processes that were evaluated directly inside the cascade facilities, various waste storage/handling
operations may also be present inside the facilities. These operations and their analyses are addressed in Section
4.3.2.3.

4.3.2.1.1 Compressor Failure-UF6 /Hot Metal Reaction (Temperature Increase)

a. Scenario Description

UF6 oxidizes most metals producing a metal fluoride and solid uranium compounds, but at moderate
temperatures the reaction is mild and the reaction rate is inhibited by the layer of reaction products formed on the
surface of the metal. However, if aluminum is heated above the solidus temperature [about 1 100°F (593°C)], the
protective metal fluoride layer is disturbed and a more vigorous exothermic reaction can occur. The reaction will
continue as long as UF6 and alumlinum are available, and the heat generated by this reaction is sufficient to maintain
the aluminum above the solidus temperature.

Any mechanism capable of heating the aluminum to temperatures above the solidus temperature when UF6 is
present can initiate the UFd/aluminum reaction. However, the most probable and most historically common initiating
mechanism is friction associated with component rubbing after axial compressor failure/deblade which generates
sufficient heat to raise aluminum temperatures above the solidus temperature. While all axial compressors have
aluminum blades, the "00" compressors have the greatest potential for UFd/hot metal reactions because they have
aluminum rotors that tend to expand more than the "000" compressor steel rotor. This expansion results in decreased
rotor blade tip clearances and a greater probability of blade rubbing and deblade. Friction or rubbing of aluminum
components or fragments after a deblade has the potential to provide sufficient heat to reach the solidus temperature
of the aluminum and create an exothermic UF 6/hot metal reaction. The reaction will result in increased temperatures
and decreased pressures locally as the UF 6 is reacted to produce solid compounds. If the reaction occurs in a
vulnerable location and is not mitigated, it can damage the pressure boundary and cause a breach of the primary
system. A breach would result in a release of UF6 if the process pressure were above atmospheric pressure. In
addition, under certain conditions, the heat from an exothermic reaction in the compressor can be transmitted to the
cooler. If this occurs, and sufficient heat is provided to melt the aluminum components in the stage cooler, the R-1 14
coolant would leak into and pressurize the process system. If the R-1 14 coolant system is breached in a cell that is
isolated from the cascade, this could result in overpressure and breach of the primary system due to the limited
expansion volume available. Coolant system ruptures into the primary system are addressed in Section 4.3.2.1.6.

During the modes of operation for the enrichment cascade where the compressors are running, a number of
causal factors may result in compressor failure in a cell or booster station including (1) compressor flow starvation or
compressor overload, (2) catastrophic seal or bearing failure that results
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in wet air inleakage and subsequent rotor imbalance (excessive vibration) due to uranium deposition, (3)
enrichment cascade disturbances which result in compressor surging, and (4) overheating the process gas
stream due to coolant system malfunctions. These factors can cause the progressive effects of (1)
compressor surging or overload, (2) overheating, and (3) if unmitigated, a compressor deblade. Direct
compressor failure can also be caused by (1) a foreign object in the compressor suction or (2) blade
fatigue. When a compressor deblades, the possibility of heat build up exists due to rubbing/friction of
aluminum components or fragments sufficient to initiate a UF6/hot metal exothermic reaction, and burn a
hole in the primary system boundary and/or the R- 114 coolant system boundary.

This event is an AE because a single active failure of a compressor, left unmitigated, could result
in a UF6/hot metal reaction that could lead to a breach in the process system and a release. Operational
history indicates that only a small percentage of compressor failure events result in a UF6/hot metal
reaction.

A UF6/hot metal reaction event was evaluated in the PrHA, and it was determined that the
consequences could include significant on-site impact in the above atmospheric pressure modes if no
mitigation were provided.

The primary concerns associated with this event are (1) the primary system temperature increase,
and (2) controlling the UF6 release if the primary system should fail. The applicable EGs (see Table 4.2-
2) associated with this event are all the EGs for the AE frequency range. EG 4 is addressed by the NCS
Program (see Section 5.2). The first safety action required to meet the other EGs would be to maintain
the primary system temperature within EG 3. This action will prevent primary system failure, protect on-
site personnel,, and maintain habitability of the required control area by preventing a release of UF6. If
primary system temperature cannot be maintained within EG 3, a breach of the primary system could
conceivably occur. The safety actions for above atmospheric systems of (1) primary system leakage
detection, (2) primary system pressure control (to reduce the primary system pressure and minimize the
UF6 release), (3) building holdup, and (4) emergency response by on-site personnel would be required to
maintain the effects of a UF6 release within EGs 1, 2, and 6. These actions protect on-site personnel and
will maintain habitability of the required control area in accordance with EG 6 as well.

Primary system temperature control is required to meet EG 3. The primary means of
accomplishing this safety action is to minimize the potential for the event to occur. Typically, when one
of the causal factors that could lead to a compressor deblade is identified by an abnormal motor load and
confirmed by examining other process parameters, operators will initiate appropriate actions (e.g., reduce
the operating pressure, take the cell off-stream, or trip the cell(s) and take off-stream) to prevent a
deblade. However, once a deblade is confirmed the essential method for preventing the reaction is to trip
the cell(s) from the area control room (ACR) to shut down the motors to eliminate any heat generation
due to rubbing parts. If this control fails to stop the transient in sufficient time to prevent the failure of
the primary system, a release is assumed to occur if the system is above atmospheric pressure. The
release of UF6 to the atmosphere could exceed EGs 1, 2, and 6 if no mitigation is accomplished. The
compressor failure-UF 6/hot metal reaction produces the most limiting temperature transient event in the
AE category.
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instructions for action to be taken (i.e., shelter in place or take cover), then the essential control for these
receptors is to evacuate their areas if a release is detected by sight or by odor.

Off-site public - As indicated in the source term discussion, this event is not likely to cause any
off-site impact because of the extreme high temperatures generated from the fire and the rise of the
plume from the heat of the fire that would occur. Therefore no off-site exposures exceeding the EGs are
expected. However, the fire protection system and the fire protection program described in Section 5.4
are extremely important in preventing a small fire from becoming the large fire that could initiate this
event.

d. Comparison With Guidelines

As indicated in the consequence analysis, no direct calculations of consequences were performed
to provide a comparison to the EGs. However, the controls provided in the consequence analysis are
expected to maintain the effects of the event within the applicable EGs.

e. Summary of SSCs and TSR Controls

Based on the results of this analysis, the essential controls for the large fire event are summarized
as follows:

* Visual/odor detection of release, worker training, and evacuation of affected area-all on-site
workers (EGs 1 and 2);

* Process building structure providing elevated dispersion-on-site workers outside process
building and the off-site public (EGs I and 2);

* Process building fixed fire protection system-minimize potential and mitigation of a large fire
(EG 5); and

* Fire Protection Program-minimize potential for a large fire (normal operation, EG 5 only)

Based on the above essential controls, the resulting important to safety SSCs and TSRs are as
follows:

The process buildings, and process building fixed fire suppression systems are identified as
important to safety SSCs. See Section 3.15 for details including safety classification.
TSRs are provided for the fire protection system and its associated water supply from the
HPFWS, and administrative requirements for the Fire Protection Program, and for procedures
and training of workers for evacuation actions.
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4.3.2.2 UF 6 Handling and Storage Facilities

As noted earlier in Chapter 4, the shutdown of enrichment operations will reduce the probability and
consequences of accidents described in this section. The total UF6 inventory in the UF6 handling and storage
facilities will be significantly reduced after shut down of the enrichment process and completion of the UF6 cylinder
transfer/consolidation operations. The piping and equipment will be purged of UF6 following the UF6 cylinder
transfer/consolidation operations. Following completion of the UF6 transfer/consolidation operations, the only UF 6
operations will be solid UF6 cylinder movement and shipping. The protection of onsite worker from releases of toxic
materials is accomplished by evacuation according to site "see and flee" policy.

Table 4.2-11 documents the results of the hazards analysis for each of the UF 6 handling and storage
facilities processes. The UF6 handling and storage processes consist of feed vaporization, toll transfer and sampling,
product and tails withdrawal, and cylinder storage. The principal hazard evaluated for this group is UF 6 and its
reaction products. The following summarizes the hazards and the results of the accident analysis involving these
facilities.

4.3.2.2.1 Compressor Failure - UF6 IHot Metal Reaction (Temperature Increase)

a. Scenario Description

UF6 reacts with most metals. Typically, the reaction between UF6 and the metals used to fabricate gaseous
diffusion process equipment is relatively mild due to: (1) the relatively moderate temperatures associated with the
gaseous diffusion processes, and (2) a reaction-inhibiting layer of reaction products that is formed on the metal
surfaces. However, if the metal is heated above its solidus temperature (about 1 100'F for aluminum) in the presence
of UF6, then the exothermic reaction is not inhibited and can become self-sustaining. Once the reaction becomes
self-sustaining, it can continue as long as UF 6 and exposed metal are available for the reaction. Due to the localized
nature of the event, there is no direct indication that a self-sustaining UF6/hot metal reaction is occurring in the
process. Therefore, a self-sustaining UF6/hot metal reaction can cause a primary system failure that would result in a
loss of primary system integrity.

An event involving a UF 6/hot metal reaction is applicable for the centrifugal compressors used in the tails
withdrawal facilities (C-315). The product withdrawal facilities (C-310 and C-310-A) use Normetex pumps which
are not subject to a UF6/hot metal reaction due to various design considerations (e.g., oil cooling, etc). The tails
withdrawal facilities (C-315) normally use low-speed centrifugal compressors to remove UF 6 from the cascade and
then use Normetex pumps to move the UF6 gas through the rest of the tails withdrawal process. However, the tails
withdrawal facility also has the capability of using high-speed centrifugal compressors instead of the Normetex
pumps.

The excessive heating required to start a UF6/hot metal reaction can be generated in the centrifugal
compressors due to various initiators such as frictional heating generated by misaligned pump parts rubbing together,
foreign objects in the compressor's suction, etc. A loss of physical integrity associated with a UF6/hot metal reaction
in the low-speed centrifugal compressors would result in air inleakage into the tails withdrawal process since both
the inlet and outlet sides of the low speed centrifugal compressors operate at sub-atmospheric pressures. However,
should the high-speed centrifugal compressors suffer a similar type of failure, a UF6 gas release could be expected
since the high speed compressors operate with discharge pressures that are above atmospheric pressure.

The UF6/hot metal reaction event is classified in the AE frequency range because a single active failure or
operator error could cause the event. Past operating experience indicates that many compressor failures have
occurred with
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TSRs are provided for the autoclave steam pressure control system, UF 6 release detection system
(Zone 4), and administrative requirements for procedures and training of workers for evacuation
actions.
TSRs are provided to ensure only one bank of Tc traps is utilized during transfer operations.

4.3.2.2.llPigtail/Line Failure at the Withdrawal Station (Primary System Integrity)

a. Scenario Description

Liquefied UF6 is removed from the cascade in the withdrawal facilities and transferred into a
cylinder through a flexible pipe or "pigtail." During withdrawal operations, several manipulations of the
cylinder, pigtail, and associated mechanical connections are required in order to accomplish the tasks
needed to withdraw UF6. These operations include tasks such as connecting and disconnecting the
pigtails, and purging and evacuating pigtails. Liquid UF 6 also transferred to sampling stations. The
sampling stations are connected to the liquid header for the withdrawal positions between the cylinder
pigtail isolation valve and the double block isolation valves. Due to faulty equipment (i.e, pigtail line,
gaskets, etc.) or multiple inadvertent operator errors, it is possible that the pigtail line or its associated
equipment connections could fail resulting in a UF 6 release. In the event of a pigtail/line failure, the
withdrawal station UF6 detection and isolation system will minimize the amount of UF6 released by
isolating' the withdrawal stations. However, various administrative controls are used to prevent a
pigtail/line failure. These administrative controls include:

* UF6 lines are purged and evacuated before the primary system is opened;
* Only cylinder pigtails that have been inspected and approved are used;
0 UF 6 pigtails, when connected for use, are leak-tested before UF6 is introduced;
* Cylinder cleaning requirements conform to ANSI N14.1 for cylinder cleaning;
* Operators disable the scale cart's air supply, and place the air supply key holder over the pigtail

prior to pigtail connection. This prevents anyone from reconnecting the air supply and ensures
that no inadvertent movement of the scale cart occurs while a cylinder is connected to the pigtail;
and
UF6 cylinders are not filled with UF6 when there is a >40 lb (18 kg) discrepancy between shipper
UF6 cylinder weight and received cylinder weight until the weight discrepancy is explained.

The cylinder scale cart movement prevention system is used to prevent a pigtail failure due to
inadvertent movement of the scale cart during cylinder filling operations. When a cylinder is connected
to the manifold by a pigtail, this system prevents scale cart movement if the transfer manifold pressure is
significantly above atmospheric (indicating the presence of UF6).

All of the potential causes for pigtail/line failure were reviewed, along with operational
experience, to determine the frequency associated with this event. Although pigtail failures have
occurred in the past, the administrative controls listed above were identified as a result of these failures
and have been implemented to reduce the probability of occurrence of this event. Based on the
operations
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and administrative controls, this event was classified in the EBE frequency category because of the low
probability that a pigtail/line failure would be caused by deficient pigtails or by multiple operator errors.

This event was evaluated and it was determined that the consequences could result in significant
off-site and on-site impact if no mitigation were provided. These consequences are based on a
liquid/vapor UF 6 release from the condenser/accumulator and a liquid/vapor release from the receiving
cylinder.

The primary concern associated with this event is the loss of primary system integrity and the
release of UF6. The applicable EGs (see Table 4.2-2) associated with this event are EGs 1 and 2, as well
as EG 6 in the EBE frequency range. EG 3 does not apply since the primary system is assumed to fail.
The essential safety actions associated with meeting these EGs include (1) detection of the release, (2)
isolation of the primary system to stop the release (where possible), and (3) emergency response to
evacuate the immediate vicinity so that the exposure of on-site personnel is minimized.

b. Source-Term Analysis

The initiators, source-terms, and mitigation associated with a pigtail/line failure event at the
withdrawal station vary only slightly from that described for a pigtail/line failure outside autoclave event
(see Section 4.3.2.2.10). Only the variations from the autoclave scenarios are presented for the purpose
of withdrawal scenario analysis.

This analysis assumes that the UF6 release detection and isolation system - low voltage ("new")
system at the withdrawal stations will significantly limit the amount of UF6 released due to a pigtail/line
failure by automatically closing isolation valves within 30 seconds after detection of a UF6 release. Since
large quantities of "white smoke" are produced when relatively small quantities of UF6 react with
atmospheric moisture, it is assumed for the purpose of this analysis that the UF 6 detectors used in the
withdrawal facilities will sense a significant UF6 release in 15 seconds. Thus, the UF 6 release associated
with a pigtail/line failure in the withdrawal facilities is assumed to last for a 45-second duration before
closure of the isolation valves terminating the release.

The source-term for the pigtail/line failure scenario in the withdrawal facilities is generally a
function of the estimated release rate over the expected release duration. However, the release rate for
this failure would be larger in the toll transfer and sampling facility than in the withdrawal facilities due
to the higher operating temperatures. The initial conditions for the autoclave pigtail/line failure event
scenario (Section 4.3.2.2.10) assumed that the initial temperature in the cylinder was 240'F (1 16'C). The
temperature at the withdrawal stations is typically less than 180'F. Assuming all other conditions are
constant, the vapor pressure of UF6 associated with these operating temperatures would result in the toll
transfer and sampling facility having a larger release rate than the withdrawal facilities for a pigtail/line
failure event. Due to the larger release rate, the total amount of UF6 released in the toll transfer and
sampling facility would be larger than the total amount released in the withdrawal facilities for the
maximum 45 second release duration expected for a pigtail/line failure event.
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Airborne Emission Controls

The PGDP environmental program, as described in this chapter, includes a system of process and
administrative controls to prevent the release of radionuclides above regulatory limits and to maintain
airborne effluents ALARA.

Airborne radionuclide emission points are described below. In addition, the primary emission
controls are identified. The locations of the individual emission sources are identified in Figure 5.1-1.
Data concerning vent and stack characteristics is presented in Table 5.1-3. This table does not identify
individual laboratory hood exhaust points and individual building ventilation system exhaust vents.

Radionuclide discharges from these sources are summarized in the National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) Annual Report. For the purposes of NESHAP reporting and dose
calculation, some sources have been grouped to facilitate the calculations. The location of the NESHAP
reporting groups are shown in Figure 5.1-2.

The C-400 facility contains several systems. The decontamination spray booth uses high-pressure
water to remove radioactive contamination from equipment using liquid solutions. The water stream
dissipates within 20 inches of the work surface, and the water is drained from the spray booth. Mist
eliminators remove any droplets of contaminated liquids from the booth exhaust system prior to venting.. For the purposes of determining dose to the public from this source (see Section 5.1.3.1), this emission is
part of a grouped source from C-400 (Figure 5.1-2, location A).

The uranium precipitation unit uses a rotary vacuum filter to remove precipitated uranium particles
from aqueous solutions. The contaminated solids remain on the filter surface, which uses diatomaceous
earth as the filter media. The filter exhaust air flows through an entrainment separator prior to
discharging through a building roof vent. This source is also part of the C-400 grouped source (Figure
5.1-2, location A).

Clothing laundered in C-400 is dried in large forced-air dryers. The air exhaust is passed through
lint traps prior to venting. This source is also part of the C-400 grouped source (Figure 5.1-2,
location A).

Cylinders that have been cleaned are hydrotested periodically using water. The cylinders are dried
in C-400 before reuse using a dry air stream. The air exhaust is vented outside the building. This is
identified as point B in Figure 5.1-2.
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The C-710 Laboratory processes uranium in liquid, solid, and gaseous forms for product and feed
analyses, environmental monitoring programs, waste analysis programs, and other activities. Operations
involving gaseous UF6 occur in closed systems with emissions limited by the use of cold or chemical
traps. The C-710 Laboratory is identified as location D in Figure 5.1-2.

The purge cascade uses gaseous diffusion to separate UF6 continuously from lower molecular
weight (light) gases that have entered the process. A diffusion cascade flow sheet is shown in Figure
5.1-3. The UF 6 is returned to the main cascade, and the "lights" are passed through chemical traps. The
C-3 10 cylinder burp facility is used to vent lower molecular weight gases from product cylinders. The
gases from the cylinder burp facility are also passed through chemical traps. The process system is
depicted in Figure 5.1-4. These gases are continuously sampled prior to venting through the C-3 10 Purge
Vent Stack. This is identified as location E in Figure 5.1-2.

The wet air evacuation system is a maintenance support system. The wet air evacuation system
consists of vacuum pumps that remove air from diffusion equipment. Each system's exhaust is passed
through chemical traps, pump oil, and mist eliminators before venting. Process buildings (C-3 10, C-33 1,
C-333, C-335, and C-337 each have a wet air exhaust system. In some cases, this vent may be combined
with the building seal exhaust vent. The basic system is depicted in Figure 5.1-5. For the purposes of
determining the dose to the public from emissions from these systems (see Section 5.1.3.1), these are
grouped into a single emission point (Figure 5.1-2, location F).

The enrichment cascade is divided into control areas, each of which has a seal exhaust station. The
seal exhaust air stations collect and vent air that has leaked through the shaft seals of cascade
compressors. This air passes through chemical traps, pump oil, and mist eliminators before venting.
Process buildings C-310, C-315, C-331, C-333, C-335, and C-337 are each equipped with a seal exhaust
system. The C-333 system is depicted in Figure 5.1-5. As discussed above, these may be combined with
the wet air exhaust vents. These are also grouped into a single emission point along with the wet air
exhausts (Figure 5.1-2, location F).

The C-335 5.5 wt.% UFJ/R-1 14 Separation System is primarily used when relatively large amounts
of R-1 14 coolant have entered the cascade and mixed with UF6. The UF6 and R-1 14 mixtures are passed
through the 5.5 wt.% UF6/R-1 14 Separation System to recover and return the UF6 to the cascade. The
discharge from the cold traps passes through chemical traps before the gases are routed to the seal
exhaust/wet air system. The discharge from the separation system passes through additional chemical
traps, pump oil, and mist eliminators via the seal exhaust system before venting. Therefore, emissions
from the separation system are grouped with the seal exhaust/wet air grouping for purposes of dose
determination.

Emissions from the handling of UF6 cylinders during feed sampling, transfer, and withdrawal may
occur during cylinder disconnections activities. Before a cylinder is disconnected, the connecting piping
is evacuated multiple times to remove any remaining UF6. However, a very small residual may remain
that is released when the cylinder is disconnected. Portable or permanent vacuum systems equipped with
HEPA filters are used to contain the small releases. Facility locations C-310, C-315, C-333-A, and
C-337-A are part of grouped location F of Figure 5.1-2. The C-360 facility is location H of Figure 5.1-2.
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Outfall 016 collects and discharges rain runoff from the southwest side of the plant and runoff
from fire training activities at the fire training facility. A portable sodium thiosulfate feed station is
used when needed at this outfall during fire training activities to dechlorinate the runoff.

5.1.2 Environmental Monitoring Program Description

PGDP conducts routine environmental surveillances as described in this section in relation
to the operation of the facility. The surveillances provide long-term trending data which is used
to evaluate the effects of plant operations on the environment.

Environmental monitoring locations are chosen to provide a representative measurement of
environmental dispersion of plant emissions and effluents including upwind and downwind
locations for airborne emissions and upstream and downstream locations for waterborne
effluents. Effluent data are provided in the Paducah Environmental Compliance Status Report.
The ES&H organization is responsible for establishment and oversight of the environmental
monitoring program. Detail concerning the Paducah Analytical Program is provided in the
Analytical Program description.

Sampling frequencies for various environmental samples are specified in this section. These
frequencies are the frequencies with which individual samples are obtained or composites
prepared from individual samples. Further compositing of samples beyond that established in
this section is not performed. Each sample is analyzed in a timely manner to support both the
demonstration of compliance with 10 CFR 20 and long-term trending of environmental data.

5.1.2.1 Air Emission Monitoring

The air emission monitoring program, as described in this chapter, includes continuous vent
samplers on discharges determined to be "major" sources as defined in 40 CFR 61, Subpart H
(NESHAP), and in accordance with the site "Compliance Plan for National Emission Standards
for Hazardous'Air Pollutants (NESHAP) for Airborne Radionuclides," January 1992, between
DOE and EPA. For "minor" sources, periodic sampling, use of indirect monitoring, or the use of
emission estimation methods established in the NESHAP regulations may be used to estimate
source emissions. Continuous sampling is provided on all process vents that have the potential to
emit radionuclides that could result in a 0.1 mrem/yr or greater dose to the public.

Emissions from unmonitored sources are estimated in accordance with NESHAP regulations.
Where possible, methods such as mass balances or analytical method standards are used to
estimate emissions. Emission factors, which are determined in accordance with Appendix D of
40 CFR 61, are also used where direct measurements are not possible.

Evaluation intervals for sources which are not continuously sampled are established in the
NESHAP Quality Assurance Plan. For minor sources for which periodic sampling is used to
determine emissions, the sampling is performed at five-year intervals. For sources for which
indirect measurements/monitoring or NESHAP emission factors are used, each source is
evaluated annually.

A continuous sampling system monitors C-3 10 Purge Vent Stack emissions from either the
70-foot stack or the 200-foot stack depending on which stack is in service. The continuous
sampling system consists of a series of three caustic (KOH solution) scrubbers, a sample flow
totalizer, and a vent stack flow totalizer.

The first bubbler in the C-310 purge and vent sample train is changed daily. Samples are
sent to the laboratory for analysis, and monthly and quarterly composite samples are prepared
from the daily samples. Table 5.1-8 shows the analyses performed on the C-310 stack samples.
The gross beta analysis is used as an indicator of 99Tc. If the gross beta analysis is higher than
normal, an analysis for 99Tc is run. A flow diagram of the system is shown in Figure 5.1-16.
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Several emission sources have been "grouped" as single sources and are modeled as
theoretical stacks for the purposes of calculating the dose to the public from airborne
radionuclides. One such grouping includes the seal exhaust and wet air vents. Representative
sampling is conducted on these vents at five-year intervals. Sampling results are used to estimate
annual radionuclide emissions from these sources.

Another such grouping includes the C-400 grouped sources (decontamination spray booth,
uranium precipitation unit #5, and the laundry dryers). This grouping is identified as location A
in Figure 5.1-2. Emissions from the spray booth and the uranium precipitation unit are based
upon total radionuclide usage determined from the analysis of liquids processed through the
systems. Emissions from the laundry dryers are based upon health physics surveys of the dryer
lint.

A third grouping consists of cylinder disconnections (included with the seal exhaust/wet air
systems, location F in Figure 5.1-2). Sampling in 1992 identified no emissions from the
permanent high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter systems used to contain any small
quantities of UF 6 from these systems. Emissions from cylinder disconnections are controlled
through the use HEPA filter systems (either permanent or portable). Emissions are estimated
based upon the total number of cylinder disconnections for the respective calendar year and the
volume of each release.

A fourth grouping consists of the C-409 sources. Emissions from the cylinder wash and
precipitation/filtration units are estimated from total radionuclide throughput based on sampling
and analysis of solutions used or processed in the units. Cylinder drying unit emissions are based
on sampling and analysis of the cylinder wash solutions.

Building ventilation emissions are based on air monitoring programs conducted by Health
Physics. A dose assessment is not performed on the emissions if the annual average air
concentration in the building is determined to be less than 10 percent of the derived air
concentration (DAC) value for 237NNp as referenced in 10 CFR 20, Appendix B. This assumes that
all of the alpha activity is due to Np, which has the lowest DAC of any radionuclide present in
the diffusion process.
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consists of annual sampling and analysis of various food crops grown in the vicinity of the plant
site. Sample locations are selected annually based on meteorological data and the availability of
food crops for sampling. If possible, crops from areas of predicted maximum radionuclide
concentrations are collected. A background location for food crops is located approximately 10
miles from the site in the least prevalent wind direction for comparison to indicator locations.
Food crop sampling locations for 2007 are shown in Figure 5.1-21. These are typical of the
locations sampled annually. However, exact locations may change slightly due to meteorological
changes, and crop plantings vary from year to year. Food crop samples are analyzed for total
uranium and 99Tc.

Action levels for food crop sampling data are established based on previousyears data and
the data from background sampling 1locations. Should an action level be exceeded, or a trend
indicate that an action level could be exceeded in the future, an evaluation shall be conducted for
each exceedance and/or trend indication to determine the need for further investigation. If
necessary, an investigation shall be initiated to identify the cause(s) of the trend or exceedance
and facility operators shall be assisted in taking actions to reduce discharges, of radioactive
materials as required. If it is determined that an investigation is not required, the reason(s) for
not initiating the investigation shall be documented.

5.1.2.6 Soil and Sediment Monitoring

Soil samples are collected and analyzed annually to determine whether airborne emissions
from the site are influencing the soil surroundin the site. Sediment sampling at the site is
conducted annually to assess potential radionuclide accumulation in the surrounding receiving
streams. Soil and sediment sampling locations are shown in Figure 5.1-22. For trending
purposes, soil samples are collected from the same areas each year. The soil samples are
obtained from locations which are, in general, in the four cardinal compass directions and just
outside the reservation boundary, and from two "remote" locations to the west and southeast of
the plant. Sampling points S1, S2, and S5, and S6 (east and north locations) are in the prevailing
downwind directions from the plant site. The other sampling points (south and west) are in the
Prevailing unwind direction. Sediment samples are analyzed or total uranium, 239Pu, 937Np, 93 U,

FT°Th, and 99'Tc. Soil samples are analyzed for total uranium.

Action levels for soil and sediment sampling data are established based on previous years
data and the data from upstream (sediment) and background (soil) locations. Should an action
level be exceeded, or a trend indicate that an action level could be exceeded in the future, an
evaluation shall be conducted for each exceedance and/or trend indication to determine the need
for further investigation. If necessary, an investigation shall be initiated to identify the cause(s)
of the trend or exceedance and facility operators shall be assisted in taking actions to reduce
discharges of radioactive materials as required. If it is determined that an investigation is not
required, the reason(s) for not initiating the investigation shall be documented.

5.1.2.7 Data Management

The ES&H Organization is responsible for the collection and verification in accordance with
established procedures of field and analytical data for the Environmental Monitoring Program
necessary for the demonstration of compliance with 10 CFR 20 dose limits as described in
Section 5.1.3, and other requirements of this section. Personnel are responsible for the
maintenance of field notebooks, field data and other supporting quality control (QC)
documentation. The Laboratory (see Section 5.7) is responsible for sam le analysis and the
logging of analytical results and quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) documentation. Data
for the demonstration of compliance described in Section 5.1.3 are also provided by other plant
organizations. These data are obtained in accordance with applicable procedures.

On-site radiological analysis requests are initially placed into the laboratory information
system through which the laboratory electronically inputs analytical results. These data, with the
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exception of C-310 stack data, are then transferred electronically to the environmental data base for
quality assurance checks and data verification. The environmental data base is the final storage area
for verified data. Data are checked to ensure that units, sample numbers, etc. are correct.

The evaluation of data is the responsibility of the ES&H Organization. Data from water effluent
and gaseous emission points where BEQs have been established are compared to the BEQs and are
also trended. Data from the external gamma radiation, surface water, biological, soil, and sediment
sampling programs are also reviewed to identify trends over time. In addition, results from
monitoring points in the vicinity of the plant site are reviewed against data from background
monitoring points.

Field sample data, including notebooks, calculations, and analytical data and information are
reviewed for completeness. Data and information are also reviewed by environmental monitoring
personnel to ensure that data acceptance criteria are met. ES&H personnel review data and
calculations and approve the data and reports for distribution. ES&H personnel also review data for
trends over time and exceedances of BEQs.

The C-310 stack sampling results are used for emission trending and the assessment of potential
impacts of emissions on the public. When the laboratory results are obtained from the laboratory, the
uranium emission data from C-310 are calculated and the results are communicated to the plant
cascade coordinator.

When a result exceeds an established limit, results of other parameters th'at may be- related to the
parameter in question are checked to confirm the result. If the result is still in question, the
responsible lab is contacted to verify the reported results. An initial verbal investigation includes
checks for calculation or transcription errors. If this does not detect any problems, the lab may be
requested to reanalyze the sample in question. Results of the laboratory investigation are returned to
the ES&H Organization.

5.1.2.8 Quality Control

QC activities for environmental samples and data address both sampling and data management.
Sampling QC activities include the use of field blanks, duplicate samples, and chain-of-custody
procedures to identify sampling and sample preparation problems, and to ensure sample integrity.
Data review and verification, as described in Section 5.1.2.7, form the basis of the data management
QC program.

The QA/QC activities for the laboratory analysis of samples are managed by the Production
Support and Product Scheduling Organization.

5.1.3 Methods of Evaluation and Demonstration of Compliance

5.1.3.1 Airborne Radionuclides

Characterization of the radiological consequences of radionuclides released to the atmosphere
from PGDP is accomplished by calculating the committed effective dose equivalents (CEDE) to the
maximally
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Table 5.1-3. Air emission point data.

Source Release Emission Determination NESHAPs
Location Height (in) Diameter (in) Method Grou. )(Fig. 5.1I-2)

oCD

Purge stack (200 ft)

Alternate Purge Stack (70 ft)

Seal exhaust

Cylinder disconnections

Seal exhaust

Cylinder disconnections

Seal exhaust

Wet air

Seal exhaust/wet air

Cylinder disconnections

Seal exhaust/wet air
5.5 wt.% UF 6/R- 114 Separation
System

Seal exhaust/wet air

Cylinder disconnections

Cylinder disconnections

Cylinder drying station

Spray booth

Laundry dryers

Rotary vacuum filter

Cylinder drying station

Cylinder wash scrubber

Rotary vacuum filter

C-310

C-310

C-310

C-310

C-315

C-315

C-331

C-331

C-333

C-333-A

C-335

C-335

C-337

C-337-A

C-360

C-400

C-400

C-400

C-400

C-409

C-409

C-409

60.96

21.34

18.28

20.12

12.14

20.12

21.33

20.73

26.21

21.0

21.34

21.95

26.21

21.0

15.2

2.40

17.37

12.19

11.28

2.62

5.95

2.34

0.305

0.254

0.127

0.61 x 0.76

0.051

0.61 x 0.81

0.103

0.103

0.103

Not applicable

0.103

0.103

0.152

Not applicable

0.254

0.050

0.254

Not applicable

0.102

0.013

0.106

0.076

Not applicable

Continuous sampler

Continuous sampler

Periodic sampling

Estimated

Periodic sampling

Estimated

Periodic sampling

Periodic sampling

Periodic sampling

Estimated

Periodic sampling

Periodic sampler

Periodic sampling

Estimated

Estimated

Estimated

Estimated

Estimated

Estimated

Estimated

Estimated

Estimated

E

E

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

H

B

A

A

A

G

G

G

D

F

Laboratory hoods C-710 7.09 (Avg)

Variable

Estimated Cn

(b

Building ventilation system exhaust Radiological
Areas

Variable Health Physics air
monitoring



Table 5.1-4. Plant action levels for waterborne radionuclide effluents.

C>

0i

Sample Results
Required Actionsb

Uraniuma Technetiuma

Baseline Effluent Baseline Effluent Review emission data for previous six months to identify trends. If an
Quantity Quantity increasing effluent concentration is identified, initiate investigation into the

cause(s) for increased effluent concentrations and take corrective action, as
(BEQ) (BEQ) appropriate.

10 x BEQ 80 x BEQ Determine whether increased releases are ongoing or a single spike.
or or Initiate investigation into cause(s) of increased releases.

2 x BEQ 16 x BEQ Evaluate whether mitigative and/or corrective measures are necessary to
averaged over 6 averaged over 6 reduce public dose.

months months Implement mitigative and/or corrective measures as needed.

EPA Reportable EPA Reportable Notify plant shift superintendent.
Quantity (RQ)c Quantity (RQ)c Trace source of abnormal releases and establish control or shutdown as

(0.1 Ci in 24 hours) (10 Ci in 24 hours) needed.
If releases cannot be mitigated within 24 hours, elevate to next level.

1 Cid 8 Cid Close affected outfalls until control of effluent is re-established.e

00b

a. Uranium has an approximately 8-fold greater dose response than 99Tc.

b. Required actions for any level include all required actions listed under lower effluent levels.

c. Reportable quantities (RQs) do not include permitted releases.

d. See Table 5.1-7 for analysis intervals.

e. The shift superintendent has the authority to restore operations.

0 0
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Figure 5.1-1. PGDP NESHAP emission points.
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decontamination services. In the absence of the General Manager and Plant Manager, the Operations Manager
may be delegated the responsibilities and authorities of the General and/or the Plant Manager. This manager
shall have the authority to stop work and/or shut down operations in any part of the operation for which he/she
has responsibility.

The Operations Manager shall have as a minimum a bachelors degree in engineering or the physical
sciences or equivalent technical experience, and four years of nuclear experience with at least six months in a
gaseous diffusion plant.

The Operations Manager is appointed by the Plant Manager with concurrence by the General Manager
and the Vice President, Enrichment Operations.

6.1.1.12 Maintenance Manager

The Maintenance Manager reports to the Plant Manager.

The Maintenance Manager is responsible for providing safe and reliable performance of preventive,
predictive, and corrective maintenance and support services on plant facilities and equipment. This includes
workplanning, troubleshooting, maintenance of logs and records, and initiating, screening, evaluating,
prioritizing, and scheduling of maintenance work, and coordinating shop maintenance. The manager shall. have the authority to stop work and/or shut down operations in any part of the operation for which he/she has
responsibility.

The Maintenance Manager shall have as a minimum a bachelor's degree in engineering or the
physical sciences or equivalent technical experience and four years of nuclear experience with at least six
months in a gaseous diffusion plant.

The Maintenance Manager is appointed by the Plant Manager with concurrence by the General
Manager and by the Vice President, Enrichment Operations.

6.1.1.13 Section Deleted
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6.1.1.14 Radiation Protection Manager

The Radiation Protection Manager reports to the Environmental, Safety, and Health Manager.

The Radiation Protection Manager is responsible for the implementation, maintenance, and
effectiveness of the health physics, radiation protection, and environmental sampling programs. These
duties include training personnel in the use of radiological program support equipment, controlling
radiation exposure of personnel, determining the radiological status of the facility, determining the need
for issuing and closing out radiation work permits, conducting the radiological occupational monitoring
and environmental sampling programs. The Radiation Protection Manager has direct access to the
General Manager and the Plant Manager concerning radiation protection matters and has stop work
authority for activities not being conducted in accordance with radiation protection requirements and
policies.

The Radiation Protection Manager shall have as a minimum a bachelors degree in engineering,
health physics, radiation protection, or the physical sciences or equivalent technical experience, and four
years experience in radiation protection including six months at a uranium processing facility.

The Radiation Protection Manager is appointed by the Environmental, Safety, and Health Manager
with concurrence by the General Manager.

6.1.1.15 Text deleted.

6.1.1.16 Shift Operations Manager

The Shift Operations Manager reports to the Operations Manager.

The Shift Operations Manager coordinates the activities of the Plant Shift Superintendents, Cascade
Coordinators, and the Fire Chief, and provides technical and administrative support.
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The Nuclear Criticality Safety Manager is responsible for developing and implementing the nuclear
criticality safety program for the facility. These duties include technical oversight of nuclear criticality
safety; nuclear criticality safety training; evaluation and approval of current and proposed changes to
process conditions, equipment, and procedures involving fissile material operations; and conducting
assessments of program implementation. The Nuclear Criticality Safety Manager has direct access to the
General Manager concerning nuclear criticality safety matters and has stop work authority for any
activity that could cause a criticality concern.

The Nuclear Criticality Safety Manager shall have as a minimum a bachelors degree in engineering
or physical sciences, and four years nuclear criticality experience or nuclear engineering experience (e.g.,
core load design, fuel design, reactor engineering) with at least six months at a uranium processing
facility where nuclear criticality safety was practiced.

The Nuclear Criticality Safety Manager is appointed by the Regulatory Affairs Manager with
concurrence by the General Manager.

6.1.1.20 GDP Procurement and Materials Manager

The GDP Procurement and Materials Manager is responsible for packaging and transportation and
for receipt, delivery, storage, control, and on-site movement of packaging and transportation SSCs and
hazardous chemicals under his cognizance to the point of issuance. This manager interacts directly with
the General Manager, other managers and key plant personnel and participates as desired in any
discussions related to procurement and materials management. The GDP Procurement and Materials
Manager is appointed by and reports to the USEC Director of Procurement and Contracts.

6.1.1.21 Selection Deleted

6.1.1.22 Security Manager

The Security Manager reports to the General Manager.
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The Security Manager is responsible for plant police services and security. The Security Manager is
governed by and must adhere to the policies established by the Vice President, Enrichment Operations.
The Security Manager has stop work authority for activities not being conducted in accordance with
applicable regulatory requirements. The General Manager is authorized to direct the security resources
assigned to plant security by the Security Manager, as necessary, to ensure safe operation of the plant.

The Security Manager shall have as a minimum a bachelors degree or equivalent technical

experience and four years security experience or four years nuclear experience.

The Security Manager is appointed by the General Manager.

6.1.1.23 Fire Chief

The Fire Chief reports to the Shift Operations Manager and is governed by, and must adhere to,
policies established by the General Manager.

The Fire Chief is responsible for plant fire services and has stop work authority for activities not being
conducted in accordance with applicable fire protection requirements. The Fire Chief is the senior site fire
protection officer.

The Fire Chief shall have as a minimum a bachelors degree or equivalent technical experience, four years
of fire protection experience, and 6 months of nuclear experience.

The Fire Chief is appointed by the Operations Manager with concurrence by the Plant Manager and the
General Manager.

6.1.1.24 Production Support & Product Scheduling Manager

The Production Support & Product Scheduling Manager reports to the Plant Manager. The Production
Support and Product Scheduling Manager is responsible for the technical functions in direct support of
production activities and efficient and effective management of the groups and personnel in several significant
functions for customer order filling, materials and process technology, as well as the analytical laboratory.
Functional scope of management responsibilities includes marketing and fabricator interface, product
planning, specification and assurance, customer order management, the Russian material program, materials
and process technology and the analytical laboratory. This position also serves as USEC's primary point of
contact with the DOT and implements applicable NCS controls for Production Support & Product Scheduling
field activities.

The Production Support & Product Scheduling Manager shall have as a minimum a bachelors degree in
engineering or the physical sciences or equivalent technical experience, four years of management experience
and five years of nuclear experience with at least six months in a gaseous diffusion plant.

The Production Support & Product Scheduling Manager is appointed by the Plant Manager with
concurrence by the General Manager and Vice President, Enrichment Operations.

6.1.1.25 Regulatory Affairs Manager

The Regulatory Affairs Manager reports to the General Manager. The Regulatory Affairs Manager is
governed by and must adhere to policies established by the Director, Regulatory Affairs.
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6.4 MAINTENANCE

The PGDP Maintenance organization provides for the safe, reliable, and cost-effective maintenance
of the gaseous diffusion plant. Maintenance for the plant is performed in accordance with Quality
Assurance Program and Configuration Management requirements. The maintenance program consists of
a mix of corrective maintenance (CM) and preventive maintenance (PM), including instrument
calibrations. Trend analysis is used to monitor the effectiveness of the program. Managers have roles
and responsibilities that are periodically revised based on corporate goals. Personnel evaluations include
the effectiveness of implementation of their responsibilities.

6.4.1 Maintenance Program Coverage

The PGDP maintenance program described in this section applies to those Q and AQ-NCS
structures, systems, and components (SSCs) as identified by the design authority in accordance with
Section 6.3, described in Section 3.15 and covered by the Quality Assurance Program (QAP). Routine
maintenance work is identified, prioritized, planned, scheduled, executed, and closed out in accordance
with the work control process.

AQ SSCs are also identified by the design authority in accordance with Section 6.3, described in
Section 3.15 and covered by the QAP. Identifying, planning, prioritizing, scheduling, and closing out of
AQ SSC maintenance is accomplished in accordance with the work control process. For each AQ SSC,. the maintenance requirements that must be followed are established based on the impact on the health
and safety of the public and workers, and the environment of specific SSCs. The specific graded
requirements for the execution of maintenance on each AQ SSC are developed taking into consideration
as appropriate: (1) the requirements of applicable regulations, codes, and standards; (2) the complexity or
uniqueness of an item (or activity) and the environment in which it has to function, as determined by

.specification, design, or fabrication methods; (3) the history of the item in service; (4) the degree to
which functional compliance may be demonstrated or assessed by testing, by inspection, and PM
methods applied; and (5) the consequence of failure. The configuration management program provides
for the identification of AQ SSCs.

6.4.2 Maintenance Organization and Administration

Assuring effective maintenance on GDP identified SSCs requires the following elements:

* Developing policies and procedures for installing, maintaining, and repairing of identified SSCs;
* Initiating, screening, evaluating, prioritizing, and scheduling of maintenance work.
* Performing PM and CM;
* Performing post maintenance testing;
* Performing periodic surveillance activities;
* Identifying required spares, material, and replacement parts in support of maintenance activities;
* Providing planning and technical support for maintenance activities;
* Maintaining the maintenance data system;
* Performing measurement and test equipment maintenance; and. 0 Implementing on-the-job training (OJT) programs for maintenance personnel.

Implementing these elements is the responsibility of the organizations as described below.
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6.4.2.1 The Maintenance Organization

The Maintenance Organization plans and conducts corrective and preventive maintenance including
calibrations on identified GDP SSCs. Maintenance activities are performed in the following areas:
mechanical, electrical, instrument, calibrations, electronics, support shops, and plant services (e.g.,
maintenance of site vehicles, cylinder handling, janitorial, etc.). Each group manager is accountable to
the Maintenance Manager for the correct and timely maintenance within his scope. The Maintenance
Manager reports to the Plant Manager.

The Maintenance Manager provides oversight of enrichment plant maintenance implementation

through self-assessments. The self-assessment program is described in SAR Section 6.8.

6.4.2.2 Scheduling Group

The Scheduling Group provides scheduling functions for maintenance activities. They also provide
Computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS) oversight and support, PM scheduling and
tracking support, and TSR surveillance scheduling and tracking support.

6.4.2.3 Engineering

Engineering provides the technical basis for PM, develops predictive maintenance techniques,
evaluates equipment history, tracks and trends performance of designated SSCs, supports root cause
analysis of equipment failures, support reliability studies, provides design criteria, provides acceptance
criteria and provides post maintenance testing requirements for identified SSCs. Engineering is also
responsible for configuration management and technical support to the Maintenance organization.

6.4.2.4 GDP Procurement and Materials

GDP Procurement and Materials is responsible for provisioning including requisitioning, receipt,
storage, and issuance of repair materials and components. They verify that catalog numbers and
descriptions of identified SSCs are consistent with the latest Engineering Specification Data Sheet
(ESDS) revision, ensuring that all identified SSCs have been inspected by appropriate personnel, tagged
with a serviceable tag, and placed in a segregated controlled area. This organization also ensures that
identified SSCs are stored in a way that will ensure integrity and availability and that they are maintained
according to engineering specifications.

6.4-2
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SECTION 2.3 SPECIFIC TSRs FOR PRODUCT AND TAILS WITHDRAWAL
FACILITIES

2.3.4 GENERAL LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

2.3.4.1 UF 6 RELEASE DETECTION AND ISOLATION SYSTEM - LOW VOLTAGE
("NEW") SYSTEM AT THE UF6 WITHDRAWAL STATIONS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS:

Surveillance 7 Frequency

SR 2.3.4.1-1 Functional test by actuating each detector head with Quarterly"smoke." Appropriate drain station valves (liquid block and
emergency liquid block) must close within 15 seconds of
detection. The cylinder valve must close within 30 seconds
of detection.

SR 2.3.4.1-2 Functional test of the ACR "containment" push-button for Quarterly
each withdrawal station. Liquid block valve, emergency
liquid block valve, and cylinder valve must close.

SR 2.3.4.1-3 Verify that nitrogen or backup air is available to power the Quarterly
receiving cylinder valve closer air motor in order to close
the cylinder valve (pressure check).

SR 2.3.4.1-4 Verify that the automatic transfer from plant air to nitrogen Quarterly
is operable for the receiving cylinder valve closer.

SR 2.3.4.1-5 Verify that the check valve on the air supply line to the Quarterly
transfer cylinder valve closer air motor just upstream of the
nitrogen or backup air supply interface is operable.

BASIS:

The reaction of UF6 and water (free atmospheric humidity) in the case of a UF 6 release produces
uranyl fluoride (U0 2 F 2) as particulates and hydrogen fluoride (HF) as a gas which will hydrate.
The U0 2F2 and HF*x(H20) are highly visible as "smoke." The UF 6 release detection safety
system is provided on systems which contain gaseous or liquid UF6 above atmospheric pressure.
This system includes (1) automatic detection and isolation, and (2) manual isolation capability.
Only the automatic isolation capability is required by the accident analysis to mitigate an event
and satisfy the LCO. The system is designed to automatically close the liquid block, emergency
liquid block, and cylinder valves if smoke is detected at the withdrawal position. The detection
ofa UF6 release is based on detection of the smoke resulting from the reaction UF6 with moisture
in the air. To ensure that automatic isolation is initiated the detectors are smoke tested with a
known maximum concentration of smoke. The relationship of the test smoke to UF6 outleakage
is also known with regard to particle size and mass concentration. Failure of the cylinder pigtail
during the filling of a cylinder, or a failure in the liquid sampling stations would result in a UF 6
release. Operation of this system to detect a UF6 release and close the isolation valves (including
the cylinder valve) within 30 seconds after

2.3-9
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SECTION 3.0
Table 3.2.2-1

ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
Minimum Staffing, Reauirementsa

e 3 .-1 Mi Sta f
Facility Function Mode/Operation Requirementsh Work Area Definition

C-300g All 2 PSS on the plant site with designee in C-300.
Cascade Coordinator on plant site.

C-360b Ib, 3, 4, 5 1 In the facility or immediately surrounding grounds to
include the guard station and the local cylinder yard.

2A, 6 1 In the facility or immediately surrounding grounds to
include the guard station and the local cylinder yard.

7 1 One person in the Laboratory.

I a 2 In the facility or immediately surrounding grounds to
include the guard station and the local cylinder yard.

C-333-Ab 1,2,3 1 One person in the operating facility or immediately
surrounding grounds including the local cylinder
yard.

C-337-Ab 4, 5, 7, 8 1 One person in the facility or immediately
surrounding grounds including the local cylinder
yard..Thisperson must be in the OMR or autoclave
crane bay ifthe associated ACR is not manned.

C-310 Product withdrawal 2c At least one person in the AUR. One person in the
1 2,3,4 facility or immediately surrounding grounds
1,ascade including the local cylinder yard.

1,3
C-315 1, 2, 3, 4 2c Iwo persons in the tacility or immediately

surrounding grounds including the local cylinder
yard.

Cascade 1, 2 2f At least one person in the ACR.
F/S 1,2, 3,4, 5

Cascade 1e I One person in building
Cascade 1, 2F/S 1, 2 3 4 At least one person in the ACR.

C-333/C-337
Cascade I 1 One person in building

Health Physicss At all times 1 Onsite.
Power Operationsg Cascade 1, 2, when stage 1 Onsite.

motors are energized
Fire Servicesg At all times 4 Onsited.

Security Servicesg At all times 4 Onsite.

a. Staffing may be less than the minimum requirement listed for a period of a time not to exceed four hours in order to
accommodate unexpected absence of on-duty shift members provided immediate action is taken to restore the shift manning
requirements to witin the minimum requirements. The C-331, C-333 C-335, and C-337 ACRs shall be manned when required
by operating mode. The ACRs for C-310, C-315, C-333-A, and C-337-A shall be manned when required by operating mode.
Manning not required during emergency conditions requiring building/area evacuation.
b. Manning requirement is zero if, 6) all C-333-A or -337-A autoclaves are in MODE 6 (Not In Use), or 2) all C-360
autoclaves are in Mode 2B (out of service) or MODE 8 (Not In Use) and the Transfer Station is inMODE 8_(Not in Use).
c. When withdrawal process equipment is brought below atmospheric pressure, or to a UF6 negative in the NOT IN USE (Mode
4) operating mode then the startin& requirements for the appropriate withdrawal facility do not apply.
d. In accordance with footnote "a , Fire Services personnel making an unexpected run to deliver an individual to a local hospital
are allowed to be offsite and are considered to be on duty and available.
e. The facility is not enriching UF 6 (no stage/booster motors running) and only operations involved with: 1) maintaining a
fluorinating environment or dry gas blanket in accordance with TSR 2.4.4.4 or 2) operating a P&E pump and associated valves,
headers and surge drums.
f. Staffing requirements is zero for limited operations involving equipment, headers and surge drums containing UF 6 if: 1) UF6in piping/equipment is below atmospheric pressure; 2) all cascade enrichment cells including booster stations are in Cascade
Mode 3,and 3)P&E pumps are not energized.
g.USEC may procure personnel to fulfill the minimum staffing requirements for C-300 (PSS, Cascade Coordinator), Fire
Services, Security Services, Power Operations or HP from DOE as enrichment cascade and support facilities are de-leased and
returned to DOE regulatory oversight. Compliance with the governing NRC safety basis documents (SAR, TSRs, Emergency
Plan, Fire Protection Program, Securit Pro rams, etc.) will remain the responsibility of USEC and the personnel that meet the
TSR minimum staffing remuirements. SE will control and oversee these personnel for the PGDP facilities and operations still
operated by USEC unler NRC regulatory oversight.
h. USEC will eventually de- ease and return to DOE all process buildings (except C-360) having minimum staffing
requirements. The de-lease may be as individual facilities, groups of facilities, or all at once. When facilities are de-leased and
returned to DOE regulatory oversight, USEC will not be required to meet the minimum staffing requirements specified in this
table for the de-leased facilities. en te facility has been de-leased and returned to DOE regulatory oversight, the facility
minimum staffing requirements and associated note(s) will be lined through but not removed from the table.

3.0-4
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3.17 PACKAGING AND TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM

A packaging and transportation quality assurance program shall be established, implemented,
and maintained as described in the NRC-approved version of UEO-1041, "Radioactive Material
Packaging and Transportation Quality Assurance Program."

3.18 CHEMICAL SAFETY PROGRAM

A Chemical Safety Program shall be established, implemented, and maintained as described in
SAR Section 5.6.

3.19 OPERATIONS

An Operations Program shall be established, implemented, and maintained as described in SAR
Section 6.5 and shall address the following program elements:

* Shift Operations

* Cascade Operations Organization and Administration
* Chemical/Utilities/Power Organization and Administration
• Operator Responsibility, Authority and Shift Routines
* Operations Procedures, Operator Aids, and System Labeling

* Permits and Logging
* Management Monitoring of Operations
* Control of Equipment

3.20 ACCIDENT ANALYSIS

The Accident Analysis is presented in SAR Chapter 4. Changes to the Accident Analysis shall
be reviewed and approved in accordance with the plant design change control process in
Section 6.3 of the SAR.

3.21 SHARING OF FACILITIES, STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, AND COMPONENTS

Facilities, structures, systems, and components relied upon in Section 2 of the TSRs are
controlled by USEC. The corporation is not dependent upon outside agencies to provide the
level of safety described in this TSR except as follows. The corporation will eventually cease
UF6 enrichment and support operations in facilities (except the C-360 facility) that have TSRs
in Section 2. Following cessation of enrichment and support operations, the facilities will be
de-leased and regulatory oversight will transfer from NRC to DOE. The applicable Section 2
TSRs for the NRC regulated facilities will be deleted and USEC will no longer be responsible
for the surveillance or maintenance of the facility and SSCs. In addition, it is possible that
USEC may procure support services from DOE regulated facilities to support continuing USEC
operations.

3.22 UTILITIES ESSENTIAL TO RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY

System boundary documents prepared as part of the Configuration Management Program shall
identify utilities required by SSCs to perform their intended safety function.

3.0-13
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g. For buildings C-3 10, C-315, C-331, C-333, C-333-A, C-335, C-337, C-337-A,
C-360, C-400, C-409, C-710, C-720, and C-746-QI:

Note: The corporation will eventually cease UF6 enrichment operations and support
operations (except the C-360 facility) at PGDP. The facilities will be de-leased and
returned to DOE regulatory oversight. DOE regulations require that DOE establish
equivalent worker protection from UF6 hazards. When the facilities are de-leased it will
no longer be the corporation's regulatory responsibility for worker protection in the de-
leased facilities.

(1) Controlling work in process areas where choice and freedom of emergency egress
routes may be limited, for example, cranes or tunnels, by eliminating the source of the
hazard or by providing personnel protective equipment or taking other protective
measures as described in work control documents, work permits, or procedures as
appropriate.

(2) Identifying and marking emergency egress routes in process areas and maintaining
them free of obstruction.

(3) Providing illumination in process areas with battery backup for emergency egress.
Where illumination with battery backup is not functional, not available, or not
feasible, personnel shall be provided with functional portable lights.

3.24 RECORDS RETENTION

The following records will be retained for the specified durations. The administration of the
records retention program is addressed in SAR Section 6.10.

3.24.1 The following records shall be retained for at least 2 years:

a. Changes in programs, plans, policies, procedures, and operations, including copies of the
safety analysis on which the changes were based.

3.24.2 The following records shall be retained for at least 4 years:

a. Records of surveillance activities, inspections, and calibrations required by the TSRs

b. Records of maintenance activities associated with systems, structures, or components,
related to nuclear safety.

3.24.3 The following records shall be retained until the end of the duration of the lease:

a. Records and drawing changes of plant changes made to systems and equipment described
in the SAR.

b. The results of the review of any exceedance of a safety limit

3.0-15
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Under 10 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 76.35(m), the United States Enrichment Corporation
(USEC) is required, as part of its application for a certificate of compliance, to provide:

"A description of the program, as appropriate, for processing, management, and disposal of
mixed and radioactive wastes and depleted uranium generated by operations. This description
must be limited to processing, management, and disposal activities conducted during operation
of the facilities while under lease to the Corporation. The application must also include a
description of the waste streams generated by enrichment operations, annual volumes of
depleted uranium and waste expected, identification of radioisotopes contained in the waste,
physical and chemical forms of the depleted uranium and waste, plans for managing the
depleted uranium and waste, and plans for ultimate disposition of the waste and depleted
uranium before turnover of the facilities to the Department of Energy under the terms of the
lease agreement between the United States Enrichment Corporation and the Department."

In accordance with 10 CFR 76.35(m), this plan describes USEC's program for the management and
disposition of the depleted uranium (DU) produced as part of the enrichment activities at the Paducah
(PGDP) Gaseous Diffusion Plant (GDP) and formerly at the Portsmouth (PORTS) GDP. USEC's
program for the processing, management, and disposal of mixed and radioactive wastes is described in
the Radioactive Waste Management Plan submitted as part of this application.

2.0 DEPLETED URANIUM PRODUCTION ESTIMATES

The production of depleted uranium will continue throughout the period that enrichment activities
are conducted at PGDP. The production rate of depleted uranium is a function of the demand for
enriched uranium, the portion of that demand supplied by the Russian enriched uranium, and the
operating mode of the plant (determined by power load, power costs, enrichment levels, and other
factors). USEC's projected depleted uranium production estimates cover the period of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) Certificate of Compliance. The estimates are provided in Table 1, along
with the amount of depleted uranium that USEC is responsible for, taking into account the factors
discussed in Section 3.0 below.

The funds set aside for the disposition of depleted uranium will be based on the actual production
rates of depleted uranium at the plant during the period that the plant is operated under the USEC/DOE
Lease Agreement. USEC's funding plan for the disposition of depleted uranium is described in the
Decommissioning Funding Program Description submitted as part of this application.

1
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3.0 MANAGEMENT AND DISPOSITION PLAN

The depleted uranium is currently being stored as solid uranium hexafluoride (UF6) in carbon steel
cylinders at PGDP (cylinder storage is described in PGDP SAR Section 3.7.2). The cylinders meet
specific design requirements and special procedures and handling equipment are used for DU cylinder
handling, movement, and stacking. USEC can continue to store depleted uranium in the solid state in
these cylinders for an extended period without undue risk. In addition, cylinder inspections are
conducted, as described below, to provide evidence of continued cylinder integrity.

The cylinders used for the storage of depleted uranium are inspected prior to being filled. After
filling, the cylinder is cooled and then moved to a cylinder yard and stacked in place. After the cylinder
is stacked in position, a baseline (initial) storage inspection is conducted at which point any damage to
the cylinder is identified. If the cylinder is damaged, supervision is notified promptly and the damage
evaluated for any actions required; the range of actions are to be commensurate with the cylinder
damage. After the initial inspection, the cylinders are inspected every four years thereafter (except for
any cylinders identified in the initial inspection as requiring a more frequent inspection); the condition of
each cylinder is documented using a cylinder inspection data sheet.

Initial and quadrennial inspections are conducted on full cylinders that are normally single or double
stacked. These inspections, conducted from ground level, with or without visual aids, are made using the
following criteria:

* Cylinders positioned incorrectly (e.g., with valves in other than top center position); this often is an
indication of potential stacking damage.

* Improperly stacked cylinders with potentially damaging contact (e.g., lifting lug resting on cylinder
body, stiffening ring resting on stiffening ring, other criteria as described in the inspection
procedure).

" Dents, bulges, cracks, metal loss, apparent by visual inspection, on the longitudinal and
circumference welds.

* Dents, bulges, cracks, gouges, stacking damage, excessive scale or rust, apparent by visual
inspection, on the cylinder shell.

* Bends, cracks or breaks from shell, impact damage, gouges, apparent by visual inspection, on the
stiffening rings.

* Tears, dents, cracks, excessive scale or rust, or plugged weep hole, apparent by visual inspection, on
the cylinder skirt (or valve protector).
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Depleted uranium in the form of solid UF 6 is suitable for conversion to other chemical forms. For example, the
solid UF6 could be converted to U30 8, UF4, or uranium metal. There are a number of existing and potential uses for
depleted uranium, including use in radiation shielding material, armor-piercing projectiles, and counterweights. It is
possible that increased energy costs may make recovery of additional 235U from the depleted uranium economically
feasible in the future and that other potential uses may also be identified. No credit for any salvage value has been
taken, however, in determing USEC's decommissioning funding liabilities. The conversion of the depleted uranium
to one of these other forms in the near term could either foreclose other uses and disposition options because of the
difficulty of processing some of these uranium compounds and the lack of processing facilities, or increase the cost
of the ultimate disposition.

Moreover, the amount of depleted uranium that will be produced by USEC in the near term will be relatively
small in comparison with the DOE's existing depleted uranium inventory. DOE is currently storing approximately
500,000 MTU of depleted uranium as solid UF6 in approximately 60,000 cylinders stored at various locations on the
DOE portions of the GDP plant sites. USEC presently anticipates that the bulk of its inventory of depleted uranium
will ultimately be dispositioned in the same manner as the larger DOE depleted uranium inventory.

In the meantime, USEC has established agreements with the DOE that affect USEC's liability associated with
the disposal of depleted uranium generated by USEC. These agreements are the "Memorandum of Agreement
Between the United States Department of Energy and the United States Enrichment Corporation Relating to
Depleted Uranium," dated June 30, 1998, the "Agreement Between the U.S. Department of Energy ("DOE") and
USEC Inc. ("USEC")," dated June 17, 2002, the "Cooperative Agreement Between Department of Energy and
USEC Inc. Concerning the American Centrifuge Demonstration Project," dated March 23, 2010, the contract
between DOE and USEC for DOE acquisition of SWU, dated March 13, 2012, and the "Cooperative Agreement
Between Department of Energy and USEC, Inc. and American Centrifuge Demonstration, LLC Concerning the
American Centrifuge Cascade Demonstration Test Program", dated June 12, 2012.

The "Memorandum of Agreement Between the United States Department of Energy and the United States
Enrichment Corporation Relating to Depleted Uranium," dated June 30, 1998 provides for the transfer to DOE of
2,026 48G cylinders containing approximately 16,674,000 Kg of depleted uranium generated by USEC's operations.
In accordance with the agreement, USEC made the required full payment of over $50M to DOE, covering the entire
quantity of depleted uranium to be transferred. Therefore, the liability to dispose of the full amount of USEC's
depleted uranium specified in the agreement now rests with DOE, further reducing the quantity of depleted uranium
to be ultimately disposed of by USEC. Within these major parameters of the agreement, USEC and DOE agreed to
implement the actual transfer of the material on a schedule covering the period of FY 1999 through 2004. Table 1
reflects the transfer.

The "Agreement Between the U.S. Department of Energy ("DOE") and USEC Inc. ("USEC")," dated June 17,
2002, provided, in part, for the DOE taking title of depleted uranium from USEC operations during USEC's fiscal
years 2002 and 2003 and one-half the amount of depleted uranium generated during USEC's fiscal years 2004 and
2005. Therefore, as a result of this June 17, 2002 agreement, USEC's liability associated with the disposal of USEC
generated depleted uranium was reduced by the quantity of depleted uranium specified in this June 17, 2002
agreement. The quantity of depleted uranium associated with this agreement is reflected in Table 1.

In 2010, DOE and USEC entered into the "Cooperative Agreement Between Department of Energy and USEC
Inc. Concerning the American Centrifuge Demonstration Project," dated March 23, 2010, to provide support for the
continued development and demonstration of the American Centrifuge technology. DOE agreed to accept title to
13,312,411 kg of DU to enable USEC to release encumbered funds. The quantity of Depleted Uranium associated
with the agreement is reflected in Table 1.

In 2012, DOE and USEC entered into a contract which DOE acquired SWU in exchange for DOE's accepting
title to, and eventual disposal responsibility for, 13,073,045 kg of DU. The quantity of DU associated with the
agreement is reflected in Table 1.
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The "Cooperative Agreement Between Department of Energy and USEC Inc. and American
Centrifuge Demonstration, LLC Concerning the American Centrifuge Cascade Demonstration Test
Program," dated June 12, 2012, transferred title and responsibility for disposition from USEC to DOE of
up to 39,200 MT DUF6 (26,505 MT of DU at USEC tails purity).

In addition to USEC's enrichment operations, USEC also performs contract work for the DOE and
DOE contractors. To compensate USEC for incurred costs associated with these contracts, DOE has
taken title to depleted uranium further reducing USEC's liability for the disposal of depleted uranium.
The quantity of depleted uranium associated with the compensation for these services is reflected in
Table 1.

In addition to the foregoing outlets, USEC will, to the extent practicable, continue to market
depleted uranium for uses in military applications, counterweights, and shielding applications. Efforts
may also be made to develop other commercial uses that could include shielding for high-level waste
storage and shipping casks, or multipurpose canisters being developed for the DOE high-level waste
program.

The remaining inventory will continue to be stored as solid UF6 until it can be processed in
accordance with the disposition strategy established by DOE for its inventory.

The estimated cost of conversion and disposition of the depleted uranium is provided in the
Decommissioning Funding Program, along with a description of the funding mechanisms that will be
used to address USEC's funding liabilities.

4.0 ITEMS ADDRESSED BY COMPLIANCE PLAN

Section deleted.
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Table 1. Estimated amount of depleted uranium (DU) generated by USEC and
its disposition, in metric tons uranium (MTU) for PORTS and PGDP combined.

Year DU DU Other Estimated net USEC DU USEC DU
Generated by Transferred DU 4  cumulative at PGDP at PORTS

USEC' to DOE' USEC DU2

July 28, 1998- - - 31,416' 31,017 399
Dec. 31, 2010

CY2011 5,419 (406) 36,429 36,429 0

CY2012 2,463 (38,823) (5) 64 64 0

CY2013 0 0 0 64 64 0

CY2014 170 (234)6 0 0 0 0

Notes:

1. Projections are provided through the expiration date of the NRC Certificate of Compliance.

2. DOE retains liability for depleted uranium generated prior to USEC's privatization (July 28, 1998)
per USEC Privatization Act (Public Law 104-134, Sec 3109, paragraph (a)(3)).

3. Reflects the cumulative amount of DU since USEC's privatization (July 28, 1998) for which USEC
is responsible for disposition.

4. Includes depleted uranium refed to the cascade or sold.

5. DU transfer to DOE in 2012 includes 13,073 MTU related to DOE's acquisition of SWU in
exchange for DOE's accepting title to, and eventual disposal responsibility for, a quantity of
depleted uranium tails, and 25,750 MTU related to the June 12, 2012 cooperative agreement
between DOE and USEC Inc., in which DOE accepted title to and responsibility for the disposition
of up to 39,200 MT DUF6 (26,505 MTU of DU at USEC tails purity).

6. Projected transfer of balance of USEC DU to DOE under June 12, 2012, Cooperative Agreement
(see note 5).
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

As a condition of certification, 10 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 76.35(n) requires the United
States Enrichment Corporation (USEC) to submit, as part of its application for an NRC certificate of
compliance:

A description of the funding program to be established to ensure that funds will be set aside
and available for those aspects of the ultimate disposal of waste and depleted uranium,
decontamination and decommissioning, relating to the gaseous diffusion plants leased to
the Corporation by the Department of Energy, which are the financial responsibility of the
Corporation.

Section 76.35(n) also requires USEC to establish financial surety arrangements to provide the requisite
funding. The funding mechanism must ensure availability of funds for activities required to be completed
both before and after the return of the gaseous diffusion plants to the Department of Energy (DOE) in
accordance with the July 1, 1993 Lease Agreement between DOE and USEC (Lease Agreement). The
funding program must also contain a basis for cost estimates used to establish funding levels, and means of
adjusting such cost estimates and associated funding levels over the duration of the lease. Finally, USEC is
not required to provide funding for "those aspects of decontamination and decommissioning... assigned to
the Department of Energy under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended."

In accordance with 10 CFR 76.35(n), USEC hereby submits a description of its program to ensure
adequate funds are available for the disposal of waste and the disposition of depleted uranium generated at
PGDP and for which USEC is financially responsible under the Atomic Energy Act (AEA).
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2.0 SCOPE OF USEC'S DECOMMISSIONING FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

USEC began to operate the Paducah (PGDP) plant on July 1, 1993, in accordance with the AEA,
as amended, and the July 1, 1993 Lease Agreement. Prior to July 1, 1993, DOE operated the plant for
about 40 years. Section 1403(d) of the AEA provides that "[t]he payment of any costs of
decontamination and decommissioning... with respect to conditions existing before the transition date
[July 1, 1993], in connection with property of the Department leased under subsection (a), shall remain
the sole responsibility of the Department." Accordingly, USEC is not financially responsible for, and
this Program Description does not provide funding assurance for, decontamination or decommissioning
costs associated with any operations at PGDP prior to July 1, 1993.

Furthermore, PGDP, including the Leased Premises, will ultimately be decommissioned by DOE,
which is solely responsible for the conduct of decontamination and decommissioning activities at the
plant, and which also bears sole financial responsibility for the bulk of these activities. Section 4.6 of the
Lease Agreement states that:

Except as provided in Section 4.5(c) of this Lease, the Department will
be responsible for and will pay the costs of all Decontamination and
Decormmissioning, including the costs of Decontamination and
Decommissioning of the Leased Premises, the Leased Personalty, any
personal property found on the Leased Premises, regardless of
ownership, and any Capital Improvement.

In addition, Section 4.3(b) of the Lease Agreement states that "[t]he Corporation shall be entitled, should
it choose, to leave any of its personal property (including personal property contaminated by radioactive
materials) on the Leased Premises at the end of the Lease Term for Decontamination and
Decommissioning by the Department."

However, USEC does have certain specific financial responsibilities with respect to some of
these activities. Under Section 4.4(c) of the Lease Agreement, USEC is "responsible for the ultimate
treatment and disposal of any waste generated by the Corporation, and for which the Department is not
responsible . . . ." Under this provision, USEC is financially responsible for, and this Program
Description addresses, the disposal of low-level radioactive waste (LLRW) and "mixed" hazardous and
radioactive waste generated by USEC at PGDP after the date of privatization, July 28, 1998.

In addition, as discussed above, Section 4.6 of the Lease Agreement provides that the
Department will pay the costs of all decontamination and decommissioning, "[e]xcept as provided in
Section 4.5(c) of this Lease .... ." Section 4.5(c) authorizes USEC to remove any capital improvement at
PGDP, but "if such removal increases the costs of the Department for the Decontamination and
Decommissioning

1 A more detailed description of USEC's plans to manage and dispose of LLRW and mixed waste
generated at PGDP is provided in the Radioactive Waste Management Program, which is
included as part of the certificate of compliance application.
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of the Leased Premises to which any such Capital Improvement was attached, the Corporation will pay
any such increase in Decontamination and Decommissioning costs." At this time, USEC does not
anticipate removing any capital improvement from the plant site. Therefore, no financial assurance for
Decontamination and Decommissioning cost increases arising out of such removal is currently being
provided.

Finally, USEC is generating depleted uranium as a result of its operation of PGDP. Section
3109(a)(3) of the USEC Privatization Act (passed April 1996) states that:

All liabilities arising out of the disposal of depleted uranium generated
by the Corporation between July 1, 1993 and the privatization date shall
become the direct liabilities of the Secretary [Secretary of Energy].

Therefore, this Program Description also describes USEC's funding program to ensure funds are
available for the ultimate disposition of the depleted uranium generated by USEC's operations after July
28, 1998.2

As described in the Depleted Uranium Management Plan, USEC has established agreements with
the DOE that affect USEC's liability associated with the disposal of depleted uranium generated by
USEC. These agreements are the "Memorandum of Agreement Between the United States Department
of Energy and the United States Enrichment Corporation Relating to Depleted Uranium," dated June 30,
1998, the "Agreement Between the U.S. Department of Energy ("DOE") and USEC Inc. ("USEC"),"
dated June 17, 2002, the "Cooperative Agreement Between Department of Energy and USEC Inc.
Concerning the American Centrifuge Demonstration Project," dated March 23, 2010, the contract
between DOE and USEC for DOE acquisition of SWU, dated March 13, 2012, and the "Cooperative
Agreement Between Department of Energy and USEC, Inc. and American Centrifuge Demonstration,
LLC Concerning the American Centrifuge Cascade Demonstration Test Program", dated June 12, 2012.

The "Memorandum of Agreement Between the United States Department of Energy and the
United States Enrichment Corporation Relating to Depleted Uranium," dated June 30, 1998 provided for
the transfer to DOE of 2,026 48G cylinders containing approximately 16,674,000 Kg of depleted uranium
generated by USEC's operations. In accordance with the agreement, USEC made the required full
payment of over $50M to DOE, covering the entire quantity of depleted uranium to be transferred.
Therefore, the liability to dispose of the full amount of USEC's depleted uranium specified in the
agreement now rests with DOE, further reducing the quantity of depleted uranium to be ultimately
disposed of by USEC. Within these major parameters of the agreement, USEC and DOE agreed to
implement the actual transfer of the material on a schedule covering the period of FY 1999 through 2004.

The "Agreement Between the U.S. Department of Energy ("DOE") and USEC Inc. ("USEC"),"
dated June 17, 2002, provided, in part, for the DOE taking title of depleted uranium from USEC
operations during USEC's fiscal years 2002 and 2003 and one-half the amount of depleted uranium
generated during USEC's fiscal years 2004 and 2005. Therefore, as a result of this June 17, 2002
agreement, USEC's liability associated with the disposal of USEC generated depleted uranium was
reduced by the quantity of depleted uranium specified in this June 17, 2002 agreement.

The "Cooperative Agreement Between Department of Energy and USEC Inc. Concerning
the American Centrifuge Demonstration Project," dated March 23, 2010, transferred title to
13,312,411 kg of DU from USEC to DOE to enable USEC to release encumbered funds to
support continued development and demonstration of the American Centrifuge technology.

2 The Depleted Uranium Management Plan describes in greater detail USEC's plans for the
management and disposition of depleted uranium.
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In 2012, DOE and USEC entered into a contract in which DOE acquired SWU in exchange for
DOE's accepting title to, and eventual disposal responsibility for, 13,073,045 kg of DU.

The "Cooperative Agreement Between Department of Energy and USEC Inc. and American
Centrifuge Demonstration, LLC Concerning the American Centrifuge Cascade Demonstration Test
Program", dated June 12, 2012, transferred title and responsibility for disposition from USEC to DOE of
up to 39,200 MT DUF6 (26,505 MT of DU at USEC tails purity).

The quantity of depleted uranium associated with these agreements, and the transfer schedule for
this material, is specified in Table I of the Depleted Uranium Management Plan.

In addition to USEC's enrichment operations, USEC also performs contract work for the DOE
and DOE contractors. To compensate USEC for incurred costs associated with these contracts, DOE has
taken title to depleted uranium further reducing USEC's liability for the disposal of depleted uranium.
The quantity of depleted uranium, and the transfer schedule for the depleted uranium associated with the
compensation for these contracts, is specified in Table 1 of the Depleted Uranium Management Plan.

3.0 DECOMMISSIONING COST ESTIMATE

In accordance with 10 CFR 76.35(n), USEC has estimated the costs associated with the disposal
of LLRW and mixed waste, and the disposition of depleted uranium generated by its operations. These
costs are not considered decontamination and decommissioning costs, but rather production costs since
they are incurred during the operation and maintenance of the plant. These cost estimates are
cumulative, and are calculated one year in advance. The estimated cost for CY 2014 for the disposal of
waste and for the disposition of depleted uranium generated by USEC is as follows:

Low Level and Mixed Waste .... $ 2.30 M
Depleted Uranium ..................... $ 0.0
Labor Cost ............................. $ 0.73 M

CY14Cost ....... $ 3.03 M

To account for uncertainties associated with either the estimated volumes or costs associated with
the above cost estimates, a contingency factor of 25% is applied to the CY 2014 cost, which is consistent
with the recommendations in the NRC's guidance on preparing Decommissioning Funding Plans
(NUREG-1757). After application of the 25% contingency, USEC's total projected decommissioning
funding liability for CY 2014 is $ 3.79 million.

The bases for these cost estimates are described below in their respective subsection. USEC's cost
estimates will be reviewed annually and revised, as necessary, to reflect any change in USEC's projected
liability.

3.1 LOW LEVEL AND MIXED WASTE DISPOSAL

USEC generates many types of LLRW and mixed (hazardous and radioactive) waste at PGDP as
described in the Radioactive Waste Management Program (RWMP). For the most part, all wastes are
routinely treated on-site or treated and disposed of off-site as the wastes are generated. The LLRW
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in storage from the previous calendar year is being processed for off-site disposal. These wastes are
being stored in compliance with USEC's Certificate of Compliance. USEC's LLRW and mixed waste
decommissioning liability is calculated as the sum of the liability associated with the cost of disposal of
that amount of waste estimated to be generated during the calendar year plus the liability associated with
the estimated amount of waste that is in storage from the previous calendar year. Disposal costs include
an additional percentage to cover taxes, processing fees, and transportation costs, but do not include
labor, which is addressed in Section 3.3.

Estimated waste generation volumes are based on historical waste generation. Each individual
LLRW and mixed waste stream has a different estimated volume and a different disposal cost. For the
year, the different volumes of waste generated and their disposal cost estimates are averaged to establish
an average disposal cost. USEC's cost estimate is based on the weighted average cost to manage waste.
The disposal cost estimate for each waste stream in the weighted average cost is based upon existing
contract prices, and historical cost of containers and transportation.

USEC will disposition all LLRW and mixed waste prior to site turnover to DOE in 2014. USEC
funds this disposal cost out of accrued cash generated from operations.

3.1.1 Low Level Radioactive Waste Disposal

USEC will disposition a total of approximately 61,201 ft3 of LLRW from the Paducah plant in
CY 2014. USEC has assumed disposal of Paducah's LLRW at various commercial disposal facilities at
an average weighted cost of $35.12/ft3. The disposal cost for LLRW at the Paducah plant for CY 2014 is
therefore estimated to be:

Paducah LLRW: 61,201 ft3 x $35.12/ft3 = $2.150 million for the year

The cost of disposal of USEC's LLRW for CY 2014 is $2.150 million.
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3.1.2 Mixed Waste Disposal

USEC will disposition a total of approximately 93 ft3 of mixed waste at Paducah plant in CY
2014. The current average cost estimate for disposing of this mixed waste product at Paducah is
$1,610/ft3. The disposal cost for this mixed waste generated at Paducah plant for CY 2014 is therefore
estimated to be:

Paducah Mixed Waste: 93 ft3 x $1,610/ft3 = $0.150 million for the year

The cost of disposal of USEC's mixed waste for CY 2014 is $0.150 million.

3.1.3 Deleted
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3.1.4 Deleted

3.2 Depleted Uranium Disposition

The June 12, 2012, Cooperative Agreement to support continued development and demonstration
of the American Centrifuge Cascade Demonstration Test Program provided for the transfer of the title
and responsibility for disposition from USEC to DOE of up to 39,200 MT of DUF6. USEC previously
transferred 38,317 MT DUF6 to DOE under two transfers. There is a remaining balance of up to 883 MT
DUF6 that can be transferred to DOE under the Agreement. Converting MT DUF 6 to MTU results in
approximately 597 MTU available under the DOE maximum limit. USEC has withdrawn tails in
conjunction with the shutdown and evacuation of the cascade. The inventory of tails, including the
withdrawal of the remaining material in the cascade, is approximately 234 MTU. This material will be
returned to DOE under the terms of the Agreement. USEC, therefore, has no remaining
decommissioning liability for disposition of depleted Uranium.
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3.3 Labor Costs

To account for labor costs associated with disposal of USEC generated waste, USEC has included
provisions for a crew comprised of 1 first line manager, 2 technical staff, 1 health physics technician and
6 waste operators. The labor costs are calculated assuming the crew is available for a six-month
duration. Labor costs were estimated based on the 2014 PGDP labor rates. To account for this work
being performed by a third party, an overhead rate on direct staff labor of 110%, plus 15% profit on labor
and its overheads, was applied. Based on these assumptions, the labor costs associated with disposal of
USEC generated waste is $728,895.

4.0 REVIEW AND ADJUSTMENT OF DECOMMISSIONING COSTS AND FUNDING
LEVELS

USEC will review the decommissioning cost estimates and associated funding levels over the
duration of the lease and adjust them when necessary. These adjustments will take into account such
factors as changes in volume and cost estimates, changes in plant conditions, and changes in expected
decontamination and decommissioning procedures. USEC will conduct such reviews in October of each
year.

5.0 DECOMMISSIONING FUNDING MECHANISM

USEC utilizes payment surety bond(s) and/or letter(s) of credit in conjunction with standby trust
agreement(s) to ensure that sufficient funds will be available for waste disposal and depleted uranium
disposition as set forth in this Program Description. The instruments are derived from Appendix A,
NUREG-1757 Volume 3, "Consolidated NMSS Decommissioning Guidance, Financial Assurance,
Recordkeeping, and Timeliness", dated September 2003. Non-executed versions are included in this
Plan. Executed documents are submitted to the NRC for review as they are revised and reissued.
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PAYMENT SURETY BOND - NON--EXECUTED VERSION

Date bond executed:

Effective date:

Principal: United States Enrichment Corporation
6903 Rockledge Drive
Bethesda, MD 20817

Type of organization: Delaware Chartered Corporation

NRC certificate of compliance number: GDP-1

Name and address of facilities:

Amount(s) for decommissioning
activity guaranteed by this bond:

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant

Estimated at [insert amount]

Surety(ies) [name(s) and business address(es)]

Type of organization: [insert "proprietorship," "joint venture," "partnership" or "corporation"]

State of incorporation: (if applicable)

Surety's qualification in jurisdiction where facility is located.

Surety's bond number

Total penal sum of bond: $

Know all persons by these presents, That we, the Principal and Surety(ies) hereto, are firmly bound to the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (herein called NRC), in the above penal sum for the payment of
which we bind ourselves, our heirs, executors, administrators, successors, and assigns jointly and
severally; provided that, where the Sureties are corporations acting as co-sureties, we, the Sureties, bind
ourselves in such sum "jointly and severally" only for the purpose of allowing a joint action or actions
against any or all of us, and for all other purposes each Surety binds itself, jointly and severally with the
Principal, for the payment of such sum only as is set forth opposite the name of such Surety; but if no
limit of liability is indicated, the limit of liability shall be the full amount of the penal sum.
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WHEREAS, the NRC, an agency of the U.S. Government, pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as
amended, and the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, has promulgated regulations in Title 10, Chapter I
of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 76, applicable to the Principal, which require that the holder of a
certificate of compliance for a gaseous diffusion plant, or an applicant for a certificate of compliance for
such a facility provide financial assurance that funds will be available when needed for those aspects of
the ultimate disposal of waste and disposition of depleted uranium, decontamination and
decommissioning of such a facility which are the financial responsibility of such holder or applicant
(collectively, "decommissioning");

NOW, THEREFORE, the conditions of the obligation are such that if the Principal shall faithfully,
before the beginning of decommissioning of each facility identified above, fund the standby trust fund in
the amount(s) identified above for the facility;

Or, if the Principal shall fund the standby trust fund in such amount(s) after an order to begin facility
decommissioning is issued by the NRC or a U.S. district court or other court of competent jurisdiction;

Or, if the Principal shall provide alternative financial assurance and obtain the written approval of the
NRC of such assurance, within 30 days after the date a notice of cancellation from the Surety(ies) is
received by both the Principal and the NRC, then this obligation shall be null and void; otherwise it is to
remain in full force and effect.

The Surety(ies) shall become liable on this bond obligation only when the Principal has failed to fulfill
the conditions described above. Upon notification by the NRC that the Principal has failed to perform as
guaranteed by this bond, the Surety(ies) shall place funds in the amount guaranteed for the facility(ies)
into the standby trust fund established by the Principal with [name of trustee] pursuant to the Standby
Trust Agreement dated [date].

The liability of the Surety(ies) shall not be discharged by any payment or succession of payments
hereunder, unless and until such payment or payments shall amount in the aggregate to the penal sum of
the bond, but in no event shall the obligation of the Surety(ies) hereunder exceed the amount of said
penal sum.

The Surety(ies) may cancel the bond by sending notice of cancellation by certified mail to the Principal
and to the NRC provided, however, that cancellation shall not occur during the 90 days beginning on the
date of receipt of the notice of cancellation by both the Principal and the NRC, as evidenced by the return
receipts.

The Principal may terminate this bond by sending written notice to the NRC and to Surety(ies) 90 days
prior to the proposed date of termination, provided, however, that no such notice shall become effective
until the Surety(ies) receive(s) written authorization for termination of the bond from the NRC.

If any part of this agreement is invalid, it shall not affect the remaining provisions which will remain
valid and enforceable.
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In Witness Whereof, the Principal and Surety(ies) have executed this financial guarantee bond and have
affixed their seals on the date set forth above.

The persons whose signatures appear below hereby certify that they are authorized to execute this surety
bond on behalf of the Principal and Surety(ies).

Principal: United States Enrichment Corporation

[Signature(s)]

[Name(s)]

[Title(s)]

[Corporate Seal]

Corporate Surety(ies)

[Name and address]

State of incorporation:

Liability limit: $

[Signature(s)]

[Name(s) and title(s)]

[Corporate Seal]

[For every co-surety, provide signature(s), corporate seal, and other information in the same manner as
for Surety(ies) above.]

Bond premium: $
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IRREVOCABLE STANDBY LETTER OF CREDIT NO. [INSERT NUMBER]
NON-EXECUTED VERSION

This Credit Expires [insert date]

Issued To: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Sir or Madam:

We hereby establish our Irrevocable Standby Letter of Credit No. in your favor, at the
request and for the account of the United States Enrichment Corporation, 6903 Rockledge Drive,
Bethesda, MD 20817, Certificate Number GDP-1, Docket Number 70-7001, up to the aggregate amount
of [insert dollar amount in words], U.S. dollars $
available upon presentation of:

(1) your sight draft, bearing reference to this Letter of Credit No._, and

(2) your signed statement reading as follows: "I certify that the amount of the draft is
payable pursuant to regulations issued under authority of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission."

This letter of credit is issued in accordance with regulations issued under the authority of the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), an agency of the U.S. Government, pursuant to the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974. NRC has
promulgated regulations in title 10, Chapter I of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 76, which require
that a holder of, or an applicant for, an NRC certificate of compliance issued under 10 CFR Part 76
provide assurance that funds will be available when needed for decommissioning.

This letter of credit is effective as of [insert date] and shall expire on [insert date at least I year
later], but such expiration date shall be automatically extended for a period of [insert time period
of at least 1 year] on [insert date] and on each successive expiration date, unless, at least 90 days
before the current expiration date, we notify both you and the United States Enrichment Corporation, by
certified mail, as shown on the signed return receipts or overnight courier. If the United States
Enrichment Corporation is unable to secure alternative financial assurance to replace this letter of credit
within 30 days of notification of cancellation, NRC may draw upon the full value of this letter of credit
prior to the then current expiration date. The bank shall give immediate notice to the applicant and NRC
of any notice received or action filed alleging (1) the insolvency or bankruptcy of the financial institution
or (2) any violation of regulatory requirements that could result in suspension or revocation of the bank's
charter or license to do business. The financial institution also shall give immediate notice if the bank,
for any reason, becomes unable to fulfill its obligation under the letter of credit unless a court order or
other applicable law prevents the giving of such notice.
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Whenever this letter of credit is drawn on, under and in compliance with the terms of this letter
of credit, we shall duly honor such draft upon its presentation to us within 30 days, and we shall
deposit the amount of the draft directly into the standby trust fund of the United States Enrichment
Corporation in accordance with your instructions.

Each draft must bear on its face the clause: "Drawn under Letter of Credit No.
dated _, and the total of this draft and all other drafts previously drawn under this letter of
credit does not exceed [insert amount of letter of credit]."

[Signature(s) and title(s) of official(s) of issuing institution]
[Name, address, and phone number of issuing institution]
[Date]

This credit is subject to [insert "the most recent edition of the Uniform Customs and Practice for
Documentary Credits published by the International Chamber of Commerce, "or "the Uniform
Commercial Code"].
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STANDBY TRUST AGREEMENT - NON--EXECUTED VERSION

TRUST AGREEMENT, the Agreement entered into as of [date] by and between the United States
Enrichment Corporation, a Delaware chartered corporation, herein referred to as the "Grantor," and
[name and address of a national bank or other Trustee acceptable to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission], the "Trustee."

WHEREAS, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), an agency of the U.S. Government,
pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, has
promulgated regulations in Title 10, Chapter I of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 76. These
regulations, applicable to the Grantor, require that a holder of, or an applicant for, a Part 76, certificate of
compliance provide assurance that funds will be available when needed for required decommissioning
activities.

WHEREAS, the Grantor has elected to use a surety bond in combination with a letter of credit to provide
such financial assurance for the facilities identified herein; and

WHEREAS, when payment is made under a surety bond and/or letter of credit this standby trust shall be
used for the receipt of such payment; and

WHEREAS, the Grantor, acting through its duly authorized officers, has selected the Trustee to be the
trustee under this Agreement, and the Trustee is willing to act as trustee,

NOW, THEREFORE, the Grantor and the Trustee agree as follows:

Section 1. Definitions. As used in this Agreement:

(a) The term "Decommissioning" means those aspects of the ultimate disposal of waste and
disposition of depleted uranium, decontamination and decommissioning of the Paducah Gaseous
Diffusion Plant (GDP) which are the financial responsibility of the Grantor.

(b) The term "Grantor" means the United States Enrichment Corporation and any successors or

assigns thereof.

(c) The term "Trustee" means the trustee who enters into this Agreement and any successor Trustee.

Section 2. Costs of Decommissioning. This Agreement pertains to the costs of decommissioning the
materials and activities identified in Certificate of Compliance Number GDP-1 issued pursuant to
10 CFR Part 76.

Section 3. Establishment of Fund. The Grantor and the Trustee hereby establish a standby trust fund
(the Fund) for the benefit of the NRC. The Grantor and the Trustee intend that no third party have access
to the Fund except as provided herein.
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Section 4. Payments Constituting the Fund. Payments made to the Trustee for the Fund shall consist of
cash, securities, or other liquid assets acceptable to the Trustee. The Fund is established initially as
consisting of the property, which is acceptable to the Trustee, described in Schedule B attached hereto.
Such property and any other property subsequently transferred to the Trustee are referred to as the
"Fund," together with all earnings and profits thereon, less any payments or distributions made by the
Trustee pursuant to this Agreement. The Fund shall be held by the Trustee, IN TRUST, as hereinafter
provided. The Trustee shall not be responsible nor shall it undertake any responsibility for the amount
of, or adequacy of the Fund, nor any duty to collect from the Grantor, any payments necessary to
discharge any liabilities of the Grantor established by the NRC.

Section 5. Payment for Required Activities Specified in the Plan. The Trustee shall make payments
from the Fund to the Grantor upon presentation to the Trustee of the following:

a. A certificate duly executed by the Secretary of the Grantor attesting to the occurrence of the

events, and in the form set forth in the attached Specimen Certificate, and

b. A certificate attesting to the following conditions:

(1)that decommissioning is proceeding pursuant to an NRC-approved plan.

(2)that the funds withdrawn will be expended for activities undertaken pursuant to that
Plan, and

(3)that the NRC has been given 30 days' prior notice of the Grantor's intent to withdraw
funds from the escrow fund.

No withdrawal from the fund can exceed 10 percent of the outstanding balance of the Fund unless NRC
approval is attached.

In the event of the Grantor's default or inability to direct decommissioning activities, the Trustee shall
make payments from the Fund as the NRC shall direct, in writing, to provide for the payment of the costs
of required activities covered by this Agreement. The Trustee shall reimburse the Grantor, or other
persons as specified by the NRC, from the Fund for expenditures for required activities in such amount
as the NRC shall direct in writing. In addition, the Trustee shall refund to the Grantor such amounts as
the NRC specifies in writing. Upon refund, such funds shall no longer constitute part of the Fund as
defined herein.

Section 6. Trust Management. The Trustee shall invest and reinvest the principal and income of the
Fund and keep the Fund invested as a single fund, without distinction between principal and income, in
accordance with general investment policies and guidelines which the Grantor may communicate in
writing to the Trustee from time to time, subject, however, to the provisions of this section. In investing,
reinvesting, exchanging, selling, and managing the Fund, the Trustee shall discharge its duties with
respect to the Fund solely in the interest of the beneficiary and with the care, skill, prudence, and
diligence under the circumstances then prevailing which persons of prudence, acting in a like capacity
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and familiar with such matters, would use in the conduct of an enterprise of a like character and with like
aims; except that:

(a) Securities or other obligations of the Grantor, or any other owner or operator of
the facilities, or any of their affiliates as defined in the Investment Company Act of 1940, as
amended (15 U.S.C. 80a-2(a)), shall not be acquired or held, unless they are securities or other
obligations of the Federal or a State government;

(b) The Trustee is authorized to invest the Fund in time or demand deposits of the Trustee,
to the extent insured by an agency of the Federal Government, and in obligations of the Federal
Government such as GNMA, FNMA, and FHLM bonds and certificates or State and Municipal
bonds rated BBB or higher by Standard and Poor's or Baa or higher by Moody's Investment
Services; and

(c) For a reasonable time, not to exceed 60 days, the Trustee is authorized to hold
uninvested cash, awaiting investment or distribution, without liability for the payment of interest
thereon.

Section 7. Commingling and Investment. The Trustee is expressly authorized in its discretion:

(a) To transfer from time to time any or all of the assets of the fund to any common,
commingled, or collective trust fund created by the Trustee in which the Fund is eligible to
participate, subject to all of the provisions thereof, to be commingled with the assets of other
trusts participating therein; and

(b) To purchase shares in any investment company registered under the Investment
Company Act of 1940 (15 U.S.C. 80a-1 et seq.), including one that may be created, managed,
underwritten, or to which investment advice is rendered, or the shares of which are sold by the
Trustee. The Trustee may vote such shares in its discretion.

Section 8. Express Powers of Trustee. Without in any way limiting the powers and discretion conferred
upon the Trustee by the other provisions of this Agreement or by law, the Trustee is expressly authorized
and empowered:

(a) To sell, exchange, convey, transfer, or otherwise dispose of any property held
by it, by public or private sale, as necessary to allow duly authorized withdrawals at the joint
request of the Grantor and the NRC or to reinvest in securities at the direction of the Grantor;

(b) To make, execute, acknowledge, and deliver any and all documents of transfer and
conveyance and any and all other instruments that may be necessary or appropriate to carry out
the powers herein granted;

(c) To register any securities held in the Fund in its own name, or in the name of a nominee,
and to hold any security in bearer form or in book entry, or to combine
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certificates representing such securities with certificates of the same issue held by the Trustee in
other fiduciary capacities, to reinvest interest payments and funds from matured and redeemed
instruments, to file proper forms concerning securities held in the Fund in a timely fashion with
appropriate government agencies, or to deposit or arrange for the deposit of such securities in
a qualified central depository even though, where so deposited, such securities may be merged
and held in bulk in the name of the nominee or such depository with other securities deposited
therein by another person, or to deposit or arrange for the deposit of any securities issued by the
U.S. Government, or any agency or instrumentality thereof, with a Federal Reserve bank, but the
books and records of the Trustee shall at all times show that all such securities are part of the
Fund;

(d) To deposit any cash in the Fund in interesting-bearing accounts maintained or savings
certificates issued by the Trustee, in its separate corporate capacity, or in any other banking
institution affiliated with the Trustee, to the extent insured by an agency of the Federal
government; and

(e) To compromise or otherwise adjust all claims in favor of or against the Fund.

Section 9. Taxes and Expenses. All taxes of any kind that may be assessed or levied against or in
respect of the Fund and all brokerage commissions incurred by the Fund shall be paid from the Fund. All
other expenses incurred by the Trustee in connection with the administration of this Trust, including fees
for legal services rendered to the Trustee, the compensation of the Trustee to the extent not paid directly
by the Grantor, and all other proper charges and disbursements of the Trustee shall be paid from the
Fund.

Section 10. Annual Valuation. After payment has been made into this standby trust fund, the Trustee
shall annually, at least 30 days before the anniversary date of receipt of payment into the standby trust
fund, furnish to the Grantor and to the NRC a statement confirming the value of the Trust. Any securities
in the Fund shall be valued at market value as of no more than 60 days before the anniversary date of the
establishment of the Fund. The failure of the Grantor to object in writing to the Trustee within 90 days
after the statement has been furnished to the Grantor and the NRC, shall constitute a conclusively
binding assent by the Grantor, barring the Grantor from asserting any claim or liability against the
Trustee with respect to the matters disclosed in the statement.

Section 11. Advice of Counsel. The Trustee may from time to time consult with counsel with respect to
any question arising as to the construction of this Agreement or any action to be taken hereunder. The
Trustee shall be fully protected, to the extent permitted by law, in acting on the advice of counsel.

Section 12. Trustee Compensation. The Trustee shall be entitled to reasonable compensation for its
services as agreed upon in writing with the Grantor. (See Schedule C.)

Section 13. Successor Trustee. Upon 90 days notice to the NRC, the Trustee may resign; upon 90 days
notice to NRC and the Trustee, the Grantor may replace the Trustee; but such resignation or replacement
shall not be effective until the Grantor has appointed a successor Trustee and this successor accepts the
appointment. The successor Trustee shall have the same powers and duties as those conferred upon the
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Trustee hereunder. Upon the successor Trustee's acceptance of the appointment, the Trustee shall assign,
transfer, and pay over to the successor Trustee the funds and properties then constituting the Fund. If for
any reason the Grantor cannot or does not act in the event of the resignation of the Trustee, the Trustee
may apply to a court of competent jurisdiction for the appointment of a successor Trustee or for
instructions. The successor Trustee shall specify the date on which it assumes administration of the trust
in a writing sent to the Grantor, the NRC, and the present Trustee by certified mail 10 days before such
changes becomes effective. Any expenses incurred by the Trustee as a result of any of the acts
contemplated by this section shall be paid as provided in Section 9.

Section 14. Instructions to the Trustee. All orders, requests, and instructions by the Grantor to the
Trustee shall be in writing, signed by such persons as are signatories to this agreement or such other
designees as the Grantor may designate in writing. The Trustee shall be fully protected in acting without
inquiry in accordance with the grantor's orders, requests, and instructions. If the NRC issues orders,
requests, or instructions to the Trustee these shall be in writing, signed by the NRC, or its designees, and
the Trustee shall act and shall be fully protected in acting in accordance with such orders, requests, and
instructions. The Trustee shall have the right to assume, in the absence of written notice to the contrary,
that no event constituting a change or a termination of the authority of any person to act on behalf of the
Grantor, or the NRC, hereunder has occurred. The Trustee shall have no duty to act in the absence of
such orders, requests, and instruction from the Grantor and/or the NRC, except as provided for herein.

Section 15. Amendment of Agreement. This Agreement may be amended by an instrument in writing
executed by the Grantor, the Trustee and the NRC, or by the Trustee and the NRC, if the Grantor ceases
to exist.

Section 16. Irrevocability and Termination. Subject to the right of the parties to amend this Agreement
as provided in Section 15, this trust shall be irrevocable and shall continue until terminated at the written
agreement of the Grantor, the Trustee, and the NRC, or by the Trustee and the NRC, if the Grantor ceases
to exist. Upon termination of the trust, all remaining trust property, less final trust administration
expenses, shall be delivered to the Grantor or its successor.

Section 17. Immunity and Indemnification. The Trustee shall not incur personal liability of any nature
in connection with any act or omission, made in good faith, in the administration of this trust, or in
carrying out any directions by the Grantor, or the NRC, issued in accordance with this Agreement. The
Trustee shall be indemnified and saved harmless by the Grantor or from the trust fund, or both, from and
against any personal liability to which the Trustee may be subjected by reason of any act or conduct in its
official capacity, including all expenses reasonably incurred in its defense in the event the Grantor fails
to provide such defense.

Section 18. This Agreement shall be administered, construed, and enforced according to the laws of the
United States.

Section 19. Interpretation and Severability. As used in this Agreement, words in the singular include the
plural and words in the plural include the singular. The descriptive headings for each section of this
Agreement shall not affect the interpretation or the legal efficacy of this Agreement. If any part of this
agreement is invalid, it shall not affect the remaining provisions which will remain valid and enforceable.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have caused this Agreement to be executed by the respective
officers duly authorized and the incorporate seals to be hereunto affixed and attested as of the date first
written above.

ATTEST: [Insert name of Grantor]
[Signature of representative
of Grantor]
[Title]

[Title]
[Seal]

[Insert name of Trustee]
[Signature of representative
of Trustee]
[Title]

ATTEST:
[Title]
[Seal]
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United States Enrichment Corporation
Standby Trust Agreement

SCHEDULE A

This Agreement demonstrates financial assurance for the following cost estimates for the following
licensed activities:

U.S. NUCLEAR
REGULATORY
COMMISSION
CERTIFICATE OF
COMPLIANCE NUMBER

GDP-1

NAME AND
ADDRESS OF
LICENSEE

United States Enrichment Corporation
6903 Rockledge Drive
Bethesda, Maryland 20817

5600 Hobbs Road
Paducah, Kentucky 42001

COST ESTIMATE FOR
REGULATORY ASSURANCES
DEMONSTRATED BY THIS
AGREEMENT

[Insert amount of agreement]

The cost estimates listed here were submitted to the NRC on [insert date]

The Total Cost of decommissioning the GDP, assuming no liability for decontamination, is as per the
decommissioning cost estimate on file with the NRC.

United States Enrichment Corporation

Trustee
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United States Enrichment Corporation
Standby Trust Agreement

SCHEDULE B

AMOUNT:
AS EVIDENCED BY:

United States Enrichment Corporation

Trustee
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United States Enrichment Corporation
Standby Trust Agreement

SCHEDULE C

Trustee will be paid [insert amount] annually for services being provided under the standby trust
agreement. This fee will apply whether or not payment has been made to the standby trust fund.
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southeast corner of the building on the cell floor. A motor test stand is also located next to the booster
station.

3.3.2.3.3 C-310-A Product Withdrawal Building

The product withdrawal condensation system is located in C-3 10-A. This building is located at the
northeast comer of C-3 10. C-3 10-A is a windowless two-story steel-framed structure similar to C-3 10.

Just as in the process buildings, the Product Withdrawal Building structure of C-3 10-A is important
to safety as described in Section 3.15. This building provides a significant role in minimizing both the
on-site and off-site consequences of any releases of UF 6 and ensures that the following safety functions
are accomplished:

" Provide limited holdup of UF 6 releases to allow deposition of uranium and slower release rates to the
atmosphere.

* Maintain structural integrity during evaluation basis natural phenomena events (i.e., earthquakes, high
winds, and flooding) to the degree needed to prevent failure of the UF6 Primary System (see Table
3.15-10 for the natural phenomena capacities of the buildings).

The building contains three condensers and two accumulators for the condensation of UF6 product
gas to a liquid for draining into UF6 product cylinders located in the C-310 withdrawal area (see
Section 3.4).

3.3.2.3.4 Cranes

C-310 is equipped with two 6 ton capacity overhead cranes, which traverse above cell housings,
facilitating maintenance work on motors, pumps, valves, and other cell equipment located on the cell
floor. Hatches in the cell floor at the extreme north end of the building open over a rail and truck alley to
facilitate the movement of equipment to the cell floor. In addition, two 20 ton overhead cranes are
maintained on the east side of the C-3 10 building to facilitate the movement of UF6 cylinders to and from
the withdrawal stations (see Section 3.7).

The C-310 process building cranes transit over the Normetex pumps and their discharge piping. The
discharge piping from the Normetex pumps crosses from C-3 10 to C3 1 OA underneath the east process
building crane. Both C-310 process building cranes are normally parked over or near the Normetex
pumps. These cranes are important to safety as described in Section 3.15. The failure of these cranes
could impact the UF6 Primary System and initiate a large release that could exceed EBE off-site exposure
guidelines. These process building cranes shall not fail in a manner that will cause a large release during
the following occasions:

* Normal operation,

* Natural phenomena events with the cranes in the parked position, and

* A release of the crane controls during an evacuation event.

3.3-11
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3.3.2.4 C-315 Surge and Waste Building

Just as in the other process buildings, the Surge and Waste Building structure of C-315 is important
to safety as described in Section 3.15. This building provides a significant role in minimizing both the
on-site and off-site consequences of any releases of UF6 and ensures that the following safety functions
are accomplished:

* Provide limited holdup of UF6 releases to allow deposition of uranium and slower release rates to the
atmosphere.

" Maintain structural integrity during evaluation basis natural phenomena events (i.e., earthquakes, high
winds, and flooding) to the degree needed to prevent failure of the UF 6 Primary System (see Table
3.15-10 for the natural phenomena capacities of the buildings).

This building, located east of the C-331 building, has three systems which are directly associated
with the principal process of the plant. These are the surge system, process tails withdrawal system, and a
dry air plant (which is numbered C-620, Air Compressor Room).

The central portion of the building is a three-story section. This section contains the tails withdrawal
system, the process gas stream, and the control room. The north section, which is the tallest one-story
section, contains the surge drums (Hortonspheres). The south section, which is one story, contains the
dry air plant and the electrical switchgear for all three sections. An extension for switchgear and battery
rooms is located on the west side.

The one-story sections are steel-framed with siding and a built-up roof. The central section consists I
of a reinforced concrete structure up to the second floor with steel framing for the upper section. The roof
over this area consists of a built-up roof on a steel deck.

3.3.2.4.1 Ground Floor

The control room, located on the ground floor, contains instrumentation necessary to monitor and
control the process equipment. The tails withdrawal stations are located on the east side of the center
section of the building. The remainder of the ground floor contains the C-620 air plant, the surge drums
(Hortonspheres), change house, lube oil drain tank, lube oil pumps, and electrical switchgear.

3.3.2.4.2 Second Floor

The second floor of the central portion of the building contains the four centrifugal pumps and three
Normetex pumps, which are used to compress the UF 6 for liquefaction for tails withdrawal. The
centrifugal pumps, two UF6 accumulators, and associated piping are enclosed in a heated housing to
prevent freeze-out of UF6. The electrical motors that drive the pumps are not enclosed for temperature
considerations.
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3.3.2.4.3 Third Floor

The third floor area contains the three UF 6 condensers used for UF6 liquefaction and a portion of the
ventilation system. The Coolant/RCW Heat Exchangers and Lube Oil Supply tanks are also located on
this floor.

3.3.2.4.4 Cranes

Two semi-gantry cranes are located on the east side of the C-315 building. The 20 ton cranes are
used to move cylinders to and from the scale carts to the cylinder storage areas (see Section 3.7). One 5
ton overhead crane is located on the second floor to facilitate removal of the Normetex pumps. Local jib
cranes are placed at each centrifugal compressor to aid in removal of these items. This equipment is
subsequently lowered through a hatch to the tails withdrawal room and then outside through the
withdrawal position roll-up door.

One crane in the C-315 building that is normally parked over or near the Normetex pumps is
important to safety as described in Section 3.15. The failure of this crane could impact the UF6 Primary
System and initiate a large UF 6 release. This cell floor process building crane shall not fail in a manner
that will cause a large UF6 release during the following occasions:

* Normal operation,

" Natural phenomena events with the cranes in the parked position, and

" A release of the crane controls during an evacuation event.

3.3.3 Cascade Arrangement

A unit consists often cells. There are four units in the C-331 and C-335 "00" buildings and six units
in the C-333 and C-337 "000" buildings. A cell contains eight stages in a "000" building and ten stages
in a "00" building. Each stage contains a motor, compressor, converter, control valve, coolant system,
and associated instrumentation.

A cell is the smallest group of stages that may be isolated and taken out of service at one time. The
piping to a unit is arranged so that any unit or cell can be bypassed, evacuated, purged, and opened for
maintenance work without shutting down any other cells. "Tie lines" are the interconnecting piping
between buildings. The cascade shape can be changed to provide more length by arranging flow to
different sections of the cascade. This is done by changing feed points and the top and bottom overlap
points.

To provide the desired flow and pressure between buildings in the cascade, compressors called
boosters are used to maintain the flow between buildings. Surge drums are used to maintain UF6
inventory in C-315 and in the bottom of C-335.
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3.3.3.1 Booster Stations

At those points in a diffusion cascade where there is a change in equipment size and/or a transition in
pressure level, the gas pressure can be increased by passing it through a booster station.

Booster stations are used in locations where the gas must flow from a low pressure to a higher
pressure within the same piping network. This condition generally occurs in the flow between buildings
where there is a transition from one equipment size to another. The booster stations allow the cells on
each side of the transition to operate at pressures that are more efficient for overall cascade operation.
The booster stations consist of one or more compressors, gas coolers, recycle lines, control valves, block
valves, and associated piping (see Figure 3.3-2). Axial compressors are used where large volumetric
flows and compression ratios on the order of 5:1 are required. Centrifugal pumps are used where the
volumetric flow is relatively small and compression ratios of about 3:1 are needed.

The plant has two axial booster stations with one standard "00" compressor in each station. One
station, located in C-33 1, boosts the pressure in the "A" stream from the top stage in the building to "B"
stream pressure. This flow is sent back to the top stage as "B" flow with a small portion of the flow being
routed to the assay match point in the upper cascade (C-335 and C-337) as bottom overlap flow. This
flow is essentially product flow from the lower cascade that becomes a feed stream for the upper cascade.
The second axial booster, located in C-335, also boosts the pressure in the "A" stream from the top stage
in C-335 to "B" stream pressure. Most of the flow is sent back to the top stage as "B" flow, with a
portion routed to C-3 10 as interstage "A" stream flow.

The plant has a total of three "B" booster stations. Two of these stations are currently operational
with the third in standby. The operational "B" booster stations both serve the same purpose, with one
located in C-333 and the other in C-337. These stations boost the "B" stream from the bottom of the
"000" buildings, which are at low pressure, to the top of the next downstream "00" unit, which is at a
higher pressure in the adjacent "00" buildings. The third (standby) "B" booster station, located in C-3 10,
can be used to boost the pressure in the "B" stream leaving the building or the "A" stream pressure when
it arrives in C-310. The "B" booster stations in C-333 and C-337 consist of three centrifugal pumps,
usually with two pumps in operation and the third in standby. The station in C-310 has two centrifugal
pumps, although one of these pumps may be taken out of service and the piping instead used to provide
for bottom recycle for the low speed purge cascade.

Both of the "00" buildings have a surge and waste booster station. Each station has two centrifugal
pumps, usually one pump is operating and the other is in standby. The station in C-335 maintains the
pressure in the bottom surge drums with a small portion of the flow through the pumps routed to the assay
match point in the lower cascade as top overlap flow. This flow is essentially the tails flow from the
upper cascade, which becomes a feed stream to the lower cascade. One of the C-335 surge and waste
booster pumps may be isolated and bypassed to accommodate an alternate code relief path for pressure
vessels in C-3 10. The surge and waste booster station in C-33 1 boosts the bottom "B" stream from C-33 1
to C-315.

C-3 10 has a tops booster station consisting of two centrifugal pumps that boosts the low pressure
gases to a higher pressure where the flow is split. Part of the flow is recycled to the last intermediate cell
in C-3 10 and the remainder is sent through the purge system to atmosphere. Both pumps are usually in
operation.
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which is lever-actuated to seal against a tapered shoulder on the compressor shaft. With the BOP
actuated, the shaft bearings and seal can be changed without evacuating and purging the cell.

3.3.4.2.1 Centrifugal Compressors

In a centrifugal compressor, the inlet gas flow is fed to the center of a rotating impeller, which
accelerates the gas toward the rim of the compressor casing and through the discharge outlet. These
compressors, which use Monel or cast aluminum impellers in steel casings, are internally nickel-plated for
corrosion protection.

These compressors have a wide use in the C-3 10 purge cascade and as booster pumps throughout the
cascade (see Section 3.3.6) and in the C-315 building (see Section 3.3.3.1) because of the variable
operating conditions in those locations.

3.3.4.2.2 Axial Flow Compressors

In the "00" and "000" buildings, where the largest quantities of power are consumed and the largest
volumes of UF6 are processed, axial-flow compressors are used. In these buildings, both the "A" and
"B" streams are compressed at each stage by a single axial-flow compressor that is controlled by a stage
control valve. Each axial compressor has 3 nozzles: an "A" inlet, "B" inlet, and outlet. Some axial flow
compressors have adjustable vanes to allow more efficient operation over a wide range of conditions. In
particular, adjustable vane compressors assist in correcting changes in controllability of the process at
varying power (and pressure) levels.

Axial flow compressors, shown in Figure 3.3-9, are used to move large volumes of gas in the
cascade. These machines which are larger than the centrifugal compressors are designated as "00" and
"000" size. The "00" compressor is used in C-331 and C-335. The "000" compressor is used in C-333
and C-337.

In the axial flow compressor, compression occurs as the gas passes through a series of fan-like
blades set in the periphery of a rotating barrel or rotor. The shell surrounding the rotor also contains rows
of stationary blades called the stator. Each set of blades (rotor-stators) constitutes a compression stage.
Many stages can be combined efficiently to achieve high pressure ratios and high gas flow rates. Gas
flow is generally at a constant distance from the axis of rotation, thus the name axial flow compressor.

3.3.4.2.3 Stage Buffering

When the compressors are in service, the spaces between the flange gaskets are kept buffered with
dry air so that if a leak develops, dry (rather than humidified atmospheric) air will enter the cascade.
Buffer gas is also provided for the stage control valves, blowout preventor (BOP) bellows, some of the
double-walled expansion joints, and expansion joints with covers. Most of the buffer system has
instrumentation that includes an alarm to warn of buffer gas flow, which is indicative of buffered
component leakage. Each buffered item is provided with an isolation valve so that leaks can be located
and/or isolated,
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3.3.4.3 Process Motors

There are many process motors at PGDP. The process motors operate at various rpm ranges and voltage
levels. The motor bearings are lubricated by its oil rings which draw oil from an oil reservoir. The process building
lube oil system (see Section 3.3.5.10)'provides a means of continuously supplying an oil drip to the motor bearing
oil reservoirs. The motor bearing oil reservoirs are also manually replenished as required.

The process motors are mounted on steel-reinforced concrete foundations adjacent to the
compressors, or directly on the steel compressor frame itself.

The motors have provisions to dissipate normal operating heat by circulating cooling air through the
motors utilizing blades on the rotors. Forced ventilation to circulate cooling air to the motors is provided
by supply fans on the ground floor and exhaust fans on the building roof and/or exhaust fans and
ductwork beneath the cell floor.

All connections to the motor for lubrication, power, and instrumentation lead to, and terminate at, the
motor foundation where they are connected to the motor systems. The motor and its associated
connections are located outside the cell enclosure.

3.3.4.3.1 Brakes

Without a brake unit, the great mass and inertia of the larger motor and compressor units would
cause them to continue to rotate for a long period of time after electrical energy is shut off from the
motor, until they gradually slow to a stop. In general, the motors for the axial flow compressors are
equipped with brakes that stop rotation quickly.

The brake is attached to the motor shaft on the opposite drive end. It consists of a brake drum keyed
to the rotor shaft and a brake mechanism. The brake mechanism presses two brake shoes against opposite
sides of the drum periphery, using a large spring to force the shoes against the drum. The brakes are
released, allowing the brake shoes to engage the drum, when an electromagnetic solenoid coil in the
mechanism, that is large enough to overcome the force of the spring, is de-energized. The solenoid is
energized from the same switchgear buswork that supplies the motors and the solenoid is energized when
the motors are energized. The solenoid is supplied through a brake transformer in the switchgear that
reduces the voltage to the coil operating level.

3.3.4.3.2 Compressor and Motor Couplings

The couplings between the motor and compressor shafts are metal, non-lubricated, laminated disc
type couplings.

3.3.4.3.3 Monitoring and Protection System

3.3.4.3.3.1 UF6 Compressor Motor Manual Trip Systems

The UF6 Compressor Motor Manual Trip Systems are important to safety as described in Section
3.15. These trip systems perform the following safety functions by shutting down the applicable
compressor motors described herein:
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3.3.4.8.2 Freezer/Sublimer Process

In addition to the administrative controls in Chapter 4.0 and those controls covered by programs and
plans, the following ensure safe operation of the freezer/sublimers:

* Valve control procedures are followed to protect from inadvertent valve openings to atmosphere.

* Purging of cells is done prior to opening the freezer/sublimers to atmosphere.

3.3.5 Auxiliary Equipment

The cascade is made up of large equipment which is used directly in the separation of uranium
isotopes. This equipment must be powered, cooled, instrumented, and serviced for maintenance in order
to function efficiently. Systems that perform the above are referred to as auxiliary equipment and are
important to the overall operation of PGDP. The auxiliary systems, that support isotope enrichment
operations, and other support equipment will be discussed in this section. The auxiliary or utility systems
that support plant operations, but are not directly concerned with isotope enrichment are discussed in
Section 3.9.

3.3.5.1 Purge and Evacuation Systems

During normal operation, small amounts of light molecular weight contaminants (from seal buffering
systems, buffered valves, and expansion joints) or small coolant leaks enter the cascade equipment. If the
inleakage becomes excessive or another malfunction occurs, the situation requires isolating the affected
system and evacuating the system to repair the leaks and/or malfunction. Therefore, during operation of
the cascade, there are times when equipment must be removed for repair.

Evacuation of the affected cell is accomplished through the use of one of the cell evacuation systems.
These include the purge and evacuation (P&E) stations and the wet air evacuation systems. The choice of
the system used depends upon the type and quality of material in the cell. Other considerations are the
pressure level and the rate of evacuation required.

The wet air evacuation system is used to evacuate equipment/portions of the cascade that have been
opened to atmosphere or have been in standby, prior to returning these systems to service. This
evacuation removes contaminants that may interact with the process gas to form deposits or undesirable
by-products within the UF6 enrichment cascade. The wet air system may also be used to obtain a UF6

negative or HF (hydrogen fluoride) sweeping of various cascade systems or components.

When an operating cell must be evacuated, using the P&E pumps, it is typically isolated and the UF6
is fed back into the cascade. The cell is then valved to the low-speed P&E pumps or the dual speed P&E
pumps in low-speed mode by opening the motor-operated evacuation valve and the remaining UF6 is
returned to the cascade or stored in surge drums. After it is determined through pressure readings that
only trace amounts of U1 6 remain, the high-speed P&E pumps or the dual speed P&E pumps in high-
speed mode are used with the discharge valved to the cascade or to the surge drums listed in Table 3.3-2.
A sweeping purge of dry air is used to purge the cell to a UF6 negative, which is defined as less than 10
ppm at atmospheric pressure.
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Each cascade building has several banks of surge drums that are used for five primary functions.

* To ensure stable operation of the cascade, large volumes of "lights" (N2, 02, and coolant mixtures) or
UF6 may be evacuated or purged from the cascade and stored in the surge drums. The mixtures may
then be returned to the cascade at the appropriate assay match point at a controlled rate or pumped to
the atmosphere through chemical traps to remove any remaining UF6.

" For cell maintenance activities, the surge drums are used in obtaining a cell negative. Various banks
of the surge drums are used in reducing the pressure in the cells as much as possible. The purge gases
and UF6 from the cells are returned from the surge drums to the cascade at a later time.

* During cell treatments, the drums are used to hold the UF6 generated by the treatment gases and other
reaction product gases. These gases are returned to the cascade at controlled rates.

* To handle periodic shifts that can occur in the cascade inventory, either planned or unplanned.
Planned shifts in inventory are usually performed in a controlled manner to prevent adverse cascade
conditions. They may be initiated to change power levels, perform maintenance on cascade
equipment, maintain cascade balance, etc. Unplanned shifts in inventory can be more severe and are
usually due to equipment failure or operational anomalies.

" Surge drums may be used for pressure vessel code relief. A bank of drums may be dedicated to
provide an ASME code relief volume for pressure vessel(s), in the same or different building.

In addition to these functions, the surge drums may be used to provide backup storage of product
material should C-3 10 equipment become unavailable for a short period of time.

Table 3.3-2 shows the location of the surge drum banks and their volume capacity. Product material
can be stored only in those surge drums covered by a Criticality Accident Alarm System. The drum
pressure and room temperature are controlled to maintain UF6 in the gaseous phase.

Each bank of surge drums is enclosed within an insulated housing. These housings are heated and
maintained at an elevated temperature to prevent solidification of the process gas.

When obtaining UF6 negatives on cells and equipment during cell maintenance activities, the surge
drums are used in conjunction with the P&E stations. The P&E pumps are valved into cells and
discharged to the drums during the purge and evacuation process. The P&E pump stations are also used
when returning the contents of the surge drums to the cascade.

Visual indicators for monitoring the surge drum pressure are located on ACR panels in each building
and in the C-300, Central Control Building. Indicators for monitoring the temperature of the surge drum
rooms are located at the drum rooms.

3.3.5.2 Plant Air System

Dry compressed air is one of the utilities required at PGDP for plant operations. Pneumatic
instruments, controllers, and valves are used for control of the many plant processes. Air is also used in
the enrichment process for the purge and evacuation of cascade components. In addition, air is used for
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3.3.5.5.3.5 Vapor Condensers

These vapor condensers, which are separate from the coolant condensers described above, are used
for coolant recovery purposes. This water-cooled heat exchanger condenses the coolant vapor discharged
from the vapor transfer pumps to allow liquid coolant flow to the drain tank.

3.3.5.5.3.6 Coolant System Air Exhaust Pumps

These pumps are used to reduce the concentration of coolant to parts per million levels after the
majority of the coolant vapor has been removed to the extent possible by the vapor transfer pumps and to
evacuate wet air from the cell coolant systems. The low vacuum obtained by these pumps allows almost
complete evacuation of air from these systems and therefore more efficient operation of the coolant
systems.

3.3.5.5.4 Recirculating Cooling Water Systems and Cooling Towers

The primary purpose of the RCW systems is to remove heat from the coolant in the coolant
condensers. In addition to this, RCW is supplied to other auxiliary equipment in the cascade area. See
Section 3.9 for a further description of the recirculating cooling water system.

Each of the four process buildings has one or two cooling towers installed nearby to cool the RCW
after it returns from the coolant condensers. Each cooling tower is divided into cells which operate
independently of the other cells.

The cascade buildings are supplied with cooled RCW by pumps that move the water from the pump
house wet wells through underground mains and vertical risers to horizontal supply headers that are
located under the process building roof trusses. The control of the pumps is normally performed from the
pump house. However, control of all pumps can be performed from the C-300 building. The supply
headers have branches that supply water to the coolant condensers. Return lines are installed from the
condensers to return headers, which are connected to the underground mains that return the heated water.
Blend pumps are available to provide cold water from the cooling tower basin to blend with the hot return
RCW before it reaches the cooling towers.

To increase the updraft through each of the tower cells, fans in shrouds are mounted at the top and
are driven through gear reducers by electric motors. The shrouds promote an effective updraft and also
serve to contain the blades from a fan in case of a failure.

Each of the four main process buildings is serviced by double-ended loops, with lines running into
the buildings at opposite ends. Each of these buildings has two supply loops and two return loops. The
quantities of RCW required by the various process buildings depends primarily upon the process
temperatures, the heat load required to be removed, and ambient temperatures.

The RCW is treated with a corrosion inhibitor and dispersant to minimize corrosion and scale
deposition. Chemicals are added to control pH and the growth of microorganisms. External electrolytic
corrosion is inhibited by a cathodic protection system.
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Large quantities of water are lost through evaporation in the cooling towers. This causes the
dissolved chemicals to become more concentrated. To prevent solids accumulations from exceeding
desired levels, a blowdown stream is provided. To meet Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
limitations on maximum concentration of contaminants in the pipeline effluent, the blowdown stream
must be chemically treated to dispose of the contaminants. In C-616, Liquid Pollution Abatement and
Appurtenant Structures, the concentration of corrosion inhibitors and other pollutants is reduced in the
waste water. To replace the water lost through evaporation and blowdown, a makeup water stream is
required. In addition to the corrosion inhibitor treatment mentioned above, the makeup water is also
given an acid treatment and a chlorination treatment.

3.3.5.5.5 Cell Coolant Instrumentation and Overpressure Control System

The coolant instrumentation in the process buildings is used to indicate the conditions existing in the
coolant system, control these conditions at a predetermined value, and to sound an alarm and/or shut
down the equipment when the existing conditions reach a point that may result in damage to the process
equipment.

Each cell in the "00" process buildings is supplied with an independent coolant instrumentation
system. In the "000" buildings, each half cell is provided with a coolant system with one set of
instrumentation for the even stages and one set for the odd stages. Coolant temperature and pressure are
indicated on the cell panel. The pressure indicating controller (PIC) indicates the position (percent open)
of the control valve (CV) located in the cooling water supply line. Changes in stage temperature cause
corresponding changes in coolant temperature and pressure. The coolant pressure causes the water
control valve to open or close to maintain the appropriate coolant temperature. The coolant pressure can
be controlled manually.

An alarm is received when the coolant temperature becomes too high or when the coolant pressure
becomes too low. The low coolant pressure alarm has been replaced with a R- 114-RCW low differential
pressure alarm at Purge and Evacuation Stations. This alarm consists of an audible and visual alarm in
the ACR and a visual alarm on the local cell panel. The low pressure alarm point and corresponding
coolant pressure will vary depending on the pressure transmitter range. An alarm on low coolant pressure
will be actuated so that any relatively low coolant pressure will be noted and corrective action may be
taken. For Purge and Evacuation Stations, the low pressure switch has been replaced with two differential
pressure switches that monitors the R- 114 and RCW pressure directly. A low differential pressure alarm
provides a warning that the RCW could leak into the coolant system and then potentially into the process
gas, if these systems are breached.

If the high temperature alarm fails or if for, some reason the system coolant pressure becomes
extremely high, increasing the probability of rupturing the system, a high pressure trip circuit has been
installed in the system to shut down the cell motors. In all process buildings this system consists of a
pressure blind switch (PBS) and an associated relay tied into the system coolant vapor line. In the event
that this circuit is actuated, either accidentally or by overpressure, it is necessary to manually reset the
switch before the cell motors can be restarted. A block valve upstream of the PBS permits isolation of the
system during maintenance. This valve is normally sealed open. The PBS may be isolated (electrically or
mechanically) during operation of the system it serves with the appropriate actions and precautions The
seal is inspected on a quarterly basis to ensure that the PBS is on-stream.

An R-1 14 Coolant Overpressure Control System is the primary protection if the PBS should fail.
This system, in all process buildings, is a rupture disc system designed to relieve the system pressure prior
to rupturing the coolant system. It consists of a block valve in series with one or two rupture discs
manufactured from materials suitable for use with coolant and a cone diffuser to prevent roof damage in
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Each of the "00" and "000" cascade buildings contain several banks of surge drums for use in UF6
processing. The banks of surge drums are enclosed in insulated rooms. For operation of the surge drums,
the surge drum temperature and pressure levels are maintained to keep both HF and UF6 in the gaseous
phase. To maintain the gaseous state requires accurate indications of the pressure and temperature of
these drums.

For pressure indication, each bank of surge drums is connected by small tubing to a pressure
transmitter or transducer usually located in the surge drum room. This transmitter sends its output signal
to the Area Control Room panels and the C-300 Central Control Building. Surge drum bank pressure
recorders are located in the area control room.

The drum room ambient temperature is monitored and indication is provided at each drum room.

The support systems for the Surge Drum Pressure Instrumentation are plant instrument air and 120
VAC electric power back to the first breaker. The 120 VAC is supplied to the instrumentation from the
ACR terminal cabinet. Upon loss of the 120 VAC electric power, the drum instrumentation would be
affected indicating the presence of a problem. The pressure could then be read by connecting
instrumentation to the local valve panel. Upon loss of the plant instrument air, the pressure transmitters
would drop to a 0 psig output. This would cause the Recorder to indicate less than zero. This would
indicate a problem with the instrumentation. The pressure could then be read by connecting
instrumentation to the local valve panel (individual drums can be valved in for a reading). These support
systems are important to safety as described in Section 3.15 and are discussed in more detail in Section
3.9.

3.3.5.10 Process Lube and Hydraulic Oil Systems

Each cascade unit is provided with a lubricating system to maintain a continuous supply of oil to the
compressor bearings and motor bearing oil reservoirs. This same system supplies oil to operate the
hydraulic stage control valves in the "000" buildings. The nominal building lube oil capacities (including
supply tanks, drain tanks, headers, and piping) are:

C-33 1, C-335 The capacity for the system is approximately 60,000 gallons.

C-333, C-337 The capacity for the system is approximately 135,000 gallons.

C-315 The capacity for the system is approximately 375 gallons.

C-310 The capacity for the system is approximately 14,000 gallons.
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3.3.5.10.1 Process Lube Oil System

The process recirculating oil system is designed to maintain a continuous and adequate supply of
lubricating oil at a controlled temperature and free of abrasive matter to the bearings of axial compressors,
centrifugal compressors, and electric motors of the cascade process equipment. The unit lube oil systems
also serve the booster pumps and motors as well as hydraulically operated stage control valves in the
"000"-size equipment.

Individual units within the cascade areas are equipped with recirculating lube oil systems, which
include recirculating pumps, oil strainers, supply and drain tanks, and an oil cooler. This equipment,
coupled with the necessary supply, drain and vent piping, and the instrumentation for manual and
automatic control, comprises the basic components of the system (see Figure 3.3-21). Heaters may be
used to regulate lube oil temperatures during cessation of enrichment.

Oil is pumped from the unit drain tank to the unit supply header and supply tank by means of lube oil
pumps. This oil is filtered through a lube oil strainer and is cooled by a water-cooled heat exchanger. Oil
flowing to each cell is filtered through a second oil strainer before entering the equipment bearings. One
lube oil pump will supply more oil than is required for one unit of compressor and motor bearings.
Surplus oil is pumped to the oil supply tank and overflows through a weir, which is located near the top of
the tank. The overflow oil drains into the drain tank.

3.3.5.10.1.1 Drain Tank

Each unit in the "00" cascade buildings has a single drain tank. The "000" cascade buildings contain
two drain tanks in each unit. Excess lubricating oil in the supply tank is returned to the ground floor drain
tank along with the system oil drain. The drain tank provides one of the main reservoirs for the lube oil
inventory in each unit and can contain the entire normal inventory of the system when a unit is shut down.

All building lube oil systems have level indication and alarms on the drain tanks. The level-indicator
alarms close a set of electrical contacts that actuate a high/low-level alarm to warn personnel of a
high/low-level drain tank condition.

A retaining dike around the drain tanks and pumps is capable of holding the normal quantity of oil
contained in the system in the event a rupture or leak occurs in the pit area. However, in the event of an
oil spill and a fire that activates the sprinkler system, the liquid capacity of the pit could be exceeded. To
prevent a mixture of oil and water from spilling out over the dike area, a liquid sump pump has been
installed at each lube oil pit, which discharges to the storm sewer, although a portable line can be
connected to it to reroute the discharge elsewhere. This pump can be started manually from the local
control panel at the pit or will start automatically when liquid level in the pit becomes excessive and/or
upon actuation of a sprinkler system over the lube oil pit.

3.3.5.10.1.2 Recirculating Pumps

One of the recirculating pumps is operating continually to supply lube oil to the unit supply header
and the supply tank.
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The normal power supply to the lube and hydraulic oil pumps in C-333 and C-337 is fed from the
480-volt auxiliary power system. In C-333 and C-337, the system contains permanent ties from two
different substations plus an automatic tie-breaker system that will furnish power from either substation.
In C-331 and C-335, a manual disconnect can be closed to furnish auxiliary power from a different pair
of substations. The C-310 building has both a manual disconnect and an automatic tie-breaker that will
furnish power from another substation. Each of these substations receive power from a separate feeder so
that one feeder can be out and normal power is still available to the lube oil pumps.

The supply line motor-operated valve is also electrically interlocked to prevent the recirculating
pumps from operating when the valve is closed. Another electrical interlock prevents the valve from
being closed when either pump is running.

3.3.5.10.1.3 Recycle Line

The lube oil system maintains a proper supply tank level by using a recycle line. All of the unit lube
oil systems are equipped with a manual recycle valve for coarse adjustments and all buildings, excluding
C-315 have an automatic recycle adjustment used for fine control. In process buildings that have
automatic lube oil recycle control, the level controller opens the control valve to allow more lube oil to
recirculate through the pumps. In both instances, the manual recycle valve must be set in proper position
for the automatic recycle valve to function properly.

To correct a high lube oil level condition in the supply tank for C-315 which does not have automatic
recycle, operations personnel manually adjust the lube oil recycle control valves. Only one lube oil pump
is operating under a high lube oil level condition. The recycle system, both manual and automatic,
bypasses enough lube oil to the suction of the pumps to maintain the lube oil at the operating level. If for
some reason an automatic recycle control system fails and the supply tank lube oil level increases beyond
the operating level, an alarm would be received and the manual recycle valves must be adjusted to return
the supply tank level to normal.

3.3.5.10.1.4 Strainers

After the oil is discharged from the recirculating pumps, it passes through an oil strainer for the
removal of foreign material that can damage bearing surfaces. Operations personnel switch a strainer if
the differential pressure across the strainer exceeds normal. The normal pressure drop across the strainer
varies from unit to unit. Operations personnel check each strainer for plugging. During each shift, the
differential pressure across the filter and the oil temperature are checked and logged.

The pressure gauge or gauges checking differential pressure across the unit strainer give only a local
indication of strainer conditions. Operations personnel are made aware of an immediate plugging
condition by visual and audible alarms in the ACR. The alarm is activated by a pressure switch located in
the lube oil header on the inlet to the unit lube oil strainer.
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3.3.5.10.1.5 Lube Oil Cooler

The lubricating oil leaves the strainer to pass through a shell and tube heat exchanger which removes
heat from the oil before it is pumped to the equipment bearings on the cell floor. Cooling water from the
RCW system flows through the tubes of the heat exchanger while the oil enters on the shell side.

The lube oil temperature is maintained by regulating the flow of RCW from the RCW supply header
through the exchanger. During cessation of enrichment, the coolers may be bypassed and heaters
installed to regulate lube oil temperatures.

Operations personnel can read the RCW pressure that is present in the lube oil coolant system by
means of a pressure gauge. The normal water pressure in the exchanger tubing is maintained lower than
the lube oil pressure, for all systems except C-315.

A temporary lube oil cooler may be installed in a lube oil system to facilitate maintenance on the
permanent cooler without shutdown of the system and associated cells. Some systems are equipped with
valves for connection of temporary supply and return lines. When a temporary lube oil cooler is in use,
manual valve throttling may be required for control of the cooling water flow rate and lube oil pressure.

Temporary lube oil cooler installations are arranged to ensure leakage from the temporary oil cooler
and associated oil piping is contained and routed to the concrete retaining dike. The dike is sized to
contain the normal volume of oil in the system and may not contain the additional oil due to the
temporary cooler and piping. Also, some oil storage volume inside the dike could be lost due to the
volume occupied by temporary equipment. The potential excess volume of oil is small relative to the
overall system capacity and operation of the liquid sump pump located inside the diked area will ensure
the dike does not overflow in the event of a major leak.

3.3.5.10.1.6 Supply and Drain Headers

The unit supply header provides a means for the lube oil to be distributed throughout the unit after
leaving the exchanger. The feed line from the supply tank connects to the unit supply header, which
progresses through the unit supplying lubricating oil to the stage compressor bearings and motor oil
bearing reservoirs.

The cell header connects to the unit supply header. The cell ("00" buildings) or half-cell ("000"

buildings) supply header contains a duplex strainer similar to the unit strainer, except smaller. In the "00"
buildings the cell strainers are located on the cell floor, while the "000" buildings have the half-cell
strainers located on the operating floor.

The drain lines coming from the compressor contain a sight flow indicator and a flame arresting
vent. The cell drain header connects with the unit drain header which then drains into the drain tank.

The unit supply header has two vent lines to the roof, one at each end of the unit. To reduce the
chance of oil being pumped onto the roof, the unit vent lines are extended above the supply tank vent line.
This ensures that any excess oil will flow from. the supply tank vent line through a drain line to a point
inside the diked lube oil pit.
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3.3.5.11.8.3 Air Control

Air control is the control of the direction of exhaust air and the source of supply air for the building.
The majority of building supply air comes from the filter rooms through air filters. The source of air to
the filter rooms is dependent on the temperature in the building and is controlled by a pneumatic
thermostatic control system or is controlled manually. When the building temperature drops below the
thermostatic setting, the building supply and roof exhaust dampers will shut, effectively recirculating the
warm cell floor air back to the ground floor. When the building temperature rises above the thermostatic
setting, the building supply and roof exhaust dampers will open, allowing the warm cell floor air to move
outside. Exterior filter room dampers are covered as needed to regulate interior building temperatures.

The C-3 10-A ground floor area is heated by steam and outside air intake. Air is exhausted through
exhausters through the outside wall. The second floor area is heated by steam. Emergency exhausters are
located in the roof.

The product withdrawal stations in C-3 10 are equipped with exhaust hoods, an exhaust fan, and a
high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter.

3.3.5.11.9 C-315 Building Ventilation System

The tails withdrawal facility is located in the three-story portion of C-315. Outside air is drawn into
the building, filtered, warmed when necessary, distributed through the building, and either exhausted
through roof vents or partially recirculated by components of the building ventilation system.

The function of the ventilation system in the surge tank rooms is to purge the rooms of a
contaminated atmosphere in the event of a release. In this case, air is drawn in through outside dampers
mounted in the walls just below the ceiling of the room. The air is then exhausted by an exhaust fan
through roof vents by means of ductwork leading from the vents to air intakes near the floor.

The function of the ventilation system for the tails cylinder filling and sampling stations is primarily
one of heat removal. In case of an emergency condition, each station has its own individual hood and a
common exhaust fan which operates continuously. The air exhausted through these hoods is discharged
to the atmosphere at roof level. For cold temperature operation, a supply fan draws air into the building
through the outside dampers. It is filtered, steam-heated, and discharged into a manifold duct which
carries the air to the room outlet grilles. When the outside temperature is high, the air is exhausted
through exhaust dampers mounted in the outside wall. During intermediate seasons a portion of the air
may be recirculated and the remainder exhausted.

The tails withdrawal stations are equipped with exhaust hoods, an exhaust fan, and a HEPA-type
filter. The supply and exhaust fans are capable of being shut off manually from a remote location. A
negative air machine with associated duct work services the C-315 sampling cabinet.

3.3.5.12 Fire Protection System

The Fire Protection System consists of automatic sprinkler systems in each of the six process
buildings, C-310, C-315, C-331, C-333, C-335, and C-337. The sprinkler systems provide interior
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protection of the process buildings. These systems, which are wet-pipe type, are the same as found
throughout industry and consist of water-filled piping with standard sprinkler heads installed in the pipes.
The alarm valve within each system and all replacement components as required by NFPA 13,
"Installation of Sprinkler Systems," are Underwriters Laboratories listed and/or Factory Mutual approved.
The temperature ratings of the sprinkler heads vary according to the maximum expected temperature of
the area in which the heads are installed. The ratings range from 160'F to 286'F in the process buildings.
The highest rated heads are installed at the ceiling level on the cell floor in the C-33 1, C-333, C-335, and
C-337 buildings.

There are wet-pipe systems installed throughout the six process buildings except for inside cell
housings and surge drum rooms. The size of most buildings necessitates that more than one system be
used in each building. The vast majority of systems are installed in areas not subject to freezing.
However, those in areas subject to freezing (e.g., filter rooms) have an antifreeze solution maintained in
the piping from the riser to the sprinkler heads.

Water is supplied to the plant buildings' fire suppression systems either by the High Pressure Fire
Water System (HPFWS) or the Sanitary and Fire Water System (SFWS). The HPFWS is a grid system
and supplies the sprinkler systems in the C-310, C-315, C-331, C-333, C-335, and C-337 process
buildings, the C-3 10-A Product Withdrawal Building, the C-3 60, Toll Transfer and Sampling Building,
the C-620 Air Compressor Room, the C-631-03 Pump House (Firewater), and the RCW blend pump
houses. It also supplies the water spray systems in the RCW cooling towers. The HPFWS and the wet-
pipe Sprinkler Systems in the six process buildings are important to safety as described in Section 3.15.
Further descriptions of the HPFWS are located in Section 3.9. The SFWS is also a grid system and
supplies fire suppression systems in other plant buildings. The SFWS is discussed in Section 3.9. The
suppression systems supplied by both the HPFWS and SFWS have water flow sensing devices that are
continuously monitored by the site fire alarm system.

The Fire Protection Program is described in Section 5.4.

3.3.5.13 Special Gas Treatment

When new equipment is installed or the cascade has been opened to atmosphere, a treatment
comprised of a mixture of F2 and N2 or a mixture of F2, N2 and C1F 3 may be used to condition previously
untreated surfaces as well as remove moisture before exposing the equipment to UF6. Deposits of U0 2F2
and other compounds may also be removed from equipment by exposure to these gases.

F2 and CIF3 gases react violently with organic and oxidizable materials and with most metals at
elevated temperatures. Procedural controls are exercised over the introduction of these gases into the
cascade to minimize the risk of an explosive reaction within the cascade.

3.3.6 Purge Cascade

3.3.6.1 System Description

The top cells in the PGDP cascade are called the purge cascade. The purge cascade is located in the
C-3 10, Purge and Product Building with a portion of the product withdrawal equipment located in the
C-3 10-A, Product Withdrawal Building (see Section 3.3.2 for a description of these buildings). The
ventilation system is described in Section 3.3.5. The UF6 process system up to the point of withdrawal
will be discussed herein.
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The purge cascade performs three functions essential to the operation of the diffusion cascade.
These functions are: the removal of light molecular weight gases from the cascade; the removal of
intermediate molecular weight gases, which may be present in the product stream; and the withdrawal of
product from the cascade. The product withdrawal process and its important to safety systems are
described in Section 3.4.

The day-to-day operation of the enrichment cascade results in the introduction of a variety of low
molecular weight gases, called "lights," into the process stream. These lights are forced up the cascade
(toward the product withdrawal point) by the diffusion process, which separates gases on the basis of
differing molecular weights. The principal lights forced to the top of the cascade are nitrogen (N2) and
oxygen (02).

Lights are introduced into the cascade in many ways, including inleakage from seals or buffered
components. Lights are also introduced periodically from cell servicing efforts (cell treatment,
evacuation, etc.) and from feed cylinders which may contain a variety of contaminants. Finally, it is
possible for lights to be introduced to the cascade in an uncontrolled manner, due primarily to equipment
failure (i.e., process gas cooler failure, seal failure, expansion joint failure, or other failures).

Lights containing only traces of UF6 will normally be withdrawn from the cascade at the top cell in
the purge cascade, which is normally cell 2. From the top cell the lights pass to the tops booster station
and then to the purge flow control system. A portion of the lights is recycled to maintain the lights front
while the remainder is passed through one or both of two banks of alumina traps then on to the evacuation
jet and exhausted to the atmosphere by venting through a stack outside the C-310 building. The vent
stack contains various sampling systems to track stack emissions of fluorides and selected radionuclides.

Intermediate molecular weight gases, including fluorine (F2), chlorine trifluoride (CIF 3), cascade
coolant (chlorofluorocarbons), and various fluorine compounds such as technetium, molybdenum and
arsenic also diffuse to the top of the cascade because they are lighter than UF6. Safe and reliable
operation of the gaseous diffusion complex demands efficient control of these intermediate molecular
weight components.

The intermediate molecular weight gases may enter the cascade as a result of cell treatments. Small
quantities of coolant are always present due to inleakage from the many coolers used in the cascade.
Existing procedural controls limit the concentration of selected gases to preclude the possibility of an
explosive hazard. If these intermediate gases are not effectively removed from the system, the
administrative controls that must be exercised become restrictive to normal enrichment cascade operation.

The intermediate molecular weight gases can be removed from the UF6 product by entrainment in
the condensed product UF6 with subsequent extraction at the burp station after the UF6 has solidified in
product cylinders.

The intermediate gases in the enrichment cascade migrate to the top of the process system and are
trapped or "pocket" near the product withdrawal point in the C-310 purge cascade. The F2 can be vented
out the top vent. An additional side purge is available to supplement normal cascade upflows should they
be too low. This side purge enables dilution of some contaminants, principally F2 that might otherwise
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pocket in C-310 under low purge conditions. This purge can also act to add stability to the control system by
increasing the purge load.

CIF 3 can be vented to some degree depending upon the purge rate and the number of high-speed cells on
stream. The CIF3 and coolant usually require a different procedure for their removal. After withdrawal, a "burping"
operation is used which relies upon dissolution of the CIF 3 and coolant in liquid UF6 (see Section 3.4 for this
operation).

Below the product withdrawal point and a few cells above it, the purge cascade provides the same isotopic
enrichment function as other enrichment cascade equipment. Above the product withdrawal point, the function is to
separate light and intermediate molecular gases from the residual UF6 and vent them via the tops purge stack to
atmosphere. Both functions use equipment similar to that in the enrichment cascade to effect separation (isotopic
separation below the product withdrawal point and light and intermediate gas separation from the heavier UF6 above
the product withdrawal point) using gaseous diffusion. Some differences, particularly with respect to compressor
types and equipment size, are necessary due to the nature of the process gas (which consists primarily of UF6 below
the product withdrawal point and -light and intermediate gases above the product withdrawal point) and the low
interstage flows in the purge cascade.

In certain concentrations, mixtures of F2, CIF3., and coolant can react explosively provided an ignition source
exists. These concentrations are only achievable above the product withdrawal point where the concentrations of
UF6 are significantly reduced. This exothermic reaction, referred to as a treatment gas reaction (F2, CIF 3 are used in
cell treatment), is analyzed in the hazard analysis.

The ten cells in the purge cascade are normally operated as a separate cascade tied into the top of the C-335
Process Building. Nitrogen or lights separation from the residual UF6 is accomplished primarily in the top four
cells; 2, 4, 6, and 8, while cells 1, 3, 5, and 7 are used primarily for isotopic separation under normal operations.
Cell 9 and cell 10 are considered intermediate cells, which provide for a transition as the UF6 concentration rapidly
drops. These cells (as well as cell 7 if needed) have enhanced high side pressure control to deal with the steep
pressure gradients in these stages.

The "A" or "B" process lines connecting the purge cascade with the C-335 cascade may require booster
capacity, depending on the pressure levels existing in the purge cascade and at the top of C-335 cascade. The "B"
booster station is a flexible pumping station, designed to either boost the "B" stream from the purge cascade back to
C-335, or the "A" stream from C-335 to C-3 10. In the event of a cascade shutdown, C-3 10 will likely continue to
operate a period of time. The purge cascade would continue as described above to separate the "lights" from the
process stream for explusion out the C-3 10 stack. The only difference would be that the primary source of "lights"
would be from cell servicing activities and cylinder handling activities. A bottom recycle would be required in this
operation to balance the "A" and "B" flows. The C-310 bottom recycle would utilize a portion of the existing piping
and valves of the "B" booster station. A piping change will be made to isolate at least one of the centrifugal pumps
that make up the "B" booster station from the recycle flow, which will eliminate routing the recycle flow through
the pump. The centrifugal pumps would not be needed for this operation.

The stage high-side pressure gradient and cell temperatures are maintained at the desired levels by cell
instruments located on the ground floor level. The operation of selected building systems can be monitored from the
C-3 10 Area Control Room (ACR). The purge flow control system, product withdrawal system control, as well as
numerous analytical instruments are also located in the ACR. Selected alarms can also be monitored in the Central
Control Facility (CCF) and the C-331 ACR.

3.3.6.2 Equipment

The important to safety UF 6 Primary System within C-3 10 is the UF 6 containment barrier in the enrichment
cascades. The system is required to provide integrity for the cascades and supporting processes that handle UF6.

From the entry point into the building to the withdrawal point, the process gas
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low-speed compressors are available for this purpose, although one of these pumps may be taken out of
service and the piping instead used to provide for bottom recycle for the low speed purge cascade. A
single inter-pump cooler serves the on-stream booster.

3.3.6.2.10 C-310 Alumina Traps for Tops Booster Station

The tops booster alumina trapping system traps residual UF6 from the light molecular weight gases
that are removed from the top of the cascade exhaust system. After passing through the alumina traps, the
gases are vented to the atmosphere through evacuation jets and the vent stack.

The tops booster alumina trapping system consists of two trap banks with 13 traps in each bank.
Normally one set of 13 alumina traps is in use, while the other set is maintained as a standby/spare,
although both sets can be used in a series or parallel arrangement if necessary.

3.3.6.2.11 Gas Phase Technetium Trap Station

Technetium (99Tc) traps are located in heated housings on the ground floor. The traps are used to
remove technetium from the UF6 stream in the purge cascade. A small portion of the purge cascade cell
flow is diverted to the traps and then returned. The trapping system contains three banks, with each bank
having two traps in parallel. One or more banks of traps may be used simultaneously. Each trap contains
approximately 140 pounds of sintered MgF2 pellets approximately 1/8-inch in diameter. As gaseous UF6
flows through the trap, technetium compounds absorb on the surfaces of the MgF2 pellets. Each trap
vessel has a volume of approximately 4.4 cubic feet. The cylindrical traps are a nominal 10-inch
diameter, constructed of monel, with heads bolted to each end for a total height of approximately 96
inches. The traps contain a screen near the bottom of the vessel to retain the trap media. Gaseous UF6
flows in the bottom of the traps and out of the top of the traps. The traps may be connected to cell 5, cell
7, or cell 9 and use the "B" compressor discharge to "A" compressor suction differential pressure to
provide the flow through the traps.

3.3.6.3 Instrumentation

Instrumentation and controls for the purge cascade are located for the most part at local stations in
the building. The operation of the building and auxiliary systems can be monitored from the building
control room. Critical operation alarms can be monitored in the C-33 1, Process Building ACR and the
C-300, Central Control Building CCF. Instrumentation not previously discussed is described below.

3.3.6.3.1 Cell Remote Manual Shutdown System

The Cell Remote Manual Shutdown System is important to safety as described in Section 3.15. The
Cell Remote Manual Shutdown System provides capability for tripping the cell compressor motors from
the C-3 10 local control panel and the CCF. This is accomplished by tripping the associated stage feeder
motor circuit breakers. The DC Power Distribution System supplies 250VDC power required to energize
the trip coil of the motor circuit breakers. These systems are described in Section 3.3.4. The inter-
building booster compressor motors can also be shutdown from the C-3 10 local control panel and the
CCF, but they are not required to accomplish the safety function.
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3.3.6.3.2 Motor Load Indicators

Motor load indicators (ammeters) for each purge cascade cell are located in the C-3 10 ACR and in
the CCF in C-300. These ammeters can be used to provide early indication of compressor abnormalities.
There are also motor load indicator lights in the ACR that illuminate whenever any one or all compressor
motors in a cell experience an overload or underload. An alarm also sounds, and the affected motor load
light illuminates.

3.3.6.3.3 "Cell Dump" Control System

Each cell is equipped with a "cell dump" feature to prevent overpressure of a cell while off-stream.
This instrumentation consists of a pressure switch connected electrically to the cell motor-operated inlet
and outlet block valves. If the cell pressure reaches a predetermined setting of the pressure switch the cell
block valves open to put the cell on-stream and reduce the cell pressure to that of the purge cascade.
When the pressure switch operates, an alarm is sounded in the C-310 ACR and the operator takes
corrective action to close the block valves, bleed the pressure from the cell, and prevent subsequent
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3.4 UF 6 PRODUCT WITHDRAWAL FACILITY

As discussed in SAR Section 3.1.3, the PGDP enrichment operations have been shut down. UF 6 cylinder
transfer/consolidation operations may continue in the feed, toll transfer and sampling, and withdrawal facilities for a
short time after the enrichment cascade facilities are shut down. Following the completion of UF6 cylinder
transfer/consolidation operations, UF 6 operations in the feed, toll transfer and sampling, and withdrawal facilities
will be shut down and the only UF6 operations at PGDP will be limited to solid UF 6 cylinder movement and
shipping. In addition, the C-3 10 purge cascade may continue to run to support potential future DOE operations.
The remainder of the SAR Section 3.4 provides a description of the product withdrawal operations certified at the
time of the shutdown of the uranium enrichment operations at PGDP.

The product withdrawal systems for PGDP are housed in the C-3 10, Purge and Product Building and the C-
310-A, Product Withdrawal Building, which is attached to and located immediately north of C-3 10. The Product
Withdrawal Facility Structure is important to safety and is discussed in Section 3.3. The facilities in these buildings
provide for two separate withdrawal loops. These two loops can be cross-connected to withdraw a single assay or
separated for dual assay operation. When a second assay is withdrawn, the lower assay is referred to as Side
Withdrawal. Either system using any combination of the three Normetex pumps can be used to withdraw material
of any assay up to 5.5 wt % 23

1U to obtain 5.0 wt % 235U in the cylinder. When the Tails Withdrawal Facility is
unavailable, tails withdrawal may be performed at C-3 10. Figure 3.4-1 depicts the process UF6 flow in the product
withdrawal facility. The side product withdrawal system may also be used to temporarily store liquid UF6 in the
accumulator before filling cylinders.

Normetex pumps in C-310 compress the UF6 from the cascade (including surge/bottom drums, directly from
withdrawal/feed headers, etc.). The liquefaction and accumulation is performed in C-310-A. The cylinder filling,
sampling, and burping operations are conducted in C-310. Each facility has local operating controls. The area
control room (ACR) in C-310 provides additional instrumentation for monitoring the withdrawal process. Fine
control of the assay level of the product being withdrawn is accomplished by monitoring the withdrawal stream with
mass spectrometers and/or by analyzing UF6 gas stream samples periodically collected during cylinder filling
operations.

UF6 from the cascade (including surge/bottom drums, directly from withdrawal/feed headers, etc.) is
compressed, cooled to condense it, and the liquefied UF6 flows by gravity into cylinders. Each cylinder being filled
is mounted on a scale that monitors the cylinder weight. The filled cylinder is disconnected and moved outside the
building for cooling and solidification of the UF6 product. Non-condensable gases remaining in the cylinder are
removed by connecting the cylinder to the "burp" station at C-310 or at the product withdrawal station. Gases
evacuated from the cylinder are either (1) routed back to the cascade or (2) passed through sodium fluoride traps to
remove almost all UF 6 before discharging the remaining gases to the atmosphere through the C-3 10 stack.

Not all the gaseous material supplied to the condenser is liquefied. A portion of the UF6 flow and that part of
the non-condensable gases not entrapped in the liquid UF6 are returned to the cascade via the condenser vent. These
gases are normally returned near the stage of the cascade from which they are withdrawn. However, they may be
returned to other portions of the cascade, to the Normetex pump suction, or vented to surge drums in one of the other
process buildings.

The following sections discuss components or systems associated with the product withdrawal system.
Included are structures, systems, and components (SSCs) important to safety which are discussed in more detail.

3.4.1 UF 6 Withdrawal Primary System

The UF6 Withdrawal Primary System (i.e., valves, equipment containing UF6, and piping) is considered the
primary means of confinement for UF6 and includes both a UF6 gas system and a UF6 liquid system. The gaseous
UF6 system provides a confinement boundary for UF6. The liquid UF6 system provides a pressure boundary and a
transfer of UF6 in the liquid state. The system is important to safety as described in Section 3.15.
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Condensers, accumulators, manifolds, sampling stations, and associated piping and valves are
enclosed in heated housings and/or are heated independently. They are maintained at a temperature
necessary to prevent UF 6 solidification. The components of the UF6 Withdrawal Primary System are
discussed in the following sections.

3.4.1.1 Normetex Pumps

The product withdrawal Normetex pumps are low-speed positive-displacement pumps used to
compress the process gas (PG) without the use of dynamic seals between the PG and atmosphere. Three
Normetex pumps are installed on the C-3 10 cell floor.

The Normetex pump uses a fixed and a moving spiral vane. The moving vane has an eccentric
motion causing "pockets" between the vanes to open and close to compress the gas and move it from the
inlet to the discharge of the pump. This design permits compression of UF6 without the use of dynamic
seals between the process and atmosphere. There are two motors associated with the Normetex pump that
are used to drive the spiral vane. These motors are referred to as the vacuum pump motors.

The UF6 enters the pump through fine mesh inlet gas filters designed to prevent any foreign material
entry that might increase the wear of the vanes. A suction control valve regulates the amount of flow
through the pump by controlling the suction pressure. The pump discharge is then routed to one or more
of the three UF6 condensers. A buffered expansion joint is installed between the pump and the discharge
block valve on the outlet line.

The pump is lubricated and cooled by oil. An oil heater and oil cooler are used as necessary to
maintain the desired oil temperature. The upper oil temperature limit prevents expansion of the vanes to
prevent rubbing, while the lower oil temperature prevents formation of solid or liquid UF6. A heat
exchanger equipped recycle line, between the discharge and suction lines, aids to maintain lower pump
operating temperatures when product withdrawal rates are low.

The product withdrawal facilities are equipped with a high discharge pressure shutdown system
(HDPSS). This system minimizes the likelihood of a breach in the UF6 Primary System due to a blockage
in the discharge line. Each of the Normetex pumps in C-3 10 have their own HPDSS. In event of high
discharge pressure, the vacuum pump is shutdown.

The product withdrawal facility Normetex pumps are equipped with a high oil temperature trip. In
the event of high oil temperature in the Normetex pump oil supply system, the oil pump and vacuum
pump motors are shut down and the Normetex pump is isolated from the discharge header.

The product withdrawal facility east and west Normetex pumps are equipped with a high inlet
pressure shutdown system. In the event of PG high inlet pressure in the Normetex pump suction lines, the
vacuum pump is shutdown and is isolated from the discharge header.

The Normetex pump motors and oil pump drive motor are provided with overload protection. When
the pumping mechanism of the Normetex pump becomes clogged the pump motors are isolated from the
power source. This action trips the vacuum pump motors and further damage to the system is prevented.
The oil pump motors also trip on motor overload.

A simplified flow diagram for the product withdrawal facility showing the location of the Normetex
pumps in the process flow is provided as Figure 3.4-1.

The Normetex pump has safety systems designed to mitigate a UF6 release or a criticality due to
failures in the systems. Figure 3.4-2 shows a typical Normetex Pump and its safety systems. These
safety systems are discussed below and in Section 3.4.2.1.1.1.
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3.4.1.2 Piping, Valves, Expansion Joints and Accumulators

3.4.1.2.1 Piping

The piping and other elements of the compression/liquefaction process are used to transfer the UF6 vapor or
liquid into receiving cylinders. All of the piping is permanently installed passive primary containment systems.

3.4.1.2.2 Valves

Most valves in the UF6 Primary System are critical only as a pressure boundary to control UF6 from being
released. Selected valves are relied on to close and isolate systems in the event a system failure occurs.

3.4.1.2.3 Expansion Joints

Expansion joints are located between PG piping and fixed equipment in the withdrawal Normetex pump
portions of the system to allow for thermal expansion of the piping and for small differences in pipe alignment.

3.4.1.2.4 Accumulators

Accumulators are located in the liquid withdrawal line to provide staging of liquid UF6 during withdrawal
interruptions. Each withdrawal loop has its own accumulator, separated from other withdrawal loops as necessary to
prevent mixing of materials of different assays between the withdrawal loops.

Two UF6 liquid accumulators serve the product withdrawal system. The product accumulator is a nickel-lined
steel tank used in the top product withdrawal system. The side accumulator is a monel tank. The accumulators are
located on the second floor below the condensers. They provide surge volume by "floating" on the drain line.. Equipment that "floats" is not piped into the main flow but is connected such that liquid UF6 can freely fill or be
emptied from the accumulator as the need arises. When supporting liquid UF6 sampling operations, the accumulator
is allowed to fill to a desired level, it is isolated, allowed to homogenize and then gravity drained into cylinders at
the desired withdrawal station and sample containers in the associated liquid UF6 sampling station. The side
accumulator can also be piped into the main flow by way of a top connection so that the accumulator can be filled
more efficiently before draining into the cylinder. In addition, the accumulators can be used to receive the contents
of cylinders via vapor transfer from a feed autoclave. The liquid UF 6 in the accumulator is then used for filling
cylinders. A vent line with a control valve is provided to permit the return of non-condensables to the cascade, to
the Normetex pump suction, or surge drums in one of the other process buildings and to control pressure.
Overpressure protection is provided by a rupture disc located on each accumulator vapor vent line, exhausting back
to the cascade or surge drums in one of the other process buildings.

3.4.1.2.5 UF6 Cylinder Pigtails

The UF 6 cylinder pigtails, which are classified as important to safety, comprise a pigtail assembly and gaskets.
The pigtail assembly is fabricated of metal tubing equipped with fittings on either end that allow the pigtail to be
attached to a manifold at one end and the cylinder at the other end. After fabrication, UF6 cylinder pigtails are
heated for stress-relief. Gaskets are used between the sealing surfaces of the pigtail assembly and the cylinder and
equipment to which it is connected. UF 6 cylinder pigtails that are used outside of heated enclosures have heat tape
applied to the pigtail assembly in order to prevent UF6 freezeout during its use.

A specific pigtail design is employed for each UF6 operation. UF6 cylinder pigtails, used at C-3 10 withdrawal
positions 3, 4, and 5 are important to safety and are described in Section 3.15.
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All UF 6 cylinder pigtails are subjected to acceptance inspection and testing prior to certification for
use. Included in this testing are hydrostatic tests after fabrication. Prior to connecting a certified UF6
pigtail, it is visually inspected for defects, and a new pigtail gasket is installed on each disconnected end
fitting. Visual inspection of UF6 cylinder pigtails in C-3 10 is limited due.to the presence of heat tracing.
All new cylinder pigtail connections are vacuum checked and leak rate tested per applicable procedure
prior to admitting UF 6 to the affected connection.

3.4.1.3 Coolant and Condensing Systems

Coolant is used in the condensers at the product withdrawal facilities to lower the temperature of the
UF6. Heat is removed from the coolant by the recirculating cooling water (RCW) system. The coolant
acts as a heat transfer medium, carrying heat from PG to the RCW. A heat transfer medium must be used
to keep water from the PG as water reacts chemically with UF 6. During normal operations this is
accomplished by maintaining the coolant pressure above the PG pressure and the RCW pressure to
prevent water from entering the coolant system and then into the PG. This pressure differential prevents
UF6 and RCW from mixing should a system failure occur.

3.4.1.3.1 UF6 Condensers

The UF6 condensers are horizontal tanks with U-tubes, in a tube bundle, and double-tube pass UF6
flow. UF 6 flows through a bank of tubes, shaped in a "U" design, making two passes through the
condenser before exiting the vessel. UF6 condensation takes place on the tube side with coolant
circulated on the shell side. They are designed to condense the UF 6 from gas to liquid prior to
withdrawal. The coolant is cooled with RCW in a coolant condenser similar to the UF6 condensers.
Gases not liquefied are returned to the cascade, to the suction of the Normetex pumps, or surge drums in
one of the other process buildings via the condenser vent. Overpressure protection is provided by a
rupture disc located on each condenser UF6 vapor inlet line, exhausting back to the cascade or surge
drums in one of the other process buildings.

The product withdrawal system uses three UF6 condensers. The UF 6 condenser has a maximum
allowable working pressure (MAWP) rating of 400 psig on the shell side and 75 psig on the tube side.
The shell is manufactured with steel and the "U"-type tubes in the tube bundle are manufactured from
Monel to resist corrosion.

3.4.1.3.2 Coolant Overpressure Control System

The product withdrawal facility coolant condensers are equipped with coolant overpressure
protection. In the event of an overpressure condition in the coolant, the system is utilized to lower the
coolant system pressure, protecting the UF6 Primary System. This system is important to safety as
described in Section 3.15. Figure 3.4-1 shows the Coolant Overpressure Control System.

The Coolant Overpressure Control System is designed to relieve coolant pressure when the pressure
reaches a maximum safe design limit. The system activates prior to rupturing the coolant system, thus
protecting the UF6 Primary System piping and equipment. Each coolant condenser is provided with a
rupture disk that is set to protect the UF 6 condenser by preventing coolant pressures from exceeding 110%
of the MAWP. The rupture discs can be isolated from the system by closing a manual block valve.
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The scale pit has an alarm to notify the operator and other personnel in the area if a water level is

detected in the scale pit. Scales and scale carts are discussed further in Section 3.7.

3.4.3 Operation

3.4.3.1 Cylinder Filling Stations

There are three cylinder filling stations or withdrawal positions in normal use in C-3 10. Each has a
cylinder cradle arrangement mounted on a cart, which is moved into position on a scale at the filling
station. A removable pipe or "pigtail" connects the filling station to the cylinder valve. Withdrawal UF 6
cylinder pigtails are exposed to ambient conditions and are thus susceptible to freeze-out (UF 6 solidifying
in the pigtail due to a temperature decrease). For this reason, withdrawal UF6 cylinder pigtails are
wrapped with electrical heat tracing covered with insulating tape to reduce the likelihood of freeze-out.
Each cylinder filling station is equipped with an air handling system connected to a common exhaust
duct, high-efficiency particulate air (HZEPA) filter, and fan, which is then exhausted to atmosphere. This
mitigates minor releases that might arise from withdrawal operations. If the system is inoperable,
portable vacuum cleaners with HEPA filters are used to mitigate the effects of small releases. UF 6
detectors are located above each fill station and are discussed in Sections 3.4.2.1.1 and 3.4.2.1.2.

Prior to connection, the pigtail is visually inspected for defects and a new pigtail gasket is installed.
When an empty cylinder is installed for filling, the pigtail connection is attached to the cylinder valve and
the UF6 fill line is vacuum checked and then pressure checked with N2 or air to test for leaks. Filling is
started by opening the valve in the UF 6 drain line to allow flow from the condenser and accumulator.
When a cylinder has been filled with liquid UF 6, the drain line valve is closed, the cylinder valve is closed
using the cylinder valve closer motor, and the pigtail line is evacuated to remove the majority of the
residual UF6 . Before the pigtail is disconnected from the filled cylinder, it is pressurized or "purged"
using N2 or dry air and is then evacuated to a low pressure. This purge and evacuation cycle is repeated
several times (based on the purge and evacuation pressures) to remove most of the residual UF6 .

While the liquid UF6 is being drained from a condenser or accumulator into the cylinder, the weight
of the material withdrawn can be read from the operational scale to determine when the weight is
approaching the cylinder target weight. The cylinder target weight is set at or below the cylinder fill
limit. If the target weight or the cylinder fill limit should be exceeded, the excess material may be
removed by valving the cylinder to the evacuation header at the withdrawal position.

3.4.3.2 Burping Station

After the liquid UF 6 in the cylinder has solidified and cooled to ambient temperature (i.e., completed
its prescribed cool-down period), the cylinder is normally moved to the burping station. The cylinder is
then connected via a pigtail to a manifold, which contains two exhaust lines. One is for cylinder pigtail
purge gases, which are exhausted to the cascade, and the other is routed to a trapping system. Coolant or
other non-condensable gases that might remain in the cooled cylinder are mostly removed through the
trapping system. The pressure in the cylinder is reduced as necessary to remove these non-condensable
gases. The gases evacuated from the cylinder are passed through sodium fluoride (NaF) traps to absorb
UF 6 that might be pulled from the cylinder. The exhaust from these traps is then
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released to the atmosphere. The UF6 is desorbed from the NaF traps by heating the traps and passing a
sweeping purge through the traps. When the NaF traps are unavailable or multiple cylinders must be
burped, the non-condensable gases may be evacuated to the cascade. The cylinders are pressure checked
before shipping.

3.4.3.3 Sampling Station

A sample of the UF 6 product stream can be taken at any time the facility is capable of withdrawing product.
There is one sample station for positions #3 and #4 and one sampling station for position #5. During sampling, the
inlet valve to the pipette in the sample cabinet is opened and the pipette is allowed to fill to a visible level on the
viewing-level window. After closing the inlet valve, the sample is transferred to sample containers. The operation
may be repeated to obtain duplicate samples. When all sampling has been completed, the sampling pipette and
sampling piping are purged and evacuated of UF 6. Sample containers may be emptied by aligning the sampling
station to a low-pressure source. The containers are connected to the sample cabinet manifold and the evacuation is
completed by aligning the manifold to a UF6 evacuation source.

3.4.4 Liquid Cylinder Handling

The movement of cylinders containing liquid UF 6 in C-3 10 is minimized to reduce the potential of
damage to the cylinder. This could result in a loss of containment and the release of UF6.

The cylinder handling equipment in the product withdrawal facility includes scales, scale carts, and
cranes. The movement of liquid filled cylinders is restricted to removal from the filling station to the
cool-down yard. After being filled, cylinders are moved to the cool-down yard, where they remain for the
required cool-down period per administrative controls. Limited movement of cylinders may be conducted
within the cool-down yard before completion of the cool-down period if the precautions for handling
liquid filled cylinders are followed (i.e., moving cylinders as low to the ground as practical, using the
overhead crane for cylinder movements, etc.).

Upon completion of the cool-down period, cylinders are handled as described in Section 3.7. The
UF 6 cylinders are important to safety as discussed in Section 3.15 and are discussed further in Section 3.7.
Liquid UF6 cylinder handling equipment is important to safety as discussed in Section 3.15.

3.4.4.1 Cranes

Two overhead bridge cranes transport empty or solid cylinders from the storage area to the scale
carts, liquid filled or solid UF6 cylinders from the scale carts to the storage area, and solid UF 6 cylinders
to and from the burping station. The scale carts transport the empty cylinders to the withdrawal station
and the filled cylinders from the withdrawal stations. Both bridge cranes for this facility operate on the
same crane rail system and should not be loaded at the same time. Administrative controls are used to
ensure both cranes are not used at the same time.
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* If ambient concentrations of HF in the C-350 building exceed the setpoint, I-IF detectors actuate
audible and visual alarms locally, in the C-335 building ACR, and at the C-300,Central Control
Building.

120VAC supplies power to the HF detection system and associated alarms and to the 24VDC power
supply. 24VDC supplies power to the leak detector sensors and to detection panel lights.

3.8.4.2 Mixed Gas Distribution System

Mixed gas at below atmospheric pressure is routed from C-350 to use points in C-3 10, C-33 1, and
C-335 by piping constructed of F2 and CIF 3 compatible materials as listed in Section 3.3.4. Two
distribution pipes connect these facilities to the storage tank manifolds in C-350. Cross-connect valving
permits transfer of mixed gas through either of these headers. Additional piping between C-331 and the
C-333, Process Building and between C-335 and the C-337, Process Building permits routing of mixed
gas to the "000" buildings.

3.8.5 Nitric Acid

Nitric acid (HNO 3) is used in the various cleaning operations conducted at the C-400 building as
discussed in Section 3.8.1. Receipt, storage, and transfer of HNO 3 at C-400 is discussed below.

3.8.5.1 Nitric Acid Receipt and Storage

The C-400 nitric acid system consists of an outside storage tank, an inside storage (day) tank, and
piping and valves required for the receipt and transfer of nitric acid.

The C-407 Nitric Acid Storage Tank is located near C-400. Overpressure protection is provided by a

relief valve. A concrete dike with an acid resistant coating surrounds the tank.

3.8.5.2 Nitric Acid Transfer

From the storage tank, nitric acid can be transferred to the day tank located in the C-400 cleaning
building.

The day tank supplies acid to the C-400 uranium precipitation dissolver systems. Overpressure
protection is provided by a relief valve. A concrete dike surrounds the day tank.

The tank also contains a level probe which will cause lights on a local panel to energize, reflecting
the tank's acid level. The high level indicating light is electrically interlocked with the transfer pump such
that when the light energizes, the acid transfer will automatically shut off and an audible alarm will
sound.
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Transfer of acid from the day tank is accomplished by applying dry air pressure to the tank. Acid is
first transferred to a metering tank through the C-400 building distribution system. Dry air pressure is
then applied to the metering tank to transfer acid to the dissolvers.

If the acid transferring system is not in service, then addition of nitric acid to the dissolvers can be
made by adding nitric acid from portable containers into the dissolvers. In addition, nitric acid may be
transferred in portable containers to various locations within C-400 to be utilized as a decontamination
agent as necessary.

3.8.6 Miscellaneous Operations

Miscellaneous operations conducted at C-400 include safety equipment cleaning and laundry.

3.8.6.1 Safety Equipment Cleaning

A separate area in the C-400 building is devoted to the cleaning and inspection of safety equipment.
A washer, electric tumble dryer, oven-type dryer, and hand tables can be used to clean gloves, boots,
protective suits, respirator face pieces, and other gear.

3.8.6.2 Laundry

The C-400 laundry can process protective clothing and towels from changehouses located
throughout the plant. Soiled mops from the janitorial service can also be cleaned in the facility.

Also included as part of the laundry facility is a sewing room where clothing can be mended.

After drying, the cleaned items are monitored as required and returned to their respective locations
within the plant.

3.8.6.3 Section Deleted

3.8.7 Administrative Controls

3.8.7.1 Administrative Controls - Toxic Gas Storage/Transport/Connect/Disconnect

Note: The hazards addressed by these Administrative Controls are F 2, C12 , and CIF3.

1. DOT - approved valve covers are in place on C12 and CIF3 cylinders or containers during storage and
on-site transport operations. Valve covers may be removed for leak testing and connections to
process piping.
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supply these important DC loads, the DC buses and associated loads are supplied from stored energy from
the respective 250-VDC batteries.

The 250-VDC system in the switch house supplies power that is necessary to operate the DC
powered 161-kV transformer tap changers (manual or automatic), oil circuit breakers (OCBs), 14-kV air
circuit breakers (ACBs) control circuit, switch house relay functions, alarm systems, and backup lighting
for the switch houses and their associated relay houses. A control panel located in each switch house
control room distributes, monitors and controls the DC System power that is associated with the
respective switch houses, relay houses and switchyards.

A DC electrical system is also used to provide power for the protective relay system and other
systems in the switch houses, relay houses and switchyards that are important to safety or critical to plant
operations.

Loss of DC control power to loads that are important to safety or critical to plant operations can
occur. This occurrence is highly unlikely. If protective relaying capability is lost for any reason, the
affected equipment is manually shut down until repairs are made.

3.9.1.3.2.2 Process Building DC Power

The process building local control panels require 250-volt DC power to control breakers in the
switch houses, process substations and process auxiliary substations. 125-volt DC control and back-up
alarm power is required in the ACR and for selected backup lights. 125-volt DC also provides power to
the CAAS horns and lights.

A rectifier with a three-phase 480-volt AC input provides DC power in each unit and charges the
battery. If the rectifier fails, the battery will carry the load until AC power is restored. The system
consists of a battery, an AC rectifier (battery charger), a DC power distribution cabinet, and all wiring
circuits necessary to connect the load. The referenced equipment is located in each battery room in each
process building. If the battery charger's normal power source is lost due to a total building power failure,
it will automatically be fed by the building backup diesel generator (refer to Figures 3.9-4, 3.9-5, 3.9-6
and 3.9-7 for the DC power distribution system supporting the shutdown of the stage compressor motors
and the C-315 high speed withdrawal motors).

The DC control systems are important in the cascade to provide control power to the process
equipment protective devices. Reliable and safe operation of the AC power equipment depends upon a
constant and secure DC control power. The diesel power generators and storage batteries provide this
reliability.

3.9.1.3.2.3 Central Control Facility (CCF)

The CCF requires 125-volt and 48-volt DC Power to assure that operations functions can be
successfully accomplished.

125-VDC power is required at the CCF for shutdown of compressor motors in buildings C-3 10, C-
331, C-333, C-335 and C-337, as well as the shut-down of P&E and interbuilding booster pump motors
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(see Figures 3.9-4, 3.9-5, and 3.9-6). Additionally, 125-VDC power is required for emergency lighting,
local substation control power, ACB control and communications.

A rectifier with a 480 VAC input serves the DC power load and charges the battery. The 125 VDC
system consists of a battery, battery charger, DC power distribution cabinet and necessary wiring circuits
to connect the load. The battery is located in a battery room in the basement of C-300. The supporting
equipment is located in adjacent rooms.

48-VDC power is required at the CCF for illumination of the "loss of 120 VAC power" indicator
lights on the Control Console. 48-VDC power is also required to support the actuation of the CAAS
building horns and lights, as well as operation of the evacuation alarm system.

A rectifier with a 120/208 VAC input serves the DC power load and charges the battery. The 48
VDC system consists of a battery, battery charger, DC power distribution cabinet and necessary wiring
circuits to connect the load. The battery is located in a battery room in the basement of C-300. The
supporting equipment is located in adjacent rooms.

3.9.1.3.2.4 Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition

The SCADA system provides monitoring and/or control of selected portions of the plant electrical
system. Information provided by SCADA maximizes the operator's effectiveness in monitoring and
controlling selected portions of the plant electrical system. The SCADA system provides data such that a
single component failure will not compromise the overall performance of the system.

3.9.2 Water Systems

Facilities are provided for the treatment of supply water and the treatment of waste water. Facilities
and piping systems are provided for the distribution of supply water and the removal of waste water.

Raw water is taken from the Ohio River, treated and supplied for numerous, varied uses. Raw water,
normally treated by softening, flocculation, disinfection, and settling is referred to as settled water and is
divided for use in the sanitary and fire water system (SFWS) and plant water system (PWS). Settled
water for use in the SFWS is filtered, post disinfected and used to supply potable water, fire water, the
chilled water system and other uses. Settled water for use in the PWS receives no further treatment and is
used to supply the recirculating cooling water (RCW) system and the High Pressure Fire Water System
(HPFWS), (see Figure 3.9-8 for a general schematic diagram of the various plant water systems and their
inter-connections).

Waste water streams are treated as required to meet the effluent limitations of the Kentucky Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (KPDES) Permit prior to discharge into receiving streams. Waste water
streams are treated at various treatment facilities, for example, the C-615 Sewage Disposal Plant,
Collection System and Appurtenant Structures or the C-616 Liquid Pollution Abatement and Appurtenant
Structures.
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3.9.2.5 High Pressure Fire Water System

The High Pressure Fire Water System (I-LPFWS) supplies water to C-310, C-315, C-331, C-333,
C-335, and C-337 process buildings, the C-3 10-A Product Withdrawal Building, the C-360 Toll Transfer
and Sampling Building, the C-620 Air Compressor Room, the C-631-03 Pump House (Firewater), and the
RCW blend pump houses. It also supplies the water spray systems in the RCW cooling towers. (see
Figure 3.9-9).

The HPFWS consists of a distribution piping network, a 300,000-gallon elevated storage tank
[C-61 1-R Water Tank - RCW Fire Water (High Pressure)], a water supply reservoir (C-63 1-02 cooling
tower basin) and four water pumps (housed in C-63 1). The distribution piping network is a system
consisting of underground mains and smaller lead-in pipes, automatic wet pipe sprinkler systems that
distribute high pressure fire water to the point of use at sprinkler heads in the process buildings, and the
RCW cooling towers (see Figure 3.9-9). The lead-ins serve as tie lines which connect each automatic
sprinkler system within a process building to the IIPFWS distribution system. A single control valve [i.e.
a post indicator valve (PIV)] is located in each lead-in as a single control point for potential isolation of
the sprinkler system. Many sectional isolation valves are located in the distribution piping system to. permit isolation of one or more building sprinkler systems should the need arise.

Water can be supplied to the HPFWS from the RCW system via four water pumps located in C-63 1.
Water pumps 2 and 3 are located in C-631-03. They take suction from the C-631-02 cooling tower basin.
Pumps 5 and 6 are located in the C-63 1-01 Pump House. They take suction from the C-63 1-01 wet well.
The C-63 1-01 wet well is connected to the C-631-02 cooling tower basin via a flume (see Figure 3.9-8).
All four water pumps discharge into the HPFWS distribution loops. Pumps 2, 3 and 5 are electrically
driven. The power supply for these pumps can be transformer 2PH3, 2PH4A or 2PH4B (13.8 kV-4,160
VAC) depending on how the associated 4,160 VAC switchgear bus, bus supply breakers, and bus tie
breakers are configured. All circuit breakers that are fed from the 4,160 VAC switchgear main bus are
equipped with protective relays. Pump 6 is driven by a diesel engine. The diesel engine is equipped with
a fuel oil supply tank and fuel supply system that transfers fuel oil from the fuel oil supply tank to the
diesel engine. The diesel engine is also equipped with an electric starting mechanism that is powered by
batteries. Pumps 2, 3, 5 and 6 are connected by piping to the HPFWS distribution network. A pump may
be used to perform routine pressure maintenance on the 300,000-gallon elevated storage tank (C-61 I-R)
that floats on the HPFWS. Each of the water pumps starts automatically on a drop in HPFWS pressure.
Each pump can be started remotely from the CCF, located in the C-300 facility, but the pumps can not be
stopped from the CCF. Each pump can be started and stopped manually at the local pump control panel.
All pumps and associated equipment are interconnected with the appropriate associated circuitry that is
required for the High Pressure Fire Water System to function properly.

When a demand is placed on the HPFWS, water from the elevated storage tank flows into the
distribution network to replace water that has been discharged. When the tank's water level has dropped
to a preset limit, makeup water is pumped to the tank, automatically or manually. If the water level in the

___ tank continues to drop, pressure switches in the water system will automatically activate the C-631
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pumps. The elevated storage tank provides a gravity-fed supply of water to the fire sprinkler system that
meets the functional requirements for flow rates, pressures, and duration. The various sprinkler systems
are actuated automatically by the heat of a fire opening sprinkler heads thus initiating the flow of water
through the system; The following table -lists the capacity and type of each pump.

Pump No. Capacity Motor Type
(gpm)

2 4625 Electric

3 4625 Electric

5 4500 Electric

6 4500 Diesel

With all pumps operating, a maximum of approximately 18,250 gpm is available to accommodate
fire water needs. Should the water demand exceed the amount available (once the 300,000-gallon tank,
C-61 l-R, has emptied) from the C-631-02 basin, the plant water system can supply up to approximately
25,000 gpm to the basin. In addition, approximately 9,000 gpm can be pumped to the basin from C-633
using the crossover piping and valve arrangement.

3.9.2.6 C-600 Chilled Water System

The C-600 chilled water system supplies water for air conditioning and humidity control equipment
in various buildings.

3.9.2.7 Recirculating Hot Water System

A hot water heating system is used in some auxiliary service buildings. This system consists of a
steam to water heat exchanger supplied by steam from C-600 to supply hot water, a piping distribution
system to provide both supply and return water piping to each building and heating coils in each of the
buildings for transferring the heat from the hot water to the building ambient air.

3.9.3 C-616 Liquid Pollution Abatement and Appurtenant Structures

The RCW systems are treated for corrosion control. A blowdown is used to control the buildup of
soluble salts and nondissolved impurities, as a result of RCW evaporation. The corrosion inhibitors and
other contaminants in the blowdown prohibit direct discharge of this water to the receiving stream (Big
Bayou creek). The C-616 plant treats this waste water to lower the concentrations below the limits of the
.Kentucky Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (KPDES) permit.

The C-616 plant uses both chemical and physical processes to precipitate contaminants in the
blowdown water for removal.
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3.13 MAINTENANCE

Enrichment Plant Maintenance supports Operations by providing planning, estimating, scheduling
and safe and reliable performance of preventive, predictive, and corrective maintenance and support
services on plant facilities and equipment. Maintenance units are described in Sections 6.1 and 6.4.

The machine shops fabricate, modify, and repair plant process and auxiliary equipment. Machine,
welding, and metal working facilities and services are provided to meet the needs of plant operation. The
welding facility includes an x-ray machine to aid in weld inspections. Expert services are provided for
sheet metal, cranes and elevators, repairs to valves, pumps and compressors, high-efficiency particulate
filter maintenance, and heating, ventilation and air conditioning.

The electrical and instrument shops provide motor repair, electrical relay work and testing, radiation
instrument calibration, pneumatic instrumentation work, fabricating electrical equipment and systems,
maintaining telephone and alarm systems, and calibrating measurement and testing equipment (M&TE)
and other instrumentation.

Facility maintenance ensures upkeep and facility improvements to the plant site including painting,
capital upgrades, roads and grounds, mobile equipment management and repairs, custodial services,
asbestos abatement, carpentry, material erection, UF6 cylinder handling, locksmithing, and heavy
equipment operation.

The materials management program includes general materials receiving, warehousing, shipping,
trafficking, and control to support enrichment operations and plant-site related activities. Inventories are
maintained to assure timely availability of parts, tools, equipment, and general inventory to meet plant
needs. GDP Procurement and Materials controls the low bay area of C-720 related with
shipping/receiving and stores.

Additional maintenance program information can be found in Section 6.4.

3.13.1 Maintenance Facilities

The primary maintenance facility is C-720. This building is divided into a low-bay stores area, a
high-bay maintenance area, and a mezzanine level with offices and work areas for administrative support
personnel, and is serviced by north and south truck alleys. The stores area provides storage room for
material and supplies necessary to maintain operations that are not specifically provided elsewhere. The
maintenance area has space for shops to fabricate and repair equipment used in the enrichment process.
Several different types ofjib and overhead cranes support maintenance activities in the C-720 shops.

Another major maintenance facility is the C-724-A, Carpenter Shop Annex and C-724-B, Carpenter
Shop. This building houses the carpenter shop, and sign and paint shops.

The C-750, Garage and Appurtenant Structures is also an important maintenance facility at PGDP. It
is a typical fully equipped garage facility providing areas to service and maintain plant automotive and
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heavy equipment. Hazardous materials associated with the garage are typical industrial materials.
Equipment with fixed contamination may also be handled at this facility.

Buildings C-720, Maintenance and Stores Building and Appurtenant Structures, C-720-A,
Compressor Shop Addition, C-720-B, Machine Shop Addition, C-720-C, Converter Shop Addition, and
C-720-K, Instrument Shop Addition are important to safety and are required to maintain structural
integrity during evaluation basis natural phenomenon events (earthquake, high winds, and flooding). The
boundary definitions for these buildings are described in Table 3.15-2.

3.13.2 Maintenance Activities

3.13.2.1 Normetex Pump Maintenance

Normetex pumps are periodically removed from service and transported to C-720 for maintenance.
The maintenance of the Normetex pumps involves replacement of the pump parts, an overhaul of the
pump bearings and shaft, an evacuation test, and an operational test. Since parts may be contaminated,
they are disposed of accordingly.

3.13.2.2 Pressure Transmitter Cleaning

A transmitter is cleaned by pumping distilled water through it and collecting the wastewater. The
water is recirculated through the system until the conductivity of the water flowing out of the transmitter
is acceptable. The water is forced through the transmitters by the use of a small pump. The water washes
the uranium and other materials out of the internal cavity into the collection cylinders. The conductivity
of the water is measured to determine when the transmitters are cleaned.

3.13.2.3 Process Motor Repair

Process motor repairs are performed in C-720. The process motor repair area is designed to repair
electrical motors and, occasionally, transformers from various areas of the plant.

Due to the limited knowledge regarding the amount of uranium on the motors, all incoming motors
are surveyed before arrival in C-720. Motor disassembly takes place in this area. Minor servicing of the
motor includes brake work and bearings replacement. Major work includes more thorough disassembly
of the motor, such as separation of the stator and rotor.

3.13.2.4 C-720 General Machining

As process equipment in the cascade fails or for other reasons needs repair or routine maintenance, it
is moved to C-720 for general machining and repair. This equipment may be contaminated with enriched
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Feed, toll transfer (zones 2, 3, and 5-8), and withdrawal facilities. The safety functions of the
withdrawal, feed, and toll transfer and sampling facility UF6 release detection systems are to detect a UF6
release from the UF 6 primary system and provide an alarm to alert on-site personnel to take appropriate
action (i.e., investigate to verify a release occurred and, if necessary, evacuate the area affected by the
release). The systems are designed to detect releases in those areas that have the potential for a UF 6
release and provide an alarm inside the facility ACR. Operating history has shown the system to be
capable of detecting releases and providing an alarm. Based on these requirements and operating history,
the safety function of the system can be accomplished. Credit is also taken for these systems for nuclear
criticality safety. See Section 3.15.10.2.7.

The withdrawal facilities are equipped with several systems that can detect and annunciate an
alarm in the ACR upon a UF6 release. These systems include: (1) the UF6 release detection system - low
voltage system at the UF6 withdrawal room ceiling, (2) the UF6 release detection system - high voltage
("old") system for UF6 condensers, accumulator, and piping heated housings, and (3) UF 6 release
detection system - high speed centrifugal pumps (C-315 only). A high-voltage (200 VDC) or low-voltage
(24 VDC) UF6 release detection system can be used to monitor the C-315 high speed centrifugal pumps.
These systems are classified as alarm-only building UF6 detection systems for operations performed
within the withdrawal facilities.

3.15.7.3.4 System Classification

The UF6 release detection system that is located in any "000" or "00" areas that are intended to
be operated above atmospheric pressure (including inside the cell housings, cell bypass housings, unit
bypass housings, interbuilding tie-line housings and other piping and equipment housings) and in
interbuilding booster stations are required to:

* Detect UF6 releases and annunciate in the ACR; and
* Be used, in conjunction with the compressor motor manual trip system, to reduce the UF6

primary system pressure and minimize any UF6 releases.

Use of this system in this manner will minimize exposure of on-site personnel to UF6 and ensure
the off-site EGs are not exceeded. Credit is taken for this system to prevent exceeding the off-site EBE
EGs in the large UF 6 release to atmosphere (Section 4.3.2.1.7) EBE. Therefore, this system meets the
criteria for classification as a Q system.

The UF6 detection systems in the feed, toll transfer and sampling (zones 2, 3, and 5-8), and
withdrawal facilities are required to:

* Aid in the detection of UF6 releases for several events, and
* Minimize the exposure to on-site personnel.

However, these systems are not essential for the protection of the off-site public since for any
significant release of UF6 material that could threaten off-site EBE EGs, other methods of indicating that
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a release has occurred are also available (i.e., visual detection). These systems only provide an alarm to
alert on-site personnel that a potential UF6 release has occurred enabling them to take appropriate action
(i.e., investigate to verify a release occurred and, if necessary, evacuate the area affected by the release).
Therefore, these systemsmeetthecriteria for classificationas an AQ system.

3.15.7.3.5 Boundary

The Q, AQ, and AQ-NCS boundaries for the UF6 release detection system are defined in Tables
3,15-1, 3.15-2, and 3.15-3 respectively.

3.15.7.4 Inventory Instrumentation Required for Nuclear Material Accountability

3.15.7.4.1 Safety Function

The inventory instrumentation performs a safeguards function by providing a means to
demonstrate compliance with NMC&A requirements.
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3.15.10.1.4 Freezer/Sublimers (F/S) High-High Weight Trip System

3.15.10.1.4.1. Safety Function

The F/S high-high weight trip system ensures that the weight of UF6 (and R-1 14) does not exceed
10,000 lbs for a 10-MW F/S or 20,000 lbs for a 20-MW F/S. This system is hard-wired and independent
of the DPCS high-high weight trip. Excessive UF6 could cause bridging between the F/S collection
tubes. Under these conditions placing the F/S in the sublime mode could lead to the breach of the R-l 14
loop.

3.15.10.1.4.2. Functional Requirements

The F/S high-high weight trip system shall automatically close the UF 6 inlet B-line valve before
the mass in a 10MW vessel reaches 10,000 lbs, and before the mass in a 20 MW vessel reaches 20,000
lbs.

3.15.10.1.4.3. System Evaluation

See Section 3.15.3.5.3 and Section 5.2, Appendix A.

3.15.10.1.4.4. System Classification

The F/S high-high weight trip system prevents the overfilling and the potentially resulting
rupture of the F/S vessel. Prevention of this accident prevents exposure of on-site personnel to UF6. The
F/S high-high weight trip system is classified as AQ on this basis (see Section 3.15.3.5.4).

The freezer/sublimer high-high weight trip system is identified as an NCS AEF for F/Ss exposed
to greater than or equal to 1.0 wt. % 235U and, thus, is classified as an AQ-NCS system.

3.15.10.1.4.5. Boundary

The AQ-NCS boundaries of the F/S high-high weight trip system are defined in Table 3.15-3.
The AQ boundaries are defined in Table 3.15-2.
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3.15.10.2 C-360 UF6 Sampling and Transfer Facility

3.15.10.2.1 - Autoclave Water Inventory Control System

3.15.10.2.1.1. Safety Function

The autoclave water inventory control system prevents an undesirable water inventory level in
the autoclave which, in the event of a UF 6 release, could cause over-pressurization or a nuclear criticality.
The system function is to detect an unacceptable water level resulting from a drain line plug or restriction
and to shut off the steam flow to the autoclave.

3.15.10.2.1.2. Functional Requirements

The autoclave water inventory control system shall isolate the steam supply ensuring a water
inventory less than the maximum acceptable water inventory within the autoclave.

3.15.10.2.1.3. System Evaluation

See Section 3.15.5.5.3 and Section 5.2, Appendix A.

3.15.10.2.1.4. System Classification

The autoclave water inventory control system is classified as AQ (see Section 3.15.5.5.4). The
autoclave inventory control system is also identified as an NCS AEF. Therefore, this system is classified
AQ-NCS.

3.15.10.2.1.5. Boundary

The AQ and AQ-NCS boundaries for the autoclave water inventory control system are defined in
Tables 3.15-2 and 3.15-3, respectively.

3.15.10.2.2 Autoclave High Pressure Isolation System

3.15.10.2.2.1. Safety Function

The autoclave high pressure isolation system puts the autoclave into containment when the
autoclave pressure reaches 15 psig. Such pressure could be the result of a breach of a UF6 cylinder or
associated piping. This isolation will contain UF6 inside the autoclave precluding an uncontrolled release
to the environment where criticality safety cannot be assured. During heating of an autoclave without a
UF 6 cylinder (empty heat cycle), isolation of the UF6 lines to the evacuation and relief drums and
isolation of the steam supply line provides moderation control for the C-360 evacuation and relief drums.

3.15.10.2.2.2. Functional Requirements

See Section 3.15.5.1.2.
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3.15.10.4.12.3. System Evaluation

See Section 3.4.1.1.7 and Section 5.2, Appendix A.

3.15.10.4.12.4. System Classification

Normetex pump discharge valve closure to isolate the pump discharge from backflow of high
pressure UF 6 into the pump is identified as an NCS AEF. Therefore, this system is classified as AQ-
NCS.

3.15.10.4.12.5. Boundary

The AQ-NCS boundaries for the closure of the Normetex pump discharge block valve following
a pump trip are described in Table 3.15-3.
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3.15.10.5 UF 6 Feed Facilities

3.15.10.5.1 Autoclave Water Inventory Control System

3.15.10.5.1.1. Safety Function

The autoclave water inventory control system prevents an undesirable water inventory level in
the autoclave which, in the event of a UF 6 release, could cause over-pressurization or a nuclear criticality.
The system function is to detect an unacceptable water level resulting from a drain line plug or restriction
and to shut off the steam flow to the autoclave.

3.15.10.5.1.2. Functional Requirements

The autoclave water inventory control system shall isolate the steam supply ensuring a water
inventory less than the maximum acceptable water inventory within the autoclave.

3.15.10.5.1.3. System Evaluation

See Section 3.15.2.5.3 and Section 5.2, Appendix A.

3.15.10.5.1.4. System Classification

The autoclave water inventory control system is classified as AQ (see Section 3.15.2.5.4).

The autoclave water inventory control system is also identified as an NCS AEF. Therefore, this
system is classified as AQ-NCS.

3.15.10.5.1.5. Boundary

The AQ and AQ-NCS boundaries for the autoclave water inventory control system are defined in
Tables 3.15-2 and 3.15-3, respectively.

3.15.10.5.2 Autoclave High Pressure Isolation System

3.15.10.5.2.1. Safety Function

The autoclave high pressure isolation system puts the autoclave into containment when the
autoclave pressure reaches 15 psig. Such pressure could be the result of a breach of a UF6 cylinder or
associated piping. This isolation will contain UF6 inside the autoclave precluding an uncontrolled release
to the environment where criticality safety cannot be assured. During heating of an autoclave without a
UF 6 cylinder (empty heat cycle), isolation of the UF6 lines to the relief drums and isolation of the steam
supply line provides moderation control for the C-337A relief drums.

3.15.10.5.2.2. Functional Requirements

See Section 3.15.2.1.2.
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3.15.10.5.2.3. System Evaluation

See Section 3.15.2.1.3 and Section 5.2, Appendix A.

3.15.10.5.2.4. System Classification

The autoclave high pressure isolation system is classified as a Q system. See Section 3.15.2.1.4.

The autoclave high pressure isolation system is also identified as an NCS AEF. Therefore, this
system is classified as AQ-NCS.

3.15.10.5.2.5. Boundary

The Q and AQ-NCS boundaries for the autoclave high pressure isolation system are defined in
Tables 3.15-1 and 3.15-3, respectively.

3.15.10.5.3 Autoclave Steam Pressure Control System

3.15.10.5.3.1. Safety Function

The autoclave steam pressure control system maintains a maximum autoclave steam pressure of 8
psig for NCS purposes. This maximum pressure corresponds to a maximum temperature of 235°F. (1 13'C). This temperature limit is used to control UF 6 releases from, and moderator intrusion into UF6
systems. It acts as a moderation control.

3.15.10.5.3.2. Functional Requirements

See Section 3.15.2.7.2.

3.15.10.5.3.3. System Evaluation

See Section 3.15.2.7.3 and Section 5.2, Appendix A.

3.15.10.5.3.4. System Classification

The autoclave steam pressure control system is classified as AQ (see Section 3.15.2.7.4).

The autoclave steam pressure control system is also identified as an NCS AEF. Therefore, this
system is classified as AQ-NCS.

3.15.10.5.3.5. Boundary

The AQ and AQ-NCS boundaries for the autoclave steam pressure control system are defined in
Tables 3.15-2 and 3.15-3, respectively.
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3.15.10.5.4 UF 6 Release Detection System C-337A

3.15.10.5.4.1. Safety Function

The UF6 Release Detection System shall initiate UF6 line isolation when any combination of four
or more output signals are received from UF6 detector head actuations in the C-337A facility. This action
is required to ensure that the release of UF6 and its reaction products for isolable events outside the
autoclave are maintained below levels that could result in a nuclear criticality.

3.15.10.5.4.2. Functional Requirements

The UF6 release detection system shall be capable of isolating all C-337A autoclaves when any
combination of four or more output signals are received from UF6 detector head actuations.

3.15.10.5.4.3. System Evaluation

See Section 5.2, Appendix A.

3.15.10.5.4.4. System Classification

The UF 6 release detection system in C-337A is identified as an NCS AEF. Therefore, this
system is classified as AQ-NCS.

3.15.10.5.4.5. Boundary

The AQ-NCS boundaries for the UF 6 release detection system in C-337A are defined in Table
3.15-3.

3.15.10.5.5 High Cylinder Pressure System

3.15.10.5.5.1. Safety Function

The high cylinder pressure system, for use during the controlled feeding mode, shall isolate the
steam supply to the C-337-A, 5E and 5W autoclaves to ensure the cylinder pressure is maintained <22
psia. The UF6 cylinder high pressure system prevents over-pressurization of a damaged or overfilled
(category C) UF 6 cylinder during the heating process. This pressure could be the result from excessive
"light" gases or overfilling. The system contributes to nuclear criticality safety by preventing the release
of UF6 to areas with unfavorable geometry.

3.15.10.5.5.2. Functional Requirements

See Section 3.15.2.6.2.

3.15.10.5.5.3. System Evaluation

See Section 3.15.2.6.3 and Section 5.2, Appendix A.
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Table 4.2-11. Initiating Events. (continued)

Facility group/parameter/event/applicable process descriptions Event frequency Exceeds PSOA
threshold?

Limiting event?

>ct

WHATIF THERE IS A LEAK IN THE FLUORINE SUPPL YSYSTEM
C-710 Technical services building processes Anticipated event

WHATIF THERE ISA LEAK IN THE GLOVE BOX
C-400 Cleaning building processes Anticipated event

WHAT IF THERE IS A LEAK IN THE NITRIC ACID SYSTEM
C-400 Cleaning building processes Anticipated event
C-409 Stabilization building processes Anticipated event

WHAT IF THERE IS A LEAK IN THE VARNISHER
C-720 Maintenance and stores building processes Anticipated event

No

No

No
No

No

No

No

No
No

No

No

No

No

No

WHA TIF THERE ISA LEAK OF ONE OF THE CORROSIVE GAS LECTURE BOTTLES (CIF3, HF, F2)
C-710 Technical services building processes Anticipated event NoK)

WHATIF THERE ISA LEAK OR RUPTURE INA BASIN
C-409 Stabilization building processes Anticipated event No

WHA TIF THERE ISA LEAK OR RUPTURE IN ONE OR MORE OF THE STORAGE
C-709 Laboratory Annex Anticipated event No
C-710 Technical services building processes Anticipated event No

WHA TIF THERE ISA LEAK OR RUPTURE IN THE PRECIPITA TIONSYSTEM
C-409 Stabilization building processes Anticipated event No

WHA TIF THERE IS A LEAK OR RUPTURE IN THE PRESSURE TRANSMITTER CLEANING SYSTEM
C-720 Maintenance and stores building processes Anticipated event No

WHAT IF THERE IS A LEAK OR RUPTURE OF THE DRY HONER CABINET
C-400 Cleaning building processes Anticipated event No

WHA TIF THERE IS A RELEASE FROM THE CYLINDER WASHING SYSTEM
C-400 Cleaning building processes Anticinated event No

No

No 4--

No
Continued.



Table 4.2-11. Initiating Events. (continued) .D
Facility group/parameter/event/applicable process descriptions Event frequency Exceeds PSOA Limiting event?

threshold?

WHAT IF THERE IS A RUPTURE IN ONE OF THE PRECIPITATIONSYSTEMS
C-400 Cleaning building processes Anticipated event No No

WHAT IF THERE IS A RUPTURE IN THE ACIDIFYING TANKS
C-400 Cleaning building processes Anticipated event No No
C-409 Stabilization building processes Anticipated event No No

WHAT IF THERE IS A RUPTURE IN THE FLUORINE SUPPLY SYSTEM
C-710 Technical services building processes Anticipated event No Nok•

C, WHA TIF THERE IS A RUPTURE IN THE NITRIC ACID STORA GE TANK
C-400 Cleaning building processes Evaluation basis event No No

WHA T IF THERE IS A RUPTURE IN THE NITRIC ACID SYSTEM
C-409 Stabilization building processes Anticipated event No No

WHA TIF THERE ISA RUPTURE IN THE NITRIC ACID SYSTEM (OTHER THAN IN THE STORA GE TANK)
C-400 Cleaning building processes Anticipated event No No

WHA T IF THERE IS A R UPTURE IN THE VARNISHER
C-720 Maintenance and stores building processes Evaluation basis event No No

WHA TIF THERE ISA RUPTURE OF ONE OF THE CORROSIVE GAS LECTURE BOTTLES (CIF3, HF, F 2)
C-710 Technical services building processes Evaluation basis event No No

WHA TIF THERE ISA R UPTURE OF ONE OF THE DOT CYLINDERS OF CORROSIVE GAS

C-710 Technical services building processes Evaluation basis event Yes No
Continued.
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The Autoclave Water Inventory Control System is designated as a safety system for the toll
transfer and sampling facilities. This system's primary function is to limit the amount of water in the
autoclave. The limiting of water is a criticality control by limiting the amount of moderation to the
evacuation and relief drums should the UF 6 cylinder lose its integrity, for example, by a pigtail rupture.
Two condensate level probes are mounted in the three-inch drain pipe slightly below the autoclave shell.
If the sonic signal from either of the probes detect high condensate level or any other reason, the two
steam supply isolation valves and thermovent line block valve close to limit the total water in the
autoclave.

The Autoclave Steam Pressure Control System controls the steam pressure and its associated
saturation temperature in order to limit the vapor pressure and liquid volume of the UF6 within the
cylinder, preventing over-pressurization and loss of ullage. When the steam pressure set point is reached,
an alarm is sounded and two steam supply isolation valves and the thermovent line block valve are
closed. This limits moderation of the evacuation and relief drums during autoclave heat cycles with or
without a UF 6 cylinder. The components of this system include pressure switches; the dual block valves;
and associated relays, solenoids, and other electrical components.

The Autoclave High Pressure Isolation System is actuated by the pressure rise within the
autoclave and initiates autoclave isolation by closure of the block valves on all lines penetrating the
autoclave head. Isolation of the UF6 lines to the drums and the steam supply lines penetrating the
autoclave head is required for moderation control for the evacuation and relief drums during autoclave
heat cycles with or without a UF 6 cylinder. The components of the safety system include the pressure
switches, two isolation valves on the UF6 lines connected to the evacuation and the relief drums and
isolation valves on the steam supply lines penetrating the autoclave head; and associated relays,
solenoids, and other electrical components.

Administrative controls, passive barriers, and AEFs have been incorporated to prevent a
criticality from occurring in the C-360 evacuation and relief drums. Temperature and pressure controls
are maintained to preclude the desublimation of UF 6 and condensation of HF (moderation). For the
C-360 Evacuation and Relief Drums, the Autoclave Steam Pressure Control System and the Autoclave
High Pressure Isolation System provide redundant protection for moderation control. Moderation and
interaction are the primary controls used to maintain criticality safety of this system.

In order for a criticality to be possible, multiple contingency events would need to occur
simultaneously. The double contingency principle is met. Three AEFs, the Autoclave High Pressure
Isolation System, the Autoclave Water Inventory Control System and the Autoclave Steam Pressure
Control System are identified for the C-360 Evacuation and Relief Drums. See Section 3.15 for details
including safety classification.
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an error in characterization. PGDP uses favorable volume and spacing controls during the
containerization and handling of potentially fissile waste streams. Characterization of waste container
contents for 235U mass and enrichment is performed to ensure application of appropriate nuclear
criticality safety controls. Potentially fissile waste streams are characterized by using duplicate,
independent measurements.

Containers of potentially fissile waste are handled under NCS controls until characterized. If the
waste is determined to contain less than an always safe mass of 235U for the specific container, then the
container may be moved to a permanent low level waste storage area without NCS spacing controls. If
the waste is determined to be less than 1.0 wt. % 235U, the waste may be treated and handled as non-
fissile. If the waste contains in excess of the always safe mass of 235U, for the specific container size, the
waste container contents may be mass reduced (material split into one or more containers) and the waste
containers re-characterized until each container contains less than an always safe mass or the waste
container may be relocated to a permanent criticality storage area covered by a NCSA. Physical and
procedural controls are utilized to satisfy double contingency requirements for waste management
operations. Administrative controls include the use of independent verification of drum handling actions,
sampling activities, and uranium content calculations.

Experience has demonstrated that some waste streams from Fissile Control Areas and
contamination areas with open uranium systems have an extremely low probability of entraining
significant uranium contamination. These waste streams include Boundary Control Station waste andO NCS exempt waste. Boundary Control Station waste is disposable personnel protective equipment,
wipes, respirator cartridges, tacky mats, tape, plastic, paper, and dirt cleaned from personnel monitors.
NCS exempt waste includes other waste that, based on historical sampling data and process conditions,
does not have the potential to accumulate fissile material. NCS exempt waste specifically includes
materials such as scrap metal, insulation, miscellaneous liquids, process equipment lubricating oil,
chemicals, and water not used for radiological decontamination. These materials do not require
generation or identification as potentially fissile waste.

In order for a criticality to be possible, multiple contingency events would need to occur
simultaneously. Therefore, the double contingency principle is met and there are no AEFs identified for
handling and storage of contaminated waste.
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5.3 Text Deleted

5.4 Operation and Maintenance of the Negative Air Machines

The Negative Air Machines (NAMs) are utilized to provide control and containment of
hazardous compounds (U0 2F2, HF, and other particulates and fumes in the air) to minimize personnel
exposure and maintain hazardous materials in the smallest volume/area possible. The NAMs are utilized
to remove both radioactive and non-radioactive particulates.

Administrative controls and passive barriers have been incorporated to prevent a criticality from
occurring in the operation and maintenance of NAMs.

Mass and interaction are the primary controls used to ensure criticality safety of the NAM system
and handling of used NAM filters. Minimum spacing is required between the NAMs and other fissile
material and between a batch of filters and other fissile/potentially fissile material. The number of filters
per batch is limited by NCS controls. Administrative controls are in place for using only NCS approved
filters and for storing containers of fissile/potentially fissile NAM filters. Inspections are performed
before and after the filters are removed from the NAMs to ensure the safe mass is not exceeded during
filter storage. Visual inspections and differential pressure checks are performed to identify proper
operation of the system and any build-up deposits of uranium material.

In order for a criticality to be possible, multiple contingency events would need to occur
simultaneously. Therefore, the double contingency principle is met and there are no AEFs identified for
the operation and maintenance of NAMs.

5.5 Spent NAM/Fixed HEPA Filter Storage Containers

Spent NAM/Fixed HEPA filters are placed in B-25 or similar "strong tight" storage containers
for storage and subsequent off-site shipment.

Administrative controls and passive barriers have been incorporated to prevent a criticality from
occurring in spent NAM/Fixed HEPA filter storage containers. Filters being accumulated for off-site
shipment are restricted in mass and
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required to be spaced from other fissile/potentially fissile material. Accumulation of an unsafe mass is
the primary criticality concern. Mass and interaction are the primary controls used to ensure criticality
safety of the system.

In order for a criticality to be possible, multiple contingency events would need to occur
simultaneously. Therefore, the double contingency principle is met and there are no AEFs identified for
spent NAM/Fixed HEPA filter storage containers.

5.6 HEPA Filtered Vacuum Cleaners

High efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filtered vacuum cleaners and wet-vacs are used at PGDP
to clean up spills or accumulations of contaminated materials, to maintain equipment, and housekeeping
in general. The vacuum cleaners typically employed for fissile material have capacities ranging up to 5.5
gal.

Administrative controls and passive barriers have been incorporated to prevent a criticality from
occurring in the HEPA filtered vacuum cleaners. The criticality concerns associated with use of the
vacuums are the potential for use of a vacuum for fissile material that is larger than favorable volume or
the creation of a potentially critical configuration due to the interaction of several vacuums containing
fissile material. Volume, geometry, and interaction are the primary controls are used to maintain
criticality safety for the vacuum cleaners. All vacuum cleaners to be used with fissile material are
limited in capacity. The waste emptied from the vacuum canisters and the spent HEPA filters are
handled as potentially fissile waste in accordance with the waste management program.

In order for a criticality to be possible, multiple contingency events would need to occur
simultaneously. Therefore, the double contingency principle is met and there are no AEFs identified for
the HEPA filtered vacuum cleaners.

5.7 Trap Media Vacuum Cleaners

The trap media vacuum cleaners are used for removing alumina (A120 3) and NaF media from
traps throughout the cascade. The trap media serves to remove uranium, generally in the form of UF6 or

U0 2F2, from process gas streams.

Administrative controls and passive barriers have been incorporated to prevent a criticality from
occurring in the trap media vacuum cleaners. Geometry, volume and interaction are the primary controls.
used to ensure criticality safety of the system similar to the HEPA filtered vacuum cleaners discussed
above.

In order for a criticality to be possible, multiple contingency events would need to occur
simultaneously. Therefore, the double contingency principle is met and there are no AEFs identified for
the trap media vacuum cleaners.
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5.8 Transfer, Handling, and Storage of Fissile/Potentially Fissile Material Samples

Fissile/potentially fissile material is sampled to identify the actual uranium assay/content of the
material. In general, the liquid samples are from the cylinder wash system, spray booth, and uranium
recovery system. Solid samples are removed from chemical traps from cascade process buildings.

Administrative controls and passive barriers have been incorporated to prevent a criticality from
occurring in the transfer, handling, and storage of fissile/potentially fissile material samples. Volume,
geometry, moderation and interaction are the controls used to ensure criticality safety. For all batch
sizes, the volume of the sample containers is controlled and the limit specified is the volume of the
sample containers. Minimum spacing is required between the batches of samples, and between the batch
samples and other fissile material. Storage racks are restricted to the number of storage positions and
require a minimum safe spacing between the positions.

In order for a criticality to be possible, multiple contingency events would need to occur
simultaneously. Therefore, the double contingency principle is met and there are no AEFs identified for
the transfer, handling, and storage of fissile/potentially fissile material samples.

5.9 Selection Deleted
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The olfactory warning properties of airborne exposure are significant because of strong respiratory
tract irritation due to HF.

The HF odor is detectable by personnel at very low concentrations (between 0.03 and 0.13 ppm,
depending on reference) making an unknown 10 mg intake of soluble uranium unlikely at PGDP facility.
Based on stoichiometric calculations, a 1.0 ppm concentration of HF would result in an airborne uranium
concentration of approximately 2.43 mg/m3. A 1-hr exposure to an atmosphere 8 to 30 times the
threshold detection limit for HF would result in an intake of approximately 2.9 mg of uranium, assuming
the standard man breathing rate of 1.2 m 3/hr.

The hazards from uranium are twofold - chemical toxicity and radiation. Fortunately, the warning
properties and low specific activity combine so that large intakes are unlikely except during inadvertent
releases. The chemical toxicity limit is limiting in the lower assay end of the cascade due to the decrease
in 234U. The specific activity of depleted uranium is about 0.4 jiCi/g. The specific activity of reactor feed
at 4% enrichment is still only 2 giCi/g.

234U is the uranium nuclide with the highest dose. The DAC for the uranium isotopes present in
PGDP ( 23 4U, 2 35 U, 236U, and238U) varies only from 5E-10 gCi/ml to 6E-10 ItCi/ml. 2 34U is also the
predominant isotope in terms of total alpha radioactivity in all areas (except at the tails withdrawal points
or the process equipment immediately up gradient from that point). 238U produces slightly more than half
the total activity only in process equipment near "tails." 235U, enriched to as much as 2% of the mass, is
never a significant contributor to the total alpha activity. To determine the actual composition of the
uranium, isotopic determinations would have to be performed on nearly every sample. Since 234U is
limiting in terms of the DAC and ALI, all uranium is assumed to be 234U for dose compliance purposes as
a conservative measure.

Nuclides other than uranium are present at PGDP (99Tc, 24 1Am, 2 37Np, 2 38pu, 23 9pu, 230Th). Outside
of the technetium and uranium, these nuclides are not routinely detected in removable contamination and
airborne samples and are only present in trace quantities within certain areas of the plant. A formal site
characterization has been completed at PGDP to determine isotope composition and isotope ratios within
areas of the plant. Wipe and air samples obtained within the plant and containing significant activity may
be analyzed for these nuclides. Experience reveals uranium or technetium to be the dominant nuclide
with other isotopes not being routinely detected.

Air sampling data specific to intakes detected on urine bioassay above action levels are evaluated
along with bioassay for various nuclides in an effort to determine the radionuclides involved in the intake.
In accordance with 10 CFR 20.1204(a) and (g), radionuclides contributing significant internal dose are
included in the internal dose assessment.

5.3.2.8 Respiratory Protection

The Respiratory Protection Program follows the requirements of 29 CFR 1910.134 and 10 CFR 20
for use, issuance, training, and qualifications for respirator users. Respiratory radiological protection
requirements are specified in RWPs or procedures.
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Respiratory protection may be used to limit internal exposures when engineering and administrative
controls, including access restrictions and the use of specific work practices, are not practical. The
selection and use of respirators for radiological protection are in accordance with 10 CFR 20.1703.
Qualifications for individuals permitted. to use. respiratory protection include.an annual medical
evaluation, respiratory protection training, and fit testing.

The Respiratory Protection Program is administered by Industrial Hygiene (IH). RWPs specify
respiratory protection requirements to prevent inhalation of uranium or other radioactive material. HP
coordinates respiratory protection requirements with IH prior to specifying the requirements on the RWP.

Use of respiratory protection will be considered under any of the following conditions:

I. Entry into posted Airborne Radioactivity Areas;

2. During breach of contaminated systems or components;

3. Work in areas or on equipment with removable contamination levels greater than 100 times the
values in Table 5.3-6; and

4. During work on contaminated surfaces with the potential to generate airborne radioactivity.

In specific situations, the use of respiratory protection may be contraindicated due to physical
limitations, such as heat stress, or the potential for significantly increased external exposure with approval
of the RP Manager. In such situations, stay time controls to limit intake are established and continuous
workplace airborne monitoring is provided along with expedited analysis of results.

Respirator use is considered for activities where an individual may be exposed to soluble uranium
that may exceed 0.8 DAC-hours or an intake of 1 mg soluble uranium during a work shift.

5.3.2.9 Occupational Exposure Analysis

As stated in SAR 5.3.2.2 "Radiation Exposure," an annual report of personnel monitoring
information is submitted to the Radiation Exposure Information Reporting System (REIRS) Project
Manager based on the PGDP personnel exposure database. Since NRC certification, records show that
TEDE doses at PGDP are normally less than the monitoring requirements of 10 CFR 20.

5.3.2.10 Ventilation

Process building ventilation systems are described in Section 3.3.5.11.

When portable units equipped with differential pressure (DP) gauges are used for radiological
protection purposes, HEPA filter differential pressure will be checked when the unit is placed in service
or daily when running continuously. A reading greater than 5 inches water across the HEPA filter shall
require a shutdown for inspection or filter change. Vacuum units not equipped with DP gauges will have
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5.4 FIRE PROTECTION

Pursuant to 10 CFR 76.35(a)(6) and 76.87(c)(4), this section provides a description of the fire
protection facilities and equipment used to protect health and safety and limit danger to life or property
from fires. This section also provides an overview of the plant's fire protection program.

5.4.1 Program

The fire protection facilities and equipment are designed to detect, contain, and suppress fires. The
major physical components of the fire protection system (e.g., the water supply system, pumps, sprinkler
systems, fire alarms, and other fire-fighting equipment) are described in Section 3.9.

The fire protection program is under the direction of the Fire Chief. An experienced fire
professional has been assigned as the Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) with the responsibility for the
interpretation and application of applicable fire codes and standards. The AHJ is a fire protection
engineer who is a graduate of an engineering curriculum, who has engineering experience similar to the
eligibility requirements as Member grade in the Society of Fire Protection Engineers. AHJ duties may be
performed by contracted or other qualified AHJ support personnel.

The GDP fire protection programs have been developed in accordance with DOE requirements.
These requirements draw heavily on National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) codes and standards. and result in fire protection programs that have provided an acceptable level of fire safety.

The fire protection program will comply with the following standards for modifications to the plant
following certification: NFPA 10-1990, Portable Fire Extinguishers; NFPA 13-1989, Sprinkler Systems;
NFPA 15-1990, Water Spray Systems; NFPA 24-1992, Private Fire Service Mains; and NFPA 30-1990,
Flammable Liquids. Any areas where full compliance with these standards will not be observed will be
documented and justified by the AHJ. Any deviations found during future modifications will be
documented and justified by the AHJ or corrective action will be taken.

The Plant Operations Review Committee (PORC) provides an oversight and review role in fire
protection. The charter of the PORC Committee includes the responsibility to review nuclear safety
issues related to the administrative plans, programs, procedures, and changes thereto for programs such
as fire protection. This includes procedures and issues that relate to the Technical Safety Requirements
(TSRs) for fire protection. See Section 6.2.

5.4.1.1 Description of Fire Hazards

The major buildings at PGDP (Buildings C-331, -333, -335, -337, -310, and -315) are constructed of
heavy unprotected steel frame, concrete floors, mostly noncombustible exterior walls, and a built-up
metal deck roof assembly. Each building is a single fire area; sprinkler coverage is provided except for
cell housings and surge drum rooms. The sprinkler and water systems are described in Section 3.9.
Combustible loading is low (except for the lube oil) and the fire hazards are limited to normal industrial
activities. Any exceptions to this are identified during building surveys or by the building custodian.
These include such things as switch gear and transformers, fork lift trucks, maintenance welding/hotwork
activities, rotating electrical equipment with oil lubricated bearings and
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some hydraulic systems. Lightning protection is not installed on the major buildings. The buildings are,
however, heavily grounded, and lightning has not been a problem for these structures. The power
systems are designed to handle lightning.

There are two major fire potentials in the process buildings. The first is the quantity of lube oil used
in the process buildings. This oil is pumped to roof level tanks and gravity fed via piping to the rotating
equipment and gravity drained (in pipe) to ground floor storage tanks and pumps. The oil used has a
flash point of greater than 400'F and the interior roof level tanks as well as the ground level tanks are
sprinklered and diked. The second major fire hazard is the roof deck. The construction is a typical metal
deck roof assembly with a combustible vapor barrier/adhesive, insulation board, built-up tar and felt
covering, covered with ballast gravel. Sprinklers are provided throughout the buildings primarily in
response to the fire hazard of the combination of lube oil use and combustible roof assembly. This is
discussed in Chapter 4.

Process buildings and UF6 handling buildings are single fire areas. None of these buildings are
divided into fire areas by fire doors. Building separation is used as a method of limiting fire spread.

There is no fixed fire detection or suppression in the cell housings. The only sources of
combustibles in a cell housing are hydraulic oil lines that operate stage control valves in Building C-333
and C-337. Due to the high flash point of this oil and the lack of ignition sources in the cell housing, the
probability of a fire in the cell housing is very low. However, if a hydraulic line did rupture, then
pressure indicators as described in Section 3.3.5.10.2 could alert operators to the problem. Also, in the
unlikely event of a fire, the UF6 detectors described in Section 3.3.5.9.5 could detect the smoke generated
from the fire in the areas where detectors are required. The consequences of a cell housing fire are
bounded by a lube oil fire.

If a fire occurred outside of the cell housing, capabilities of the fixed fire suppression system and
the onsite fire department provide a high degree of confidence that a postulated fire could be contained
and extinguished prior to a breach of the primary system. Activation of the building fire suppression
system would also activate water flow alarms that would notify Fire Services. Sections 3.3.5.12, 3.9.2.5
and 5.4.2 describe the fire suppression system and water flow alarms in more detail.

An assessment was performed in 1997 to determine the combustible loading in process buildings C-
310/C-3 10-A, C-315, C-331, C-333, C-335, and C-337 and the adequacy of the sprinkler systems in these
buildings. It concluded the lube oil fire scenarios discussed in SAR Chapter 4 were still the most
challenging to the capabilities of the sprinkler systems. It further concluded the lube oil fire scenarios
would conservatively bound fires involving the other combustibles if certain administrative controls were
implemented. The recommended controls included limitations on the height of permanent bulk storage
of combustibles and separation of the permanent bulk storage locations from various systems and
equipment containing combustible liquids. These recommended controls have been procedurally
implemented.
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6.1.1 Organizational Commitments, Relationships, Responsibilities, and Authorities

USEC is committed to the safe operation of the GDP and has provided the management structure to
ensure that the safety/safeguards policy is effectively implemented. The management structure provides for
line responsibility for safe operations with sufficient staff support to develop, communicate, and provide
technical programs for various environmental, health, safety, safeguards and quality areas. The organization of
various support staff are provided in the description of the environmental, health, safety, safeguards and
quality areas.

USEC provides direction and management of GDP operations. Policy and program direction is provided
through the Director, Regulatory Affairs. The Environmental, Safety and Health Manager, who provides
direction for the site environmental programs, and the safety and health programs, has direct access to the
General Manager for matters relating to those programs. These individuals are independent from day-to-day
production, plant operating cost, and production scheduling considerations. Also, the Nuclear Safety and
Quality Manager (located on-site) who reports to the Vice President, Enrichment Operations, provides
oversight and assurance that corporate policies and procedures are being followed in operation of the plant.

The General Manager directs and oversees site activities to ensure safe, reliable, and efficient operations.
The Plant Manager reports to the General Manager and directs and coordinates the production plant operation
in accordance with policies as reflected in plant procedures and practices. The production line organizations
and related support and services organizations report to the Plant Manager and have responsibilities for
implementation of safety and safeguards policies and procedures in daily operations. The on-duty PSS reports
to the Operations Manager and provides direction and coordination for shift operations. The staff and support
organizations report to the General Manager and provide program direction and support to the production line
in implementing safety and safeguards requirements.
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Personnel minimum qualifications, functions and responsibilities for key staff positions are
described below. Throughout this section, equivalent technical experience means the substitution of 2
years of nuclear industry experience for each year of college up to a total of 3 years. Additionally, 30
semester hours or 45 quarter hours from an accredited college or university may be substituted for the
remaining 1 year of baccalaureate education. Individuals who do not possess the formal educational
requirements specified in this section or do not meet the equivalent technical experience defined above
shall not be automatically eliminated where other factors provide sufficient demonstration of their
abilities to fulfill the duties of a specific position. These other factors must clearly demonstrate
proficiency in the technical area for which the position will be responsible, for example, a license or
certification, documented completion of relevant training, or previous experience in the same position at
another facility. These other factors shall be evaluated on a case-by-case basis, documented, and
approved by the General Manager or appropriate Headquarters management, with the consultation of the
human resources organization. ..... .

6.1.1.1 Section Deleted

6.1.1.2 Vice President, Enrichment Operations

The Vice President, Enrichment Operations, reports to the Senior Vice President and Chief
Operating Officer.

The Vice President, Enrichment Operations, has overall responsibility for safe operations of PGDP
including implementation responsibilities for packaging and transportation of radioactive material. The Vice
President, Enrichment Operations, is authorized to direct the General Manager to take any specific action,
including but not limited to, placing all or any portion of the plant in a safe condition, in order to ensure
health and safety of workers and the public, protection of the environment, safeguards (nuclear material
control and accountability), security and to achieve or maintain compliance with applicable regulatory
requirements. In addition, the Vice President, Enrichment Operations, must concur with the decision of the
General Manager to restart any operation that was directed to be shut down by the Vice President, Enrichment
Operations, or by the Nuclear Safety and Quality Manager.
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decontamination services. The Operations Manager coordinates the activities of the Plant Shift
Superintendents and the Fire Chief, and provides technical and administrative support. In the absence of the
General Manager and Plant Manager, the Operations Manager may be delegated the responsibilities and
authorities of the General and/or the Plant Manager. This manager shall have the authority to stop work and/or
shut down operations in any part of the operation for which he/she has responsibility.

The Operations Manager shall have as a minimum a bachelors degree in engineering or the physical
sciences or equivalent technical experience, and four years of nuclear experience with at least six months in a
gaseous diffusion plant.

The Operations Manager is appointed by the Plant Manager with concurrence by the General Manager
and the Vice President, Enrichment Operations.

6.1.1.12 Maintenance Manager

The Maintenance Manager reports to the Plant Manager.

The Maintenance Manager is responsible for providing safe and reliable performance of preventive,
predictive, and corrective maintenance and support services on plant facilities and equipment. This includes
workplanning, troubleshooting, maintenance of logs and records, and initiating, screening, evaluating,
prioritizing, and scheduling of maintenance work, and coordinating shop maintenance. The manager shallO have the authority to stop work and/or shut down operations in any part of the operation for which he/she has
responsibility.

The Maintenance Manager shall have as a minimum a bachelor's degree in engineering or the
physical sciences or equivalent technical experience and four years of nuclear experience with at least six
months in a gaseous diffusion plant.

The Maintenance Manager is appointed by the Plant Manager with concurrence by the General
Manager and by the Vice President, Enrichment Operations.

6.1.1.13 Section Deleted
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6.1.1.14 Radiation Protection Manager

The Radiation Protection Manager reports to the Environmental, Safety, and Health Manager.

The Radiation Protection Manager is responsible for the implementation, maintenance, and
effectiveness of the health physics, radiation protection, and environmental sampling programs. These
duties include training personnel in the use of radiological program support equipment, controlling
radiation exposure of personnel, determining the radiological status of the facility, determining the need
for issuing and closing out radiation work permits, conducting the radiological occupational monitoring
and environmental sampling programs. The Radiation Protection Manager has direct access to the
General Manager and the Plant Manager concerning radiation protection matters and has stop work
authority for activities not being conducted in accordance with radiation protection requirements and
policies.

The Radiation Protection Manager shall have as a minimum a bachelors degree in engineering,
health physics, radiation protection, or the physical sciences or equivalent technical experience, and four
years experience in radiation protection including six months at a uranium processing facility.

The Radiation Protection Manager is appointed by the Environmental, Safety, and Health Manager
with concurrence by the General Manager.

6.1.1.15 Text deleted.

6.1.1.16 Text deleted.
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6.1.1.17 Plant Shift Superintendent

The Plant Shift Superintendent reports to the Operations Manager.

As the senior manager on shift, the Plant Shift Superintendent represents the General Manager and
has the authority and responsibility to make decisions as necessary to ensure safe operations, including
stopping work and placing the plant in a safe condition. The Plant Shift Superintendent is responsible for
accumulation and dissemination of information regarding plant activities, serving as or designating the
incident commander during plant emergencies and making notification of events.

The Plant Shift Superintendent is authorized to stop operations when system operability or the
overall safety of operations is in question. The Plant Shift Superintendent is also authorized to initiate
restart after shutdown for non-routine reasons. For shutdowns that are directed by the Vice President,
Enrichment Operations; Nuclear Safety and Quality Manager; the General Manager, or the Plant Manager; the
Plant Shift Superintendent may authorize restart only after obtaining the approval of the Plant Manager (who
will in turn obtain the necessary concurrence as described in Section 6. 1. 1.10).

The Plant Shift Superintendent shall have as a minimum a bachelors degree in engineering or the physical
sciences or equivalent technical experience and 4 years experience at a GDP, or a high school diploma plus 12
years experience at a GDP.

The Plant Shift Superintendent is appointed by the Operations Manager with concurrence by the Plant
Manager and General Manager.
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6.1.1.18 Engineering Manager

The Engineering Manager reports to the General Manager.

The Engineering Manager is responsible for engineering activities in support of operations,
including project management, design, fabrication, and construction of plant modifications; systems
engineering; and the configuration management program. The Engineering Manager has stop work
authority for any activity that would be or is in violation of the plant safety basis, the Technical Safety
Requirements, or the requirements and assumptions of the accident analyses.

The Engineering Manager is the design authority for radioactive material packaging and
transportation structures, systems, and components. As such, the Engineering Manager is responsible for
the following:

1. Evaluation of supplier's technical capabilities and approval of technical dispositions, and technical
evaluation of supplier-generated nonconforming material, equipment, or services.

2. Providing measures which ensure the proper selection, application, methods of acceptance, and use
of commercial grade items when applicable.

3. Specifying requirements for handling, storage, shipping, cleaning, packaging, and on-site movement
of S.C. items in specifications, drawings, instruction, procedures, procurement documents, and/or
other appropriate documents.

4. Determining applicable special processes, providing technical requirements, review, and
concurrence for special process procedures including the utilization and application of
nondestructive examination procedures.

5. Providing technical criteria for testing and the evaluation and resolution of test deficiencies.

6. Providing documented technical justification for nonconforming items dispositioned "use-as-is" or
"repair" and ensuring as-built records reflect accepted deviations as required.

The Engineering Manager shall have as a minimum a bachelors degree in engineering or the
physical sciences and four years of nuclear experience with at least six months in a gaseous diffusion
plant.

The Engineering Manager is appointed by the General Manager with concurrence by the Vice

President, Enrichment Operations.

6.1.1.19 Nuclear Criticality Safety Manager

The Nuclear Criticality Safety Manager reports to the Regulatory Affairs Manager.
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The Nuclear Criticality Safety Manager is responsible for developing and implementing the nuclear
criticality safety program for the facility. These duties include technical oversight of nuclear criticality
safety; nuclear criticality safety training; evaluation and approval of current and proposed changes to
process conditions, equipment, and procedures involving fissile material operations; and conducting
assessments of program implementation. The Nuclear Criticality Safety Manager has direct access to the
General Manager concerning nuclear criticality safety matters and has stop work authority for any
activity that could cause a criticality concern.

The Nuclear Criticality Safety Manager shall have as a minimum a bachelors degree in engineering
or physical sciences, and four years nuclear criticality experience or nuclear engineering experience (e.g.,
core load design, fuel design, reactor engineering) with at least six months at a uranium processing
facility where nuclear criticality safety was practiced.

The Nuclear Criticality Safety Manager is appointed by the Regulatory Affairs Manager with
concurrence by the General Manager.

6.1.1.20 GDP Procurement and Materials Manager

The GDP Procurement and Materials Manager is responsible for packaging and transportation and
for receipt, delivery, storage, control, and on-site movement of packaging and transportation SSCs and
hazardous chemicals under his cognizance to the point of issuance. This manager interacts directly with
the General Manager, other managers and key plant personnel and participates as desired in any
discussions related to procurement and materials management. The GDP Procurement and Materials
Manager is appointed by and reports to the USEC Director of Procurement and Contracts.

6.1.1.21 Selection Deleted

6.1.1.22 Security Manager

The Security Manager reports to the General Manager. I
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The Security Manager is responsible for plant police services and security. The Security Manager is
governed by and must adhere to the policies established by the Vice President, Enrichment Operations.
The Security Manager has stop work authority for activities not being conducted in accordance with
applicable regulatory requirements. The General Manager is authorized to direct the security resources
assigned to plant security by the Security Manager, as necessary, to ensure safe operation of the plant.

The Security Manager shall have as a minimum a bachelors degree or equivalent technical
experience and four years security experience or four years nuclear experience.

The Security Manager is appointed by the General Manager.

6.1.1.23 Fire Chief

The Fire Chief reports to the Operations Manager and is governed by, and must adhere to, policies
establishedby the-General Manager.. . ..

The Fire Chief is responsible for plant fire services and has stop work authority for activities not being
conducted in accordance with applicable fire protection requirements. The Fire Chief is the senior site fire
protection officer.

The Fire Chief shall have as a minimum a bachelors degree or equivalent technical experience, four years
of fire protection experience, and 6 months of nuclear experience.

The Fire Chief is appointed by the Operations Manager with concurrence by the Plant Manager and the
General Manager.

6.1.1.24 Production Support & Product Scheduling Manager

The Production Support & Product Scheduling Manager reports to the Plant Manager. The Production
Support and Product Scheduling Manager is responsible for the technical functions in direct support of
production activities and efficient and effective management of the groups and personnel in several significant
functions for customer order filling, materials and process technology, as well as the analytical laboratory.
Functional scope of management responsibilities includes marketing and fabricator interface, product
planning, specification and assurance, customer order management, the Russian material program, materials
and process technology and the analytical laboratory. This position also serves as USEC's primary point of
contact with the DOT and implements applicable NCS controls for Production Support & Product Scheduling
field activities.

The Production Support & Product Scheduling Manager shall have as a minimum a bachelors degree in
engineering or the physical sciences or equivalent technical experience, four years of management experience
and five years of nuclear experience with at least six months in a gaseous diffusion plant.

The Production Support & Product Scheduling Manager is appointed by the Plant Manager with
concurrence by the General Manager and Vice President, Enrichment Operations.

6.1.1.25 Regulatory Affairs Manager

The Regulatory Affairs Manager reports to the General Manager. The Regulatory Affairs Manager is
governed by and must adhere to policies established by the Director, Regulatory Affairs.
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6.5 OPERATIONS

This section describes personnel, practices, and key facilities associated with the continued operation of
PGDP.

The site is large enough to provide a considerable buffer between the enrichment process and our rural
neighbors. Plant operations are continuous with coordination of operations performed by the Plant Shift
Superintendent (PSS) from a central control facility. The plant is protected on a continuous basis by fire
services and security forces. Each significant building is equipped with fire alarms and water sprinklers as
discussed in SAR Section 5.4.1.1. Emergency mutual assistance exercises are conducted biennially with the
emergency forces of the state and of the surrounding communities.

There is a public warning system to alert neighbors in the event of any plant problem that might affect
them. Spill control measures are in effect for all continuous liquid effluent discharge points. More
information on waterborne effluent control is contained in SAR Section 5.1. There are also internal
impoundment structures, spill control equipment, and monitoring stations with alarms. The principal toxic
gases on the site are the uranium hexafluoride process gas, fluorine, chlorine trifluoride, chlorine, and
hydrogen fluoride. Liquid hazardous chemicals include oil, nitric acid, sulfuric acid, and a variety of other.
chemicals in smaller amounts.

The plant is normally in one of three modes of operation, from a safety perspective.

Normal Operations

Most of the time is spent in normal operations; in this mode the following conditions apply:

* Operations are proceeding within expected parameters with no safety impacts from deviations,

* Technical Safety Requirements (TSRs) are in effect,

* Routine effluents or emissions are within permits and certificate conditions with no significant
impact to the public or environment, and

* Personnel exposures are below 10 CFR 20 limits and OSHA requirements.

Off-normal (but not emergency) Operations

Occasionally, process upsets and/or equipment failures occur which result in "off-normal" conditions
within localized areas of the plant; these "off-normal" modes are as follows:

" Small releases of UF6 or other toxic gases (such as F2, HF, CIF 3, C12) that result in evacuation of the
immediate area and monitoring for reentry, but do not affect other areas of operations of the plant
and have no impact off site;

* Occupational safety injuries and/or illnesses with a response required to render aid or transport to the
plant or off site medical facility;
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* Small fires that are quickly extinguished;

" Unexpected radiological contamination that requires reporting of plant areas or additional employee
protective measures.

These "off normal" conditions are managed by the PSS from the C-300 Plant Control Facility with
involvement by plant shift emergency response and/or health physics personnel. It may involve call-in of
Health and Safety personnel.

Emergency Operations

The third mode is an emergency, as described in the Emergency Plan, which involves an "Alert" or
"Site Area Emergency" declaration and activation of the Emergency Operations Center.

The remainder of this section provides an overview of the major operating areas of PGDP with a
brief discussion of the safety and safeguards risks and the controls and operational surveillances in place
to manage these risks. A description of the plant and plant operations is provided in detail in Chapter 3;
a detailed accident analysis and discussion of risks associated with plant operations is provided in
Chapter 4.

6.5.1 Shift Operations

The gaseous diffusion process operates continuously. To support this continuous operation, a work
force is required 24-hours per day.

The PGDP work force is divided into two primary groups, a day shift (management, support staff,
service groups) working primarily Monday through Friday, and shifts that provide continuous coverage
of plant operations. The day shift provides the administrative support, activities such as design and
fabrication where continuation is not time constrained, procedure development, classroom training,
planning, and preventive maintenance. Most of the plant staff is assigned to the day shift.

The shift organization has the prime responsibility for continued plant operation and the evolutions,
exchange of information, and response to abnormal and unusual conditions necessary to ensure safe and
efficient plant operation. Typical activities of the shift include provide oversight and direction for all
plant operations, monitor systems and equipment for proper performance, prepare equipment for day
shift repair/preventative maintenance functions, and respond to emergency situations.

Operational activities of the plant are controlled by the Plant Shift Superintendent (PSS) whose
normal watch station is in the C-300 Central Control Facility (CCF). The PSS reports directly to the
Operations Manager. Upon recognition of an emergency, the PSS or other qualified individual responds
to the scene as Incident Commander. The PSS serves as Crisis Manager during a classified emergency
(Alert or Site Area Emergency) until relieved by a manager designated in the emergency line of executive
succession when the Emergency Operations Center becomes operational.
Emergency command and control is described in the Emergency Plan.

The CCF is the hub of the plant operational activity. The overall UF6 enrichment process is
monitored at this location. Key plant operations can be performed remotely from the CCF, key alarm
systems are monitored, and plant communications systems as well as off-site communications
capabilities
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are located in the CCF. The plant power system is monitored and controlled through a communication
network with the power suppliers. Typical operational activities that are monitored and controlled from
the CCF include determining and establishing optimal plant power level, executing or altering the
maintenance work plan if necessary, and maintaining necessary manpower level to support plant
operations.

Staffing levels for the shifts are not fixed but are based on the expected or planned activity for the
shift period. Staffing levels take into account the routine monitoring of plant equipment including
operator rounds, expected operational activity level, facility size, and Technical Safety Requirement
(TSR) specified staffing requirements. When special activities are included in the work plans, the
staffing will be increased as required to perform the planned activity. The required minimum staffing
level for Paducah is approximately 30 as detailed in Section 3 of the TSRs. This is a fraction of the
normal average shift staffing of approximately 80 persons.

Each shift organization is composed of a PSS; a cascade coordinator (CC) who directs overall
cascade activities; first-line managers for the cascade buildings, UF 6 handling facilities, security, fire
services, and power operations and utility operations; health physics technicians; Security Shift
Commander; Fire Services Shift Commander; and operators, Security Police officers, and firefighters.
Less than this normal shift staffing is permitted for short periods with the concurrence of the PSS to
allow for call-ins or other compensatory actions.

The PSS provides a direct chain of command from the Operations Manager, Plant Manager and
General Manager to the shift operating staff and serves as the senior shift manager in directing activities
and personnel. The operations line organization is accountable to the PSS for reporting plant status.

The CC provides managerial oversight, operations coordination, and assures adequate staffing for
all cascade operations on a 24-hour basis. This person approves, directs, and integrates all significant
cascade operational activities under the oversight of the PSS.

The remaining members of the shift organization provide the needed functions for round-the-clock
operations. First-line managers provide management for, coordination of, and assurance for proper
execution of assigned tasks. Health physics technicians provide support for 24-hour shift operations.
The first-line manager for Security supervises the activities necessary to ensure the protection of plant
facilities, government property, and classified information. The first-line manger for fire services
supervises shift fire services work activities and responds to plant emergency events.
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There are diverse systems for operational communications. Commercial telephones, an internal
plant telephone system, radio network, a plant public address (PA) system, emergency signals, and a
pager system are available to provide necessary communications in operating the plant. The CCF is the
focal point for all emergency reporting and initiating of all emergency responses. A special emergency
telephone network is available in the CCF. Fire alarm and sprinkler indicator systems, criticality alarm
panel, seismic alarms as well as numerous operational alarms are monitored in the CCF. As described in
the Emergency Plan, the PSS will initiate off-site notifications and plant personnel call-ins when
required.

In accordance with the corrective action program, plant personnel are required to report abnormal
events or conditions that may have the potential to harm the safety, health, or security of on-site
personnel, the general public, or the environment. Plant personnel are also required to immediately
report conditions which may require emergency response. The PSS reviews potentially reportable or
inoperable safety system equipment reports and determines proper disposition.

6.5.2 Cascade Operations Organization and Administration

The cascade is the UF6 enrichment portion of the plant. The cascade is composed of six major
process buildings which houses two parallel enrichment cascades that share common product and tails
withdrawal facilities. There are auxiliary facilities such as the recirculating water pump houses which
are also under the direct control of cascade operations.

The Operations Manager is responsible for overall operations. This includes operation of cascade
equipment, planning for power usage, control of feeds, product and tails material including sampling,
operating plant utilities, radiological decontamination, equipment cleaning, uranium precipitation, and
operation of plant laundry. The Operations Manager is supported by managers in the following groups:
Cascade, Chemical, Utilities, Power, and UF6 Handling. These group managers have subordinate
managers assigned to functional areas to provide oversight of the day shift operations.

The optimum cascade arrangement for specific power levels, cascade configuration, product and
tails assay levels, and feed availabilities is determined by the technical staff. Recommendations for these
operating conditions are made by the technical staff to appropriate Operations Management and
implemented by the operations staff in conjunction with the shift organization. The shift organization
follow daily instructions and work plans developed and communicated by Operations Management.

The Utilities Manager, in conjunction with key building managers, provides the plant with sanitary
water, chilled water, steam, air, nitrogen, and sewer services. These must be supplied on a continuous
basis to meet the cascade requirements. Any outage is coordinated with customers to assure proper
planning to provide temporary services as necessary.
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* Asbestos Worker Safety,
" Hearing Conservation,
* Heat/Cold Stress,
" OSHA Hazard Communication,
* Hoisting and Rigging,
* Mobile Equipment (Cranes, forklifts, etc.),
* Lockout/Tagout Work Permits,
" Safety & Health Work Permits, and
* RCRA Storage and Handling.

6.6.11 Contractor Training

Contractor training requirements are determined by the applicable site technical representative/
training review group project manager. This determination will be based upon the site access
requirements and job functions of each specific contract.

6.6.12 Nuclear Criticality Safety Engineer/Specialist Training

Nuclear Criticality Safety Engineer/Specialist training and qualification is administered by the
Nuclear Criticality Safety Group. Nuclear Criticality Safety Group procedures and TDAG define
education and experience prerequisite for incumbents, required training courses, and continuing training
requirements.

6.6.13 Audit and Inspection Personnel Training

The qualification and re-qualification of inspection personnel, auditors, lead auditors and
nondestructive examination personnel is performed in accordance with QAP Section 2.2.4.

The Nuclear Safety and Quality Manager is responsible for identifying all qualification and
requalification requirements for quality assurance auditors and quality control inspectors.

6.6.14 Manager Training

Manager training is provided for those persons who manage the operations and maintenance
personnel relied upon to operate, maintain, or modify Q or AQ-NCS items. The training is not SAT-
based but is designed, developed, and implemented to assist facility managers in gaining an

A understanding of the applicable procedures and
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practices specific to the gaseous diffusion process and facility. Also, it is used to develop the managerial
and leadership skills necessary to effectively manage personnel. This training includes:

* Management Skills Training,
* Initial and Continuing Process Safety Training for Managers, and
* Applicable elements of the Operations and Maintenance Initial and Continuing training.

6.6.15 Cascade Coordinator Training

Cascade coordinator training is administered by the Operations Organization and provided to those
persons who direct the overall operations of the gaseous diffusion cascade. Training provides cascade
coordinators an understanding of the overall integration of the process and support systems necessary to
operate the GDP. Cascade coordinators also receive manager training.

6.6.16 Plant Shift Superintendent Training

Plant Shift Superintendent Training is administered by the Operations Manager and provided to
those persons who provide managerial oversight for the daily operations of the Plant Uranium
Enrichment Facility and other support activities. This training is based on the systems approach to
training and is designed, developed, and implemented to provide the plant shift superintendent an
understanding of the overall integration of the processes, support systems, administrative and emergency
procedures, and regulatory reporting requirements necessary to operate the GDP. Superintendent
qualification is granted by the Operations Manager upon successful completion of training.

6.6.17 System Engineer Training

System Engineer Training is administered by Engineering and is provided to those persons who
provide engineering support and review of the modifications to Q or AQ-NCS items. System Engineers
are responsible for reviewing design proposals and modifications, ensuring that the appropriate
documents and procedures are updated to be consistent with modifications; and assisting in work control
package preparation and identification of post-maintenance test requirements for Q systems. The training
is based on a detailed review of job analysis data, training requirements for specific systems, and existing
training materials.

6.6.18 Laboratory Technician Training

Laboratory Technician Training is administered by Production Support and Product Scheduling in
accordance with the guidelines set down in the Training Development and Administrative Guide for
Laboratory Technicians Training. The training is based on a SAT process. The analysis results were
used to establish the learning objectives, test items, instructional methods, and instructional settings.

6.6.19 Waste Management Operator Training

Waste management operator training is administered by the Environmental, Safety and Health
organization and is provided to those persons who handle, store, and move waste for on-site treatment or
package for shipment to off-site TSD facilities. The program includes training on the following:

* Basic knowledge of chemical safety
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2. TYPES OF ACCIDENTS AND OTHER EMERGENCIES

A hazards and consequence analysis (hazards analysis) forms the basis for this emergency
preparedness plan. The NRC Notice promulgating 10 CFR 76 indicated that the regulatory analysis for
the emergency preparedness requirements for other nuclear fuel cycle facilities regulated by the NRC
"concluded that off-site emergency preparedness should be based on chemical toxicity from a large UF 6
release.''a

This Plan is based upon an evaluation of the risks associated with various accident scenarios
identified in the site-specific hazards analysis for PGDP and other potential emergency situations at
PGDP. This analysis concluded that the most extreme credible scenario would be an accident involving
a large UF6 release. The analysis included consideration of the risks associated with the potential release
of other hazardous radioactive and nonradioactive materials stored or used on-site. These other
hazardous materials are identified in Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS), the chemical inventory,
information from the Safeguards and Security Plan, the Spill Prevention, Control and Countermeasure
Plan, and Hazardous Waste Contingency Plans.

Each type of credible accident or event that could result in an emergency associated with these
hazards has been identified and analyzed to assess the potential consequences to plant workers, the. public, the environment, and on-site and off-site property.

This Plan is applicable to radiological and nonradiological accidents or other emergencies that
could occur, including the following:

1. Hazardous materials (HAZMAT) releases involving toxic or radioactive materials,
2. Fires,
3. Industrial accidents,
4. Equipment failures or misoperations,
5. Natural phenomena such as tornadoes and earthquakes, and
6. Security-related events, such as bomb threats, civil disturbances, extortions, and hostage takings.

2.1 DESCRIPTION OF POSTULATED ACCIDENTS AND OTHER EMERGENCIES

Various hazardous materials are used or stored at the site. Accidents involving the release of
these materials could require an emergency response. Fires, a nuclear criticality event, or severe natural
phenomena could also require an emergency declaration and/or response.

* a. 59 Federal Register 48946 (September 23, 1994).
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It should be noted that other events that do not meet the criteria for classification as an emergency under this
Plan may also require reporting to federal, state, and local agencies, require time-urgent mitigation efforts, or
possibly impact plant operations. Examples of these types of events include certain equipment failures or industrial
accidents and loss of power, steam, process water, or compressed air to certain areas of the site.

In conjunction with the shut down of enrichment operations described in Section 1.1, the reduction and
removal of non-nuclear chemical hazards will occur as hazardous materials are no longer required in their current
amounts on the plant site during the shut down process. Some inventories of the various hazardous chemicals
associated with the enrichment process will be reduced to the minimum necessary to support the needs of the plant.
Conversely, plant needs may result in the removal of the total inventory of some hazardous chemicals from the site.
However, some hazardous chemicals may remain on the site to support potential future DOE operations. While the
following sections provide a description of plant accidents and events that could be classified as potential
emergencies under the Plan, they are based upon hazards identified in the hazards analyses in effect at the time of the
shutdown of uranium enrichment operations at-PGDP.

The following sections contain brief descriptions of each of the types of accidents and other events that could
be classified as potential emergencies under the Plan, based upon the hazards analyses.

2.1.1 Nuclear Criticality Event

Based on the safe operating history of the plant, a nuclear criticality is very unlikely. Detectors and alarm
systems are in place as described in Section 5.2 of the Safety Analysis Report (SAR). The consequences of an
inadvertent criticality event are likely to be limited to a localized region. Because criticality produces primarily local
radiation effects, the expected consequences are limited to the on-site workers with no effects to persons at the DOE
reservation boundary. No significant fission product release and transport are anticipated from an inadvertent
criticality event.

2.1.2 UF 6 Release

UF6 reacts with moisture in the air. The resulting hydrolysis produces uranyl fluoride particles and hydrogen
fluoride (HF) gas. The radiotoxicity of uranium is insignificant when compared with its chemical toxicity. Radiation
doses received by persons at the DOE reservation boundary due to a UF6 release would also be insignificant.

2.1.2.1 Liquid Cylinder Rupture

The dropping and rupturing of a UF 6 liquid cylinder at the Building C-310, C-315, or C-360 outdoor
cylinder areas could result in a significant on-site and off-site hazard. Historical evidence indicates an incident
involving the rupture of a liquid 14-ton UF 6 cylinder could release UF 6 into the atmosphere. In the worst-case
scenario, serious injuries or fatalities could occur on-site, at the DOE reservation boundary, and beyond. Sheltering
citizens in the path of the plume would greatly mitigate the consequences.

2.1.2.2 Other Postulated UF 6 Releases

Other postulated UF 6 releases would present lower potential on-site and DOE reservation boundary
consequences.

2.1.3 ClF 3 Release

CIF3 cylinders are stored in the C-745-B cylinder yard and in Building C-350 and could be released if a
valve broke and ignited nearby cylinders. CIF 3 reacts with water to form hydrogen fluoride and chlorine. In the
worst-case scenario, serious injuries or fatalities could occur on-site. However, due to the limited quantity of
material available for release and the low probability of coincident extreme atmospheric conditions, no hazards
should exist at the DOE reservation boundary.
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4. RESPONSIBILITIES

USEC is responsible for overall direction and control of NRC-regulated activities at PGDP.
USEC is also required to provide site-wide emergency response services to DOE pursuant to Appendix F
of the Lease Agreement.

4.1 NORMAL FACILITY ORGANIZATION

While the Vice President, Enrichment Operations is ultimately responsible for the safe operation
of the plant, the General Manager is responsible for the day-to-day management and operation of the
plant, including the program of emergency response services. An organizational chart showing the
functional levels and reporting responsibilities is provided in the Safety Analysis Report, Section 6.1.
The administrative and technical support personnel staffing the plant organization are normally on-site
daily, Monday through Friday, holidays excluded. Plant operational personnel are on duty 24 hours per
day. Descriptions of the key managers at the plant and their responsibilities are provided below.

4.1.1 General Manager

The General Manager has direct responsibility for operation of the plant in a safe, reliable, and
efficient manner. The General Manager is responsible for emergency management and is authorized to
declare an emergency and to initiate the appropriate response.

4.1.2 Plant Manager

The Plant Manager provides assistance and support to the General Manager in providing for safe
operation of the plant and is assigned specific areas of oversight for day-to-day production operations,
and maintenance.

4.1.3 Operations Manager

The Operations Manager is responsible for the operations of the enrichment cascade. This
includes such activities as ensuring the correct and safe operations of the plant utility and chemical
services, UF6 processes, proper handling of UF6, and the periodic testing of equipment to ensure safe and
efficient operation. The Operations Manager oversees the activities of the PSSs and Fire Services and
has the responsibility and authority to make decisions to assure safe operation of the plant.

4.1.4 Section Deleted
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4.1.5 Maintenance Manager

The Maintenance Manager is responsible for providing planning and safe and reliable
performance of preventive, predictive, and corrective maintenance and support services on plant facilities
and equipment, and for maintenance work scheduling.

4.1.6 Security Manager

The Security Manager is responsible plant police services and security. During emergencies, the
Incident Commander directs the Security Organization as appropriate. The General Manager and
delegated positions have stop work authority on security operations.

4.1.7 Section Deleted

4.1.8 Engineering Manager

The Engineering Manager is responsible for engineering activities in support of operations
including design, fabrication, and construction of plant modifications or additions; the configuration
management program. Responsibilities also include project management, construction, and coordination
of large project plant modifications or additions.

4.1.9 Environmental, Safety and Health Manager

The Environmental, Safety and Health (ES&H) Manager is responsible for the environmental,
industrial safety and hygiene programs, emergency management, waste management, and medical
services at the facility. This includes activities to protect workers from chemical and physical hazards,
and to maintain compliance with OSHA regulations.

The Environmental, Safety and Health Manager is also responsible for developing, maintaining,
and updating the emergency plan, ensuring that the emergency management program is designed to
comply with federal, state, and local regulations and for the establishment and oversight of the site
environmental protection and monitoring programs.

The ES&H Manager is also responsible for establishing and implementing the radiation protection
program.

4.1.10 Regulatory Affairs Manager

The Regulatory Affairs manager is responsible for the day-to-day interface with NRC
representatives on matters of regulatory compliance. As delegated by the Director, Regulatory Affairs,
the Regulatory Affairs Manager has responsibility for coordinating certification related and certificate
renewal-related activities. The Regulatory Affairs Manager is also responsible for nuclear criticality
safety, nuclear safety, and developing, maintaining, and updating the plant's corrective action and
commitment management program, including administration of the problem reporting system. The
Regulatory Affairs Manager is also responsible for the training, procedures, and records management and
document control (RMDC) programs.

4.1.11 Section Deleted
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Because of the importance of some emergency responsibilities, these responsibilities may be
performed only by the ERO position assigned to address them. The following responsibilities are
transferred when the overall responsibility of the emergency response is transferred.

1. Emergency Classification. Initially this is a PSS responsibility as CM. After the EOC is
operational, this responsibility is transferred from the PSS to the CM in the EOC.

2. Protective Action Recommendations. Initially this is a PSS responsibility as CM. When the EOC
is operational, approval of off-site protective action recommendations is transferred to the CM in
the EOC.

3. Facility Activation. The PSS is responsible for directing activation of the EOC. The EOC is
automatically activated for Alerts and SAEs and may be selectively activated for other
emergencies related to non-NRC regulated activities.

4.2.2 On-Site Staff Emergency Assignments

4.2.2.1 Plant Emergency Squad

Capability for on-scene emergency response is provided by the plant emergency squad consisting
of the following:

1. PSS personnel,
2. Police personnel,
3. Fire Services personnel, and
4. Operating shift, nonsupervisory, supervisory, and specialist personnel.

Within the plant emergency squad are personnel who have experience and are trained in fire
fighting, HAZMAT response, health physics, and environmental response. Fire Services personnel are
also trained in emergency medical treatment. Figure 4-2 illustrates a typical plant initial on-scene ERO.

4.2.2.2 Emergency Operations Center Cadre

The Emergency Operations Center (EOC) cadre provides the external support required by the IC
and provides information to federal, state, and local government agencies. Specifically, the EOC cadre
provides additional technical expertise in engineering, radiological/hazardous materials monitoring and
assessment, logistics support such as transportation, food, communications, materials, and supplies, and
other needed services.

The EOC is the primary facility for coordinating on-site response and mitigation and off-site
interface activities. Senior managers confer, provide personnel and materials, coordinate activities, and
communicate with on-site and off-site personnel. Appropriate support staff are in the EOC to provide
technical support to the EOC cadre and to the IC at the scene.
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4.2.2.3 Joint Public Information Center

The Joint Public Information Center (JPIC) is normally activated at the declaration of an SAE or
for other events that may generate significant interest from the media. This organization provides for
timely information dissemination to the media and to the public regarding a plant emergency.

4.2.2.4 Recovery Manager

When the nature and extent of an emergency indicate that recovery operations are required, the
CM designates a recovery manager (RM) to direct these operations prior to terminating the emergency.
The RM, in turn, designates a staff to assist in these operations. The duties and responsibilities of the
RM and the Recovery Organization are addressed in Section 9.

4.3 LOCAL OFF-SITE ASSISTANCE TO FACILITY

The severity of some emergencies may warrant the use of off-site individuals, organizations, and
agencies. As a result, Letters of Agreement (as identified in Appendix B) have been entered into with
off-site groups to provide assistance in the event of an emergency. These support services encompass
areas such as medical assistance, fire control, evacuation, ambulance services, and law enforcement.
When the CM determines that off-site assistance is needed, the appropriate organization is notified and
assistance is requested. Plant police personnel provide site access control and ensure escort support is
provided for the responding off-site organizations. TLD's will be provided to off-site responders as
required when entering the CAA. Except for suspension of the formal visitor access system to
accommodate requested off-site support personnel, normal safeguard and security measures, including
material controls and accountability, are maintained. Necessary emergency information is provided to
the responding organizations, including potential hazards associated with the incident.

The off-site emergency support organizations are described in the following subsections.

4.3.1 Medical Support

In certain instances, medical emergencies may require the transport of an injured person from the
plant to an off-site medical facility. Transportation of injured persons to the medical facility is normally
provided by the plant's on-site ambulance. In the event that the on-site ambulance is not available,
commercial ambulance service provides the transportation of injured persons to the off-site medical
facility. This includes contaminated injured on-site workers. Ambulances are equipped with radios to
maintain communications with local hospitals. The primary medical facilities for injured personnel, with
or without contamination, are the Western Baptist Hospital and Lourdes Hospital, both

4-6
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2.4-20 115 2.5-6d 58
2.4-20a 115 2.5-6e 65
2.4-21 143 2.5-7 5
2.4-22 5 2.5-8 55
2.4-23 52 2.5-9 5
2.4-24 55
2.4-25 65 2.6-1 5
2.4-26 122 2.6-2 5
2.4-27 122 2.6-3 128
2.4-28 122 2.6-4 63
2.4-29 5 2.6-5 65
2.4-30 65 2.6-6 115
2.4-31 5 2.6-7 115
2.4-32 65 2.6-8 115
2.4-33 5
2.4-34 65 3.0-1 5
2.4-35 65 3.0-2 137
2.4-36 67 3.0-3 124
2.4-37 67 3.0-4 141
2.4-37a 67 3.0-5 5
2.4-38 5 3.0-6 65
2.4-39 100 3.0-7 5
2.4-40 5 3.0-8 5
2.4-41 65 3.0-9 137
2.4-41a 74 3.0-10 67
2.4-41b 65 3.0-11 55
2.4-42 82 3.0-11a 55
2.4-43 71 3.0-12 5
2.4-44 65 3.0-13 141
2.4-45 65 3.0-14 5
2.4-45a 65 3.0-15 141
2.4-45b 65 3.0-16 5
2.4-46 55
2.4-47 55

2.5-1 5
2.5-2 5

iv
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SECTION 2.4 SPECIFIC TSRS FOR ENRICHMENT CASCADE FACILITIES

2.4.4 GENERAL LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

2.4.4.3 CASCADE EQUIPMENT ASSAY LIMITATIONS

LCO 2.4.4.3: Cascade 235U assay shall not exceed the values listed in the table below:

Equipment Assay Limit (wt % 235U)

20-MW Freezer/Sublimer Vessels 2.35

24-inch Alumina Traps 1.80

All other equipment 5.5 or follow NCSA applicable to the
facility, operation or item of equipment

APPLICABILITY: Modes: All

ACTIONS:

Condition Required Action Completion Time

A. Assay exceeds stated limit. A. I Initiate actions Immediately.I to reduce assay.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS:

Surveillance Frequency

SR 2.4.4.3-1 Measure product stream assay. Twice per shift, except when
the "000" and "00" enrichment
cascade is shutdown and
isolated from the C-3 10
cascade, and there is an
insufficient amount of UF6 in
C-3 10 to support product
withdrawal.

BASIS:

NCS analyses have shown these assay limits to be safe and NCSA controls are in place to prevent
exceeding these limits [SAR Section 5.2, Appendix A]. Periodic measurement of the product stream
assay, which has the greatest potential for variation with time, provides reasonable assurance that overall
plant assays are within limits.

At some point during the process of obtaining a UF6 negative on C-3 10 for the purposes of shutdown, it
will not be possible to measure the product stream assay due to insufficient UF6 to support withdrawal.
Because there is no potential to exceed the 5.5 wt.%2 5U Assay Limit during this evolution, it is not
necessary to perform SR 2.4.4.3-1.

The on-line machines are point calibrated using an assay sample standard incorporated into the machine.
The calibration is essentially continuous, so no periodic calibrations are specified.
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